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ABSTRACT
‘Religion in Tacitus’s Annals: Historical Constructions of Memory’
I examine how religion is presented in the Annals of Tacitus, and how it resonates with
and adds complexity to the larger themes of the historian’s narrative. Memory is essential to
understanding the place of religion in the narrative, for Tacitus constructs a picture of a Rome
with ‘religious amnesia.’ The Annals are populated with characters, both emperors and their
subjects, who fail to maintain the traditional religious practices of their forebears by neglecting
prodigies and omens, committing impious murders, and even participating in the destruction of
Rome’s sacred buildings. Alongside this forgetfulness of traditional religious practice runs the
construction of a new memory – that of the deified Augustus – which leads to the veneration of
living emperors in terms appropriate to gods. This religious narrative resonates with and
illuminates Tacitean observations on the nature of power in imperial Rome. Furthermore,
tracing the prominence of religious memory in the text improves our understanding of how
Tacitus thinks about the past, and particularly how he thinks about the role of the historian in
shaping memory for his readers.
I consider various religious categories and their function in Tacitus’ writings, and how
his characters interact with them: calendars (do Tacitus’ Romans preserve or change the
traditional scheduling of festivals?), architecture (what determines the building of or alterations
to temples and other religious monuments?), liturgy (do they worship in the same ways their
ancestors did?), and images (how do they treat cult statues?). I analyze the patterns of behaviour,
both in terms of ritual practice and in how Tacitus’ characters think about and interpret the
supernatural, and consider how Rome’s religious past features in these patterns. The thesis is
structured according to the reigns of individual emperors. Four chapters chart Tiberius’
accession, Germanicus’ death, its aftermath, and Sejanus’ rise to power; one chapter examines
the religious antiquarian Claudius; and the final chapter analyzes Nero’s impieties and their
consequences.
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INTRODUCTION
Praeter multiplices rerum humanarum casus caelo terraque prodigia et fulminum monitus et
futurorum praesagia, laeta tristia, ambigua manifesta; nec enim umquam atrocioribus populi
Romani cladibus magisve iustis indiciis adprobatum est non esse curae deis securitatem nostram,
esse ultionem (Tacitus, Histories 1.3.2).

The Romans had many ways to tell when their gods were upset, but deciding what had
upset them was usually not straightforward. Understanding their minds was an enterprise shot
through with difficulties and subject to personal interpretation. This impression emerges
overwhelmingly when considering how the Romans interact with their gods in Tacitus’ Annals.
The importance of such religious material in Tacitus’ writings has not always been
acknowledged, but, as this thesis will show, when we do take it seriously, there is much at stake
for how we interpret his narrative.
My analysis will focus on three major areas. First, I shall examine how, when, and where
(both geographically within the Roman empire and narratologically within Tacitus’ account) the
gods indicate their pleasure or displeasure, or what will happen in the future. Secondly, I will
consider to what extent we can understand why Tacitus considers the events of the Annals to
happen. Are they the result of human action, or determined by the gods? Alternatively, are they
related to the more amorphous supernatural categories of fate and fortune? If it is possible to
predict the future, this raises the underlying problem of the role of human agency in determining
the course of events. Finally, I will consider how cult practice evolves over the course of the
Annals, and what effect this has on events and their outcomes. This is related to my first
question, since, as I will argue, Tacitus indicates the gods’ displeasure is aroused when Romans
fail to maintain their relationship with the gods in traditional ways, through a prescribed series
of rites and rituals. Before beginning my analysis, I must further explain and define each of
these three areas of interest.
1

WHAT DO THE GODS THINK? PRODIGIES AND PROPHECIES1

1.1

PRODIGIES

Tacitus’ role as quindecemvir (11.11.1) probably made him particularly interested in
supernatural phenomena, but he was certainly not the first Roman historian to include prodigies
in his works. The Roman historiographical tradition had emphasized portentous occurrences
1

On the distinctions between different types of Roman divination, see Levene 1993, 3, and cf. Cic. Div. 1.3-4 and
34, with Wardle 2006 ad loc.

9

ever since the annales maximi, where the pontifices listed important events of the year,
especially prodigies, recognised by the Senate.2 They are particularly prominent in Livy, who
frequently reports prodigies at the end of a narrative year, not at the point when they actually
occurred; this placement can strip the prodigies of any clear causal force and reduce them to a
merely ‘official’ status.3 Prodigies are fundamentally negative, representing a general feeling of
foreboding rather than predicting a specific event. That, too, means that ‘they did not as a rule
have any content’ in relation to the actions of his narrative.4 Livy then begins his account of the
next annalistic year by describing the expiation of the prodigies, a necessary action for the
year’s new consuls for guaranteeing success in their campaigning.5 It is impossible to decide
definitively whether Livy is sceptical or credulous of his supernatural material. As Levene
points out in relation to Livy 43.13.1-2, which has traditionally been used as evidence by
scholars wishing to prove Livy’s scepticism or belief, the question of whether prodigies are true
predictors of the future is left open: ‘Livy certainly thinks prodigy lists are important – but only
gives reasons in terms of Roman tradition.’6
Tacitus’ attitude to prodigies appears to be similarly ambiguous in a programmatic
passage at H. 1.3.2 (quoted above). By mentioning prodigies in a list of the kinds of military and
political events he will treat, he implies that prodigies will be essential to his history. As often in
Tacitus, the language leaves the exact meaning of the sentence unclear. The abstract noun ultio
is modified by nostra, equivalent to a genitive, but ultio can take an objective genitive of the
person avenged (‘the vengeance taken on us,’ presumably by the gods), or a subjective genitive
of the agent of vengeance (‘the vengeance taken by us’).7 It is unclear whether Tacitus means
that prodigies truly express divine anger, or that they merely mark divine interest in human
affairs without indicating that the gods intend to become involved in events. The idea of
prodigies as divine vengeance for humans’ breaking of the pax deorum8 is left open as one

2

Rawson 1971; Ginsburg 1981, 4. Historians apparently stopped using the annales maximi directly as a source by
the time of Cicero. They may even have disappeared, but remained influential (Frier 1979, 274; Drews 1988).
3
Luce 1977, 83–4; Ginsburg 1981, 33–4.
4
Levene 1993, 4; cf. Liebeschuetz 1979, 8–9.
5
Ginsburg 1981, 29.
6
Levene 1993, 23. Frier 1979, 274 considers this a historiographical rather than a religious point. Levene 1993, 26
detects a ‘clash between belief and scepticism’ in Livy generally, something typical of discussions of religion
throughout Roman literature (cf. Levene 2006a, 421).
7
OLD b. Damon 2003, 97 assumes only the former meaning: ‘nostram is active with securitatem, passive with
ultionem.’ Davies 2004, 158 sees ambiguity in the infinitive esse: does this sentiment apply specifically to the
events of 69, or should it be viewed as a gnomic statement? Yet the words nec enim umquam indicate fairly clearly
that the year 69 is the best example of a general truth expressed in non esse curae deis securitatem nostram, esse
ultionem.
8
MacBain 1982, 7.
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interpretation of Tacitus’ words. Yet the vengeance humans take on each other is such a major
feature of the Histories9 that it is equally possible that Tacitus intends prodigies to highlight
events and themes on a human level.
The Annals are an even more difficult case, since they lack any programmatic statement
about interpreting prodigies. Although frequent in Livy, prodigies are rare in the Annals,10 and
are totally absent from the extant portion of the first hexad. The first occurrences that Tacitus
describes as prodigia11 in the surviving books only occur at 12.43.1. The first time the reader
confronts anything resembling a general statement about interpreting prodigies is at 14.12.2, a
passage sometimes read as a generalizing statement of the same type as H. 1.3.2.12 Without the
full text of the Annals, we cannot know whether Tacitus might have reported prodigies during
his account of Caligula’s principate, and whether a programmatic statement would have
accompanied them, but he still chooses not to give any interpretative guidance for prodigies at
the start of the Annals. The absence of such a statement anywhere in the complete Annals 1-4,
including in the programmatic section at 4.32.2-33.4, suggests that the historian may have
wanted to leave his reader at sea. By waiting until the second hexad to describe any prodigies,
Tacitus makes them, and the divine anger they indicate,13 a narrative ‘surprise’ when they
appear. A reader familiar with the Histories would be acquainted with Tacitus’ observations
there, but beyond this would have no guide to prodigies’ interpretation.
What, then, are prodigies doing in the Annals, and why are they withheld to create this
‘surprise’? As in the case of Livy, Tacitus’ ambiguity seems deliberate, and accentuates human
responsibility. Since his attitude to this supernatural material cannot be pinned down, ‘the reader
9

Cf. Scott 1968, 47–8.
Davies 2004, 205 n. 188 lists nine occurrences. Of these, I accept 12.43.1, 12.64.1, 14.12.2, and 15.47.1.
Although they are not labelled as such, the events of 16.13.1 clearly count as prodigia, since they conform to the
pattern of signs sent by gods because of bad human behaviour (tot facinoribus foedum annum etiam dii
tempestatibus et morbis insignivere). Tacitus does not necessarily endorse the death and re-growth of the ficus
Ruminalis (13.58) as a true prodigium (see p. 194). The fire of Rome is never explicitly stated to be a prodigy,
although consultation of the Sibylline books (15.44.1) could perhaps justify Davies’ inclusion of it. A similar
argument applies to the lightning strike expiated by the haruspices (15.24.2). Less clear is 15.22.2, since nothing
there indicates that either Tacitus or people at the time considered these events prodigious (see p. 208). Of Davies’
list, therefore, I recognize five undisputable lists of prodigia, three possible ones, and one misidentification.
11
Note that in Tacitus, unlike in Livy, prodigies are always reported in propria persona rather than in oratio
obliqua, a construction sometimes thought to indicate that the author is distancing himself from the information
reported (see Morgan 1993, 323 on H. 2.50.2; cf. Levene 1993, 19–20 on Livy). But Pelling 2006, 157 n. 59 notes,
‘Distance can add other effects too, notably importance and respect.’ Cf. Davies 2004, 32–9, who argues that oratio
obliqua in Livy’s prodigy reports, rather than distancing, highlights the act of their being reported to the Senate at
Rome.
12
Cf. Reitzenstein 1927, disputed by Kroymann 1952, 157. Liebeschuetz 1979, 194 and Hutchinson 1993, 248–9
read the sentence as evidence for Tacitus’ scepticism. Much like H. 1.3.2, the passage does not actually solve the
reader’s dilemma: see p. 202-3.
13
On 4.1.2, see p. 19.
10
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can only make sense of the work by actively interpreting it himself, and attempting at every
point to weigh up the evidence for and against the involvement of the supernatural in Roman
history. In effect, he is compelled to take over part of the work of the historian.’14 The reason for
this is partly to do with genre. Historiography is generally concerned ‘to represent the human
perspective’ by ‘foreground[ing] the caution that must always be maintained in making ...
inferences [about the divine] since they are inevitably provisional until hindsight enters the
picture.’15 But the ambiguity about interpreting prodigies is also part of a wider debate in the
intellectual tradition represented across several genres. In Cicero’s De Divinatione, Quintus’
defence of divination in book 1 is refuted in book 2 by Marcus, but Cicero never decides firmly
in favour of one or the other viewpoint.16 Similarly, Seneca in the Natural Questions puts
rational, scientific explanations of phenomena such as lightning alongside classifications,
derived from religious technical literature and augural handbooks, of the different ways in which
different kinds of thunderbolts are to be interpreted as portents: the work ‘is permeated by a
vigorous interest in god, man, their relationship to each other, and the way in which the puzzling
phenomena of the natural world relate to human life.’17 If Tacitus puts no prodigies in Annals 16, this does not mean they are unimportant; rather, it makes them all the more striking when they
do appear.
1.2 PROPHECIES

Whereas prodigies are unsolicited communications from the divine that are often vague
and generally foreboding, prophecies are generally specific to an individual or event,18 and may
either be sought from an oracle or appear unsolicited in dreams or visions. Prophecies given by
oracles are rare in Tacitus. Most consultations are situated within digressions and not in the
main narrative, and describe ancient consultations related to the foundations of cults or cities. In
these examples, it is exclusively Easterners who consult, and it is mostly Delphi they use.19
Instances in the Annals form a less cohesive picture than those in the Histories, where oracles
enhance the teleological nature of the narrative by clustering around the Flavians. Only
Vespasian and Titus consult priests or oracles about their future plans, and these consultations

14

Levene 1993, 29–30. As Beard 1986, 34 argues, Cicero does the same in De Divinatione.
Davies 2009, 170–1; cf. Feeney 2007a, 136–7.
16
Wardle 2006, 15; see also Beard 1986; Schofield 1986.
17
Inwood 2002, 120. On lightning compare Sen. Nat. 2.49-51 with the ‘scientific’ 2.52ff. On Seneca’s use of A.
Caecina (a first-century BC expert in the Etrusca disciplina), see Rawson 1985, 304–5.
18
I use the definition of Levene 1993, 19–20.
19
Ptolemy (H. 4.83.4), the Smyrnaeans (A. 3.63.3), and the Byzantines (12.63.1) consult Delphi, and Bocchoris
consults the oracle of Ammon (H. 5.3.1). The oracle of Phrixus (6.34.2) is mentioned but not consulted.
15

12

both occur at the Eastern fringes of the empire: at the shrine of Venus at Paphos (H. 2.4.1-2) or
at Mount Carmelus in Syria (H. 2.78.3-4). In the Annals, the only oracle cited is that of Apollo
at Claros, predicting Germanicus’ early death (A. 2.54.4).20 Oracles, then, are rare, and
associated with the exotic East, an area connected with superstitio and misplaced credulity
regarding the divine.21 Despite this, Tacitus never denies the truth of the oracles’ predictions;
everything they predict comes to pass.
In comparison, occurrences of dreams and visions are more numerous. This says
something fundamental about Tacitus’ attitude to divine communication: it normally comes
unsought, leaving humans to deal with it as best they can whenever it comes. Furthermore,
dreams allow the historian to highlight the difficulties and ambiguities involved in interpreting
these communications. In this Tacitus is not unusual, for as with prodigies, ancient thought
about dreams and visions often reflects conflict between a belief in dreams as divine
communiqués and a scepticism that claims they are caused by human psychological factors.
Examples include Artemidorus’ distinction in his Oneirocriticon between divine oneiroi and
enhypnia that come from within, and Herodotus’ description of Artabanus considering the
possibility that dreams merely reflect what one has thought about while awake (Hdt. 7.16β.2).22
The twofold nature of dreams is also reflected in historical works, where prophetic and
psychological aspects can converge in the same dream.23
Tacitus is perhaps even more ambiguous than most Roman historians. The only visions
straightforwardly presented as prophetic are those that happen on the fringes of the known
world, far from Rome, in places like Africa and Egypt.24 But it is equally true that dreams are
very rarely explicitly said not to have prophetic value; Bassus’ dream (16.1.1) is the only
example. Usually, Tacitus leaves us to guess whether the vision is prophetic, with important
consequences for the surrounding narrative. So Caecina’s dream of Varus (1.65.2) becomes a
vehicle for exploring whether Germanicus’ legions really are fated to be crushed just as Varus
was, or whether they merely think they are. It remains possible to interpret the dream as a divine
message, although the content of that message may be cryptic.25
20

Lollia Paulina perhaps consulted the same oracle about Claudius’ marriage to Agrippina (12.22.1), but a textual
problem makes this uncertain (see p. 173).
21
Cf. Davies 2004, 169–70.
22
See Pelling 1997, 197–9 and works there cited.
23
See Pelling 1997.
24
Pelling 1997, 205–6. The dreams are those of Ptolemy (H. 4.83.2-3), Curtius Rufus (11.21), and priests of
Hercules in Persia (12.13.3). The dreams of Caecina (1.65.2) and Germanicus (2.14.1), though less unambiguously
prophetic, also happen on the fringes.
25
See p. 67.
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An interesting example for assessing Tacitus’ attitude to prophetic visions is 11.21, the
only time the destiny of a non-imperial personage is the subject of a dream.26 This makes the
case an important ‘control’ for cases where imperial figures receive prophecies: it is not meant
to fit into a narrative of the imperial succession. Curtius Rufus, the son of a gladiator,27 goes to
Africa early in his career as the follower of the quaestor. While walking at midday in the
deserted porticoes of Hadrumetum, he encounters the spectre of a woman, larger than life, who
prophesies his return to Africa as consul (11.21.1). The prophecy has a psychological effect on
Rufus, who returns to Rome (11.21.2 tali omine in spem sublatus degressusque in urbem),
attains the quaestorship with Tiberius’ support, has a long career characterised by arrogance and
flattery, and becomes consul. He obtains Africa as his proconsular province, and, dying there,
fulfils the prophecy (11.21.3 atque ibi defunctus fatale praesagium implevit). Tacitus is clear
that the prophecy truly predicts the future: it is fatale in the sense that it revealed early in Rufus’
life that his fatum was to hold the consulship.28 The psychological effect on Rufus is certainly
partly responsible for the course of his future career, since Tacitus’ wording seems to imply a
connection (or at least a relatively small elapse of time) between his receiving the prophecy and
returning to Rome. Many other human factors (generosity of friends, support of Tiberius) help
the prophecy come to fruition, but come to fruition it does.
Compare this with the younger Pliny on the same dream (Ep. 7.27.1-3). He, too,
emphasizes the truth of the prophecy, adducing it as evidence supporting his belief in
phantasmata (7.27.2 Ego ut esse credam in primis eo ducor, quod audio accidisse Curtio Rufo).
The details of the story are similar, although Pliny’s figure calls herself the personification of
Africa, futurorum praenuntia, and states not only that Rufus will become consul of the province,
but also that he will die there. This, too, comes true, but the reasons for this are slightly more
ambiguous than in Tacitus’ account. The story goes (narratur) that when alighting from his ship
he meets the same figure, provoking a strong reaction: Ipse certe implicitus morbo futura
praeteritis, aduersa secundis auguratus, spem salutis nullo suorum desperante proiecit (7.27.3).
His interpretation of the second vision along the lines of the first is precisely what causes his
death. In a sense, then, the vision itself, or its psychological effect, fulfils its own prophecy.
Pliny says he believes in ghosts because of this story, but in the account it is much more
ambiguous whether Rufus’ death was fated or the result of his own fear. And in concluding the
letter, Pliny acknowledges that Sura can utram in partem disputare, implying that despite
26
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Pliny’s own expressions of credulity throughout the letter, he recognizes one could see things
differently.29
Pliny’s account leaves more room for ambiguity than does Tacitus’. By omitting Rufus’
death from the prophecy, Tacitus disallows psychological causation and emphasizes that his
consulship was due to fate as truly revealed in his vision. If Tacitus had wished to report the
omen more ambiguously, Pliny’s alternate storyline was available.30 Hence we should not reject
wholesale the notion that Tacitus wishes us to interpret prophecies as straightforward indicators
of the will of fate. But the more ambiguous (Caecina) and downright dubious (Bassus) examples
show that for Tacitus, both characters and readers should hesitate to believe straightaway that a
dream is divine.
2

WHY DO THINGS HAPPEN? FATE AND FORTUNE

2.1

FATUM

Prophecies of this type are intimately linked with questions of theodicy: how far are
events controlled by inalterable destiny (fatum), capricious fortuna, or the will of men
themselves? Discerning Tacitus’ views on this is a problem that has particularly troubled
scholars.31 Sometimes, he seems to favour overarching fatum as an explanation, at other times
the chance workings of fors/fortuna. The two views are found juxtaposed throughout his work,
which may, as Kroymann observes, be part of the point: ‘Sie stehen ... als Spannungen im
Nebeneinander und Gegeneinander, und sie müssen als Spannungen stehenbleiben,’ rather than
being dismissed as a change of the author’s views.32 Removing references to fatum and fortuna
from their narrative context is problematic, and I shall argue that such statements are meant to
produce local literary effect. As with Tacitus’ take on prodigies, the possibility remains open for
the reader to see fatum and fortuna in action, yet we are given no universally applicable dictum
on the subject. Although it may be impossible to try to use references to fatum and fortuna as the
29
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basis for formulating Tacitus’ personal views on the place of theodicy in historical causation, the
fact that such references are included at all means they are meant to have an effect on the reader
– they are meant to mean something.
In assessing how fate works, one problem is determining when fatum indicates the
working of destiny in general or in the lives of individuals (OLD 3, 5, 6) and when it simply
refers to a natural death (‘he met his fate’; OLD 2b, 4). In only one fifth of instances of fatum or
fatalis in Tacitus do the terms unambiguously have only the latter meaning.33 In other cases it
refers explicitly to destiny. Two occurrences, however, are ambiguous, and therefore highlight a
contrast between human action and the possibility of preordination, underlining the fact that
causation of human affairs cannot always be easily identified. Not coincidentally, both examples
come from Germanicus’ death-sequence. His deathbed complaint that he is not ‘giving in to
fate’ (2.71.1 si fato concederem) could merely refer to the fact that he is not dying a natural
death, yet given that Tacitus has recently cited an oracle predicting his untimely demise (2.54.4),
both the reader and Germanicus himself might justifiably ascribe his death to destiny. Similarly,
Germanicus’ contemporaries compared his situation to the ‘fate’ of Alexander the Great
(2.73.1); while fatis here could simply mean ‘deaths,’ the subsequent sentence clarifies that it is
partly the similar circumstances of their lives that makes it look as though Germanicus was
destined to follow in Alexander’s footsteps. The ambiguity about what fatum means in these
cases underlines the difficulties involved in deciding why Germanicus died when and how he
did.
Although fate is mentioned with roughly the same frequency in the extant portions of the
Annals and Histories,34 fate in the Annals seems less coherent than in the Histories. In the earlier
work, eight out of the sixteen references to fatum indicate Vepasian’s destiny to ascend to the
throne, or the destiny of his opponents to be defeated.35 By contrast, there are only a few
indications in the Annals that fate may be involved in determining who will rule. Fate perhaps
had something to do with Gaius Caesar’s death, a factor that made Tiberius’ ascendency
possible (1.3.3). Tiberius’ refusal to name heirs, which allowed Caligula to take over, is
equivalent to leaving the decision to fate (6.46.3). There is also one reference to a fate beyond
the Annals, that of Vespasian (16.5.3). But as we will see in Tacitus’ observations on Claudius,
33
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it is sometimes fortuna in her most elusive and delusive aspect that determines succession.
Reference to Vespasian’s maius fatum, which draws the reader back to the Histories and the
much more strongly teleological narrative there, seems to indicate that there may be some
overarching teleology in the Tacitean narrative that strains toward Vespasian. But there will be
some surprises for his reader along the way, like fortuna’s unexpected elevation of Claudius.
Crucially, Tacitus never gives us any reason to doubt that fatum should be taken seriously as a
causative force. All three of these examples are given in propria persona with no obvious irony.
6.46.3 and 16.5.3 are particularly strong cases because Tacitus offers no alternative
explanation for Tiberius’ failure to appoint a successor or Vespasian’s escape from danger. The
question of Gaius Caesar’s early death is more complicated: perhaps it was fate, or else it was
Livia’s trickery, and Tacitus refuses to privilege one reason over the other.36 This is part of a
larger phenomenon in the Annals, in which human-centred or rationalizing explanations of
events are presented as alternatives for fate, and the reader is left to choose between them. This
phenomenon is unique to the Annals: in the Histories, alternatives are generally between fate
and fortune rather than fate and human action.37 Furthermore, these statements represent
authorial comments about the failure of characters within the text to make correct
interpretations. The Annals, on the other hand, contain several instances where Tacitus does not
say for certain whether human motivations or fate causes something. Varus fell fato et vi Armini
(1.55.3); Junius Rusticus urges hesitation in bringing charges against Agrippina and Nero fatali
quodam motu... seu prava sollertia (5.4.1); Silius urges disclosure of his adultery with
Messalina fatali vaecordia an imminentium periculorum remedium ipsa pericula ratus
(11.26.1); and Nero grows distant from Octavia fato quodam, an quia praevalent inlicita
(13.12.2).38 As in the Histories, Tacitus makes these statements in propria persona, and they
refer to interpretive difficulties not at the level of the character within the text, but at the level of
the reader outside it. These ‘alternative’ explanations show that it is extremely difficult for
anyone to understand why things in the past happened the way they did. Varus is a case of
‘causal overdetermination,’39 where the historian plainly states that both fate and Arminius are
36
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to blame. This perhaps indicates that the reader should never discount the possibility that Tacitus
is taking fate seriously as a causative factor: after all, if fate unquestioningly had something to
do with Varus’ superiority, why could it not similarly have had something to do with Rusticus’
sollertia, Silius’ strategizing, or Nero’s predilection for the illicit?
2.2

FORTUNA

Fortuna, fors, and fortuitus occur about five times as often in the Annals and Histories
than fatum. As with fatum meaning ‘death’, instances where fortuna means ‘social position,
rank, station’ (OLD 11b), especially imperial rank,40 must be separated out from instances where
it actually refers to fortune as a causative force in human affairs. It is frequently used in military
contexts to describe varied success or failure in battle, and is sometimes contrasted with human
prowess as a factor in determining who wins: sometimes, no matter how hard humans fight,
fortuna gets the better of them.41 Fortuna is a commonplace in many ancient descriptions of
battles,42 and it is a topos that fortune is variable. The unexpected fall of the great and elevation
of the lowly was a favourite theme of historians, reflecting a desire to be useful and pleasurable
for the reader.43 This, too, is reflected in the Histories and Annals. Germanicus considers the
variability of fortune as it has impacted the Roman past when viewing the battlefield at Troy
(2.54.2 varietate fortunae et nostri origine veneranda): the fall of Troy and the rise of Rome are
inexplicably linked, and the reader is invited to marvel at how good and bad fortune intertwine.
Fortuna, however, can also mock human designs and defeat expectations. Tacitus casts
Otho’s (initially good) fortuna as ‘an alluring but capricious mistress’ (H. 2.12.1) that eventually
deserts him, as he is forced to admit (H. 2.47.1).44 Tacitus’ attitude to Claudius’ accession in the
Annals is similar, and fortune is similarly personified: Claudius is ‘the princeps-to-be that
Fortune was keeping in hiding,’ and the historian personally views his unexpected elevation as
an example of ludibria rerum mortalium (A. 3.18.4). ‘Surprises’ like Claudius’ elevation show
that there is an element of unpredictability in historical causation. Both readers and characters
within the text, it is implied, should be prepared for the unexpected.
Yet although personified fortuna in these examples may give the reader the opportunity
to interpret her as a divinity, it could be argued that the supernatural, cosmic side of fortuna in
these passages is not particularly strong, and that the point is one about causation. But is fortuna
40
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for Tacitus always and only an agent of mere chance? It can also mean ‘fate, destiny’ (OLD 8).
This allows Tacitus to reflect on the apparent overlap between fate and chance, and the
difficulty of assessing which one is dominant at any particular moment. In the Histories, the
Flavians’ fortuna is set against fate: occulta fati et ostentis ac responsis destinatum Vespasiano
liberisque eius imperium post fortunam credidimus (H. 1.10.3). Here, fortuna may simply mean
‘a successful outcome’ (OLD 7) and probably primarily refers to imperial rank, but in this
context of prodigies and omens, it could mean more. As post-Flavian readers with the benefit of
hindsight, we may think that Vespasian’s rise was fated (and the authorial comment at H. 2.1.1
supports this interpretation), but from the perspective of the characters in the text, we can also
see a personified, capricious Fortuna who can either confound or confirm what is expected. As
with Otho, fortuna is a complicating factor for anyone attempting to understand whether a
particular omen actually indicates what is fated to happen. Fortuna remains elusive: it may be
random, or it may be providential.
Fortuna can be ambiguous in the Annals as well. In the ‘second preface’45 where Tacitus
describes a turning point in Tiberius’ reign, he ascribes the change to fortuna (4.1.1). As Martin
and Woodman note, here fortuna has overtones of both ‘chance’ and the personified goddess.46
Yet the historian immediately goes on to say that Sejanus was to blame for this savagery in
Tiberius (initium et causa penes Aelium Seianum). To a rational reader, Sejanus may appear the
more ‘real’ reason for the change in Tiberius, with fortuna looking like a mere literary device.
But the chain of causation is traced back even further. Sejanus caused the savagery by binding
Tiberius exclusively to himself, but the reason for that is expressed in divine terms: non tam
sollertia (quippe isdem artibus victus est) quam deum ira in rem Romanam (4.1.2). In the
narrative context, deum ira is a surprising non sequitur for a reader used to the pattern,
established in earlier historians (particularly Livy), of the gods manifesting their anger through
prodigies in response to humans’ neglect of religious rites. Tacitus has described no prodigies
thus far in the Annals, so deum ira in rem Romanam appears curiously unmotivated, and indeed
‘readers would have been ... likely to relate [prodigies’] nonappearance to the gods’ support for
Rome.’47 In this complex context where Tacitus weaves together three possible causative factors
(fortuna, human concerns, and deum ira), the reader is left uncertain about what fortuna actually
signifies. It could easily be no more than ‘chance’, but the addition of deum ira allows the
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possibility of reading fortuna again as ‘fate.’ The fact that this deum ira reading of events is
itself destabilized by the narrative context makes the meaning of fortuna even more elusive.
There is one notable exception to the ‘rule’ that Tacitus does not set fatum and fors
against each other in the Annals as he does in the Histories: a brief excursus on Epicurean and
Stoic views of destiny and causation. Although previous scholars have wished to read this
passage as programmatic for the work as a whole, two factors make this impossible. One is its
placement: not only is it buried in the midst of book 6, but it is also intimately related to the
surrounding context (Tiberius’ test of the astrologer Thrasyllus).48 The other problem is its
inconclusiveness, for Tacitus states his aporia clearly: Sed mihi haec ac talia audienti in incerto
iudicium est, fatone res mortalium et necessitate immutabili an forte volvantur (6.22.1). Even
the historian, who must sift through events, finds it impossible to distinguish between chance
and fate; little wonder, then, that the reader experiences similar aporia throughout the Annals.
Tacitus enumerates three viewpoints about fate. The first represents Epicureanism,49 which
claims that the gods do not intervene in human affairs: non initia nostri, non finem, non denique
homines dis curae (6.22.1). The references to initia and finis relates back to the context of
astrology,50 but the wording recalls the proem to the Histories (H. 1.3.2 non esse curae deis
securitatem nostram, esse ultionem). Yet even there, Tacitus did not seem to wish the reader to
conclude that the gods are not concerned with human affairs at all: they may not care about our
securitas, but they certainly do care about ultio. The second viewpoint represents Stoicism,
which does attribute events to fatum, although it also rejects astrology (6.22.2 non e vagis
stellis). It also leaves room for human free will: once a man makes a choice, a fixed sequence of
events will follow as they are fated to (6.22.2). This might seem congruent with Tacitus’ uses of
causal overdetermination, but he is not concerned like these Stoics with natural causes
(principia et nexus naturalium causarum), so this is not a perfect descriptor of his viewpoint,
either.
What about the third viewpoint, supposedly that of ‘the man-in-the-street’ (6.22.3)?51
According to this view, astrology truly predicts the future, and horoscopes that do not come true
should be ascribed to deceitfulness of the art’s practitioners (fallaciis ignara dicentium). This
48
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matches Tacitus’ slightly inconsistent attitude to astrology in general: its practitioners are
maligned, and those who believe its predictions too readily are criticised, yet most astrological
predictions come true.52 Furthermore, both these believers and Tacitus himself can cite
examples to prove the truth of astrology (6.22.4). Yet the overwhelming impression of 6.22 is
one of uncertainty rather than of clarification, and Martin is surely right to state that ‘it is more
prudent to accept what he says at the beginning of the chapter.’53 The passage relates strictly to
astrology’s power to predict the future, and cannot necessarily be read as a general statement
about the primacy of fate or fortuna.
3

WHAT DO HUMANS GET WRONG? CULT PRACTICE, MEMORY, AND DECLINE

3.1

CULTIC MEMORY AND TRADITIONAL PRACTICES

Tacitus also discusses details of traditional religious practice, typically from the point of
view of alteration or decline. He reports challenges to, or the loss of, traditional rules, rites, and
buildings, focusing on the interlocking roles of emperor, Senate, and people. Such an obsession
with decline is not uniquely Tacitean. It also underlies the antiquarian tradition that emerged in
the late Republic and was concerned with describing the meanings and origins of Rome’s
religious practices.54 While Tacitus never tells us why he includes such religious details, certain
passages seem to indicate a desire to maintain memories of religious sites or rituals when they
are threatened either by an ignorant and self-interested Senate or by the principate itself.
This emphasis on tradition and decline lends itself well to analysis through cultural
memory (Gedächtnisgeschichte).55 Theorists in this area are naturally concerned with religion:
‘All rites are repetitive, and repetition automatically implies continuity with the past.’56 While
many theoretical approaches to religion and memory focus on Judeo-Christian modes of
religious memory not easily applicable to Roman paganism, that outlined by J. Assmann57 is
more helpful. His subject is Egyptian religion, where hymns and cult acts performed in honour
of the sun god were thought necessary for ensuring that the sun continued to rise and set. He
writes:
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Ritual as a form of thought is an officium memoriae, a cultic memory service that daily
sets a vast store of knowledge of the world in motion. Its purpose is not just to interpret
the world, but to take the meaning it has elicited and to feed it back into the world to
strengthen, foster, and rejuvenate it, through liturgical words of comfort and enactment
of the ritual (153-4).
This has much in common with Roman notions of the pax deorum: rituals had to be performed
consistently in order to keep Rome on good terms with her gods and ensure her survival. Any
departure from established practice, it was thought, could have dire consequences.58 This notion
of perpetual repetition is well formulated by Horace (Carm. 3.30.8-9 dum Capitolium / scandet
cum tacita virgine pontifex). Horace’s vision of eternity is not tied to Rome itself, or even the
physicality of the Capitoline hill. It is the ritual that takes place there that he imagines will
always endure.59 No single occasion is specified, so Horace could be referring to any number of
rituals repeated any number of times down the centuries.60 We are also given the detail of the
Vestal Virgin’s silence (an allusion to the formula favete linguis familiar in cultic contexts).
Horace is interested not only that the pontifex and the Vestal climb the Capitoline, but also in
how they climb the Capitoline; Rome’s eternity is embedded in ritual details that must be
remembered and continually repeated.61 Roman mortals, then, had to preserve and enact the
memory of their rites so that the gods would ensure that Rome would continue to exist.
This is the conceptual framework underlying Tacitus’ reportage of religious material
throughout the Annals. I will refer throughout to this notion of repeated rites and practices using
the label ‘religious’ or ‘cultic memory’. The kinds of things that transmit memory in religion
have been well defined by A. Assmann:62 calendars (how do Tacitus’ Romans preserve or
change the traditional scheduling of religious festivals?), architecture (what determines the
building of or alterations to temples and other religious monuments?), liturgy (do they celebrate
festivals in the same ways as their ancestors?), and images (how do they treat cult statues?).
Tacitus is also interested in priests and their functions.63
Another thread of memory running throughout my analysis invovles Tacitus’ own
textual memory and his vision of the way history works to preserve this religious memory. This
is done through intertextuality with his historiographical predecessors (especially Livy), where
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reminiscences of previous examples of religious correctness from Rome's earlier history lurk
behind an impious imperial Rome that fails to read and imitate them.64 Such allusions suggest
Tacitus views historical writings as essential to preserving religious memory. This is contrary to
the dichotomy, which has recently been criticized, between memory that is continually lived,
and written, fossilized history.65 Gowing notes that unlike the Greeks, the Romans seem to have
had a different tradition, whereby writing, instead of destroying memory, is ‘one of [its] most
reliable guarantors.’66 A better model for how history functions for Tacitus is the relationship
between ‘functional’ and ‘stored’ memory that A. Assmann has attributed to literate societies:
the former is in constant use, ‘really needed, inhabited, and tended,’ whereas the latter, made
possible only by writing, is a kind of cultural unconsciousness, ‘hoards of knowledge that are no
longer needed.’ Yet, she says, ‘the frontier between stored and functional memory is constantly
shifting,’ which is ‘the precondition of the possibility of change and renewal.’67 If Livy is an
implicit memory-bearer for religious correctness in Tacitus’ text, such instances of
intertextuality perhaps indicate how far Tacitus views his own work as an instruction manual of
correct religious behaviour for his readers.
3.2

PRIESTLY AUTHORITY

Tacitus’ concern with such details about priestly responsibilities and cult practice has
been attributed to his position as a quindecemvir, acquired under Domitian.68 Scholars have
generally focused on the political, rather than the religious, significance of such priesthoods:
magistrates were also priests, and so quite apart from any religious significance of such posts,
they are markers of elite political status.69 Tacitus was certainly no exception. The
quindecemvirate was a very prestigious office; it is an unusual honour for Tacitus to have
acquired at such a young age, and signalled the imperial favour that was to be followed with
magistracies.70 It was probably listed on Tacitus’ tombstone as an important component of his
career, (probably) second only to his consulship, and before his proconsulship of Asia.71
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But Tacitus himself tells us that the quindecemvirate is more than just a political
stepping-stone. In a rare authorial intrusion into his narrative, he mentions his own experience in
helping organize the Secular Games as a quindecemvir and praetor under Domitian to prove his
authority to discuss Claudius’ celebration of them (11.11.1). As both quindecemvir and praetor,
Tacitus suggests that he was doubly qualified to assist.72 The praetor, too, was involved in
maintaining the traditional form of the associated rituals (caerimoniae),73 but the priesthood is
important because of the long continuity (antiquitus) of its concern for the games. Memory, as
reflected in continuity of religious practice, mattered to Tacitus.
Tacitus, standing outside the political problems of Domitian’s regime, can remark
neutrally on his celebration of the Secular Games. He does not seem to criticize the Games –
neither the calculation of the year when they should be held74 nor the rites themselves – even as
celebrated by this worst of emperors. We know, too, that in the lost portion of the Histories,
Tacitus discussed how each emperor caluculated the date for the Secular Games (11.11.1).75
More than once, then, Tacitus discussed the detailed expert knowledge necessary for this
festival, and it is likely that his own personal experience was also brought to bear on the
discussion in the Histories.
Such details are not confined to the Secular Games or even the reign of Claudius, as we
shall see. Tacitus combines his role as priest, charged with preserving the memories of Rome’s
religious rites by continued performance during his own lifetime, and his role as historian,
concerned with reporting these rites in all their bewildering detail. Although how the emperors
react to such religious details is important, Tacitus can also preserve them without authorial
comment. This is an important part of his purpose in recording them: religious details are
important for the reader, especially when the emperors Tacitus describes seem to be somehow
deficient in their concerns for such details.
3.3

IMPERIAL CULT

In addition to the religious material traditional in historical writing, the Annals explore
the imperial cult and the power dynamics involved in negotiating the distinction between living
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emperor and deified predecessor. As with prodigies, Tacitus aims not to make a statement about
whether the former emperor is or is not actually a divinity.76 Some passages could conceivably
be interpreted as criticising the imperial cult, but only if taken out of their narrative context.77
Rather, Tacitus focuses on how Augustus’ deification affects the relationship between emperor
and subject. From the very beginning of the Annals, the worship of divus Augustus looms large,
especially as it relates to the way Tiberius himself is perceived and treated by his subjects.
‘Herrschaft braucht Herkunft:’78 alignment of himself with his predecessor is an important part
of Tiberius’ legitimation of his own rule. But when that Herkunft includes a god (and one who
lived not during the quasi-mythical era of Rome’s foundation but within the current ruler’s own
lifetime), the line between divine predecessor and living emperor becomes blurred, and worship
of Tiberius’ deified predecessor sets a precedent for quasi-worshipful attitudes to the living
princeps.
What does draw Tacitean criticism is not imperial cult, but rather the adulatory attitude
of the senators and people that motivates it. In the Tiberian hexad, Tacitus depicts a princeps
who is insufficiently clear in defining what kind of divine honours are appropriate for himself
and other members of the imperial family, and a populace and Senate responding to this lack of
clarity by offering ever greater honours, since they think this is what the princeps will want to
hear. Even at the beginning of the Annals, the tide of religious flattery that we will see swell into
a flood by the reign of Nero is already present.
We are given little idea of how this state of affairs came to be. Because he does not treat
the reign of Augustus in detail, Tacitus gives us little background in how Tiberius’ predecessor
dealt with divine honours.79 We begin in mediis rebus with Augustus’ deification, and the
popular response elevating Tiberius almost to divine status (1.11.1 versae inde ad Tiberium
preces). There is no indication of why this happens, nor who is responsible for this adulation.
Had Augustus and his successor allowed, and even encouraged, this kind of reaction? Or had
each simply been confronted with a swelling tide of worship that he tried his best to stem?
Tacitus chooses not to answer these questions, and in their unanswerability lies his point:
Tiberius inherits a system of ruler/subject relations that is already broken, and Tacitus is
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interested to show how Tiberius’ (and his successors’) actions within that system exacerbate the
problem.
Tacitus could have presented events differently. The picture of the imperial cult painted
in inscriptional and papyrological evidence has some similarities with Tacitus’ portrayal, but
there are also important differences. In a famous letter to the city of Gytheum in Laconia of AD
15 (SEG xi.922-3 = EJ 102b = Sherk 31), Tiberius refuses divine honours proposed by the city
and communicated to him via an embassy sent to Rome. His response was recorded on a stele,
as often with imperial letters;80 but in this case the letter was inscribed with the law prescribing
the honours. Tiberius’ refusal represents an objection to this particular instance of worship
rather than a blanket objection to all imperial cult (lines 17-20);81 nowhere in this letter is
Augustus’ divinity denied. Certainly, Tiberius unambiguously refuses to be worshipped as a
god;82 the letter clearly states that Augustus’ benefactions place him in a separate, higher
category to which Tiberius cannot aspire. But what he does not specify is which honours fit into
which category. Tiberius might have defined the µετριώτεραι τε καὶ ἀνθρώπειοι τιµαί: he could
have made things clearer by saying not just ‘do not give me the same honours you give
Augustus,’ but ‘do not make a statue of me and burn incense in front of it.’ As it is, ‘his letter
did not close the door against divine honors from the Gytheates.’83 This is all too clear from the
display of his letter alongside the law describing the honours to be performed for him despite his
refusal.
Tiberius is not the only Roman emperor to refuse divine honours in vague terms. An
inscription records Claudius’ letter to the people of Thasos (Pouilloux 179), also responding to
an embassy sent to Rome to offer divine honours. Claudius is more specific than Tiberius about
which honours he refuses: τὸν δὲ ναὸν µ[ό]ν[οις] εἶ[ναι] τοῖς θεοῖς κρείνων παραιτοῦµαι, τὰς
ἄλλας προσειέµενος τιµὰς αἳ πρέπουσιν ἡγεµόσιν ἀρίστοις (ll. 5-7). A temple is clearly not
acceptable, but Claudius does not quantify the honours ‘appropriate to the best leaders’ which he
does allow. This lack of specificity allowed for the possibility of instituting a priesthood of
Claudius, which another inscription (Pouilloux 180) reveals Thasos in fact did: Claudius perhaps
thought that refusing a temple to himself ipso facto meant that there could be no priest to make
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sacrifices to him, but the people of Thasos clearly thought otherwise.84 It is irretrievable from
these inscriptions how the emperors reacted to these refusals of their refusals, and it is also
unclear whether Tiberius’ vagueness or Claudius’ specificity was more typical.
As we shall see, in the Annals Tiberius scrupulously distinguishes himself and other
members of the imperial family from divus Augustus, but often fails to specify what exactly that
means in practice. While Tacitus presents this vagueness and its consequences in a particular
way to prove a particular literary point about how imperial cult influences political discourse,
this theme in his narrative may not in fact be that far from how the emperor/subject dynamic
was played out in the reality of ruler cult. But the negative judgement that depicts that
relationship as a narrative of increasing adulatio is entirely Tacitus’. Perhaps this reflects
Tacitus’ focus on life at Rome as opposed to what was going on in the provinces: the Senate’s
dysfunctional relationship with the emperor is more important to him than provincials’
conception of the emperor.85
4

STRUCTURE OF THE ARGUMENT
In exploring these questions and their implications for how we interpret Tacitus’ Annals,

I will trace references to cult practice, fate and fortune, and divination in more or less the order
in which they appear in the narrative. I intend to highlight the local literary effect of such
references in their particular contexts. This will show not only how the reign of each princeps
has its own religious problems, but also how these principates link together to form a larger
overarching narrative of religious decline over the course of the Julio-Claudian dynasty.
The first chapter analyzes the early years of Tiberius’ reign in Annals 1-2. The most
important development here is the evolving language of worship directed toward the living
emperor based on the deification of his predecessor Augustus. Despite Tiberius’ attempts to
refuse honours, the fact that he never explicitly defines his position vis-à-vis divus Augustus
allows his subjects’ worshipful and adulatory attitudes to continue. In chapter 2, I focus on
Germanicus as a rival religious interpreter to Tiberius and what the clash between the two can
reveal about religion’s place in politics. Tacitus also uses Germanicus’ career, death, and
continuing popularity to raise questions about the causes of events, and also to further contribute
to the picture of religious flattery in Tiberius’ relationship with his subjects. Chapter 3 explores
84
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this theme further by examining the account of Piso’s trial at the beginning of Annals 3. In this
chapter, I also introduce the theme of religious antiquarianism, and discuss Tacitus’ description
of Tiberius’ interest in ritual details. This becomes another theme of his principate, as the Senate
fails to perform its traditional religious functions and the loss of cultic memory that will
characterise the rest of the Annals begins.
Chapter 4 discusses Annals 4-6, perhaps the most important extant books for
understanding the role of religion in the Annals. Tacitus’ description of Sejanus’ rise to
prominence raises the question of divine anger, our first indicator in the narrative that heaven
may not be smiling on Julio-Claudian Rome. This wrath is reflected in the series of killings
triggered by Sejanus, especially the ‘sacrifice’ of Titius Sabinus. The theme of emperor worship
also intensifies as the Spanish provinces offer Tiberius a temple. Tacitus also revisits the
question of religious details, but other factors throw doubt upon Tiberius’ ability to police cultic
memory effectively. This is primarily connected with his obsession with astrology, which also
raises important questions about the imperial succession.
After briefly considering the reign of Caligula and its potential place in Tacitus’
treatment of religious affairs, I turn in chapter 5 to Claudius. He represents a partial corrective to
the decline Tacitus implies in Annals 1-6, since he concerns himself with preserving cultic
memory more actively than Tiberius did, and does not requently receive the kind of adulatory
discourse that assimilated the emperor to the gods in the first hexad. But these factors do not
reflect well on Claudius. His interest in traditional rites is symptomatic of a tunnel-vision that
prevents him from stopping his wives’ irreligious and destructive activities. Furthermore, we get
the sense that Claudius is not revered simply because he is a bumbling character: Agrippina,
with whom true power lies, begins to receive religious honours. Nero’s rise to prominence also
begins here, a development with very serious consequences for Rome’s relationship with her
gods, as I will show in chapter 6. Here the full-blown impieties of a princeps who murders his
brother, mother, and wife are rewarded by a fawning populace with the most overblown
religious flattery yet. Meanwhile, the intensification of prodigies shows both the gods’ anger and
humans’ inability to respond to them appropriately. We are now in a world where cultic memory
is irreparably corroded.
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CHAPTER 1
TIBERIUS THE AUTOCRAT

1.1

INTRODUCTION: A TEST CASE IN IMPERIAL AUTHORITY
As we shall see, the imperial cult and divus Augustus dominate Tacitus’ treatment of

Tiberius’s relationship with the gods. But before examining the religious tenor of his principate
in detail, I will examine the factors shaping Tiberius’ policy in dealing with the divine more
generally. A good test case for his treatment of religious matters and his attitude toward their
place in his everyday job of administering the empire is Tacitus’ description of a flood of the
Tiber in AD 15 (1.76.1). Several features of this passage, placed near the end of Tacitus’
account of AD 15, recall how Livy reports prodigious occurrences. Tacitus uses the same
temporal label eodem anno with which Livy often introduces the prodigy lists he clusters at
year-ends, signifying that he has reported them out of chronological sequence.1 The way Tacitus
describes the consultation of the Sibylline books (igitur censuit Asinius Gallus ut libri Sibyllini
adirentur) is the standard expression Livy uses for the practice,2 further enhancing the Livian
character of this passage. Floods in Livy are often ominous, as at Livy 35.9, where a destructive
flood of the Tiber is listed among other portentous occurrences (lightning strikes, a rain of
stones, a swarm of wasps), and this combination leads to a consultation of the Sibylline books.
But Tacitus does not say that the floods of 15 are ominous, unlike those in 69 (H. 1.86.2).3 The
delatores’ recent attempt to convict Falanius and Rubrius on trumped-up religious charges
(1.73) might be enough to merit the wrath of the gods, as such convictions and the subsequent
executions would under Nero.4
The flood also provides insight into the relationship between Senate and emperor, a
major theme of the Tiberian hexad. According to Republican tradition, it was the Senate’s job to
decide whether a prodigy was genuine and, if it was, to mandate the quindecemviri to consult
the Sibylline Books.5 Asinius Gallus considers the flood worrisome enough to warrant the
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Senate’s attention,6 but Tiberius refuses to let procedure be followed: renuit Tiberius, perinde
divina humanaque obtegens; sed remedium coercendi fluminis Ateio Capitoni et L. Arruntio
mandatum (1.76.1). It seems strange that Tiberius interferes with this process, since, as we shall
see, he later emerges as a champion for the traditional roles of the Senate and quindecemviri
relating to the Sibylline Books (6.12).7 Goodyear considers Tacitus’ charge of dissimulation too
harsh, and some commentators attribute Tiberius’ reluctance to consult the Sibylline books to
the fatalistic character of a man convinced that all prophecies were bound to come true, and
hence reluctant to investigate them lest he should find dire predictions about himself.8 But
Tacitus’ claim about Tiberius’ motives rings true with his other attempts to control debate on
religious issues, as we shall see throughout Annals 1-2. By deliberately suppressing the Sibylline
books, the Senate’s traditional means of making decisions on religious questions, Tiberius casts
himself as the only source of religious authority.9 The passage’s Livian character only serves to
underscore how much Tiberius is departing from tradition: although the language is Livian, the
Senate’s lack of freedom to act is certainly not.10 Only the emperor may now decide when
something is a religious problem, and once he has decided that the flood is not, there is no more
discussion.
Yet despite Tiberius’ ruling that the floods are not prodigious, the purely practical means
taken to solve the problem will not work either. The proposal to divert the Tiber provokes
objections from Italian townspeople, some of which are religious in nature:
optume rebus mortalium consuluisse naturam, quae sua ora fluminibus, suos cursus,
utque originem, ita finis dederit; spectandas etiam religiones sociorum, qui sacra et lucos
et aras patriis amnibus dicaverint; quin ipsum Tiberim nolle prorsus accolis fluviis
orbatum minore gloria fluere. seu preces coloniarum seu difficultas operum sive
superstitio valuit, ut in sententiam Pisonis concederet<ur>, qui nil mutandum censuerat
(1.79.3-4).
Natura determines the courses of rivers, and the implication is that mortales should not
interfere, even when rivers become destructive. This recalls Seneca’s Stoic attitude to
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waterways (Nat. 3.29.5).11 The Italian towns’ religious practices are important, as is the risk of
offending the divine Tiber by removing its tributaries.12 The wrath of a god is to be feared, but
equally important is the ire of humans who feel the gods are angry because they cannot worship
those gods correctly. Practical concerns about the difficulty of the work are also significant, and
Tacitus gives them equal weight with religious concerns and the lobbying of the Italians:13 all
three are important, and Tiberius was wrong to attempt to suppress the religious considerations.
Tacitus does not enumerate the motivations for the Senate’s decision. It could be that the Stoic
humility and religio of the coloniae have convinced them, but that is not the only possibility.
More importantly, Tiberius (if he was present at the Senate’s meeting) does not react to this
reversal of his recommendation. Perhaps he would have preferred to go ahead with the works,
but thought it better to tread carefully in view of the Senate’s opposition,14 but this interpretation
can be only speculative. Perhaps Tiberius found the colonists’ religious arguments against the
works valid, but he (or Tacitus) refuses to comment. The final outcome is that nothing is
changed. Just as Tiberius closed off debate by refusing to interpret the flood as a supernatural
event, this time he allows inactivity through silence.15 We do not know whether this flood has
anything to do with the gods, and Tiberius’ laconic inconsistency leads to ineffectiveness.
Dio frames his account of the same episode (57.14.7-8) differently. Unlike Tacitus, Dio
reports the flood in the context of other occurrences (earthquakes, lightning) generally
interpreted as omens. Yet Tiberius still privileges the practical over the religious solution to the
problem, thereby coming across as a more dynamic ruler than in Tacitus’ version: after he forms
a committee to oversee the river (note the active προσέταξεν, compared with Tacitus’ passive
mandatum), the narration stops, ending on a high note of imperial activity.16 Moreover, the
episode does not take place during a meeting of the Senate: there is no debate for Tiberius to
obstruct, no traditional consultation of the Sibylline books for him to disallow, and no Italian
religious protest for him to ignore. In Dio’s account, Tiberius’ decision not to interpret these
occurrences as prodigies could be seen negatively, since ignoring omens arouses ira deum. But
11
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his version does not have the same implications for how religious concerns affect and are
affected by the dynamics of the relationship between Tiberius, the Senate, and his Italian
subjects. Tacitus’ Tiberius is both more autocratic and less specific. As we shall see, the
interplay between these two characteristics makes him an ineffective princeps and inhibits his
ability to provide religious guidance for his subjects.
1.2

FUNERAL, APOTHEOSIS, AND RECUSATIO

1.2.1

THE DUBIOUS DEIFICATION

We are confronted early in the Annals with the thorny religious and political issue of
deification, proving difficult to navigate for both the Senate and the reader. Augustus’ critics
make the first reference to his deification, censuring his apparent desire for divine honours while
still alive: nihil deorum honoribus relictum, cum se templis et effigie numinum per flamines et
sacerdotes coli vellet (1.10.6). We are not given a pro-apotheosis point of view, since Tacitus’
report of the pro-Augustans’ opinions (1.9.3-5) contains no references to the deification. While
there were almost certainly people who opposed enrolling men among the gods,17 historians
think that Augustus’ deification was generally accepted without difficulty.18 Tiberius would
later refer to Augustus’ temple at Pergamum, famous as an example of worship within
Augustus’ own lifetime,19 as a placitum... exemplum (4.37.3). There was scope for Tacitus (in
the mouth of the pro-Augustans) to put a positive spin on his cult, but since we only hear the
critics’ point of view, ‘we cannot be sure whether it reflects a mere suspicion that [Augustus]
had himself planned the details of his posthumous divinity, or whether it is a negative comment
on what was factually true.’20 Moreover, juxtaposing this observation with the preceding litany
of Augustus’ misdeeds (1.10.1 dicebatur contra) draws a pointed and possibly ironic contrast
between the man’s behaviour and his deification: ‘C’est d’un tel homme qu’on fait un dieu!’21
Because the negative view of deification comes from biased interpreters within the text, we are
left uncertain whether to believe it.22 Yet when Tacitus moves abruptly from these anti17
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Augustan sentiments into a matter-of-fact report of the actual deification given in his own
authorial voice (1.10.8 ceterum sepultura more perfecta templum et caelestes religiones
decernuntur), the criticisms of Augustus’ detractors still ring in our ears, and we may feel
uneasy about caelestes religiones.
Furthermore, the position of these critical voices during the deification debate is unclear.
Tacitus uses passive verbs to describe both Augustus’ critics (1.10.1 dicebatur) and the Senate’s
conferral of divine honours (1.10.8 decernuntur). Since no agent is specified, we are left to
speculate how much overlap there was between the people who criticized and the people who
voted for Augustus’ deification: ‘Hypocrisy is not a preserve of the emperor alone; nor is
inconsistency.’23 Although talk against Augustus’ deification is clearly in the air, the Senate will
not act on it, even if some of its members may be participants in this talk. We see indications
that the senators may have considerations other than their own beliefs when voting on matters of
imperial cult.
The Senate’s tendency to disingenuousness when addressing the imperial cult becomes
more explicit as the Annals progress. The deification of Tiberius’ predecessor is the first step in
his uneasy dance with the Senate as they negotiate the terms of his power:
Versae inde ad Tiberium preces. et ille varie disserebat de magnitudine imperii, sua
modestia. solam divi Augusti mentem tantae molis capacem: se in partem curarum ab
illo vocatum experiendo didicisse, quam arduum, quam subiectum fortunae regendi
cuncta onus (1.11.1).
From the first moment of the debate, the Senate places itself in a subservient role, as if Tiberius
were a god: ‘the religious connotations of... preces are activated by its juxtaposition with
templum et caelestes religiones: the senators turn ... from a dead god to a living.’24 Tiberius’
objection to these preces seems similarly disingenuous. The precedent of the dead god Augustus
looms large in the relationship between the Senate and Tiberius. Empire, says Tiberius, is an
‘excessive burden only Augustus (just declared to be divus and hence officially rated as
exceptional) could sustain alone.’25 This could be a straightforward display of piety and
deference, but the doubt about Augustus’ deification that Tacitus sowed at 1.10 makes us
wonder how genuine these sentiments are. Likewise, Tiberius’ reference to the vagaries of
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fortune could indicate a humble understanding of a princeps’ shaky position in the cosmos,26 or
the statement could be calculated merely to appear humble.
1.2.2

SENATORIAL RESPONSES

The Senate responds to Tiberius’ ambiguity with further gestures of worship: at patres,
quibus unus metus si intellegere viderentur, in questus lacrimas vota effundi; ad deos, ad
effigiem Augusti, ad genua ipsius manus tendere (1.11.3). Quibus unus metus si intellegere
viderentur, a notoriously difficult phrase, could indicate that they fear what they think is a real
refusal of power (‘whose one dread was that they seemed [to themselves] to understand’).27 To
convince Tiberius to change his mind, they turn to prayers (vota), addressing first the gods and
then divus Augustus, sliding seamlessly into supplication of Tiberius himself.28 The scene shows
the Senate’s ‘abject subservience to, and complete dependence on, the princeps,’29 underscored
by the religious language. This implies that flattery made the Senate rush to declare Augustus
divine despite his detractors’ objections, and the Senate’s dependence on Tiberius makes them
invoke the dubiously deified Augustus as they beg him to reconsider.
But quibus unus metus si intellegere viderentur could also indicate that the senators
understand Tiberius’ recusatio is all a ploy but do not want him to realize that they know this
(‘whose one dread was that they seemed [to Tiberius] to understand’). On this interpretation,
their prayers to Augustus and supplication to his son become an act of deception. 1.10 is again
in the background: if some of the nameless detractors of Augustus are among the senators in
1.11, those who once criticized Augustus for aiming at divinity would now be stretching out
their hands to his statue in prayer. Whether or not they agreed with Augustus’ deification,
Tiberius’ appeal to the divus’ precedent forces the terms of the debate to include him now, and
the extension of preces and vota to Tiberius are also a direct consequence, intentional or not, of
his simulated humility. Imperial dissimulation may be a relic of Augustus, too, as is implied by
the juxtaposition of Tiberius’ refusal of power with the criticisms of Augustus in the preceding
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chapter (1.10), filled with words emphasizing deceit.30 The image is of a pattern of deceptive
imperial behaviour older than Tiberius, to which the Senate now must reply in kind.
Neither the Senate nor Tiberius has a clear conception of how Augustus’ divinity should
affect attitudes to his successor. Both sides speak in coded language and refuse to take a stand,
while the entire court slides quickly into treatment of Tiberius almost as a living god. Tacitus
does not say who is to blame for this state of affairs. Some responsibility lies with the Senate: if
any of its members disagreed with Augustus’ deification, they chose to bury these criticisms
behind so opaque a screen of dissimulation as to actually pray to his statue. Certainly some
senators, such as Asinius, Arruntius, and Messala, choose to go down the route of outright
flattery by proposing honours for Augustus and Tiberius (1.8.3-4). But Tiberius is culpable, too:
the Senate is forced into this behaviour while attempting to respond to the emperor’s ambiguous
cues about how he would like to be treated. Tiberius’ refusal to explicitly define his own
relationship to divus Augustus recalls his silence in the face of religious arguments against
curtailing the flooding Tiber. Certainly Tiberius might have made a stronger stand at this crucial
moment in the transfer of power: explicitly commanding the Senators not to address preces,
vota, and supplicatory gestures to himself could have stopped flattery in its tracks.
But Tiberius is probably not the start of the problem. Tacitus indicates he had inherited
an example of dissimulation from his predecessor, and perhaps it was not easy to abandon the
dishonesty that Tacitus’ Augustan critics imply had already become the status quo for the
princeps.31 Tiberius inherits an already broken system of religious discourse: the relationship
between emperor and Senate is a carefully calculated dance of dissimulation that will prove
destructive to Rome’s relationship with her gods over the course of the Annals.
1.3

THE USE AND ABUSE OF DIVUS AUGUSTUS IN MAIESTAS TRIALS

1.3.1

THE DISEASE’S FIRST STAGES

Divus Augustus continues to direct the drama of the relationship between Senate and
emperor, and maiestas trials32 are one of the key stages on which it is performed. Tacitus first
mentions maiestas near the end of AD 15, when Tiberius refuses the title pater patriae and an
oath sworn to his acta. His reason appears to show recognition of his mortality and the
30
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slipperiness of fortune shared by all members of the human race:33 cuncta mortalium incerta,
quantoque plus adeptus foret, tanto se magis in lubrico dict<it>ans. non tamen ideo faciebat
fidem civilis animi; nam legem maiestatis reduxerat (1.72.1-2). It is difficult to assess Tiberius’
sincerity. Perhaps he does not believe this but must say it to appear humble, or perhaps he does
actually believe it but is forced to repeat it because his subjects expect it. The ambiguity is
reminiscent of his potentially disingenuous words at 1.11.1, and this apparent humility seems
equally ineffective in stopping flattery, since saepius ingestum and the frequentative dictitans
imply that this is a repeated dialogue between emperor and subjects. Perhaps Tiberius could not
do anything right: he would, we might assume, be criticized by both his subjects and Tacitus if
he accepted the title pater patriae or allowed the Senate to swear to his acta, but when he
refuses such honours he is not believed. His revival of the maiestas law ultimately gives the lie
to his apparent civilis animus and ensures that he is not believed. This places the blame more
squarely on the emperor’s side than in the discussion about Augustus’ deification. Tiberius may
profess to be cognizant of his place in the cosmos, but this can only do so much good when he
revives the lex maiestatis.
The first maiestas trial against equestrians Faianius34 and Rubrius shows Tiberius and his
subjects continuing to work out divus Augustus’ place in the state. All of the charges against
them are perceived insults to the new god, and Tiberius must decide whether these are
punishable impieties. Tacitus draws attention to his purpose in describing the trial: though
sordid, the accusations are important to relate as ‘test charges’ for a type of trial that would
become destructive to Rome (1.73.1 Haud pigebit referre in Faianio et Rubrio, modicis
equitibus Romanis, praetemptata crimina, ut quibus initiis quanta Tiberii arte gravissimum
exitium inrepserit, dein repressum sit, postremo arserit cunctaque corripuerit, noscatur). He
describes the threat in medical terms, as a disease afflicting the state.35 This indicates that,
although neither defendant is convicted, the trial represents a serious problem.
Tiberius defends the accused. Falanius is charged with enrolling the mime actor Cassius
amongst his private cultores Augusti,36 and with selling a statue of the divus together with a
garden. Rubrius is charged with breaking an oath sworn on Augustus’ numen. Traditionally
there was a strong separation between injuries to the gods, which were not legally actionable,
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and injuries to other human beings (or the maiestas of the Roman state), which were,37 so using
religion to entrap maiestas defendants might make us feel uneasy. While it does not yet have
serious religious consequences (the wrath of the gods has not so far descended on Germanicus,
Tiberius, or Rome), Tacitus implies that this manipulation of religion is sinister. Tiberius’
response is ostensibly good, aimed at combating this trend of using religious charges to entrap
his subjects. He declares his wish to prevent the destruction of citizens (1.73.3 quae ubi Tiberio
notuere, scripsit consulibus non ideo decretum patri suo caelum, ut in perniciem civium is honor
verteretur), meaning that there were no ulterior motives in the deification of Augustus. Scholars
thus think that Tiberius is acting moderately here, and assume that Tacitus exaggerates the
gravity of the maiestas trials.38
But there is more here than meets the eye. In defending Faianius, Tiberius vouches for
Cassius’ respectability by citing his participation in games Livia decreed for Augustus
(1.73.3),39 but the self-interest evident in Tiberius’ relationship with his mother (1.14.2) perhaps
makes us question Tiberius’ sincerity in invoking her now. Moreover, the hints of her (perhaps
suspiciously) obfuscatory actions at Augustus’ death (1.5.4) and her possible involvement in
Agrippa Postumus’ murder (1.6.2) make her a dubious figure. Asserting that Augustus’ statue is
just like the statue of any other god (1.73.3 nec contra religiones fieri, quod effigies eius, ut alia
numinum simulacra, venditionibus hortorum et domuum accedant) calls to mind the bitter words
of Augustus’ detractors (1.10.6 nihil deorum honoribus relictum, cum se templis et effigie
numinum per flamines et sacerdotes coli vellet). Even leaving aside these negative overtones,
Tiberius’ argumentation is worryingly nonspecific: Faianius is let off because ‘this mimist was
not of bad character, this alienation of a statue was lawful, but on different facts a receivable
charge might lie.’40 This concern with particulars does not follow logically from the general
statement of non ideo decretum patri suo caelum, ut in perniciem civium is honor verteretur,
and the court is left uncertain about how the princeps views such charges: are insults to his
deified predecessor never actionable? Or are they usually prosecutable, but not in this specific
case?
The emperor’s comment on the charge of perjury comes closer to a clear, general
statement on Augustus’ status: ius iurandum perinde aestimandum quam si Iovem fefellisset:
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deorum iniurias dis curae (1.73.4). Roman law was probably reluctant to punish for perjury,41
so Tiberius’ ruling seems in line with traditional legal practice. But the bon mot with which he
dismisses the charge is troubling. Jupiter ‘was the supreme embodiment of Roman maiestas, and
if he could not claim a criminal sanction for perjury then no one could,’42 but the mocking tone
of the sententia gives the reference to Jupiter an irreverent quality. The tone of this closing
aphorism arms us ‘against the attraction of the emperor’s sensible comment, and the process
becomes all the more vicious for seeming so innocent.’43 Furthermore, this joke applies only to
the oath, not to all the offences against divus Augustus.44 Tiberius is so focused on the
particulars of the case that he fails to give any general guidance on his predecessor’s status. The
glib remark thus undercuts the moderate nature of Tiberius’ proclamations.
Although he does not bring the charges himself, and actually argues against the accusers,
Tiberius still shares some of the blame since he has reintroduced maiestas in the first place. This
is the Tiberii ars (1.73.1) to which Tacitus refers: his apparent civilitas actually makes things
worse. In keeping with the other medical language, his ars reminds us of ars medica and
‘Tiberius’ metaphorical role as a doctor’ for the state: ‘the man who should look after his
subjects’ welfare is using his special skill to ensure their destruction (exitium).’45 But Tiberius’
ars could also refer to his guileful, disingenuous behaviour (OLD 3): he may not intend to be
destructive to the state, but the guarded nature of his speech and interactions with his subjects
ensures bad outcomes. Although at present he makes lenient decisions, he shuts down debate
without any reprimand of the accusers that might discourage future accusations.46 The tide of
maiestas trials will soon burst its banks as future delatores respond to this hidden autocracy and
innocents are convicted on trumped-up religious charges, both later in Tiberius’ own reign,47
especially during the trial of Libo Drusus (2.27-32), and more spectacularly in later principates,
especially Nero’s. Tiberius’ lack of clarity will prove to have serious consequences indeed.
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1.3.2

THE DISEASE INTENSIFIES

Tacitus next mentions the lex maiestatis at the end of the domestic material for AD 17, a
prominent place drawing attention to its importance.48 Just as Tiberius is engaged in the
apparently pious act of dedicating newly restored temples (2.49),49 the law reaches its maturity
(2.50.1 Adolescebat interea lex maiestatis) when Appuleia Varilla, Augustus’ great-niece, is
accused of adultery and of making jokes (inlusisset) about Tiberius and Livia. This
personification of the lex maiestatis50 could absolve Tiberius of responsibility for the
development this trial represents, and indeed several elements suggest that Tiberius tried to
minimize the law’s intensification. By separating the charge of adultery and allowing it to be
punished under a different law (2.50.2 de adulterio satis caveri lege Iulia visum), Tiberius
circumscribes the lex maiestatis and resists delatores’ attempts to abuse it by subsuming charges
of all kinds under its umbrella.51 Likewise, Tiberius refuses to place offences to divus Augustus
in the same category as offences to himself and his mother: maiestatis crimen distingui Caesar
postulavit damnarique, si qua de Augusto inreligiose dixisset: in se iacta nolle ad cognitionem
vocari (2.50.2). This looks humble, yet this apparent manifestation of civilitas is undermined by
a subtle shift in the nature of the discourse. While the accuser had emphasized only the
scurrilous quality of Appuleia’s words about Augustus, Tiberius overtly describes them as
impious (inreligiose). This reinforces the rhetoric of 1.73.4, where deorum iniurias dis curae
clearly implies that Augustus is divine: the reason insults to him are of no concern to the
senators is precisely because they are concerned with the gods rather than with human law.
Now, things have changed, and Tiberius implies that anything detracting from his deified
predecessor is subject to legal investigation (cognitio).52
The law he reintroduced has now matured, and the delatores’ attempts to link insults to
Tiberius and Livia with those to divus Augustus ‘laid the foundation for the ambivalent position
of the living emperor.’53 From the moment the Senate voted it, Augustus’ deification became
closely linked with Tiberius’ legitimacy, and there were hints that the new princeps should
occupy the same plane as his predecessor; the delator now makes this connection, and links
words about Augustus with words about Tiberius and Livia. This problematic aspect of
48
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deification has become closely bound up with, and cemented by, the ‘maiestas disease.’
Tiberius misses an opportunity to make a clear and definitive condemnation of such accusations.
He draws a clear distinction between himself and divus Augustus, but undermines this certainty
when he must privately consult Livia about the insults to her before pronouncing to the Senate
that these, too, are unlike those to the divus (2.50.2). Despite the princeps’ attempts to quash
them, we feel that such religiously motivated charges will reoccur.
1.4

THE EMERGENCE OF RELIGIOUS FLATTERY
Tiberius’ refusal to clarify the status of living members of the imperial family also

results in a tide of flattery in which the Senate proposes various adulatory measures of a
religious nature. These begin immediately after Augustus’ deification, and in two important
cases involve divus Augustus and his relationship to living members of the imperial family.
Early in Tiberius’ principate, flattery is directed at Livia (1.14.1 multa patrum et in
Augustam adulatio) in the form of a lictor and an ara adoptionis (1.14.2), which Tiberius
refuses to allow. The lictor was justified by Livia’s role as priestess of divus Augustus, and the
altar was probably commemorative rather than a place where Livia would be worshipped;54
these honours are less problematic than the outrageous religious honours that would be
bestowed upon future members of the imperial family in Nero’s reign.55 In refusing these less
outrageous suggestions, Tiberius emerges as a staunch defender of traditional practice. But his
real reason for refusing these honours is not modesty or religious concerns, but his fear that
Livia’s reputation will eclipse his own (1.14.2). While refusing the honours for Livia appears a
laudable attempt to reign in senatorial adulatio, Tiberius’ actual motives leave doubt. His
repeated refusals (1.14.2 dictitans) suggest a princeps attempting to stem a senatorial flood (cf.
1.72.1 dictitans), but here that repetition also looks duplicitous.
The priesthood of the sodales Augustales, instituted at the end of AD 14 and conferred
upon Tiberius, Drusus, Claudius, and Germanicus (1.54.1), represents another dubious elevation
of members of the imperial family. This notice has been separated from the discussion of other
caelestes honores for Augustus, such as the establishment of the ludi Augustales (1.15.2).56
Relating religious notices at the end of a narrative year is traditional annalistic practice, as is the
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Livian expression idem annus, but the end-of-year placement also produces a literary effect.57
By reporting the establishment of the sodales Augustales after his account of Germanicus’
handling of the mutinies and the German campaign, Tacitus shows a priesthood being granted to
a character who, as we shall see, is not entirely positive. He also juxtaposes Germanicus’
priesthood with the reference to his triumph (1.55.1). This, as we shall see, represents another
dubious religious senatorial proposal, and it also serves to show Tiberius’ inconsistency, since
he restricts the triumph, but not the conferral of the priesthood.
Tacitus compares the sodales Augustales with the sodales Titii: Idem annus novas
caerimonias accepit addito sodalium Augustalium sacerdotio, ut quondam Titus Tatius
retinendis Sabinorum sacris sodales Titios instituerat (1.54.1). This recalls Tacitus’
observations in the Histories, when he mentions the two groups of sodales while describing
Nero’s funeral: facem Augustales sub<di>dere, quod sacerdotium, ut Romulus Tatio regi, ita
Caesar Tiberius Iuliae genti sacravit (H. 2.95.1). These sodales Augustales were created by a
princeps who behaved like a king, and they eventually participated in the funeral rites of the
tyrannical Nero.58 Whether Romulus or Tatius actually founded the priesthood,59 it is a
significant symbol of the melding of their two kingdoms, Roman and Sabine, which Livy
portrays as an imperfect partnership.60 Tacitus’ close association of the sodales Augustales with
the sodales Titii carefully avoids the elephant in the room that is Julius Caesar: his choice of
Antony as his flamen within his own lifetime might be the precedent we would expect to see
invoked here, especially given its implications of power and succession.61 Focusing on the
sodales Titii eschews distasteful comparisons with a more recent autocrat (cf. 1.8.6) in favour of
associating the sodalitas of Augustus with a kingship that is venerable with tradition, but also
beset by uncomfortable questions about sharing power. This resonates with the conflicts
between Tiberius and Germanicus throughout Annals 1-2.
The sodales Titii also introduce questions about monarchy and political freedom under a
king. The cooption of four members of the imperial family dwarfs the reference to the twenty57
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one other unnamed members of the priesthood (1.54.1 sorte ducti e primoribus civitatis unus et
viginti: Tiberius Drususque et Claudius et Germanicus adiciuntur). Tacitus carefully avoids
specifying who proposed the priesthood; perhaps the Senate ratified the decision.62 Again,
Tiberius’ subjects suggest honours for him and other members of the imperial family that smack
of autocracy but are neither requested nor refused by the emperor himself. Although the
priesthood is not, like the honours for Livia, actually called adulatio by Tacitus, the autocratic
overtones of the regal precedent would not be lost on the reader. Tiberius has given the Senate
no unambiguous hints about how divus Augustus should be treated, and so using the dead to
honour the living imperial family members should come as no surprise.
This flattery is not confined to Rome, as Tacitus’ description of a new honour for the
deified Augustus shows: Templum ut in colonia Tarraconensi strueretur Augusto petentibus
Hispanis permissum, datumque in omnes provincias exemplum (1.78.1). This would have been
the first temple to Augustus alone, previously worshipped alongside Roma at an altar rather than
in a temple,63 and it is the first temple to a divus Tacitus mentions. Tacitus’ formulation
Augusto, rather than Aeternitati Augustae64 or even divo Augusto, makes the temple more
shocking: it is dedicated not to an abstraction or even to a deified emperor, but to a mortal man.
The temple has imperialistic implications, too. Since the delegation incorporated Spaniards of
various communities (Hispanis rather than Tarraconensibus), this is ‘a provincial rather than
municipal temple, for which [senatorial] permission would not have been needed.’65 Since the
Tarraco temple becomes an exemplum for all the provinces, provincials are now invited, if not
expected, to establish similar temples as a display of loyalty.66 The entire empire will recognise
what the Senate has already learned: worshipping Augustus is what Tiberius expects. This
nascent religious impulse will become problematic when the Spaniards propose another temple
for Tiberius himself (4.37-8), and especially when deifications of and temples for members of
the imperial family increase to the point of ridiculousness under Nero (cf. 15.23).67
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1.5

WHEN INFORMERS AND FLATTERY COLLIDE: THE TRIAL OF LIBO DRUSUS
Tacitus brings together these two threads – deadly trials and religious honours for the

emperor and the imperial family – in Libo Drusus’ trial in AD 16. The charges against him do
not, like those of Faianius, Rubrius, and Appuleia Varilla, feature divus Augustus, but they raise
similar questions. The accusations against Libo are religious in nature, and the defendant is
forced to adopt a worshipful attitude toward Tiberius. The Senate responds to Libo’s demise
with religious flattery. The episode paints a revelatory picture of Tiberius as autocratic
interpreter of religious questions, and chronicles an important development in the relationship
between princeps, people, and gods.
1.5.1

ACCUSATIONS OF MAGIC: A NEW DISEASE

Tacitus highlights this trial’s importance by indicating it will be the first instance of a
deleterious trend of accusations:68 eius negotii initium, ordinem, finem curatius disseram, quia
tum primum reperta sunt quae per tot annos rem publicam exedere (2.27.1). ‘Eating away at the
state’ repeats the language of disease69 from the description of maiestas. Tacitus does not
specify how this ‘disease’ differs from that one, but Libo’s trial is exemplary because it is the
first time in the Annals that charges of magic and astrology appear in criminal trials, and they
are the entire focus of the trial: Tacitus gives no details of Libo’s alleged revolution (2.27.1 res
novas), focusing mostly on his consultation of astrologers, magicians, and dream interpreters.70
This is a departure from other authors, who do not mention Libo’s occult practices.71 Using
accusations of magic to condemn one’s enemies will become more pronounced during Claudius’
and Nero’s principates, as we shall see.72 Tacitus highlights the first in this series of deadly trials
to show us that the seeds of this phenomenon were sown under Tiberius.
Although Libo’s designs may have been real and rather serious, Tacitus portrays him as
bumbling and gullible.73 He is easily susceptible to Catus, who appeals to his familial
connections to Pompey and Augustus to urge him toward revolution, and his credulous nature
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allows him to be drawn into occult practices: Firmius Catus senator, ex intima Libonis amicitia,
iuvenem improvidum et facilem inanibus ad Chaldaeorum promissa, magorum sacra,
somniorum etiam interpretes impulit (2.27.2). About Catus we are told no more than his
senatorial rank, perhaps an implicit criticism of his sordidly acting as informant despite his high
social position. Facilem inanibus need not imply that astrology and dreams are worthless in
general, only that Libo was wrong to put his trust in these particular ones.74 The libelli
vaecordes containing magical symbols supposedly written in Libo’s hand are also more pathetic
than threatening: inerant et alia huiusce modi stolida vana, si mollius acciperes, miseranda
(2.30.2).75
1.5.2 TIBERIUS’ ROLE

But Libo is not the only credulous person at court: even if the charges are only vana,
Tiberius takes them deadly seriously. Tiberius does behave more leniently than he could have:
he granted Libo a praetorship after the proceedings against him had begun (2.28.2 interim),76
and his personal demeanour with the accused looks impartial rather than hostile: convictibus
adhibet, non vultu alienatus, non verbis commotior (adeo iram condiderat) (2.28.2).77 Some
think Tiberius willingly remained impartial, until the accusation of necromancy forced his hand
(2.28.2 donec).78 But perhaps Tacitus implies that Tiberius is hypocritical for not throwing out
these occult charges immediately: Germanicus sets great store by dreams (cf. 1.65) and is not
punished or even criticized for this, and Tiberius himself was a devotee of astrology, as Tacitus’
readers may already have been aware.79 Tacitus withholds this information until his account of
AD 33, just before he describes Tiberius’ death.80 This heightens suspense and leaves Tiberius’
hypocrisy during Libo’s trial implicit, contributing to the difficulty of determining the emperor’s
culpability.
Tiberius is more explicitly unjust when he frees Libo’s slaves so that they can testify
against their master (2.30.3), and behaves coldly toward the defendant: manus ac supplices
voces ad Tiberium tendens immoto eius vultu excipitur (2.29.2). This is inconsistent with his
74
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earlier behaviour (cf. 2.28.2 non vultu alienatus). Libo makes the gestures of prayer to a deity
common in Virgil, but Tiberius’ impassivity is a striking contrast with the Virgilian gods’ active
response.81 The importance of Tiberius’ physical demeanour gives insight into how the court
works.82 The emperor’s vultus has the power of life and death, and Libo’s extremas preces
(2.30.4) recall activities in the Senate after Augustus’ deification (1.11.1): the Senate and court
wait with bated breath for the princeps’ every smile or frown and beseech him as they would a
god. This foreshadows the comparison of Tiberius to an epiphanic (praesens) deity to whom his
subjects must nevertheless apply by letter (4.39.1), anticipating the dark times when he will
leave Rome forever.83 Already Tiberius, though present, will maintain his distance, with deadly
results.
1.5.3 FLATTERY FROM THE SENATE: ANOTHER DISEASE

Tacitus flags up another important developments in the health of the state: the growth of
senatorial adulatio. Temples and dedications decreed in response to the deaths of Roman
citizens or members of the imperial family are a trend that will develop throughout the Annals.
Adulatory religious decrees characterize the Senate’s reaction to Libo’s suicide, which are
likened to a disease afflicting Rome: quorum auctoritates adulationesque rettuli ut sciretur
vetus id in re publica malum (2.32.2). Again, Tacitus uses medical language to describe a
political phenomenon: malum is a standard word for a disease, and vetus describes a chronic
affliction.84 This implies that the adulatio has already become entrenched by this time, and is
not just a Tiberian problem: ‘The infection developed early... The historian was not intending to
exculpate the previous reign.’85 This recalls not only the beginning of the Libo episode, where
the charges were symptoms of an infection of delatores eating away at the state (2.27.1), but
also Tacitus’ assessment of the threat to Rome embodied in the charges against Falanius and
Rubrius (1.73.1 gravissimum exitium inrepserit). Tacitus uses the first person, highlighting his
efforts to increase the reader’s knowledge (rettuli ut sciretur) just as he does in the episodes of
Libo (2.27.1 curatius disseram) and Falanius and Rubrius (1.73.1 haud pigebit referre... ut...
noscatur). Senatorial flattery and informers who entrap their victims with accusations relating to
divination and emperor cult are symptoms of the same disease.
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This adulatio is religious in nature: supplicationum dies Pomponii Flacci sententia
constituti, [ut] dona Iovi, Marti, Concordiae, utque iduum Septembrium dies, quo se Libo
interfecerat, dies festus haberetur, L. P<lancus> et Gallus Asinius et Papius Mutilus et L.
Apronius decrevere (2.32.2). Giving thanks to the gods could be a reaction to the seriousness of
the threat Libo posed,86 but Tacitus’ Libo was gullible rather than threatening. Involving the
gods in thanks for such a ‘threat’ indicates that the senators proposing these honours are losing
sight of what religious rituals are really for. The Senate also decides to expel astrologers
(2.32.3).87 This also seems misguided. It would be going too far to claim that Tacitus wanted us
to feel sorry for the astrologers: they were subversive and their predictions may be inania
(2.27.2). But in choosing to focus on punishing them, Tiberius and his Senate overlook the more
serious problems posed by their own destructive relationship, inherent in the principate since its
beginning. The Senate, no better a doctor than Tiberius was,88 has not only manifested a newold symptom of one of the state’s diseases (flattery), but has also prescribed the wrong cure for
the other (informants). Given Tiberius’ lack of clarity during Libo’s trial, the Senate has no clear
indication of what he thinks of Libo. It is hardly surprising that they should react, according to
the vetus malum of flattery (their ‘default setting’ when dealing with an unreadable princeps),
with adulatory religious ceremonies.

1.6

CONTROLLING THE TRIUMPH

1.6.1

THE TRIUMPH’S RELIGIOUS DIMENSION

Tacitus’ descriptions of triumphs display a similar interplay between senatorial flattery
and imperial control. Triumphs were frequently celebrated during the Republic but vastly
restricted under the principate, and writers focused on the emperors’ role in their celebration as
‘a vivid index of political and military worth... “Good emperors” held proper triumphs for
proper victories, while “bad emperors” held sham ceremonies for empty victories.’89 This is
usually a judgment on the emperors’ conduct of political and military affairs, but there is also a
religious dimension. A triumph was not only a political honour and an opportunity to display
power, but also a religious ceremony culminating in the triumphator’s sacrifices or dedications
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at the temple of Jupiter on the Capitoline. Thus the triumph unites ‘les functions politiques,
militaries, et religieuses.’90
When an emperor permits or denies a triumph, he also makes a decision about who is
allowed to worship Jupiter Optimus Maximus, and in what way. This has consequences for the
relationship between Rome and her gods. As Versnel has noted,
The triumphator as the bearer of exceptional ‘power’ gave this ceremony a special
significance... this sacrifice was not merely a thanksgiving-sacrifice for the victory, but
was at the same time looked upon as a sacrifice pro salute rei publicae pointing to the
future.91
Maintaining a continuity of triumphatores is important. If the emperor does not allow anyone
the opportunity to win a triumph, or refuses to grant triumphs to those who have earned them, he
deprives the state of a supply of figures with ‘power’ sufficient to make this sacrifice, and one
line of communication between Romans and gods is closed. Likewise, if the emperor grants a
triumph to someone who has not earned it, that individual’s ‘power’ to make the gods well
disposed to Rome is correspondingly less.
Tacitus does not make this religious component of the triumph explicit, but he does
sometimes hint at their religious aspect. At other times, he uses triumphs as a platform for
observations about the supernatural by considering Germanicus’ fate.
1.6.2

GERMANICUS AND TIBERIUS

The first triumph in the Annals is Germanicus’ (1.55.1 Druso Caesare C. Norbano
consulibus decernitur Germanico triumphus manente bello). Contrary to his usual practice,
Tacitus places this notice about external affairs at the beginning of the narrative of AD 15, with
the effect of juxtaposing Tiberius and Germanicus.92 In order to do this, Tacitus must report the
triumph before describing the campaign for which it was awarded; this means that Germanicus’
triumph is as yet undeserved.93 Although Tacitus does not explicitly express disapproval,
manente bello is an implicit criticism of the decision.94 But it is unclear whom he is criticizing.
The Senate decrees the triumph,95 but Tiberius’ approval would have been needed, and the
juxtaposition of this notice with the preceding report about popular disputes in the theatre, where
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Tiberius takes an active role in shaping public morals (1.54.2), probably implies he is involved
in the triumph decree, too. Tacitus may intend our criticism to be directed at the Senate, which
has just elected Tiberius and Germanicus to the sodalitas Augusti (1.54.1), driven by adulatio.
Or perhaps we are meant to criticize Tiberius, jealous of Germanicus’ military success and using
the triumph to declare his rival’s campaigns finished, although clearly they were not.96
Tiberius’ letters recalling Germanicus from his campaign in Germany (2.26.2-4) show a
similar manipulativeness.97 Germanicus is ordered to return for a triumph (2.26.2 rediret ad
decretum triumphum), and leave Germany to Drusus as an arena for winning his own triumphs
(2.26.4 relinqueret materiem Drusi fratris gloriae, qui nullo tum alio hoste non nisi apud
Germanias adsequi nomen imperatorium et deportare lauream posset), with a direct reference
to the victorious commander dedicating his triumphal laurels to Jupiter in the Capitoline
temple.98 Tiberius’ artificial termination of Germanicus’ campaign will prevent him from
winning future triumphs and making future dedications. He also moves his argument in a
religious direction by activating the rhetoric of the imperial cult. He says his own exploits in
Germany took place under the divine Augustus (2.26.3 se novies a divo Augusto in Germaniam
missum), although Augustus was still alive and certainly not deified at the time of Tiberius’
campaigns, encouraging us to see Tiberius in relation to his divine predecessor. Germanicus, in
begging for the extension of his command by one year, is forced to adopt the stance of a mortal
praying to a god (2.26.4 precante Germanico), just as the senators did at Tiberius’ accession
(1.11.1).
Germanicus is prohibited from dedicating future laurels to Jupiter, and falls into
worshipful treatment of Tiberius. This is problematic, but it is not the whole story. ‘His motives
are clearly suspect.... but still what Tiberius says is completely right, and Tacitus cares enough
about bearing him out to ... [go] out of his way to ensure that the insight of Tiberius, along with
some reservations about Germanicus, should be sensed’ with a digression on wars between
Arminius and Maroboduus (2.44-46).99 Perhaps the Germans can be left to their internal
discords without further Roman military involvement, as Tiberius suggests (2.26.3). Tiberius’
motives for calling Germanicus home may not be entirely due to personal animosity: perhaps he
simply did not want a big war in Germany, or had doubts about Germanicus’ competence, or
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both.100 Although Tiberius’ attempt to restrict military honours is problematic, Germanicus (as
we shall see) is problematic himself. But since these military honours are also religious
ceremonies, we wonder whether Tiberius is right to prevent him from making future dedications
to Jupiter, and whether this will impact Rome’s relationship with the gods.
Tacitus brings out the religious connotations of triumphal honours more clearly by
raising the question of auspicium when describing an arch dedicated to Germanicus in AD 16:
Fine anni arcus propter aedem Saturni ob recepta signa cum Varo amissa ductu
Germanici, auspiciis Tiberii, et aedes Fortis Fortunae Tiberim iuxta in hortis, quos
Caesar dictator populo Romano legaverat, sacrarium genti Iuliae effigiesque divo
Augusto apud Bovillas dicantur (2.41.1).
During the Republic, one person had to possess auspicium, imperium, and ductus
simultaneously in order to win a triumph; someone could be refused a triumph quod alieno
auspicio... pugnasset (Livy 34.10.5).101 Under the emperors, it became possible to have a
triumph although someone else (the emperor) held the auspices.102 Tacitus highlights this
departure from Republican practice by describing Tiberius’ plural auspiciis (the singular
auspicio was the usual formulation)103 and Germanicus’ singular ductu: the two elements are
still paired, but they look different from before.
Also significant is the placement of the triumphal arch. The temple of Saturn, vowed by
L. Munatius Plancus in 42 BC from spoils taken from the Gauls (over whom he celebrated a
triumph),104 was an important example of the revival of manubial temples vowed by successful
individual commanders, a practice that had fallen out of use between 100 and 44 BC.105 The
arch’s placement thus draws a contrast between former commanders, whom Augustus allowed
to achieve and monumentalize military glory, and Germanicus’ pseudo-success. The dedication
to Fors Fortuna resonates with the role of fortuna in aiding the two groups of troops who finally
recovered Varus’ standards (2.25.2 utrisque adfuit fortuna), and the shrine at Bovillae,
important for the Julian gens and the worship of divus Augustus,106 represents Tiberius’ attempt
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to use Germanicus’ military success to align himself with Augustus. Whereas commanders like
Plancus were once permitted to win spoils and dedicate temples to the traditional gods, now
Germanicus’ triumph is memorialized by divus Augustus.
1.6.3

INFAUSTI AMORES

Tacitus also uses Germanicus’ triumph to think about his fate and the chain of causation
ending in his death. These reflections are those of the crowd watching Germanicus celebrate his
triumph at the beginning of AD 17:107
vecta spolia, captivi, simulacra montium fluminum proeliorum; bellumque, quia
conficere prohibitus erat, pro confecto accipiebatur. augebat intuentium visus eximia
ipsius species currusque quinque liberis onustus. sed suberat occulta formido,
reputantibus haud prosperum in Druso patre eius favorem vulgi, avunculum eiusdem
Marcellum flagrantibus plebis studiis intra iuventam ereptum, breves et infaustos populi
Romani amores (2.41.2-3).
While the visual trappings of the triumph are traditional, the statement that the war could only
be ‘accepted as finished’ because of Tiberius’ interference undermines the whole show. The
visual spectacle of Germanicus and his promising brood of children effects an emotional
response in the crowd,108 but this too is problematized when thoughts turn from Germanicus’
children to his ancestors, neither of whom fared well. A new and unpleasant twist is added to
Germanicus’ desire to align himself with his father’s achievements (cf. 2.8.1 eadem ausum).
There is a further twist in the ominous word infaustus: it could signify that the Romans’
affection is ‘not blessed with good fortune’ (OLD 1), i.e. that their hope for Germanicus are
destined to be frustrated by his death. But it could also mean that their affection itself brings
about his downfall, with the meaning ‘bringing ill fortune,’ or ‘of evil presage’ (OLD 2).
Given the juxtaposition of the triumph with the Clemens episode (2.39-40), where
Tiberius’ response was largely determined by popular hysteria, Germanicus may indeed fare
badly: it will end in tears for anyone who appears to challenge Tiberius. The comparatively
unassuming Furius Camillus, mentioned at the end of Tacitus’ narrative of the same year, could
receive triumphal insignia for his successes in Africa with no threat to his life (2.52.5 et
decrevere patres triumphalia insignia, quod Camillo ob modestiam vitae impune fuit).109
Germanicus would not be so lucky. The triumph, which should be an opportunity for a
successful commander to fulfil his vows to the gods, becomes a harbinger of doom.
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There are further consequences to Germanicus’ recall and triumph, for neither
Germanicus, redeployed to the East, nor Drusus, sent to Germany in his place, can earn a real
triumph. After describing Germanicus’ handling of the Armenian problem (2.56-8) and Drusus’
settlement of the Maroboduus situation (2.62-3), Tacitus reports the honours granted to each:
Simul nuntiato regem Artaxian Armeniis a Germanico datum, decrevere patres ut
Germanicus atque Drusus ovantes urbem introirent. structi et arcus circum latera templi
Martis Ultoris cum effigie Caesarum, laetiore Tiberio quia pacem sapientia firmaverat
quam si bellum per acies confecisset (2.64.1).
The ovation, a lesser honour than the triumph, is appropriate for both Germanicus and Drusus,
since their successes are due to diplomacy rather than victory in battle,110 but it is a different
ritual from the triumph.111 The choice of the temple of Mars Ultor for their commemorative
arches also says something important about the relationship between successful Roman
commanders and their gods. The Senate met there to discuss requests for triumphs, and
commanders made and fulfilled their vows to the gods at the beginning and end of their
campaigns there, a function once fulfilled by the Capitoline temple of Jupiter (Suet. Aug.
29.2).112 When Augustus dedicated the temple to house Crassus’ recaptured standards and to
celebrate this act of vengeance on Parthia,113 he effected a change in the relationship between
commanders and the gods, since it was now Mars and not Jupiter who framed military
enterprise. Similarly, in deciding that Drusus and Germanicus could celebrate only ovations and
not triumphs, Tiberius has made a change in the tenor of the religious celebrations.114 In exerting
control over the triumph, he has robbed the sacrifices of some of their power and meaning. In
his insistence on diplomacy over war, Tiberius alters the relationship between Roman
commanders and their gods.
1.6.4

RELATIONS WITH THE CONQUERED

Tiberius’ regulation of the triumph also has consequences for the relationship between
Rome and her allies: in refusing to allow Germanicus to continue campaigning in Germany, he
sets in motion a chain of events that forces foreigners to worship the emperor, too. As
Germanicus is travelling through Egypt, Drusus is busy pitting the Germans against each other
(2.62.1), as Tiberius had suggested (cf. 2.26.3). When Maroboduus appeals to Tiberius for help
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in the dispute, Tiberius promises him a place of protection in Italy or the freedom to withdraw
anywhere unharmed (2.63.2). But in the Senate he tells a different story, claiming Maroboduus
is a serious threat to Roman supremacy and boasting about his part in bringing him down
(2.63.3 suaque in destruendo eo consilia extulit). Tiberius’ duplicity is certainly good politics,
and his boasting possibly no more than stating the facts.115 But the terms in which Maroboduus
addresses the emperor give the episode a negative tone: Maroboduo undique deserto non aliud
subsidium quam misericordia Caesaris fuit.... scripsit Tiberio non ut profugus aut supplex sed
ex memoria prioris fortunae (2.63.1). Maroboduus’ reliance on his previous bona fortuna is
misguided, since fortune can never be expected to behave in a logical or consistent way; perhaps
unsurprisingly, he loses his kingdom and is held at Ravenna for the rest of his life as Tiberius’
hostage (2.63.4). But in refusing to behave as Tiberius’ supplex, he is effectively refusing to
worship him: the word ‘implies that the suppliant debases himself, like a worshipper, and that
the supplicandus rises superior to him like a god.’116 Maroboduus sees two possible tones for
correspondence with the emperor: either he can submit as if putting himself at the mercy of a
god, or he can leave his situation to chance.117
This recalls a Livian episode in which the consul Flaccus advises the Aetolians to adopt
a similar suppliant attitude when seeking peace with Rome (Livy 36.37.6-7). The Aetolians
agree to address their request in this way, but their suppliant attitude is only a sham and they,
like Maroboduus, continue to rely on their own fortuna: ita enim et illis uiolandi supplices
uerecundiam se imposituros, et ipsos nihilo minus suae potestatis fore, si quid melius fortuna
ostendisset (Livy 36.27.8). Not until Flaccus threatens to bind them in chains do they submit
(Livy 36.28.6-7). The Aetolians are an important parallel for Maroboduus,118 but with important
differences. As allies of Antiochus who have openly opposed Rome, the Aetolians are much
more obviously an enemy than Maroboduus, who, while he was perhaps a serious threat,119 had
already been won over by diplomacy (2.26.3) and was fighting Arminius (2.44-6). Tiberius’
refusal of outright assistance against the Cherusci (2.46.5) had already underlined a disparity in
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the nature of their relationship, but it is much more straightforward that the conquered Aetolians
should behave as suppliants toward Rome than that Maroboduus should. Furthermore, Tiberius’
clementia has replaced that of the Roman people, which once guaranteed mercy to surrendered
enemies:120 they are forced to adopt attitudes of worship to one mortal man who has replaced the
state. And, most significantly, the Aetolians were told explicitly how to treat the Romans; with a
princeps like Tiberius, unwilling to draw clear lines defining the nature of his power (cf. A.
1.12), the border between the roles of ally and emperor, and of emperor and god, becomes
slippery indeed.
1.7

CONCLUSIONS
In Annals 1 and 2, we see a princeps who strongly exerts control and sets himself up as

the arbiter of religious issues, such as whether the Sibylline books should be consulted about a
Tiber flood, whether insults to divus Augustus are a legally actionable offence, or who is
allowed to celebrate a triumph. While none of Tiberius’ interpretations have consequences as
worrying as, for example, Nero’s will,121 they show the potential for religiously dubious actions
arising from an autocratic assertion of imperial dominance. When the princeps makes all the
religious decisions, Tacitus hints, he does not always have the preservation of Rome’s
relationship with the gods at the forefront of his mind.
But Tiberius is not the only one to blame, for his subjects’ (especially the Senate’s)
behave toward him borders on how they would treat a god. This is partly Tiberius’ fault, for a
clearer, definitive statement of his own status vis-à-vis his deified predecessor might have
stopped this behaviour. Senate and princeps are locked in a mutually corrupting dance: when
Tiberius gives so few clues about how he should be treated, his subjects respond by offering him
honours and behaving as they think he will want them to. Tiberius, not wanting or not knowing
how to stem the tide of adulatio, responds too laconically to make his intentions clear, and the
cycle restarts. From Tacitus’ point of view, this is a bad thing. The maiestas trials and
thanksgiving celebrations that are a direct consequence of Tiberius’ ambiguous position are a
disease, a cankerous infection eating away at the state, which Tiberius, despite attempting to
define himself as the sole source of religious authority, is powerless to heal.
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How did this mutually destructive relationship start? Tacitus calls maiestas trials the
beginnings of the disease (cf. e.g. 1.73.1), but leaves us less certain about the issues of emperor
worship that provided the framework under which such accusations were possible. At the
beginning of the Annals, from the very moment of Tiberius’ accession, the line between living
ruler and deified predecessor is blurry, and the uncertainty dates from the reign of Augustus.
When Augustus’ detractors discuss his deification in disparaging terms (1.10.6), they claim he
wanted it (vellet); but these critics are biased, and while the reader is meant to question the
motives for the deification, he gets no incontrovertible evidence about how Augustus wished
himself to be seen. And if this critical voice was in the air during his life, why was he so easily
deified after his death? We are presented with a system that is broken from the start, and indeed
before the start. For Tacitus, the ambiguity about the emperor’s religious status that
characterises the deification debate is a default setting, and has always been a feature of the
principate. In Annals 1 and 2 Tacitus has already indicated some possible consequences of this
uncertainty: it may affect areas as diverse as the treatment of Roman allies in Germany, the
flooding of the Tiber and its impact on the emperor’s Italian subjects, or the trial and execution
of citizens in the capital.
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CHAPTER 2
GERMANICUS AS RELIGIOUS INTERPRETER
2.1

INTRODUCTION
Tiberius is not the only leader in Tacitus’ text who must negotiate religious issues, for

Germanicus, too, deals with the supernatural. Tacitus uses the narrative of Germanicus’
campaigns, travels, illness, and death to raise questions about interpreting signs, and about
correct religious ritual. When does a dream predict the future? Is it proper to bury the dead at
Teutoburg? Was magic responsible for Germanicus’ illness? In responding to such questions,
Germanicus sometimes reveals himself as a theatrical opportunist, who capitalizes on religious
interpretations when they suit him. At other times, however, he seems ignorant of matters
involving the gods and misses religious interpretations that seem fairly obvious.
Tacitus’ narrative of Germanicus also contributes to his picture of Tiberius’ principate.
Germanicus’ interpretations of religious questions occasionally bring him into direct conflict
with Tiberius. He thereby emerges as a potential rival to the princeps, but it is unclear whether
he actually represents a viable alternative to Tiberius’ autocratic tendencies and lack of clarity
on religious questions. Even in death, Germanicus continues to illuminate Tiberius’ principate.
Piso’s trial raises important questions about mortality and vengeance and shows further
development in the destructive relationship between Tiberius and his subjects.
2.2

GERMANICUS’ RELIGIOUS RHETORIC IN THE GERMAN MUTINY
Tacitus’ account of the mutiny in Germany (1.31-49) is an opportunity to show

Germanicus using references to the gods in a theatrical way to manipulate his soldiers. This
raises misgivings about Germanicus’ relationship with his army and about his fitness to interpret
religious phenomena. The mutiny narrative, like that describing the troubles in Pannonia (1.1630), is also linked with events at Rome: Tacitus implies a connection between the mutinies and
Tiberius’ accession.1 After hearing about Tiberius’ accession and Augustus’ funeral and
deification, we move abruptly to the frontiers of the empire for an exceptionally long excursus2
on foreign affairs. The Pannonian mutiny is explicitly related to the change of princeps (1.16.1
mutatus princeps). The German one is said to happen at the time and for the same reasons, and
1
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to show hopes that Germanicus would serve as Augustus’ successor (1.31.1). The mutinies’
seriousness, implied by the space Tacitus devotes to recounting them, undermines the apparent
ease with which Tiberius succeeded Augustus.3 There is also a larger parallelism at work: the
mutinies, read metaphorically, represent the civil strife that has always characterised the
principate.4 In terms of religious material, they are also paradigmatic in showing how bias
affects the interpretation of signs. Relating these questions to what is going on in Rome implies
that the mutinies may illuminate how religious debate is used in political contexts.
Religious concerns and religious language feature prominently in the German mutiny
narrative. It shares a vocabulary of crime and transgression with the Pannonian revolt,5 but some
of the soldiers’ actions are crimes of a more obviously religious nature. The First and Twentieth
legions keep extorted money amongst the signa and aquilae, an act of ‘semi-sacrilege’
perverting the normal relationship between religious symbols and the treasury in a Roman
camp.6 Even worse is their attack on Munatius Plancus, the leader of the delegation the Senate
sends: illic signa et aquilam amplexus religione sese tutabatur, ac ni aquilifer Calpurnius vim
extremam arcuisset, rarum etiam inter hostes, legatus populi Romani Romanis in castris
sanguine suo altaria deum commaculavisset (1.39.4). The soldiers’ disregard for the religious
significance of the signa and aquila7 is unlike anything described in the Pannonian revolt. It
would be shocking enough for Rome’s enemies to kill one of her legates on their camp altar, so
it is all the worse that Romans are the killers, as emphasized by Romani Romanis.8 The rare
word commaculare also emphasizes the heinousness of the crime.9 This army is so unconcerned
with religio that it comes close to committing actual sacrilege, unlike the troops in Pannonia,
whom Tacitus described as prone to superstition (1.28.2), too ready to respond to perceived
divine messages.10 An eclipse (1.28.1-3) or a storm that they interpret as a sign of divine wrath
3
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(1.30.2-3) could reverse their mutinous mindset. Germanicus’ soldiers are apparently
unconcerned with the supernatural, but there is also no prodigious event to force a change of
heart. Tacitus’ focus now is not on the problems of interpreting signs, but on the dangerous
territory into which the soldiers’ lack of religious scruple can lead.
Nevertheless, the German army, like the Pannonian, can be manipulated by its
commander. Germanicus capitalizes on this in responding to the soldiers’ treatment of Plancus,
deploying religious rhetoric to sway his troops. The Pannonian narrative provides a parallel. On
the occasion of the eclipse, Drusus sprung into action and capitalized on the Pannonian soldiers’
superstitious fear of an event he recognized as a chance occurrence (1.28.3 utendum inclinatione
ea Caesar et quae casus obtulerat in sapientiam vertenda ratus circumiri tentoria iubet). This
ability to control the troops looked like an example of effective leadership.11 Germanicus
appears similarly effective: tum fatalem increpans rabiem, neque militum sed deum ira
resurgere, cur venerint legati aperit; ius legationis atque ipsius Planci gravem et immeritum
casum, simul quantum dedecoris adierit legio, facunde miseratur (1.39.6). By attributing the
soldiers’ savagery to fate and the wrath of the gods, Germanicus attempts to shift responsibility
onto the divine and away from the army he is trying to pacify,12 but he combines this deflection
of blame with disapproval of the attack on Plancus. Tacitus draws attention to the rhetorical
nature of Germanicus’ statements (facunde), perhaps implying they were carefully calculated to
produce a particular effect in the soldiers’ minds. For if ira deum is manifested in the soldiers’
sacrilegious actions, this immediately raises the questions of what action is the cause of this
anger and at whom it is directed.13 With Germanicus’ words ringing in their ears, the soldiers
depart cowed rather than pacified (attonitaque magis quam quieta contione). It is not clear
whether Germanicus himself believes the anger of the gods is being manifested in this mutiny.14
Regardless, the episode shows that Germanicus understands the minds of his troops, and knows
how to affect them.
In his next speech, responding to criticisms of his decision to keep his wife and infant
son with him during the mutinies (1.40.1), Germanicus makes it even clearer that the soldiers’
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sacrilegious actions are responsible for the deum ira that manifested itself so strongly in the
attack on Plancus:
coniugem et liberos meos, quos pro gloria vestra libens ad exitium offerrem, nunc procul
a furentibus summoveo, ut quidquid istud sceleris imminet, meo tantum sanguine pietur,
neve occisus Augusti pronepos, interfecta Tiberii nurus nocentiores vos faciant. quid
enim per hos dies inausum intemeratumve vobis? quod nomen huic coetui dabo?
militesne appellem, qui filium imperatoris vestri vallo et armis circumsedistis? an cives,
quibus tam proiecta senatus auctoritas? hostium quoque ius et sacra legationis et fas
gentium rupistis (1.42.1-2).
Germanicus’ hesitation over what to call the soldiers alludes to previous speeches of
commanders to mutineers, emphasizing that this is a carefully constructed piece of rhetoric. It
recalls Scipio’s speech to mutineers (Livy 28.27.3-4),15 and also Caesar’s famous ability to quell
a mutiny simply by addressing his soldiers as Quirites, imputing to them the status of citizens
and prompting them to affirm that they were in fact his milites instead (Suet. Jul. 70, Lucan
5.358). Tacitus makes this reminiscence explicit when Germanicus refers to the incident
(1.42.3). Despite his protestations that he is less persuasive than Julius Caesar (nos, ut nondum
eosdem), Germanicus places himself firmly in a tradition of commanders who use rhetoric to
sway their troops.
This rhetoric is largely religious. He assumes that the troops are about to commit another
scelus, which will need to be ritually expiated by a sacrifice. He offers himself in order to stop
deum ira, but he hints that soldiers are responsible for this divine wrath, since the slaughter of
Caligula or Agrippina would be merely another in their series of crimes (comparative
nocentiores). He emphasizes the soldiers’ ferocity with wording recalling Virgil’s description of
Cacus (A. 8.205-6 ne quid inausum aut intractatum scelerisue doliue fuisset).16 There is a further
Livian parallel: Scipio says his troops have failed as soldiers because they have flouted the
religious component of his command in breaking their sacred oath (Livy 28.27.4 An milites? qui
imperium auspiciumque abnuistis, sacramenti religionem rupistis). Germanicus makes it
explicit that he believes his soldiers, too, have perpetrated a religious transgression. The attack
on Plancus was something not only contrary to civilized behaviour but also showing a blatant
disregard for the religious protection of legates. Germanicus’ initial reference to deum ira,
couched as a deflection of blame away from the soldiers, now emerges as an indictment of their
15
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sacrilegious behaviour. There are two causative forces contributing to the mutiny, for both ira
militum and the resulting ira deum are involved.
Germanicus also shows the influence of the problematic elision of divine and non-divine
members of the imperial house that has characterised rhetoric at court during Tiberius’
accession. As he ends his speech, Germanicus prays: tua, dive Auguste, caelo recepta mens, tua,
pater Druse, imago, tui memoria isdem istis cum militibus, quos iam pudor et gloria intrat,
eluant hanc maculam irasque civiles in exitium hostibus vertant (1.43.3). He invokes both
divine Augustus and the memory of the human Drusus17 to remove pollution and direct the
soldiers’ ira into its proper channel. The prayer recalls Vocula’s closing invocation of Jupiter
Optimus Maximus and Romulus (H. 4.58.6), the difference being that Germanicus’ apotropaic
concerns are less ‘down to earth’ than Vocula’s more specific prayer that ‘the military camp
[should not] be polluted and sullied by named individuals.’18 Macula, which has religious
overtones, shows Germanicus trying ‘to capitalise on the soldiers’ superstitions.’19 Furthermore,
in the next sentence Germanicus changes his address from the gods to the soldiers themselves.
This makes the invocation of divinities of the imperial family look less like a genuine prayer and
more like rhetoric intended to persuade the soldiers.20
Germanicus’ words influence the soldiers, who as suppliants beg him to punish and
pardon their past conduct and lead them to future glory (1.44.1 Supplices ad haec et vera
exprobrari fatentes orabant puniret noxios, ignosceret lapsis et duceret in hostem), and then
rush off with minds changed (1.44.2 discurrunt mutati) to punish the mutiny’s ringleaders. Their
commander has performed a clever and well-calculated sleight of hand. He introduced the
concept of deum ira, gradually expanding into a full-blown critique of their transgressions,
which had the desired psychological effect. As it turns out, Germanicus’ soldiers are as
susceptible to the supernatural as Drusus’ were. It remains unclear throughout whether
Germanicus himself believes the gods are angry with the soldiers, or whether he merely says so
to get results.21 The soldiers’ prayer (orabant) to Germanicus shows that the worshipful
treatment of the imperial house has spread from the capital to the far-flung armies.
Regardless of whether Germanicus shares the ira deum interpretation he espouses, he is
the sole source of this religious explanation of events. Whereas in Pannonia the superstitious
17
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soldiers look to the sky and draw their own conclusions on which Drusus can capitalize, in
Germany it is only the commander who articulates interpretation, and the soldiers adopt it so
unquestioningly that one wonders whether they have really understood it. In Caecina’s camp,
Germanicus’ tearful and dramatic criticism of the mutinous soldiers’ bloodbath (1.49.2) effects a
quick and perhaps incomplete change:22 Truces etiam tum animos cupido involat eundi in
hostem, piaculum furoris; nec aliter posse placari commilitonum manes quam si pectoribus
impiis honesta vulnera accepissent. sequitur ardorem militum Caesar (1.49.3-4). The soldiers’
animi are still truces, and they decide that the best piaculum is enemy blood; they have adopted
Germanicus’ rhetoric,23 but without thinking carefully about the implications of their own
religious guilt, or the problematic connotations of human sacrifice that this rhetoric implies.
Their desire to attack is described as cupido attacking them, a rare and vivid formulation calling
attention to the violence of their desire.24 The commander simply drifts along with the tide of
opinion he has created. Thus while the outcome of Germanicus’ intervention is positive (the
mutinies are put down), the mechanism of that intervention is religious language that
manipulates the soldiers rather than impressing upon them an understanding of their sacrileges,
and it is accepted in a worryingly uncritical way. Germanicus fails to exert full control over the
army, a force unto itself: ‘Even a Germanicus, with all his naturally rapport with the troops, can
do no better than this.’25
The next episode shows the danger inherent in the hasty adoption of a religious attitude
by mercurial soldiers under a charismatic commander: non sexus, non aetas miserationem
attulit: profana simul et sacra et celeberrimum illis gentibus templum quod Tanfanae vocabant
solo aequantur. sine vulnere milites, qui semisomnos, inermos aut palantes ceciderant (1.51.1).
Overwhelming the drunken Germans was not a particularly difficult or glorious feat,26 and
attacking women and the elderly is troubling. The soldiers emerge unscathed, a far cry from the
honesta vulnera (1.49.3) they wanted as a piaculum for their bloody mutiny. Including the name
of the shrine gives the passage an ethnographic flavour and brings to mind Tacitean
observations in the Germania on the history of shrines like this one.27 The indiscriminate
22
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destruction of such an important shrine may be morally problematic.28 Germanicus’ rhetoric
from the Plancus episode seems to have worn off, and the soldiers now turn their atrocities
against the Germans. Thus we see the problematic nature of Germanicus’ relationship with his
armies. When soldiers rely on proclamations from their superiors instead of thinking carefully
about the connotations and consequences of their actions, sacrilege can result. Germanicus, like
Tiberius in the Senate, is culpable for the theatricality of his behaviour,29 and particularly for his
failure to give his troops clear guidance about religiously correct behaviour. Lack of clarity,
then, is a widespread problem under Tiberius, and from the narrative of the German mutinies the
reader sees that Germanicus’ manipulative use of religious rhetoric with his troops makes him
no better an interpreter of the divine than Tiberius is.
2.3

TEUTOBURG AND VARUS: TIBERIUS AND GERMANICUS IN CONFLICT
After Germanicus quells the mutinies and embarks on a campaign against Arminius,

commander and princeps will come into direct conflict as they respond to the slaughter of Varus
and his legions, especially as regards the role of the divine. This has important implications not
only for conceptualizing Roman wars against foreign peoples, but also for the political situation
at Rome. The manipulative Germanicus’ religious rhetoric during the German mutinies is never
far from our minds, nor is Tiberius’ failure to define his own position vis-à-vis divus Augustus.
Tacitus indicates early in Germanicus’ campaign against Arminius that supernatural and
religious concerns will play an important role. The impetus for the campaign, the divided loyalty
of the Germans (1.55.1), seems utilitarian enough, but in connecting Germanicus’ campaign to
Varus’ disaster, Tacitus uses language which implicates the supernatural. Divine and human
factors were both responsible for the failure of Varus’ German campaign, where the loyalty of
Segestes was not enough to prevent the Varian disaster: sed Varus fato et vi Armini cecidit
(1.55.3).30 In Velleius’ account, fate is entirely responsible for Varus’ failure, apparently
absolving Rome of responsibility for the disaster (Vell. 2.118.4 *** fata consiliis omnemque
28
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animi eius aciem praestrinxerant: quippe ita se res habet ut plerumque cuius fortunam
mutaturus <est> deus consilia corrumpat).31 In Tacitus’ account, human and divine factors
interweave; this is also true of the description of Germanicus’ campaign that will follow. There
is also an ambiguity in fatum’s intentions. By ensuring that Varus was destroyed, did fate intend
to deal a serious blow to Rome, or was she allowing Germanicus to reverse the past in a second
German campaign?
Throughout the account of Germanicus’ campaign, Tacitus gives us the feeling that
history is repeating itself, and religious concerns play a large part. Segestes, who tried to help
the Romans in Varus’ campaign (1.55.2-3), sends legates to request help against anti-Roman
factions. But his son Segimundus, a member of the legation, has a chequered history: after being
made a priest at the ara Ubiorum, he rejects the office and casts off his ceremonial vittae when
Germany revolts (1.57.2). The ara Ubiorum was a centre of emperor worship for the entire
province of Germany, like the one Drusus established in Lugdunum, and was probably
dedicated to Augustus and possibly to Roma.32 The altar’s religious function was thus tied to the
place’s political function as the seat of a Roman province. Worship of divus Augustus,
beginning in Germany within his own lifetime, is a powerful symbol of Roman dominion. In
throwing off his vittae, a badge of office ‘equivalent [to] the woollen bandalettes with which a
Roman flamen bound his head,’33 Segimundus expresses distaste for what the altar symbolizes
to the Germans. Arminius shares this anti-Roman attitude, and scathingly juxtaposes the
priesthood with signs of Roman domination:
cerni adhuc Germanorum in lucis signa Romana, quae dis patriis suspenderit. coleret
Segestes victam ripam, redderet filio sacerdotium hominum:34 Germanos numquam satis
excusaturos quod inter Albim et Rhenum virgas et securis et togam viderint. aliis
gentibus ignorantia imperi<i> Romani inexperta esse supplicia, nescia tributa: quae
quoniam exuerint inritusque discesserit ille inter numina dicatus Augustus, ille delectus
Tiberius, ne imperitum adulescentulum, ne seditiosum exercitum pavescerent. (1.59.3-5).
The contrast between the di patrii who guard Varus’ standards and the Roman man Segimundus
worships suggests that Arminius holds a contemptuous view of the deification of Augustus,35
and especially of the imperialistic uses of the ara Ubiorum. The ironical tone36 of ille inter
numina dicatus Augustus, ille delectus Tiberius expresses further derision, but linking the two
31
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men recalls Tiberius’ accession (cf. 1.10.8-1.11.1). Arminius, unlike the Romans, can openly
claim to see through the ploy of Augustus’ deification. Whereas Segimundus now repents of
rejecting the priesthood (1.57.2 conscientia), Arminius’ anti-Roman sentiments are as strong as
ever. The situation has changed little since Varus died. And if Arminius’ audience, the Cherusci,
accepts this unmasking of Augustus as a fake god, he has managed to render this imperialistic
tool of control ineffective. Since his thoughts about Augustus’ worship echo the subtext of
Tacitus’ account of his deification at Rome, we are left to wonder whether, if Germanicus is
another Varus, the Germans might not partially be right to oppose him. As we shall see,
however, the savagery inherent in German religion (cf. 1.61.3) undercuts the religious
component of Arminius’ anti-Roman stance.37
Germanicus’ visit to the Teutoburg Forest heightens the sense that he could become
another Varus, either avenging him or suffering his fate again. Questions of fate occupy the
army’s mind as they look upon the battlefield: Igitur cupido Caesarem invadit solvendi suprema
militibus ducique, permoto ad miserationem omni qui aderat exercitu ob propinquos, amicos,
denique ob casus bellorum et sortem hominum (1.61.1). Concern with sors hominum recalls
Vitellius’ return to the battlefield of Cremona (H. 2.70.3-4 erant quos varia sors rerum
lacrimaeque et misericordia subiret. at non Vitellius flexit oculos nec tot milia insepultorum
civium exhorruit: laetus ultro et tam propinquae sortis ignarus instaurabat sacrum dis loci).38
Vitellius the clueless commander remains ignorant of the Cremona’s implications: human luck
can change, and temporary success does not guarantee a good sors. Germanicus does not seem
similarly clueless about the workings of fate,39 but cupido may imply rashness or even an
ulterior motive in his desire to visit Teutoburg: ‘Curiosity seconded piety perhaps.’40 His cupido
is also contrasted with the miseratio of those who were present at the original battle, the
‘appropriate [emotional] response;’41 Germanicus, like Vitellius, was not present at the original
battle, and desires to see what he cannot fully understand.
Germanicus’ superstitious soldiers perhaps unsurprisingly latch onto the Varian
disaster’s fatalistic implications, and Germanicus again tries to manipulate them. In the
37
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ceremony to rebury the remains of Varus’ troops, Germanicus takes centre stage:42 primum
exstruendo tumulo caespitem Caesar posuit, gratissimo munere in defunctos et praesentibus
doloris socius (1.62.1). It is unclear to whom the munus of burial is gratissimum; in defunctos
implies the referent is the dead soldiers, allowing the possibility that Germancius is genuinely
concerned with burying their remains and putting their manes to rest.43 But praesentibus doloris
socius placed emphatically at the end of the sentence indicates concern for the soldiers looking
on: in taking an ostentatious role in burying the bones of Varus’ army, Germanicus endears
himself to his own men, especially those who served with Varus. The observations on sors
hominum that open the passage, then, are probably not foremost in the commander’s mind: he
may be more like the ignorant Vitellius than he at first appears. The placement of this
observation is important, too. For Vitellius, ruminations on sors come after Tacitus’ description
of the battlefield, whereas for Germanicus they occur before it. This shows Tacitus wishes
‘nothing to conflict in importance or significance with the moral of chapters 61-2 as a whole,
namely Tiberius’ characteristically critical reaction to Germanicus’ act of piety.’44 But it also
links the visit to Teutoburg with the questions of fate and repeated history that have already
been raised.
German religion also features prominently in the narrative: adiacebant fragmina telorum
equorumque artus, simul truncis arborum antefixa ora. lucis propinquis barbarae arae, apud
quas tribunos ac primorum ordinum centuriones mactaverant (1.61.3). This recalls Virgil’s
description of grim decorations on Cacus’ doorposts (A. 8.196-7), ‘a prototype for the semihuman barbarians who fastened Roman skulls to tree-trunks.’45 And the sacred groves where
centurions and tribunes were slaughtered recalls the groves, just mentioned by Arminius, where
Varus’ standards were dedicated to the German gods (1.59.3). In giving a Roman burial to
Roman dead, Germanicus attempts to insert a piece of civilizing Roman piety into the German
religious landscape. Certainly this symbolic act has an important function as a way to boost
morale, especially as the army recovers from its mutiny (cf. 1.49.3-4). Yet despite the verbal
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similarities, Germanicus is no Hercules. He ultimately fails to fully avenge Varus by killing
Arminius, unlike Hercules, maximus ultor... spoliisque superbus (A. 8. 201-2).46
Tiberius’ reaction to the burial heightens our sense of unease: his alternative point of
view criticizes Germanicus’ ostentatious reburial as an instance of religious pollution.
quod Tiberio haud probatum, seu cuncta Germanici in deterius trahenti, sive exercitum
imagine caesorum insepultorumque tardatum ad proelia et formidolosiorem hostium
credebat; neque imperatorem auguratu et vetustissimis caerimoniis praeditum adtrectare
feralia debuisse (1.62.2).
There are three alternative explanations for Tiberius’ behaviour: prejudice against Germanicus,
concern for the morale of the army, and religious correctness. Tacitus does not give excessive
weight to any one of these options. He ‘might well have wished to believe, and wished us to
believe, the first explanation, but in fact he gives full weight (as a good XVvir) to the religious
scruples.’47 Tiberius’ worries about the effect of the Varian disaster on Germanicus’ present-day
soldiers (described at greater length than the prejudice motive, perhaps indicating Tacitus gives
it greater weight) reiterate the ambiguity we have already seen in the narrative: will history
repeat itself in Germany? The emperor is perhaps right to be cautious, as we shall see.
Tiberius’ religious worries are also justifiable. Roman pontifices could not make
sacrifices or dedications after learning of the death of a family member (Serv. A. 11.3, Livy
2.8.7) and were prohibited from seeing corpses (Serv. A. 3.64); the flamen Dialis was even
prohibited from eating beans because they were regarded as the souls of the dead (Pliny Nat.
18.118-9).48 The emperors took such prohibitions seriously: Dio relates that Augustus separated
himself from Agrippa’s corpse with a curtain while giving his laudatio (54.28.4-5). Tiberius
seems to have done the same at the funeral of his son Drusus (Sen. Cons. Marc. 15.3), and also
needed to be excused for his contact with the corpse of Augustus (Dio 56.31.3).49 While
Germanicus was probably not yet a pontifex in AD 15, he was already a member of the Arval
Brethren, a sodalis of Augustus (cf. 1.54.1), and, as Tacitus notes here, an augur.50 In rectifying
a religiously problematic situation by burying the neglected remains of Roman soldiers, he only
manages to ‘complicate... matters’ by incurring ritual pollution.51 He seems to perform the ritual
on an whim (cupido) rather than with an eye to solving a religious problem, and his lack of
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concern for the religious implications of his position confirms that he sought to serve himself
first, the gods second. Tiberius is thus partly right to censure Germanicus’ actions.52
Yet there may be something to Tacitus’ first alternative, that Tiberius’ actions were
motivated by prejudice. Tactius does not show Germanicus actually touching the bones, unlike
Suetonius (Cal. 3.2 colligere sua manu et comportare primus est).53 Although the examples of
priestly conduct cited above imply that proximity to, and not just physical contact with, corpses
would bring ritual pollution, Tiberius’ allegation that he touched the bones himself (adtrectare
feralia) is not actually true. Even if he had touched them, history would have furnished
Germanicus with examples of commanders who held priesthoods although they would have
been in close contact with death and corpses: Julius Caesar had been elected pontifex maximus
in 62 BC and retained the office throughout his Gallic campaigns until his death, and Octavian
had been a pontifex in the year of the battle of Actium.54 And the swift move from a description
of the burial to Tiberius’ reaction collapses the spatial and temporal distance between Rome and
Germany, which ‘no doubt implies the sinister omnipresence of the emperor. No matter how far
Germanicus travels, Tiberius still knows all.’55 Although Germanicus performed a religious rite
of dubious correctness for dubious reasons, Tiberius’ condemnation is based on equally dubious
arguments, and its speedy pronouncement points to something malevolent in the emperor’s
intentions. Germanicus unsurprisingly chooses to restore only the altar to Drusus and not the
Teutoburg tumulus when the Chatti destroy both: restituit aram honorique patris princeps ipse
cum legionibus decucurrit; tumulum iterare haud visum (2.7.3).56 He avoids contravening an
imperator’s religious offices by handling any human remains. Restoring the altars is also a
conciliatory gesture. Tiberius’ fondness for his brother was well known from the ‘extremely
famous’ story that he rushed to Drusus when he fell ill in Germany and accompanied his body
back to Rome.57 Tiberius and Germanicus emerge as rival religious interpreters, each with his
own hidden agenda, and Tacitus never indicates which of them is right. Germanicus must defer
to Tiberius because of his position.
They also clash on the issue of troop morale. Tiberius may have been all too right to
worry that seeing Varus’ army of bones might have a deleterious effect on the flesh-and-blood
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army of Germanicus. Caecina’s dream on the night before a battle shows how much Varus
lingers in the commander’s consciousness: ducemque terruit dira quies: nam Quinctilium
Varum sanguine oblitum et paludibus emersum cernere et audire visus est velut vocantem, non
tamen obsecutus et manum intendentis reppulisse (1.65.2). The dream is not explicitly said to be
predictive:58 Tacitus leaves open the question of whether it comes from within Caecina’s own
mind or is a supernatural vision sent by a god as a warning. This ambivalence is reinforced by
dira quies, recalling Lucan’s description of Pompey’s dream before the battle of Pharsalus (Luc.
7.7-28), where the poet is deliberately ambivalent about whether Pompey’s dream is generated
internally or externally.59 Yet the strange language in which the dream is described – dira quies
is an oxymoron, and manum is unusual in being the object of both intendentis and reppulisse –
‘souligne le caractère étrange de cette vision, attirant ainsi l’attention sur le champ lexical de
l’“irrationnel.”’60 There is further lack of clarity in Varus’ cries: does he cry for help or
vengeance (which Caecina, in shaking off the phantom’s hand, refuses to grant), or summon
Caecina to join him in the underworld (which he symbolically refuses to do)?
If the second interpretation is correct (which seems more likely given non... obsecutus),
the dream is borne out in the battle that follows.61 When the Romans become stuck in a patch of
wet, muddy ground like that from which Varus emerged in the dream, Arminius has the
Germans run upon them repeatedly shouting (clamitans) a war cry: ‘en Varus [et] eodemque
iterum fato vinctae legiones!’ (1.65.4). The battle line falls into confusion. The fearful
possibilities raised earlier in the text are realised, and it seems fated for history to repeat itself:
‘The present and past merge into one... and the battle seems to be going the way of its
predecessor.’62 But just as in the dream Caecina manages to shake off Varus’ bloody hand trying
to drag him into the swamp, the next day his troops fight successfully against the Germans
(1.67-8). Their newfound success is exemplified in their own battle cries, trumping the
Germans’ cry: exim clamore et impetu tergis Germanorum circumfunduntur, exprobrantes non
hic silvas nec paludes, sed aequis locis aequos deos (1.68.3). They have literally emerged from
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the swamps where Varus met his end (cf. 1.61.1 umido paludum, 1.63.2 paludem... iniquiam),63
just as they have metaphorically escaped his fate. Arminius’ war cry, causing us to read
Caecina’s dream as a harbinger of repeated disaster, seems at first to corroborate Tiberius’ fear
at 1.62.2, but neither the dream nor the battle stopped there: ‘The success of the campaign,
intended to wipe out the memory of Varus, can be seen to be prefigured in the apparition
smeared with blood (sanguine oblitum), which appears as a sign both of the previous disaster,
smeared with Roman blood, and of the subsequent reversal, erased with German blood.’64 But if
we consider the possibility that dream-Varus was calling to Caecina for aid or vengeance,
despite the success of this particular battle, the campaign will ultimately fail to respond to that
call because Tiberius recalls Germanicus before the war can be completed.65 This is the first
dream in the Annals, and it is surrounded by ambiguity. Did the gods send it? Does it
corroborate Tiberius’ objection to the burial in Teutoburg? Signs that appear to be
communications from the gods will always be difficult to read, always subject to different
interpretations. It is a comment on Tiberius’ principate that the ambiguities inherent in religious
questions can be exploited to criticize a rival.
2.4

GODS ON OUR SIDE? FURTHER CONFLICT WITH TIBERIUS

2.4.1

MORE RHETORIC, DREAMS, AND SIGNS

There are other indications that Germanicus is not the best interpreter of religious
phenomena. The problematic rhetoric that he used during the mutiny and in the Teutoburg
Forest still resonates among his men. When Germanicus creeps out in disguise to spy on his own
troops, he hears them speak familiar words: in addition to praising their commander, they
express their desire to punish the Germans (2.13.1 simul perfidos et ruptores pacis ultioni et
gloriae mactandos). Vengeance and glory were important in Germanicus’ appeal to these same
troops during the mutiny (1.43.1, 3).66 Germanicus’ prayers now seem to have been fulfilled: he
reprimanded them for their irreligious mutiny (1.42.2 hostium quoque ius et sacra legationis et
fas gentium rupistis), and the soldiers now apply similar rhetoric to the Germans who betrayed
Varus.67 The striking personification of Ultio and Gloria68 suggest that these are gods to whom
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the Germans will be sacrificed. Tacitus usually uses mactare of sacrificing to a god, and it also
describes the Germans’ slaughter of Varus’ soldiers in their barbaric rites (1.61.3
mactaverant).69 The sentiment of vengeance is exactly what Germanicus would have wished,
but the sacrificial language draws a problematic parallel between the slaughter they will inflict
and the grisly human sacrifice at Teutoburg. They interpret as an omen (2.13.3 accipere omen)
the Latin-speaking German soldier who comes at that moment (inter quae) to canvass for
deserters. Tacitus does not say whether this interpretation is reasonable or open to criticism, but
the timing of the ‘omen’ may suggest that the religious fervour of their sacrifice metaphor has
the troops interpreting non-supernatural occurrences as supernatural. Adopting Germanicus’
sacrificial rhetoric now leads them into problematic words and interpretations.
Germanicus is again a problematic interpreter of a dream he has that night, a happier
version of Caecina’s dira quies (1.65.2):
Nox eadem laetam Germanico quietem tulit, viditque se operatum et sanguine sacro
respersa praetexta pulchriorem aliam manibus aviae Augustae accepisse. auctus omine,
addicentibus auspiciis, vocat contionem et quae sapientia provisa aptaque imminenti
pugnae disserit (2.14.1).
Tacitus does not explicitly state whether the gods actually send the dream, although the auspices
corroborate it.70 The sacrifice imagery could be interpreted as a precursor of good things to
come: ‘Might not that initial sacrifice and spattered blood point to the earlier reverses and
losses, and suggest that they indeed constituted a “sacrifice,” playing an ordered part in the
wider scheme of things by preparing for this “finer” future?’71 This resonates with the troops’
use of sacrificial imagery, and in this light the dream could indicate that the army’s upcoming
clashes with the Germans will have good results for Germanicus. Yet Augusta’s presence should
give us pause, given her secret hatred of him (1.33.1).72 Tacitus may also refer to Horace’s
Livia, piously sacrificing after Augustus’ return from Spain in 24 BC: unico gaudens mulier
marito / prodeat iustis operata divis (Hor. Carm. 3.14.5-6).73 If Tacitus refers to the image of
Livia as a pious wife when we know that some suspected her of involvement in her husband’s
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death (1.5.1), this would make her presence in Germanicus’ dream all the more sinister. She also
reminds us of Germanicus’ dependence on his family members controlling affairs at Rome for
any recognition of his successes. Livia was instrumental in Tiberius’ accession, keeping the
details of Augustus’ death secret until it could be announced that her son was the new princeps
(1.5.3-4). She is responsible for putting Tiberius in the position of power over Germanicus,74
and Tacitus has told us that Tiberius intends to use that power to remove Germanicus from
Germany, his arena of military success.75
Germanicus uncritically accepts the dream as a good sign, and his subsequent speech to
the soldiers shows him still steeped in his same old interpretations. He continues to emphasize
the Germans’ irreligiosity in battle (2.14.3 inter secunda non divini, non humani iuris memores),
either forgetting or omitting the fact that similar things could be said of the Romans (cf. 1.51.1,
with similar anaphora and asyndeton in non sexus, non aetas and similar sentiment in profana
simul et sacra). Whether he uses this rhetoric because he actually believes it or because he is
trying to appeal to his credulous troops, he is focusing on only one interpretation of the dream
rather than thinking thoroughly about all its possible ramifications. And mentioning Drusus’
crossing of the Elbe (2.14.4) is ill-advised. Drusus was famously turned back from crossing the
Elbe, to which Germanicus is now headed, by the apparition of a larger-than-life woman, and
died shortly thereafter (Dio 55.1, Suet. Cl. 12.1).76 He blithely compares Tiberius’ successes in
the region with Drusus’ chastisement by the gods, failure, and death. There are several
indications, then, that Germanicus’ reading of his dream may not be the correct one.
Yet the bird sign which follows (2.17.2) apparently corroborates Germanicus’ optimism.
Tacitus calls the event an augurium, giving no indication that it was a matter of opinion.77 The
fact that there are eight eagles and eight legions may be a bit too perfect for comfort:78 the
superficial correspondence discourages careful thinking about the omen’s possible implications.
The reader may have reason to be more skeptical of the eagles than Germanicus is. The fact that
they enter the woods, the Germans’ domain, could be interpreted negatively: the Romans met
disaster, after all, at Teutoburg, a clearing within a wooded area (1.60.3 saltu; 1.61.1 occulta
saltuum). The troops’ readiness to accept Germanicus’ interpretation of the omen is strange, too,
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given that the armies in Germany did not respect the numina of their eagles during the
mutinies.79 When these same troops readily accept the omen and rout the enemy as if by magic
(2.17.3 mirumque dictu), it all seems too easy. Germanicus again shows himself a master of
manipulating his troops. He swiftly capitalizes on the omen (indicated by the asyndeton of
exclamat), reflecting his theatrical nature. Whether or not Germanicus realizes that he is
carelessly jumping to conclusions about the omen, his interest is apparently in how he can use
its psychological impact on his troops. Although capitalizing on the supernatural is characteristic
of a good commander, this is not perhaps the most proper attitude a Roman commander can take
to divine signs.80 In this case Germanicus’ hasty interpretation turns out to be correct, and a
Roman victory results. But given the content of the omens, things could easily have gone the
other way, and a sense of portentousness hangs in the air from the unspoken, direr
interpretations of both this omen and Germanicus’ dream.81
2.4.2

FORTUNA, SPOILS, AND CONFLICT WITH TIBERIUS82

In the battle with the Germans that follows, Tacitus highlights their incautious
interpretations. Significantly, these too highlight that Germanicus cannot help but run afoul of
Tiberius. The major role played by fortuna further problematizes the notion of divinely
sanctioned punishment that the sacrifical language of Germanicus and his troops implied. The
Germans had brought along chains with which to imprison the Romans they planned to capture,
as if the battle’s outcome had already been decided (2.18.1 ut non dubio eventu). They have
committed the error, classic in ancient historiography,83 of assuming a certain outcome, not
recognizing that chance is always at work.
Tacitus’ observation about Inguiomerus’ fortune (2.21.1 quin et Inguiomerum tota
volitantem acie fortuna magis quam virtus deserebat) is enriched by an allusion to Livy. The
rare phrase84 tota volitantem acie also occurs in a passage where Livy describes Cossus’ censure
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of Tolumnius, an Etruscan who has killed Roman legates: is cum... insignem... eum regio habitu
uolitantem tota acie cognosset, ‘hicine est’ inquit, ‘ruptor foederis humani uiolatorque gentium
iuris? iam ego hanc mactatam uictimam, si modo sancti quicquam in terris esse di uolunt,
legatorum manibus dabo’ (Livy 4.19.2-3). Cossus’ language resonates with Tacitus’ soldiers’
claim that the Germans needed to be sacrificed to atone for their destruction of Varus and his
troops (cf. 2.13.1).85 Livy uses the religious language to establish a sharp dichotomy between
the religious Romans and the irreligious Etruscans,86 the same rhetoric that Tacitus’ Romans
use. In calling to mind the Livy episode here, Tacitus draws attention to the problems of such
rhetoric. Roman victory over Inguiomerus has less to do with skill or moral superiority than
with fortuna. The Romans win, but the Germans and their chains should perhaps serve as a
cautionary tale: being convinced that the gods will support the rightness of your cause does not
guarantee that you will be victorious.
The phrase tota volitantem acie equates Inguiomerus with Rome’s enemy Tolumnius,
drawing an implicit comparison between Germanicus, a commander distinguishing himself
under another man’s auspices (i.e. Tiberius’), and Cossus, a military tribune fighting under a
dictator. This comparison has special impact given Germanicus’ subsequent dedication of spoils,
laden with political baggage. Cossus, a famous dedicator of the spolia opima, is an important
foil for Germanicus. His achievement was so great that it eclipsed the dictator’s triumph (Livy
4.20.1-2). Livy includes a long excursus on the issue of Cossus’ status at the time of the combat,
considering whether Cossus was a consul fighting under his own auspices when he won the
spolia.87 Augustus himself, having discovered the original spoils in the temple of Jupiter
Feretrius, affirmed that the original dedicatory inscription lists Cossus as a consul (Livy 4.20.56). On Augustus’ authority, Livy appears to accept this version (4.20.6), contradicting his own
assertion that Cossus was a military tribune.88 In Livy’s time, the Cossus story was relevant to
the contemporary debate about Crassus’ right to dedicate the spolia opima, and there was
suspicion that Augustus fabricated the evidence of Cossus’ breastplate to block Crassus’
dedication on the grounds that he was not a consul when he won the spolia.89 In other words,
his irreligiosity. I owe the observation of the similarity of the Tacitean and Livian passages to Prof. A.J. Woodman;
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Augustus attempted to control who had access to traditional public recognition of their military
achievements.
Germanicus’ lesser spolia are fraught with similar issues:
Laudatis pro contione victoribus Caesar congeriem armorum struxit, superbo cum titulo:
debellatis inter Rhenum Albimque nationibus exercitum Tiberii Caesaris ea monimenta
Marti et Iovi et Augusto sacravisse. de se nihil addidit, metu invidiae an ratus
conscientiam facti satis esse (2.22.1).
Tacitus does not specify whether metus invidiae or conscientia had more influence on
Germanicus’ behaviour.90 Given Tiberius’ extremely hostile reaction to the re-burial of Varus’
troops (1.62.2) and Germanicus’ subsequent decision not to bury them again (2.7.3), we should
take metus invidiae seriously as a motive. Explicitly mentioning Tiberius’ name in the
dedication also seems designed to ward off invidia. Unlike in Cossus’ era, now men who
achieve military glory cannot claim the credit for it, whether out of fear, or because, in a society
where the emperor has a monopoly on rewards, expectations have changed so much that it is
possible for him to think that conscientia facti is the only recognition there is.91 Germanicus
enters upon a military command, the traditional arena for winning glory, in an era whose
political system attributes all such glory to the princeps rather than the man who actually
campaigns: ‘the grimy and stifling realities of imperial politics are not the stuff for the noble and
brilliant Germanicus... He belongs to a simpler, older world.’92 The Cossus allusion lets us
glimpse not only that older world, but also how its values were undermined, in Augustus’
‘reception’ of the Cossus episode. Significantly, cult is the realm where this is expressed. In
Livy’s excursus, Augustus’ religious authority enables him to stifle debate about Cossus (and,
implicitly, Crassus) that was significant for his position as princeps: it would be sacrilegious for
Livy to gainsay the restorer of Jupiter’s temple.93 Similarly, Germanicus’ dedication of his
spolia to Mars, Jupiter, and divus Augustus reminds us of the circumstances surrounding
Augustus’ deification (1.11.1 versae inde ad Tiberium preces): again, Augustus is honoured in a
situation that seems designed to win the approval of the current princeps rather than that of the
divus himself. Tacitus, like Livy before him, subtly draws to our attention the intersection of
religion and invidia.
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2.5

GERMANICUS ABROAD
Germanicus’ visits to the East define his character in the latter portion of book 2: they

provide an arena for his theatricality and obsession with the past. They also show him
continually failing to see the instability of his own position. Although he is steered toward sites
pointing to the instability of fortuna, Germanicus does not seem to understand the lessons these
sites could teach him. This intensifies when he visits Egypt, and his continued misunderstanding
of the varietas fortunae embodied in the sites he visits there parallels his continued
misunderstanding of his relationship with Tiberius.
2.5.1

ACTIUM, TROY, COLOPHON: VARIABILITY OF FORTUNE

Tacitus describes Germanicus beginning his consulship in Nicopolis (2.53.1). Entering
this office outside Rome was unusual, and Tacitus gives the event an atmosphere of impending
doom.94 He places it immediately after a reference to the triumphal insignia of Camillus
(2.52.5), who, as we have seen, provides a foil for Germanicus’ triumph (2.41.3).95 Ostensibly
he is visiting Drusus in Dalmatia while on the way to the Eastern command Tiberius has given
him, but bad weather (adversam navigationem) accidentally lands him at Actium:96 simul sinus
Actiaca victoria inclutos et sacratas ab Augusto manubias castraque Antonii cum recordatione
maiorum suorum adiit. namque ei, ut memoravi, avunculus Augustus, avus Antonius erant,
magnaque illic imago tristium laetorumque (2.53.2). The traces of the battle of Actium show the
variability of fortune, and how easy it is to go from laetus to tristis. The gulf is incluta for
Augustus’ victory, memorialized in his manubiae sacratae, whereas the only memorial of
Antony is the adjectiveless castra. Neither physical reminders nor Tacitus’ written account
preserves his memory.97 Imago tristium laetorumque emphasizes the role of the visual in
communicating a lesson from the past at Nicopolis, recalling the tumulus at Teutoburg (1.62.2
imagine caesorum insepultorumque), which aroused Tiberius’ ire against him. But since Tacitus
is talking about Germanicus’ ancestors, imago also has the resonance of an ancestor’s death
mask.98 Imagines typically are a source of pride, and inspire descendants to deeds of equal
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glory,99 but that is not an option for Germanicus. Augustus’ spolia invite comparison with
Germanicus’ recent dedication, a pile of German weapons whose quality he himself deprecated
(2.14.2-3), a far cry from Augustus’ impressive complex at Nicopolis.100 Germanicus’ other
spolia appeared in the fateful triumphal procession (2.41.2 vecta spolia). Germanicus’ spolia
thus place him in Antony’s role rather than Augustus’, since they indicate he is subservient to
Augustus’ heir. Since Tiberius has recalled him from Germany, he has no hope of emulating
Augustus’ manubiae; he has a better chance of emulating Antony’s fate.
Germanicus’ family connection to both sides of the Actian conflict is important. Tacitus
highlighted his descent from both Augustus and Antony in connection with the partisanship
surrounding Germanicus and Drusus: Germanico alienatio patrui amorem apud ceteros auxerat,
et quia claritudine mater<ni> generis anteibat, avum M. Antonium, avunculum Augustum ferens
(2.43.5). Germanicus’ Actian ancestry makes some see him as a better candidate for the throne
than Drusus, and is thus, Tacitus implies, a large part of why Tiberius redeploys him from
Germany to the East. Germanicus has displayed a near obsession with his own ancestry, too,
through his repeated invocations of his father Drusus;101 but perhaps he should also have
considered the other figures populating his family tree.
This apparently accidental visit to Actium gives Tacitus the opportunity to highlight
these issues (dedication of spoils, the variability of fortune, the dangers of ancestry), but they
have little effect on Germanicus himself. The phrases imago tristium laetorumque and cum
recordatione maiorum suorum are focalized through Germanicus, and may indicate that he
thinks about these motifs as they apply to Actium, but we do not know whether he applies these
lessons to his own situation. He seems as unmoved at Actium as he and Drusus were in Rome:
despite the ancestry-related talk surrounding them, the brothers were proximorum certaminibus
inconcussi (2.43.6). This may indicate they laudably maintained concord, or perhaps that they
buried their heads in the sand.102 Tacitus’ observations on the instability of human affairs create
a sense of gathering gloom, of which Germanicus seems mostly unconscious.
The variability-of-fortune motif introduced at Actium intensifies as Germanicus’ Asian
travels continue. He visits Troy accidentally: atque illum in regressu sacra Samothracum visere
nitentem obvii aquilones depulere. igitur a<dito I>lio quaeque ibi varietate fortunae et nostri
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origine veneranda, relegit Asiam adpellitque Colophona, ut Clarii Apollinis oraculo uteretur
(2.54.2). Just as at Actium, the weather prevents Germanicus from approaching his intended
destination of Samothrace, providing the impetus (igitur; cf. 2.53.2) for him to visit Troy, also
connected with varietas fortunae and a significant event in Roman history. Germanicus is
certainly not unusual in visiting Troy,103 but it is a second-choice destination, and his time there
is described briefly in an ablative absolute. Varietas fortunae suggests that Troy ought to remind
the visitor that some things are subject to fortuna and outside the control of mankind, and
veneranda implies that a worshipful attitude is appropriate when confronted with such a
powerful force. The Julio-Claudian line’s Trojan credentials give added point to nostra origine:
‘Now that the Roman state was embodied in one man it was no longer clear whether kinship was
with the state or with the princeps.’104 There would have been many statues of Augustus and his
heirs, including Tiberius himself, visible in the city of Ilium;105 the origo celebrated there is
above all that of the imperial house, and Germanicus might well wonder about his own varietas
fortunae under the current Julian princeps. Yet we are given no explicit indication that he makes
these connections.106
A learned reader might also wonder whether the storm that prevents Germanicus from
landing at Samothrace has something cosmic behind it. The gods of the Samothracian mysteries
were known for protecting initiates from storms and other disasters at sea;107 ironic, then, that
Germanicus is prevented from landing here by bad weather. But other references to Samothrace
indicate that such repulse was traditionally offered to the ritually impure.108 We should perhaps
also recall Livy’s account of King Perseus of Macedonia: he kills the ritually unclean Evander
when the Samothracians become angry at Perseus for sheltering him, but then realizes that he
has become as terrible a criminal as his victim was (Livy 45.5.11). Perseus afterward
experiences a great reversal of fortune (Livy 45.6.1). But, significantly, Germanicus has done
nothing wrong, and in fact his rival Tiberius has the blood of Agrippa Postumus on his hands
(1.6.1 Postumi Agrippae caedes; cf. Livy 45.5.11 perpetrata... caede). Tacitus does not say
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explicitly that cosmic forces prevent Germanicus from landing at Samothrace, but combined
with the eerie atmosphere of the trip to Troy, it perhaps foreshadows his coming death.
The prophecy of Germanicus’ death that he receives at Colophon109 confirms these
suspicions:
non femina illic, ut apud Delphos, sed certis e familiis et ferme Mileto accitus sacerdos
numerum modo consultantium et nomina audit; tum in specum degressus, hausta fontis
arcani aqua, ignarus plerumque litterarum et carminum edit responsa versibus compositis
super rebus quas quis mente concepit. et ferebatur Germanico per ambages, ut mos
oraculis, maturum exitium cecinisse (2.54.3).
The waters of the spring were said to shorten the life of the drinker (Pliny Nat. 2.232), giving
this oracle sinister overtones. The episode recalls Livy’s description of Aemilius Paullus’ visits
to the oracles of Apollo at Delphi and Jupiter Trophonius at Lebadia during his travels around
Greece (Livy 45.27.6-8). The verbal similarities between the two visits, and especially Tacitus’
mention of Delphi where it is not strictly necessary (cf. Livy 45.27.6 Delphos), indicate that he
wishes us to recall this Livian episode.110 Both Jupiter Trophonius and Apollo Clarius are
consulted by descending into caves (Livy 45.27.8 ibi cum uidisset os specus, per quod oraculo
utentes sciscitatum deos descendunt). But unlike Germanicus, Paullus did not actually consult
the oracle, but is moved to sacrifice to the relevant gods at both sites (and indeed at seemingly
every temple he encounters during his Greek travels), giving Livy’s passage strong overtones of
piety.111
But Tacitus’ Germanicus performs no sacrifices. The religious model he follows is not
Paullus, but the Flavians in the Histories.112 In Titus’ visit to the shrine of Venus on Paphos (H.
2.3-4) and in Vespasian’s consultation of Carmelus in the Levant (H. 2.78.3-4), Tacitus’s focus
on the shrines’ secrecy and strangeness and his concern with the identities of the priests113 is
similar to his description of Colophon. The predictions’ ambiguity (H. 2.4.1 per ambages; H.
2.78.4 ambages) is another connection. Both the prediction of Vespasian’s rise and that of
Germanicus’ death will come true, despite their ambiguous appearance, but Germanicus’
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situation is different from Vespasian’s. The Flavians had clear imperial ambitions, whereas
Germanicus does not, as Tacitus has made sure to tell us (1.34.1). Yet this denial has made little
difference to his popularity, which the oracle only intensifies: ferebatur indicates it was
important enough to set people talking. It also draws attention to the power of talk itself: the
amores of the Roman people are, after all, infausti (2.41.3), so the mere fact of paying attention
to such a report may make it come true.
The oracle thus adds to the gloom that began gathering during Germanicus’ visits to
Actium and Troy. He is steered against his will toward sites that point to reversal of fortune for
his ancestors, the Trojans, or himself. Tacitus does not indicate his response to the prediction or
to the talk surrounding it, and Germanicus seems to understand the implications of Colophon
even less fully than those of Actium and Troy. We see the storm clouds, literal and figurative,
piling up above Germanicus’ head, but we are not sure whether he sees them.
2.5.2

IGNORANCE OF ARCANA IN EGYPT

Germanicus’ trip to Egypt shows that he is equally ignorant of the real-world, political
reasons for his impending death. The opening of AD 19, like AD 18, finds Germanicus
sightseeing in the East (cf. 2.53),114 this time in Egypt: Germanicus Aegyptum proficiscitur
cognoscendae antiquitatis. sed cura provinciae praetendebatur, levavitque apertis horreis pretia
frugum multaque in vulgus grata usurpavit (2.59.1). It was illegal for Germanicus to be in Egypt
for any reason, and scholars have debated fiercely about why he went.115 The fate of Cornelius
Gallus, Augustus’ overweening prefect of Egypt, might have provided a cautionary example for
steering clear of the province altogether.116 Tacitus strikingly claims that Germanicus concealed
his desire to sightsee by claiming to be there on official business. He ‘could scarcely have
chosen a more ill-advised cover story:’ all the Roman emperors, and particularly Tiberius, were
very protective of their hold over the grain supply.117 Visiting emperors usually made gifts of
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grain, so Germanicus’ decision to open the granaries makes it seem he wants to usurp Tiberius’
place.118
It would be more natural for Germanicus to use sightseeing as a pretext for a visit with a
political purpose, much as Herodotus’ Solon leaves Athens to avoid political problems but
claims to be motivated by sightseeing in Egypt (Hdt. 1.29.1 κατὰ θεωρίης πρόφασιν).119 A more
sinister parallel is Caesar, who masqueraded as a tourist in Alexandria while preparing to
capture Egypt.120 Vespasian is also in the background, whom Tacitus’ readers would know as a
candidate for the throne making his bid for power from Egypt, with supernatural backing.121
Germanicus, however, does not have political motives for his trip, but fits into a long tradition of
educated travel based on a desire for knowledge (ἱστορία).122 This antiquarianism is an
important part of Germanicus’ characterisation: he is a figure inextricably tied up with the past
and often seems out of place in the modern world of the principate.123 He is so out of touch with
the modern world that he does the opposite of what would be most politically salubrious in
burying this ἱστορία motive.
What makes Germanicus’ trip most problematic is Egypt’s special significance for the
imperial house:124
Tiberius cultu habituque eius lenibus verbis perstricto, acerrime increpuit quod contra
instituta Augusti non sponte principis Alexandriam introisset. nam Augustus inter alia
dominationis arcana, vetitis nisi permissu ingredi senatoribus aut equitibus Romanis
inlustribus, seposuit Aegyptum, ne fame urgeret Italiam quisquis eam provinciam
claustraque terrae ac maris quamvis levi praesidio adversum ingentes exercitus insedisset
(2.59.3).
The prohibition on entering Egypt without the emperor’s permission was no secret, but
Augustus’ undisclosed motivations for this pronouncement warrant the label arcanum.125 The
word introduces religious overtones into the passage. Tacitus generally applies it to esoteric
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religious practices of foreigners.126 But it is often used in relation to mystery cults, to indicate
‘what is known to initiates only.’127 Augustus’ intentions are thus likened to secret religious
knowledge. This is part of a larger complex of the language of secrecy to describe the activities
of the imperial house. Other arcana, ‘unstated conditions of the emperor’s power,’128 include
the knowledge, long held secretly by the Julio-Claudians but revealed to the rest of the world
after the death of Nero, that emperors could not only be made at Rome (H. 1.4.2); an account of
the affair of Agrippa Postumus which Sallustius Crispus argues it would be dangerous to render
to the Senate (A. 1.6.3); and the emperor’s influence over the elections of magistrates (2.36.1).
These closely-guarded secrets recall the emphasis on secrecy and exclusivity in real mystery
cults.129 Germanicus, in entering Egypt, is dangerously close to learning and exploiting the
mystic ‘secret’ of the province’s importance, and how easily it could be captured. Tiberius’
criticisms of Germanicus are stronger than his criticism of Germanicus’ activities in the
Teutoburg forest (1.62.2), ostensibly based on religious correctness. When Germanicus makes
an actual religious error, Tiberius merely disapproves (haud probatum), but when Germanicus
profanes the ‘mysteries’ of imperial power, it touches a nerve (acerrime increpuit).
While visiting Thebes, Germanicus reveals his continuing ignorance of his impending
death. Tacitus shows him missing the point of Ramses’ monument (2.60.3). Its context is
religious: priests translate the hieroglyphs,130 and the inscription mentions dedications to
temples (2.60.4 dona templis ebur atque odores). But Germanicus is not interested in the
monument’s religious aspects, nor does he think about its lessons of varietas fortunae. At the
end of the priests’ translation of the inscription, Tacitus breaks out of that narrative frame to
comment on the Roman and Parthian empires in his own day, noting that Ramses’ tributes were
haud minus magnifica quam nunc vi Parthorum aut potentia Romana iubentur (2.60.4).131 But
Ramses’ wealth is long gone (priorem), as is Pharaonic Egypt; only his tribute lists remain, and
even these must be translated to be understood by a member of the world’s new ruling house.
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And since Rome is merely one of two great powers,132 there may be overtones that she may one
day become as obscure as Ramses. This is, Tacitus implies, a case of varietas fortunae like
Actium or Troy, but on a worldwide scale.133 But unlike on those earlier travels, here there is no
indication that Germanicus connects Egyptian antiquities with his own situation. Tacitus himself
makes the comparisons with his own time: the reader outside the text has the tools to see the
connections between Ramses and Rome, but Germanicus does not. Religious officials can
occasionally provide insights to the intratextual audience that Tacitus gives to his readers (e.g.
15.47.2),134 but the Egyptian priests do not step in.
Germanicus does not learn the lessons about varietas fortunae available to him at
Actium, Troy, and Egypt. He also fails to recognize the real-world signs of his impending
demise, for while he is engaged in these travels, he does not realize (2.60.1 nondum comperto)
that his visit draws Tiberius’ criticism. Similarly, he fails to realize until after his Egyptian visit
that Piso has reversed his changes in Syria (2.69.1 cognoscit).135 In the interest of selfpreservation, he should perhaps have paid less attention to ancient sites and more attention to
what was happening around him. We are in a topsy-turvy world, where the princeps’ directives
have the force of religious precepts, and Germanicus is forced to hide his ἱστορία-based motives
for his visit behind a political façade. He fails on both counts, and is equally ignorant of
imperially constructed arcana and the workings of fate and fortune.
2.6

GERMANICUS’ DEATH SEQUENCE

2.6.1

UNDERSTANDING THE WORKINGS OF FATE

Germanicus’ behaviour during his last days continues to show his misundersanding of
the role of fate and fortuna in his death. His deathbed speech to friends and family shows a
muddled conception of the forces behind his fatal illness: si fato concederem, iustus mihi dolor
etiam adversus deos esset, quod me parentibus liberis patriae intra iuventam praematuro exitu
132
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raperent: nunc scelere Pisonis et Plancinae interceptus ultimas preces pectoribus vestris
relinquo (2.71.1). Fato concedere could simply be a euphemism for dying naturally,136 in which
case Germanicus proclaims: ‘If I were dying a natural death, my feeling of indignation (dolor,
OLD 3) toward the gods would be justified, since I would still be dying too young.’ But fato
concedere is literally ‘to submit to fate’ (OLD 3c), and if we keep that meaning in mind,
Germanicus’ statement becomes somewhat problematic: ‘If I were submitting to fate, my feeling
of indignation toward the gods would be justified, since I would still be dying too young.’
Submission to fate is not necessarily incompatible with righteous anger toward heaven,137 but
still indicates some bewilderment about his cosmic position. He believes that being poisoned by
Piso is not his fatum, but Apollo’s oracle at Colophon has already predicted an untimely end
(2.54.4). Despite having the information necessary to realise that is indeed his fatum,
Germanicus fails to understand that both fate and Piso are at work in his demise.
Germanicus’ words to his friends and wife indicate an understanding that fortune has
deserted him. His call for vengeance appears to show awareness that fortune gave him his high
position: flebunt Germanicum etiam ignoti: vindicabitis vos, si me potius quam fortunam meam
fovebatis (2.71.3). He realises that his status will cause him to be publicly mourned by the
general populace, but wants his friends to remember him as a person and not as an heir to the
princeps. It seems he wants to guard against the breves et infaustos populi Romani amores
(2.41.3). The sentiment, as scholars have noted, recalls Aeneas’ words to Ascanius at A. 12.4356 (disce, puer, virtutem ex me verumque laborem, / fortunam ex aliis): ‘both Germanicus and
Aeneas seem to tell their listeners to venerate them as men who have struggled against great
odds and to leave the trappings of their high positions to the admiration of others.’138 But there
is an important contrast between their attitudes: Aeneas is actually talking about fortune,
recognizing his own subservience to the adverse will of the fates, whereas when Germanicus
says fortuna he appears to acknowledge his dependence on fortune, but is really talking about
imperial rank.139 His words to Agrippina are similarly contradictory:
Tum ad uxorem versus per memoriam sui, per communes liberos oravit, exueret
ferociam, saevienti fortunae summitteret animum, neu regressa in urbem aemulatione
potentiae validiores inritaret. haec palam et alia secreto, per quae ostender<e> credebatur
metum ex Tiberio (2.72.1).
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In the presence of friends, Agrippina is told to adopt a subservient attitude and accept whatever
fortuna sends her; but other words of warning follow in a secret conference. Tacitus does not
say whether Germanicus believed Tiberius was involved in his demise, but pulling Agrippina
aside for additional words complicates his assertion that submitting to fortune is really the way
she must behave. The warning about Tiberius is one Agrippina needs to hear, and that speaks
volumes about the world in which she will have to live. Her offspring’s fortune is also at stake,
as the crowd notes while observing her departure for Rome (2.75.1 infelici fecunditate fortunae
totiens obnoxia). Fortuna will turn savage later in Tiberius’ principate (4.1.1), with particularly
bad consequences for Agrippina and her children. But Germanicus also understands that his
wife is as constitutionally ill-equipped to summittere animum as his own misunderstanding of
fatum shows he is.
Germanicus’ words also contrast with Otho’s realization just before his death that
fortune has deserted him (H. 2.47.1), and he is unwilling to blame the gods for his downfall:
nam incusare deos vel homines eius est qui vivere velit (H. 2.47.3). Ever theatrical,140 even on
his deathbed Germanicus only appears to submit to fortune. But the constant slippage between
supernatural fortuna and the fortuna of imperial rank highlights the problem Tiberius poses.
Otho’s fortunes in the civil war of AD 69 more clearly depend on the vagaries of chance, but a
human agent also helps determine Germanicus’ destiny. Germanicus already has imperial
lineage, but he is only heir because Tiberius was forced to adopt him (1.3.5, 4.57), and he was
only sent into the East because Tiberius wanted him out of the way in a distant and potentially
dangerous place (2.5.1). Tacitus shows the forces at work behind Germanicus’ demise to be
manifold and complex: we know Tiberius has it in for Germanicus, Germanicus suspects Piso
does too, and then there are fatum and fortuna. Germanicus’ death is causally overdetermined by
a deadly cocktail of antagonistic forces of which he is largely unaware.
2.6.2

RESPONSES TO THE DECEASED 1: PISO

Germanicus’ illness and death cause problems of religious interpretation for others, too:
Piso’s actions before Germanicus’ death show that he is equally unaware of the religious status
of imperial family members. He disrupts sacrifices the people of Antioch offer on Germanicus’
behalf after his illness seems to improve: mox adversa Germanici valetudine detentus, ubi
recreatum accepit votaque pro incolumitate solvebantur, admotas hostias, sacrificalem
apparatum, festam Antiochensium plebem per lictores proturbat (2.69.2). Tacitus does not
140
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explain Piso’s motives for interrupting. Mommsen speculated that vows and sacrifices of
thanksgiving were illegal if made for anyone but the emperor, but historical evidence indicates
otherwise.141 Livia and Sejanus were included in the annual vow for Tiberius’ health, and an
inscription from Sardis (not far from Antioch) records sacrifices made at Augustus’ temple for
Gaius Caesar’ σωτηρία when he came of age.142 In all likelihood, then, Piso interrupted a
perfectly permissible sacrifice. Such an interruption had serious religious consequences: if a
sacrifice were disrupted, a ceremony of instauratio needed to be performed to restore the gods’
good favour.143 Thus Piso’s disruption of the sacrifices looks like a malicious attempt to prevent
the gods from assisting Germanicus’ recovery, especially given his subsequent turn for the
worse. But these are also the first sacrifices in the Annals made on behalf of a member of the
imperial family. These have never been clearly defined or prohibited: Tiberius has clarified his
position and that of Livia (1.73), but not of his heirs. Piso may be acting maliciously, but
perhaps it is impossible to know Germanicus’ appropriate place in religious ritual.
When magical items are found in Germanicus’ house, there is ambiguity about Piso’s
involvement.
saevam vim morbi augebat persuasio veneni a Pisone accepti; et reperiebantur solo ac
parietibus erutae humanorum corporum reliquiae, carmina et devotiones et nomen
Germanici plumbeis tabulis insculptum, semusti cineres ac tabo obliti aliaque malefica,
quis creditur animas numinibus infernis sacrari. simul missi a Pisone incusabantur ut
valetudinis adversa rimantes (2.69.3).
3 tabe corr. Lips.

This spell is a defixio, often used against rivals but rarely admitted to since such spells were
socially unacceptable and even illegal.144 Inscriptions on lead tablets frequently included the
name of the person targeted, giving the curser a magical power over the cursed.145 They often
used a similia similibus formula (‘Let X become cold/useless like this lead’) and were often
buried with dead bodies; other times (especially in the Roman period) they took the forms of
prayers consecrating the accursed to the gods of the underworld.146 Alternatively, the human
remains used here could be the magician’s attempt to use the dead person’s spirit against
141
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Germanicus; in this case, using both cremated and exhumed remains is a case of ‘relentless
repetition.’147 Proximity to the victim was not very important for a defixio, and curse tablets
were more often deposited in a cemetery or well.148 Bringing the bones to Germanicus is another
way of doubling the ritual’s effectiveness: the magician wants to make sure that Germanicus is
extremely dead. Part of his agenda may also be psychological effect. Tacitus says Germanicus
already believed he was being poisoned when the magical objects were discovered, reinforcing
his beliefs (creditur) that Piso was responsible for both the poison and the curses.149 The agent
of belief is also left unstated: the persuasio is probably Germanicus’, but it could equally apply
to onlookers,150 prefiguring observations made after his death (2.73.2 suorum insidiis externas
inter gentes occidisse; 2.82.1-2). This suspicion would be stronger if Piso was already suspected
of antipathy to Germanicus from his behaviour at the sacrifice. Similarly, Piso’s behaviour when
the magic paraphernalia were discovered (simul) increases suspicion, much as Domitian’s
frequent inquiries during Agricola’s last days increases suspicion of his involvement in
Agricola’s demise (Ag. 43.2).151 From Tacitus’ text it remains ambiguous as to whether Piso was
actually involved in either poisoning152 or black magic. At worst, Piso is a deliberately impious
disrupter of sacrifices, poisoner, and dabbler in the black arts; at best, he is inept, ignorant of the
potentially serious consequences of his unintentionally suspicious actions.
His reaction to Germanicus’ death likewise shows a similar misunderstanding: caedit
victimas, adit templa, neque ipse gaudium moderans (2.75.2). Piso’s prayers and sacrifices are
at best hypocritical: construed as prayers for the future of the imperial house in a moment of
crisis, they hide his immoderate joy. But if he gives thanks for Germanicus’ death (his own
twisted version of the supplicationes for Germanicus’ health that he interrupted at 2.69.2), they
are not only in poor taste, but also religiously problematic. Cicero criticized Antony for
inappropriately performing a supplicatio for Julius Caesar during the Parentalia, which
honoured the souls of the dead (Cic. Phil. 1.13): this constituted ‘rites not appropriate to the
dead.’153 Piso’s supplicatio, performed in thanks for a dead person’s deadness rather than in
147
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honour of the deceased, is even more shocking. This gives the lie to Piso’s son’s assertion that
he had not yet done anything ‘inexpiable’ (2.76.2 nihil adhuc inexpiabile admissum; cf. Cic.
Phil. 1.13 inexpiabiles religiones). Tiberius is elevated to the level of a god at whose displeasure
one must perform expiations for actions deemed incorrect, whether what the emperor sees as
expiabilis is actually sacrilegious or merely hypocritical. This attitude will lead to even more
serious problems, for Piso’s ‘inexpiable’ sacrifices are smaller-scale precursors to the
nationwide religious flattery under Nero.154
2.6.3

RESPONSES TO THE DECEASED 2: ROME

In Rome, Germanicus’ death provides another opportunity for extreme religious
reactions and adulatory elevation of the deceased. Rumours of Germanicus’ apparent recovery
make the vulgus attack the temples in their rush to make sacrifices of thanksgiving: cursant per
urbem, moliuntur templorum fores (2.82.4). This is the vocabulary of breaking into a besieged
city or camp (cf. H. 2.22.2 moliuntur portas) and is reminiscent of the ‘self-destruction and
criminality’ in the near-break-in to the Capitoline temple during the civil wars of AD 69 (H.
3.71.2).155 While giving thanks for Germanicus’ health is, unlike Piso’s sacrifices for his death,
religiously correct, the vulgus’ frenzied worship is uncomfortably close to the irreligious
destruction of civil war. Civil war is a distinct possibility in the provinces, since Piso’s legions
have declared their support for him (2.76.1), but it is also possible in Rome itself. Reactions to
Germanicus’ death in Suetonius (Cal. 5), where people throw out their penates, stone the
temples, and expose their children, represents a similarly angry assault on the gods.156 But
Tacitus pairs the assault with human political developments, and thus it has more immediate
consequences.
The pro-Germanicus frenzy manifests itself not in civil conflict but in a long list of
honours the Senate proposes157 in his memory:
ut nomen eius Saliari carmine caneretur; sedes curules sacerdotum Augustalium locis
superque eas querceae coronae statuerentur; ludos circenses eburna effigies praeiret;
neve quis flamen aut augur in locum Germanici nisi gentis Iuliae crearetur. arcus additi
Romae et apud ripam Rheni et in monte Syriae Amano cum inscriptione rerum gestarum
ac mortem ob rem publicam obisse; sepulchrum Antiochiae ubi crematus, tribunal
Epidaphnae quo in loco vitam finierat. statuarum locorumve, in quis coleretur, haud
facile quis numerum inierit (2.83.1-2).
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None of these honours definitively elevate Germanicus to divine status. They are far less overtly
religious than some things listed in the Tabula Hebana and Tabula Siarensis, which mandate the
worship of Germanicus’ manes by the sodales Augustales (Tab. Siar. 2a.1-5, Tab. Heb. 59-62)
and require the closure of the temples (Tab. Heb. 57-59) and the prohibition of certain activities
on the anniversary of his death as for a dies religiosus (Tab. Siar. 2a.7-11).158 The archaic and
largely incomprehensible Salian hymn had become increasingly secularised, so it is difficult to
assert that this particular honour was intended to make Germanicus divine: Augustus had
already been included (Aug. RG 10.1), but so had the non-deified Gaius and Lucius.159
Germanicus was probably granted curule chairs in the theatre because of his office as a flamen
of Augustus, so it was probably not a divine honour, either; the corona civica has similar
significance.160 The detailed prescriptions about successors to Germanicus’ flaminate and
augurate also indicate that Germanicus himself was not divine: concern is with worshipping
divus Augustus. Additionally, the sepulchrum and tribunal probably belong to normal funerary
cult and the worship of Germanicus’ di manes.161
Most of Tacitus’ honours have precedents, but he does not mention them, covering up
the ‘homogeneity’ between the honours for Germanicus and those previously granted to Gaius
and Lucius.162 The spirit in which they are decreed makes them even more problematic.
Honores, ut quis amore in Germanicum aut ingenio validus reperti decretique (2.83.1) has an
ironical tone163 and the fact that it takes special mental skill to ‘discover’ new honours for
Germanicus suggests insincerity. And the innumerable multiplicity of places where he was
worshipped (colere s.v. OLD 6a, b) foreshadows Tacitus’ description of excessive rejoicing on
the death of Octavia (14.64.3 dona ob haec templis decreta que<m> ad finem memorabimus).
158
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The honours’ uncountable excess suggests a lack of moderation, and while Germanicus is not
elevated to divine status, coleretur shows an inappropriate religious attitude in his
commemorators.
Tiberius’ response to the proposals does not clarify how these honours should be
perceived. It is significant that his role is merely to respond: in the Tabula Siarensis (1.3-8),
Tiberius and other members of the imperial family took an active role in proposing these
honours, whereas Tacitus erases all traces of his involvement.164 Tacitus’ Tiberius is merely
reactive, and does not lead the way by proposing honours that would clearly define Germanicus’
position. The only honour Tiberius opposes outright is the magnificently large golden clipeus
inserted among those of the orators: adse<ve>ravit Tiberius solitum paremque ceteris
dicaturum: neque enim eloquentiam fortuna discerni, et satis inlustre, si veteres inter scriptores
haberetur (2.83.3). The princeps appears to maintain the appropriate distance between
Germanicus and divinity by noting that only his imperial fortuna makes people want to honour
him more than they would any other good orator. But even in this attitude he is inconsistent, for
when twins are born to Drusus and Livilla, Tiberius boasts about it before the senators: this
blessing, apparently unlike Germanicus’ eloquence, is worthy of honour since it appears in a
family of high rank (2.84.1 nulli ante Romanorum eiusdem fastigii viro), although Tacitus
emphasizes that the birth is merely fortuitous (nam cuncta, etiam fortuita, ad gloriam vertebat).
Tiberius has not made it clear how Germanicus (or indeed any member of the imperial family) is
to be perceived; thus both he and the populus err in how they interpret the fortuita of his life and
death. ‘Emperor and courtiers deserve one another.’165
2.7

CONCLUSIONS
Germanicus provides an important exemplum for religious attitudes in the first years of

Tiberius’ principate. We have seen that Tiberius’ autocratic handling of issues of cult and the
supernatural are problematic, and sow the seeds for bigger problems later on, but Germanicus
reinforces our understanding that the problem is not the emperor’s alone. He can capitalise on
others’ religious interpretations, as when he twists the mutinous troops’ piaculum imagery to his
own advantage. Yet when Germanicus himself receives divine communiqués or lessons about
varietas fortunae inherent in his Eastern travel destinations, he is astoundingly ignorant of the
downfall they predict. In a way, this duality redounds to Germanicus’ credit: using religious
164
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rhetoric to make one’s troops behave is characteristic of a good commander, while the
unwillingness to focus on his own destiny may show the humility of one without imperial
ambitions. But other elements of his character give the reader pause. His flamboyant behaviour
during mutinies and obsession with Eastern antiquarianism show he is out of touch with the
realities of the world he lives in.
Alongside Germanicus’ theatricality and ignorance runs the mistrust and unease between
him and Tiberius. His trespass into Egypt shows he is as ignorant of imperial arcana as he is of
fate. Similarly, his burial of Varus’ troops at Teutoburg, while on one level an act of piety, is
open to imperial criticism based on its religious incorrectness. In both instances, blame is
difficult to assess, and cannot be assigned only to Tiberius, although it may be tempting to do
so. The Egyptian arcana Germanicus violates are, after all, ultimately Augustus’ creation rather
than Tiberius’: the emperor is the inheritor of a system set in motion by his deified predecessor,
and must work within that system just as his subjects must. Tiberius does seem hyper-critical of
the burial at Teutoburg, but he does have a point in his concern about ritual pollution, as well as
in his fears that Germanicus’ army may go the way of Varus’. In making Germanicus a foil for
Tiberius, Tacitus gives the reader further insight into the slippery nature of religious
interpretation under a princeps. When there are different ways to look at a religious issue, right
will always be on the emperor’s side. Tiberius’ spite plays a role, but this is also how things are
under the principate.
Germanicus’ ignorance of ‘how things are,’ for good or ill, is certainly blameworthy. His
interpretations of dreams and oracles are either insufficiently critical or altogether lacking.
Equally serious is his ignorance of what is going on around him, of how his actions are
perceived by Tiberius. Yet despite being a man ‘suited for a different era’, in religious terms he
fails to live up to the standards of the past, as Tacitus emphasizes through a series of intertexts.
Despite Germanicus’ extensive use of religious rhetoric, his conflict with the Germans does not
come near to Camillus and Cossus’ Livian struggle with the impious people of Veii. Although
his Eastern travels recall those of pious Paullus, Germanicus does not engage, ritually or
mentally, with the supernatural elements of the places. On his deathbed, his reminiscence of the
Virgilian Aeneas’ words to Ascanius underline his failure to submit humbly to fortuna. Times
have changed from the days about which Livy and Virgil wrote; Tacitus’ characters display less
humble piety. Reminiscences of the Histories also foreshadow what is to come: at Cremona,
Vitellius will be even more clueless about the sors hominum than Germanicus was, and Otho
will be similarly ignorant of the fickleness of fortuna, although he at least will come to a
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realisation at his death. Misconceptions about one’s place in the cosmos will persist right down
through the crisis of AD 69; and such attitudes are, in Tacitus’ portrayal, particularly
characteristic of challengers (or at least perceived alternatives) to the princeps. If one can aim
for the top, it is easy to convince oneself that fortune is on one’s side, but she cannot be counted
upon to remain constant.
Finally, there is the continuing problem of public response to the larger-than-life stature
of the members of the imperial house. Piso strikes the wrong chord in his response to
Germanicus’ death, but so do the people of Rome in their warlike attack on the gods’ temples.
The Senate’s long list of honours, while not exactly raising Germanicus above the mortal coil,
show a worrying trend of adulation, which Tiberius does as little to curb as he did in book 1
when the honours pertained to himself.
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CHAPTER 3
VENGEANCE AND RELIGIOUS AMNESIA IN ANNALS 3
3.1

INTRODUCTION
In some respects, Annals 3 is a book in transition. Syme regarded it as filler material

lacking ‘signal and striking events.’1 Germanicus has died, and Piso’s trial closes the chapter of
the Annals shaped by his interactions with Tiberius. Drusus, Tiberius’ replacement heir, has not
yet died.2 Sejanus, whose period of influence would represent another significant era of
Tiberius’ reign, has not yet risen to prominence, and the series of executions that will provide
ample fodder for Annals 4 has not yet begun.
From a religious point of view, however, Annals 3 represents an important development
in Tacitus’ narrative of change and decline. Piso’s trial shows the deleterious relationship
between Tiberius’ distance and the people’s adulation. Tiberius still has the characteristics of a
distant god, not only recalling his behaviour during Libo’s trial but also foreshadowing his
absence from Rome in Annals 4. The people, celebrating the vengeance exacted from Piso, reply
with escalating religious flattery. Later in the book, Tacitus examines the Senate’s relationship
with the emperor in religious decision-making by describing a proposal about the flamen Dialis
and diplomatic visits from Asian provinces. These incidents illustrate how ignorant the Senate
has become of its traditional religious roles, and how much cultic memory Rome has lost as a
result of the principate.
3.2

GERMANICUS’ FUNERAL AND PISO’S TRIAL

3.2.1

MORTAL OR IMMORTAL?

Given Tiberius’ notable absence from Germanicus’ funeral proceedings, any attempt at
consoling the grieving public rings hollow.3 But Tiberius’ words on the occasion are
problematic in their own right, since they contradict the impression he has given about how
1

Syme 1984, 1028.
Annals 3 covers the time between the deaths of Germanicus and Drusus (Woodman and Martin 1996, 3–5).
3
Tiberius sends others (3.2.1) instead of joining the funeral procession himself, a contrast with his personal
involvement in the funerals of Augustus (Dio 56.31.3) and Drusus (Dio 55.2.1; see Woodman and Martin 1996,
100; Swan 2004, 44). Keeping Antonia from the funeral is striking given that mothers were usually prominent in
funerary rituals (cf. Cic. Clu. 201, and Virgil A. 9.485-9 with Hardie 1994, 163; Dingel 1997, 189). The Tabula
Siarensis indicates that she was in fact involved in the funeral proceedings (cf. Potter 1987, 270; Kokkinos 1992,
23, 38–9).
2
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members of the imperial house are to be treated: Principes mortales, rem publicam aeternam
esse (3.6.3). The notion of mortality is common in consolations, but combining it with the topos
of eternal Rome is more unusual.4 Livy’s Scipio similarly contrasts mortal individual and
immortal state in addressing mutinous troops trying to capitalize on their commander’s illness
(Livy 28.28.11 quid? si ego morerer, mecum exspiratura res publica, mecum casurum imperium
populi Romani erat? ne istuc Iuppiter optimus maximus sirit, urbem auspicato dis auctoribus in
aeternum conditam huic fragili et mortali corpori aequalem esse).5 Scipio imagines himself and
his family as part of a litany of praeclari imperatores (Livy 28.28.12) willing to serve the state.
Yet Tiberius’ Rome, ruled by a principate, cannot claim to have a similarly ubiquitous supply of
principes, and the death of an heir has serious consequences for the res publica. There are others
who could take Germanicus’ place as heir,6 but since Tacitus implies Livia and Tiberius perhaps
took a role in disposing of previous mortales (Gaius and Lucius Caesar: 1.3.3; Agrippa
Postumus: 1.6.2; Germanicus himself: 3.16.1), Tiberius’ reassurances sound insincere.7
Furthermore, Tiberius himself calls attention to the succession in a way that shows that
principes are frequently far from mortal: referendum iam animum ad firmitudinem, ut quondam
divus Iulius amissa unica filia, ut divus Augustus ereptis nepotibus abstruserint tristitiam
(3.6.2). Referring to his predecessors as divi implicitly reminds us that this is not Scipio’s world:
Tiberius’ own adoptive father and grandfather are dead, but not mortal.8 Normal topoi of
consolation do not straightforwardly apply to an imperial house whose members are deified,
especially when its human members may have political motivations for hastening each other’s
mortality.
But Tiberius may not be entirely to blame for the problematic statement, since his
subjects’ extreme grief prompts it. During the return of Germanicus’ remains to the city,
‘described ... as if it were a real (albeit extended) funeral procession,’9 grief is expressed in
acceptable ways. The wearing of black (3.2.2) and the trabea, as well as the burning of clothes,
perfumes, and other burial gifts were all normal practice.10 Offerings to the manes were also a
4
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normal part of funerary cult for any dead person, although they did not usually include animal
sacrifice. These honours mirror what inscriptional evidence reveals was officially decreed,11 but
Tacitus describes spontaneous actions not mandated by official decree: magistrates of the towns
in Italy through which the cortège passed were specifically invited to participate (3.2.1), but the
other responses were spontaneous and motivated by actual grief. Tacitus specifically asserts that
they were not prompted by flattery: aberat quippe adulatio, gnaris omnibus laetam Tiberio
Germanici mortem male dissimulari (3.2.3). This contrasts with later responses to deaths in the
imperial family, which would be much less sincere.12 While the sincerity of their grief is
admirable, Tiberius’ happiness is what proves its sincerity, making it a dangerous response.
The people’s cries during Germanicus’ interment in Augustus’ mausoleum do draw a
comment from Tacitus: concidisse rem publicam, nihil spei reliquum clamitabant, promptius
apertiusque, quam ut meminisse imperitantium crederes13 (3.4.1). Historical and literary
evidence attests such an identification of the health of the emperor with the safety of the entire
state; Germanicus was not the ruler, but the people suggest he personifies the state in the same
way.14 Their lament of lost hope recalls Tacitus’ assessment of Germanicus’ popularity in life as
the hoped-for restorer of the Republic (1.33.2), but as the observers of his triumph realized, this
favour could be his undoing (2.41.3). The prayers15 to the gods on behalf of Agrippina and her
children (who had also been present at the triumph) show that they are the repository of the
hopes once attached to Germanicus: versique ad caelum ac deos integram illi subolem ac
superstitem iniquorum precarentur (3.4.2). Superstes commonly appears when a subject wishes
that an emperor, as the repository of all that is good in the state, should outlive him.16 But no
one thinks about the effect of their prayers on Tiberius (penetravit), who has power over
Germanicus’ children just as the gods do. The people’s outpouring of grief contrasts with
Tiberius’ detachment; but such amores could prove to be infausti for Agrippina and her
chidlren.17 This error in judgement is accompanied by some factual errors: their assertion that
Agrippina is the last of Augustus’ bloodline (solum Augusti sanguinem) is ‘factually incorrect
but rhetorically effective.’18 So while Tiberius’ assertions about the mortality of principes are
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erroneous, if not disingenuous, Tacitus implies it was also wrong to assume that Germanicus’
death was equivalent to the state’s collapse.
3.2.2

TIBERIUS AS GOD

Tiberius has god-like power not just over Germanicus’ children: in the narrative of
Piso’s trial that follows, he has similar superiority over Piso, portrayed as a religious offender.
When the case is referred to the emperor, Piso must pray (3.10.3 hinc preces) for his life. As we
shall see, such addresses run like a thread throughout the trial, and even Livia must pray to her
own son on behalf of Plancina (3.15.1 secretis Augustae precibus veniam obtinuit; cf. 3.17.1
matris preces, 17.4 ob preces Augustae). This recalls Libo Drusus’ prayers to the unmoved
godlike Tiberius at his treason trial (2.30.4 extremas preces), but here the conceit is more
pervasive.
The emperor’s speech, which Tacitus duly describes as ‘balanced’ (3.12.1 meditato
temperamento), could seem ‘decidedly ambivalent,’19 and Tiberius himself perpetuates the
religious tenor of the language of Piso’s prayers: odero seponamque a domo mea et privatas
inimicitias no<n> vi principis ulciscar; sin facinus in cuiuscumque mortalium nece vindicandum
detegitur, vos vero et liberos Germanici et nos parentes iustis solaciis adficite (3.12.2). The
word mortalium is universalizing,20 but the notion of separation between mortal principes and
the res publica also reactivates the problems of Tiberius’ words of consolation at 3.6.3. And
vengeance can often be divine (cf. 2.3.1, H. 1.3.3). Two senators would propose
commemorating Piso’s punishment in the sanctuary of Mars Ultor (3.18.2), indicating that they
understood vengeance in this religious sense.21 Tiberius also activates the language of ritual
correctness when he laments the necessity of displaying Germanicus’ naked body to a public
looking for signs of poisoning: Contrectandum oculis (3.12.4) recalls adtrectare feralia (1.62.2)
and ‘affectingly expresses his complaint in terms of... ritualistic horror.’22 Tacitus criticises
Piso’s accusers for stirring up an impious public, greedy for signs of foul play. Although he
emphasizes Germanicus’ mortality and criticizes Piso’s opponents, Tiberius’ rhetoric and his
comment about vengeance leave the door open for a religious interpretation.
Piso’s accusers make charges that include religious accusations: postremo ipsum
devotionibus et veneno peremisse; sacra hinc et immolationes nefandas ipsius atque Plancinae,
19
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petitam armis rem publicam utque reus agi posset, acie victum (3.13.2). Tacitus had previously
left the question of Piso’s involvement ambiguous (2.69.3). Similarly, the way Tiberius talks
about the poisoning has certainly not stopped attempts to accuse Piso of the crime: the gerundive
scrutanda (3.12.4) implies that the accusation, however problematic, deserves investigation. The
logical connection (hinc) between the poisoning and Piso’s sacrifices (cf. 2.75.2) and seditious
activities is ‘the same... as appears in the senatus consultum to prove only that he was delighted
at Germanicus’ death.’23 Accusers pay attention to religious activity, both magic rites and public
sacrifices, and in their eyes, once irreligious is always irreligious: improper sacrifices are
enough to prove magic and poisoning despite the illogicality of such a leap. Similarly, they say
that his attempt to seize control was destined to fail so that he could be brought to trial;24 the fact
that he has been delivered into their hands as if by destiny, say the accusers, indicates his guilt.
The suicide note of Piso the ‘transgressor’ uses the correct language of prayer and
worship, but addresses it to the emperor: deos immortales testor vixisse me, Caesar, cum fide
adversum te neque alia in matrem tuam pietate; vosque oro liberis meis consulatis (3.16.3).
Although he claims to call on the gods (testor), he is equally beseeching Tiberius (oro).25 The
vocative Caesar and the Du-Stil of te... tuam also read like a prayer to the living emperor.
Drawing attention to his pietas toward Livia, Piso employs a prayer topos by reminding Tiberius
the ‘god’ of his past piety toward his family as an incentive for assistance.26 The plural vos
embraces Tiberius, Livia, and the gods. All have the same power over Piso’s children: he
realises what those who prayed for Agrippina’s offspring (3.4.2) did not. He reinforces this
devotion to the imperial house by praying that his son should not pay the penalty for his crimes
(3.16.4 eo impensius precor ne meae pravitatis poenas innoxius luat... nec quicquam post haec
rogaturus salutem infelicis filii rogo),27 and by referring to the deified Augustus, combined with
more Du-Stil language (quondam divo Augusto parenti tuo probatus et tibi amicus). This
language of worshipful devotion takes on a malevolent cast from its juxtaposition with Tacitus’
report, relying on oral tradition,28 that Tiberius put Piso up to the murder: paying due reverence
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27
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to the imperial house involves nefarious deeds, and such examples of ‘pious’ service will not
save you from destruction.
Although accusers, accused, and princeps have all slipped into coded religious language,
the reactions of optimus quisque (3.17.1) show that some are suspicious of the trial’s
undertones.29 Tiberius’ reference to the matris preces that secure Plancina’s acquittal sparks ire
against Livia:
id ergo fas aviae, interfectricem nepotis adspicere, adloqui, eripere senatui. quod pro
omnibus civibus leges obtineant, uni Germanico non contigisse. Vitellii et Veranii voce
defletum Caesarem, ab imperatore et Augusta defensam Plancinam. proinde venena et
artes tam feliciter expertas verteret in Agrippinam, in liberos eius, egregiamque aviam ac
patruum sanguine miserrimae domus exsatiaret (3.17.2).
Their first complaint refers to the ritual impurity associated with looking directly at murderers.30
In interceding for Plancina, they imply, Livia is exposing herself to religious pollution. The
sarcastic feliciter has religious overtones, too. Plancina’s magic was certainly not felix, since it
did not ‘bring good luck’ (OLD 2) to Germanicus, nor would it to Agrippina and her children.31
Yet these critics are troubled more by the imperial house’s machinations than by Vitellius and
Veranius’ accusations: their charges focused on Piso’s religious indiscretions, but this counts as
merely ‘mourning.’ The critics’ willingness to ignore the accusers’ problematic religious
argumentation seems strange given their attentiveness to the imperial family’s abuses of
religious language. Their intense gaze focusing on the imperial house leaves a blind spot into
which accusers fall, giving the maiestas-disease (cf. 1.73.1) room to grow.
3.2.3

PROBLEMATIC VENGEANCE

The senators’ responses to Piso’s conviction show that the other disease, adulatio, is
growing too. Tiberius attempts to stem the tide of flattery, without complete success:
atque idem, cum Valerius Messalinus signum aureum in aede Martis Ultoris, Caecina
Severus aram ultioni<s> statuendam censuissent, prohibuit, ob externas ea victoria<s>
sacrari dictitans, domestica mala tristitia operienda. addiderat Messalinus Tiberio et
Augustae et Antoniae et Agrippinae Drusoque ob vindictam Germanici grates agendas
omiseratque Claudii mentionem (3.18.2-3).
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Ascribing these words to optimus quisque indicates that Tacitus gives a certain amount of authority to their
complaints, even if he does not identify himself with them completely (Koestermann 1963, 447–8).
30
In Euripides Heracles 1159-62 and IT 1218, murderers and others around them cover their heads to avoid
transmission of impurity, especially during purification rites following commission of homicide (Parker 1983, 110
and 371).
31
Syme 1958, 755: the word is not frequently used by Tacitus, ‘because [it] was associated with official prayers or
professions’. For felicitas as a political concept see Woodman 1977, 145.
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Tiberius’ rejection of Messalinus32 and Caecina’s proposals hits all the right notes. The temple
of Mars Ultor probably commemorated vengeance over the Parthians rather than over Caesar’s
murderers;33 in proposing additions to it after the execution of another Julio-Claudian’s
‘murderer,’ Messalinus and Caecina misconstrue what the temple stands for: ‘private and public
motives had been intertwined and the distinction between them deliberately confused.’34 The
altar to Ultio also recalls ‘sacrifice’ of German troops proposed by Roman soldiers (2.13.1).35
There, sacrificial rhetoric was problematic enough, but to imply that a Roman citizen should be
treated similarly is even worse. Tiberius’ attempts to distinguish between foreign and domestic
ultio do little good, for Messalinus, not cowed by his proposal’s failure, immediately proposes
giving thanks to members of the imperial family. Tacitus’ wording (grates rather than gratias
agere) was originally used for thanking the gods.36 Messalinus’ proposal shows a worrying lack
of priorities, of ability to distinguish between emperor and gods.
Nor does Tiberius emerge completely unscathed from the Piso encounter in Tacitus’
estimation: Paucis post diebus Caesar auctor senatui fuit Vitellio atque Veranio et Servaeo
sacerdotia tribuendi (3.19.1). Tacitus elsewhere indicates his opinion of giving priesthoods to
accusers:37 alii sacerdotia et consulatus ut spolia adepti (H. 1.2.3). The equation of legal victory
with military success strikes an uncomfortable chord with Caecina’s altar of Ultio: giving
priestly office as ‘war’ booty is as problematic as implying a similarity between Piso and those
impious Germans. Tacitus’ priestly persona38 may also heighten his disapproval. In referring the
matter to the Senate, ‘Tiberius was arguably just displaying tact,’39 but given the nature of his
relationship with the Senate, it is not clear that they could resist his wishes.
After Piso’s prosecutors are rewarded and warned, a line is drawn under the case, but not
with absolute success: is finis fuit ulciscenda Germanici morte, non modo apud illos homines
qui tum agebant, etiam secutis temporibus vario rumore iactata (3.19.2). This recalls Tiberius’
declaration that vengeance had been won for Varus’ slaughter in his letters recalling Germanicus
(2.26.3 quoniam Romanae ultioni consultum es<se>t); that Ultio also had strongly religious
32

He is known for saying what he thinks the emperor wants to hear (Woodman and Martin 1996, 189).
Weinstock 1971, 128–32; Zanker 1988, 194–5; Rich 1998, 79–97.
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Woodman and Martin 1996, 189.
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overtones. But despite Tiberius’ attempt to end the discussion, to have the final say on this
partially religious question, rumour continues to debate the issue for years to come.40 Despite his
attempts to close it off, the question of vengeance remains open.
3.2.4

FORTUNA AND THE SUCCESSION

While Tacitus implicitly criticizes Tiberius’ attempts to close the book on Piso,
Claudius’ omission from Messalinus’ proposal gives him the opportunity for a disquisition on
the nature of fortuna and the problems of interpretation inherent not only in flattering proposals
but also in the imperial succession generally: mihi quanto plura recentium seu veterum revolvo,
tanto magis ludibria rerum mortalium cunctis in negotiis obversantur. quippe fama spe
veneratione potius omnes destinabantur imperio quam quem futurum principem fortuna in
occulto tenebat (3.18.4). Tacitus’ language recalls how he discussed the change of emperors in
the Histories. Otho experienced the fickleness of fortune (H. 2.12.1, 2.47.1),41 and Titus and
Vespasian receive oracles that are ‘secret,’ using ambiguous language not understandable until
after the fact: occulta fati et ostentis ac responsis destinatum Vespasiano liberisque eius
imperium post fortunam credidimus (H. 1.10.3).42 In elevating Claudius, unpredictable fortune
works against human attempts to elevate a member of the imperial family, including support that
borders on worship (veneratio – OLD 1a).43
Koestermann thinks Tacitus finds this ‘shocking,’ since it shows his ‘helplessness’ when
confronting the unpredictability of human affairs.44 But historiography is offered as the ideal
means to learn to overcome these difficulties of interpretation, for Tacitus highlights his own
activites as remember and structurer of events. With revolvo, the historian, building on the
image of Fortune’s wheel, ‘perhaps imagines himself as spinning backwards that which fortune
has already spun forwards,’ as correcting the errors of the blinded interpreters of the time. He,
just like Messalinus, leaves out Claudius’ name, mimicking the ignorance of those within the
text.45 Only the historian, from his privileged position of hindsight, can offer a corrective view
inaccessible to those at the time. Certainly this destabilizes the notion of predictability that
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Cf. Clarke 2002, 94.
See introduction §2.2. For the topos of fortune’s fickleness see Koestermann 1963, 451; Woodman and Martin
1996, 192 on ludibrium, for which compare Livy 30.30.5, with Levene 1993, 75.
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Cf. also H. 2.1.1.
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underpins notions of exemplary history.46 What can be relied upon, perhaps, is mortals’
tendency to get things wrong, especially supernatural things. Tacitus’ reports of the proposed
commemorations of Piso’s demise at the temple of Mars Ultor give this observation particular
point: the careful dance of flattery that we have observed throughout the Annals has less effect
on who will ascend the throne than does fortuna. Tacitus will revisit this theme when Sejanus
rises to power (4.1.1).
3.3

POLICING TRADITIONS: THE FLAMEN DIALIS AND THE ASYLUM EMBASSIES
Later in Annals 3, Tacitus reports two incidents that give the reader an inside view of the

Senate and princeps’ decision-making on religious issues. One case (the debate on the flamen
Dialis) is marked by insincerity and adulatio, while Tacitus praises the other (deciding which
Asian cities may offer asylum in their sanctuaries) as an example of old-fashioned senatorial
libertas. Yet both debates are marked by a sense of unfinishedness: the issues are resolved, but
questions and doubts linger for the reader.
3.3.1

DRUSUS AND MALUGINENSIS: THE FLAMEN DIALIS AND THE GODLIKE TIBERIUS

Tacitus emphasizes how religious concerns have been overshadowed by honours for the
imperial family by interweaving the debate about the flamen Dialis with discussion of Drusus’
tribunicia potestas. Just before the flamen Maluginensis makes his proposal, Tacitus reports a
letter from Tiberius requesting that the Senate grant Drusus tribunicia potestas:
sed principio litterarum veneratus deos, ut consilia sua rei publicae prosperarent, modica
de moribus adulescentis neque in falsum aucta rettulit. esse illi coniugem et tres liberos
eamque aetatem, qua ipse quondam a divo Augusto ad capessendum hoc munus vocatus
sit (3.56.3-4).
Tiberius’ letter strikes a humble note: his address to the gods uses language typical for prayers
and rituals,47 and Tacitus admits that he does not exaggerate Drusus’ qualifications. But Tiberius
also makes it clear that he is enabling Drusus to rise to an even higher position eventually.
While the most obvious referent of hoc munus is the tribunicia potestas, the language recalls
Tiberius’ own accession to imperial power.48 Since that was closely tied to Augustus’
deification, referring to divus Augustus strengthens this impression. The senators, who have seen
46

Cf. Woodman and Martin 1996, 118: ‘If the past was uncertain, who could have guessed the tricks (ludibria) that
Fortune was keeping concealed up her sleeve for the future?’ Exemplary history depends on the notion of events
repeating themselves: Momigliano 1969, 26–7; Chaplin 2000, 198–9. A. 3.65.1 has generally been taken as Tacitus’
identification of exempla as the ‘highest function of history,’ a view Luce 1991 and Woodman 1998b, 86–103
oppose.
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Koestermann 1963, 530; Woodman and Martin 1996, 418.
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Woodman and Martin 1996, 418, comparing 1.11.1; cf. also 1.7.7 vocatus.
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this request coming, respond to Drusus’ elevation with flattery: Praeceperant animis orationem
patres; quo quaesitior adulatio fuit. nec tamen repertum nisi ut effigies principum, aras deum,
templa et arcus aliaque solita censerent (3.57.1). Tacitus’ damning aliaque solita reveals his
tedium: ‘Lacking the imagination... or the inventiveness of Augustus... they can devise only
clichés too tedious to enumerate in full.’49 Altars and temples have been decreed in response to
the successes of members of the imperial house only rarely so far, compared to how they would
multiply under Nero (e.g. 2.41.1; cf. 14.64.3).50 Tacitus shows that such a response has already
become the norm, and the Senate is so attuned to Tiberius’ desires that its flattery can anticipate
his request.
This sets the mood for the flamen Dialis debate (3.58).51 When the Senate’s attitude to
decision-making is to propose altars and temples, it is perhaps not surprising that Maluginensis
feels he can demand something outrageous, contrary to tradition and all priestly rules. He asks
for the opportunity to go to Asia as his province, although the flamen was not permitted to leave
Rome. Maluginensis makes a show of his learning in claiming there are no relevant precedents
for the Dialis among the body of religious literature and law with which he as a priest is
familiar: frustra vulgatum dictitans non licere Dialibus egredi Italia, neque aliud ius su<u>m
quam Martialium Quirinaliumque flaminum: porro, si hi duxissent provincias, cur Dialibus id
vetitum? nulla de eo populi scita, non in libris caerimoniarum reperiri (3.58.1). He seems to
mean that there were no previous plebiscites dealing with the flamen Dialis specifically, ‘so
there was no “case history” to which an appeal could be made.’52 Yet since he himself claims
that his own ius is no different from that of the Martialis or Quirinalis, it is hair-splitting to
ignore the precedents offered by votes on cases of those priests attempting to leave the city.
Such cases were indeed known, most famously that of consul and flamen Martialis
Postumius Albinus, whom the pontifex maximus Lucius Metellus prevented from leaving Rome
for a military campaign in 242 BC (Livy 37.51.1-2, V.Max. 1.1.2).53 The incident was famous in
antiquity. As we will later find out, it was not unknown in AD 22, as this is precisely the
49
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precedent Tiberius cites to reject Maluginensis’ claim to the proconsulship (3.71.3). Perhaps
Maluginensis is simply ignorant of this and other similar precedents, in which the outcome
nearly always followed the traditional prohibition.54 It is difficult to evaluate Maluginensis’
claim that there was no difference among the three kinds of flamines, and his claim that these
previous cases were motivated by enmity on the part of the pontifex maximus (3.58.3 privatis...
simultatibus) could be correct,55 but he fails to back up this claim by citing specific precedents,
as Tiberius will do to support his side (cf. 3.71.3).56 In lieu of proof, he flatters the emperor and
‘evokes the elevated world of the princeps..., aloof from the buffetings which characterise the
lives of lower mortals’ (3.58.3 nunc deum munere summum pontificum etiam summum hominum
esse, non aemulationi, non odio aut privatis adfectionibus obnoxium).57
The question of precedents links the passage with an episode in Livy describing how C.
Valerius Flaccus, forced to become flamen Dialis against his will, successfully petitions to
reclaim the flamen’s traditional right to enter the Senate (27.8.4-10). In addition to the similar
situations, linguistic parallels link the passages.58 Livy’s characters are also concerned with
precedents. There is a tension between what has been done in the distant past, as recorded in
historico-religious writing,59 and what has been done in recent memory. The praetor privileges
recent memory over ancient books (27.8.9 praetor non exoletis uetustate annalium exemplis
stare ius, sed recentissimae cuiusque consuetudinis usu uolebat: nec patrum nec auorum
memoria Dialem quemquam id ius usurpasse), while the tribunes recognise that recent changes
represent a lapse in memory that should not be allowed to overshadow the priesthood’s rights in
the distant past (27.8.10).
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Tacitus sets up the same dichotomy between Maluginensis and Tiberius: while the priest
appeals to recorded plebiscites and libri caerimoniarum, the princeps appeals to Augustan
precedent (3.71.2-3). The only exemplum, says Tiberius, necessary to deny Maluginensis’ claim
is that of Augustus (3.71.2 quae principe Augusto constituta satis ostendebant annuam
absentiam et provinciarum administrationem Dialibus non concedi). This corresponds to the
position of Livy’s praetor (patrum et auorum memoria).60 Yet Tiberius goes on to give a further
exemplum drawn from Livy: memorabaturque L. Metelli pontificis maximi exemplum, qui
Aulum Postumium flaminem attinuisset (3.71.3). Tiberius privileges recent memory over
historical precedent in order to deny a privilege to the flamen Dialis; yet unlike in Flaccus’ case,
memory and historical tradition are in alignment against Maluginensis, since neither the
precedent of Augustus nor that of Aulus Postumius support his claim that he should be allowed
to leave Rome. Tacitus’ Tiberius, then, is a more scrupulous religious interpreter than Livy’s
tribunes in that he admirably adheres to the priesthood’s traditional rules as handed down in
historical texts and preserved into present memory by Augustus. While Tacitus does not overtly
condemn Maluginensis, the priest emerges from the debate looking ignorant of the tradition of
the very priesthood he holds.
While Tiberius emerges as a defender of religious traditions and cultic memory by
refusing Maluginensis’ request, the way the debate is conducted is worrying. In responding to
the issue, Tiberius behaves in an autocratic, almost godlike, way, maintaining the aloofness
Maluginensis attributed to him (3.58.3):
Adversus quae cum augur Lentulus aliique varie dissererent, eo decursum est, ut
pontificis maximi sententiam opperirentur. Tiberius dilata notione de iure flaminis
decretas ob tribuniciam Drusi potestatem caerimonias temperavit, nominatim arguens
insolentiam sententiae aureasque litteras contra patrium morem (3.59.1).
Tiberius’ decision to wait and give the matter further consideration looks laudable in
comparison to the clear partisanship of Livy’s praetor and tribunes in the Flaccus episode,
especially since the emperor would have been in an even better position than those Republican
actors to make a unilateral decision based on personal bias. Yet Tiberius’ detachment is one that
deflects and avoids rather than one that weighs and considers. He is approached as pontifex
maximus, the ultimate religious expert, but changes the subject back to the adulatory honours for
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Drusus. The Romans are waiting on a religious expert, who then waits to make a decision. And
he waits a long time, for the issue will not be resolved until 3.71, and even then it looks like an
afterthought, appended to a discussion of the temple of Fortuna Equestris (3.71.2 et quoniam de
religionibus tractabatur).
The focus on Drusus’ tribunicia potestas makes him no friends, as Tacitus is keen to
point out:
recitatae et Drusi epistulae, quamquam ad modestiam flexae, pro superbissimis
accipiuntur. huc decidisse cuncta, ut ne iuvenis quidem tanto honore accepto adiret urbis
deos, ingrederetur senatum, auspicia saltem gentile apud solum inciperet. bellum scilicet,
aut diverso terrarum distineri, litora et lacus Campaniae cum maxime peragrantem. sic
imbui rectorem generis humani, id primum e paternis consiliis discere. sane gravaretur
aspectum civium senex imperator fessamque aetatem et actos labores praetenderet:
Druso quod nisi ex adrogantia impedimentum? (3.59.2-3)
Sending letters instead of appearing in person arouses senatorial ire, expressed in religious
terms: why does he not come to Rome’s gods, take his auspices61 on Rome’s soil? There is
another reminiscence of Livy, who describes public anger at Flaminius’ decision to assume the
consulship outside the city (21.63.6-11),62 where the concern is also with Flaminius’ failure to
come to the city’s temples (21.63.8 ne die initi magistratus Iovis optimi maximi templum adiret)
and to take a consul’s proper auspices (21.63.9 ne auspicato profectus in Capitolium ad vota
nuncupanda).63
The senators, in maliciously chiming in with their objections about Drusus’ alleged
religious faux pas, tacitly accept Tiberius’ change of direction: they latch onto Drusus’
tribunicia potestas, and no one says a word about Maluginensis’ worrying proposal. But they do
adopt his discourse of godlike aloofness in calling Drusus the rector generis humani, activating
the imagery of sailing.64 Maluginensis has claimed that Tiberius is not obnoxius, which can
signify exposure to wind and storm (OLD 3b). But rector can also be used of a god (OLD 4b). In
Maluginensis’ flattery, Tiberius is removed from the buffetings of normal human passions; now
his heir assumes a similar position at the helm of the human race, but on a small scale, while
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pottering about in the pleasure-grounds of Campania. Even when used sarcastically,65 the
vocabulary of imperial power remains unquestioned. The description of Drusus’ honours as
caerimoniae, ‘observances,’66 the same word Maluginensis used to describe the strictures of his
office (3.58.1), emphasizes how honours granted to the imperial family overshadow traditional
religious concerns.
3.3.2

TEMPLE ASYLUM AND THE SENATE’S ROLE

The Senate’s discussion of temple asylum shows a similar contrast between tradition and
innovation, between autocracy and libertas. Asian cities send delegations asking the emperor to
rule on the validity of their temples’ claim to asylum,67 but Tiberius refers the matter to the
Senate: Sed Tiberius, vim principatus sibi firmans, imaginem antiquitatis senatui praebebat,
postulata provinciarum ad disquisitionem patrum mittendo (3.60.1). Tacitus’ presentation of the
episode is reasonably positive: unlike Haterius’ proposal (3.57.2), it ‘is characterised by libertas,
the opposite of adulatio (3.60.3 libero)’ and ‘actively recalls the past in various ways (3.60.1
imaginem antiquitatis, 3.60.3 ut quondam).’68 Tacitus praises the Senate’s involvement in no
uncertain terms: magnaque eius diei species fuit, quo senatus maiorum beneficia, sociorum
pacta, regum etiam, qui ante vim Romanam valuerant, decreta ipsorumque numinum religiones
introspexit, libero, ut quondam, quid firmaret mutaretve (3.60.3). With this in view, species and
imago could denote not ‘some kind of charade or deception,’ but rather ‘designed to
accommodate the crucial qualification that the principate now exists;’ Tacitus is being ‘not
cynical but realistic.’69
Yet imago antiquitatis introduces a note of unease by recalling Tiberius’ control of
consular elections, engineered to provide a similar imago libertatis that would one day erupt into
servitium (1.81.4). The first sentence of 3.60.1 colours our reading,70 and links the episode
closely with Drusus’ elevation, which was acknowledged to be contrary to traditional practice. It
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gives the debate a tinge of nostalgia for a senatorial libertas now all too rare.71 In general,
‘senatorial activity with regard to foreign affairs is almost non-existent in Annals I-VI;’ the
asylum debate is an atypically traditional discussion of matters like treaties, foreign kings, and
cults.72 Tiberius does the best he can, and Tacitus gives credit where credit is due; but he depicts
a world where the Senate debates honours for the princeps’ heir and the discussion of oncetraditional matters like religion and foreign states is now an exceptional, noteworthy
occurrence.73
The embassies’ arguments are interesting for their mixture of the religious and the
political. The reason the embassies are necessary is, Tacitus says, a misuse of religious
principles:
crebrescebat enim Graecas per urbes licentia atque impunitas asyla statuendi;
complebantur templa pessimis servitiorum; eodem subsidio obaerati adversum creditores
suspectique capitalium criminum receptabantur, nec ullum satis validum imperium erat
coercendis seditionibus populi, flagitia hominum ut caerimonias deum protegentis
(3.60.1).
The vocabulary describing the activities of both the refugees and the authorities who fail to
suppress them shows Tacitus’ negative attitude.74 The sentiment, and even the vocabulary, is
very similar to that of C. Cestius, who had complained that the asylum afforded by statues of the
emperor was being similarly abused in Rome (3.36.2 ut eo subsidio ad flagitia utatur).75 Fleeing
to the protection of a god does not automatically mean he will protect you, as emerges from the
historical sources surrounding asylum: ‘Escaping to a temple was not enough for a fugitive from
the law: the god or the god’s priest could refuse him.’76 With this in view, we may infer that
Tacitus here criticizes those who mistake flagitia hominum for caerimoniae deum. This recalls
his uses of the word caerimoniae in the previous chapters: just as Tiberius does not seem to
observe the difference between the caerimoniae of Drusus (3.59.2) and those of the flamen
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Dialis (3.58.1), so the Greeks elide the difference between a religious precept and its flagrant
abuse.
The Greek states combine argumentative strategies based on myth and ritual, and on
historical relationships between the cities and their various imperial patrons. Tacitus’
introduction of the debate shows that the Senate must evaluate these various arguments: et
quaedam quod falso usurpaverant sponte omisere; multae vetustis superstitionibus77 aut meritis
in populum Romanum fidebant (3.60.2). Some states admit their claims are groundless before
the debate even begins, and these most deceptive of the Greek states will not appear in the
catalogue that follows.78 This is critical to evaluating Tacitus’ attitude toward their claims: the
ones he lists have actual evidence they may present to defend their rights of asylum. It is not the
case that one kind of evidence will be weighted more than the other, for both cult-related and
political arguments are offered, and the Senate will consider both kinds of argumentation (cf.
3.60.3 maiorum beneficia, sociorum pacta, regum etiam ... decreta ipsorumque numinum
religiones introspexit). This contrasts with the asylum embassies in Annals 4, whose arguments
will focus on political service to Rome to the exclusion of mythological and religious reasons
(4.14). For the Asians and senators of AD 22, both kinds of argumentation play a role.
The Greek states’ arguments differ in the weight which they give to religious or politicohistorical considerations. Ephesus emphasizes the mythical: their version of the birth of Apollo
and Diana is presented as more esoteric, more correct, than the commonly accepted version
(3.61.1 ut vulgus crederet). This story provides the basis for Apollo’s use of the place as a
refuge from an angry Jupiter, in turn the predecessor to Liber and Hercules’ subsequent
honouring of Ephesus as a place of asylum and pardon. The three gods are balanced by three
temporal powers of Persia, Macedon, and Rome,79 but these are disposed of in two lines after
nine lines of mythical material. Furthermore, they do not name Alexander, Mithridates, Antony,
Caesar, or Augustus, who could have been cited as authorities.80 The next four states choose to
name specific Romans: the Magnesians cite Scipio and Sulla;81 the Aphrodisans and
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Stratonicensians appeal to precedents of Caesar and Augustus;82 and the Hierocaesarians name
the Persian king Cyrus and the Roman commanders Perpenna and Isauricus, omitting anything
in between.83
Throughout, the Greek states show selectivity in deploying this political evidence.
Several cities de-emphasize historical ties that could compromise their claim to merita in
populum Romanum. The Ephesians sensibly omit Mithridates and Antony, enemies of Rome
and the Julio-Claudians. The Magnesians similarly gloss over their sanctuary’s tie (attested by
inscriptions found in the temple complex) with Antiochus III, whom L. Cornelius Scipio (the
benefactor they do acknowledge) defeated.84 It is less clear why Stratoniceia and Aphrodisias
gloss over their connections with Sulla,85 but given Tiberius’ general obsession with Augustan
precedents, this is perhaps calculated to appeal to the emperor’s predilections by emphasizing
the Julio-Claudian contribution. In all of these, ‘Tacitus... ignores Panhellenic recognition in
favour of royal precedents.’86 For the Greek cities, only the distant past (myths, Persians) or the
Roman period are important. The temple of Artemis Leucophryna in Magnesia was surrounded
by inscriptions on the perimeter wall of the agora where it stood, commemorating decrees of
asylum (which Tacitus does not mention) from Delphi, the Aetolian League, and other Greek
states.87 Venus on Paphos particularly illustrates the problem of selectivity: the envoys attribute
the temple to king Aerias, yet Tacitus himself notes that this was only one of two traditions
about its foundation, devoting more space and emphasis to the fama recentior attributing the cult
to Cinyras (H. 2.3.1).88 For the informed reader, the discrepancy between these versions shows
the difficulty of establishing aetiologies like the ones the Asian cities invoke throughout this
section. The difficulty is emphasized by the subjunctive posuissent (3.62.4),89 a subtle reminder
that this information comes through the cities themselves, not (as in the Histories) as the result
of Tacitus’ own historical research.
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Indeed, Tacitus highlights the Senate’s difficulties in settling this question: Auditae
aliarum quoque civitatium legationes. quorum copia fessi patres, et quia studiis certabatur,
consulibus permisere, ut, perspecto iure et si qua iniquitas involveretur, rem integram rursum
ad senatum referrent. (3.63.1). Like the reader, the senators have been worn down by sifting
through this barrage of evidence Tacitus presents. Although some cities willingly abandoned
their suits (3.60.2), there is still an overwhelming amount of information. The senators, realizing
they cannot cope, throw up their hands and pass the problem to the consuls.90 Here, perhaps, we
may see some irony: even if Tacitus presents the asylum episode in a good light, ‘the senators
are so unused to any form of genuine dispute’ that would once have characterized their day-today activities (cf. 3.60.3 libero, ut quondam).91
The passage also invites the reader to ponder the Greek states’ motives in asserting their
asylum rights: studiis certabatur reflects a straightforward competition where the bestowal of
honour by Rome was an end in itself irrespective of any other (e.g. financial) benefits.92
Elsewhere, Tacitus uses the phrase studiis certare with connotations of partisanship or
attempting to influence the emperor.93 While the Greek states do try to portray themselves in the
best possible light vis-à-vis Rome, there is nothing in the content of their proposals (except
perhaps with Aphrodisias and Stratoniceia) to suggest an attempt to flatter the emperor; the
irony is that the Roman Senate can no longer cope with pure, unadulterated studia that do not
focus on swaying the princeps.
Some states are judged to have adequately demonstrated their right to asylum, yet the
way Tacitus presents the conclusion of the episode also makes us doubt the Senate and consuls’
effectiveness. The consuls claim that since the age of some cities’ evidence does not admit of
proof, they cannot assess the validity of their asylum rights: consules super eas civitates, quas
memoravi, apud Pergamum Aesculapii compertum asylum rettulerunt; ceteros obscuris ob
vetustatem initiis niti (3.63.2). They use vocabulary similar to how Tacitus described the
strangeness and inscrutability of Venus’ cult at Paphos in the Histories:94 in matters of religion,
some things cannot be known for certain. Yet it is unclear from the facts of the cases what
90
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exactly the difference is between the accepted and rejected claims. Why are the Apolline oracles
telling Smyrna and Teos to construct their temples any less trustworthy than the divine
communication instructing the Ephesians to demarcate a sacred grove (3.61.1 deorumque
monitu sacratum nemus)? Sardis, whose claim is also rejected, refers to the granting of asylum
rights by Alexander, a figure in the more recent past (3.63.3 propiora). This is strange given that
the consuls’ criticism seems to be of proofs that are too old rather than too recent; furthermore,
if the Ephesians could appeal both to precedents from the mythical past and to the patronage of
the same Alexander (3.61.2 Macedonas),95 neither antiquity nor Alexander should be
problematic as evidence. Similar problems adhere to Miletus’ reliance on the grant of Darius: if
this were too old to be good evidence, surely Hierocaesaria’s citation of the precedent of Cyrus,
a generation earlier, would have to be thrown out as well.96 Given Tacitus’ attitude to seeking
asylum at statues of the emperor (3.36), it is unsurprising that the Cretans’ request of ius asyli
for a statue of Augustus is refused, but this also seems to fail the vetustas test. For Sardis and
Smyrna, perhaps the problem is that the cities (unlike Ephesus and Hierocaesaria) do not
mention past service to Rome, a lesson both cities will evidently take to heart when they
compete for the right to build a new temple of the imperial cult.97 But in the other cases it is
much less clear why the requests are refused. The reader’s resulting confusion again underlines
how ill-equipped the Senate and consuls are to deal with the sheer weight of historical and
religious evidence the Greeks bring to bear.
Confusion continues, since we are not told exactly what decision is taken: factaque
senatus consulta, quis multo cum honore modus tamen praescribebatur (3.63.4). It is unclear,
either from this concluding observation or from Tacitus’ account of the preceding debate,
whether modus implies a restriction on ‘number, circumference or modus operandi of asyla.’98
Rigsby concludes that ‘the Senate ratified existing rights but forbade the creation of new
asylums,’99 but this interpretation seems designed to reconcile Tacitus’ account with Suetonius’
observation that Tiberius abolished asylum throughout the empire (Tib. 37.3 abolevit et ius
moremque asylorum, quae usquam erant). Certainly the episode at 4.14.1-2, where Samos and
Cos petition for asyli ius for their temples, does not make sense unless asylum continued to
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operate.100 This tantalizing coda is even less clearly settled than the debate at 3.60-63, for
Tacitus will not even hint at its outcome.101 Tacitus’ primary concern, then, is not to
straightforwardly report the outcome of a petition to the emperor. Instead, the episode shows a
picture of the varied pressures on both the Greeks and the Senate when dealing with religious
issues, and its inconclusiveness underlines the difficulty of reaching solid conclusions.
Although the content of the senatus consulta remains unclear, the method and purpose of
their dissemination make an important comment on religious memory: iussique ipsis in templis
fi<g>ere aera sacrandam ad memoriam, neu specie religionis in ambitionem delaberentur
(3.63.4). Depositing decrees in temples to guarantee them is familiar in the Roman world: ‘The
Romans hoped to bind the magistrates and people to certain procedures and to obligate their
gods to help enforce the measures of which they were the guardians.’102 Bronze is a particularly
appropriate material, given its perceived permanence and sacral connotations, well attested in
both Rome and the provinces, including the Greek East.103 Sacrandam ad memoriam104
emphasizes a concern with ensuring that the decision remains in religious memory: the senatus
consulta implies that placing the documents in temples guarantees that they will be continually
re-read and considered by anyone who might seek to exploit ius asyli in the future. This is
problematic for several reasons. It is unclear what will happen in the case of the temples whose
asylum rights have not been judged comperta. Presumably the inscriptions will only be posted in
temples whose asylum rights the Senate does approve;105 this seems a plausible way to ensure
modus is upheld in these locations, but how would that prevent people from backsliding specie
religionis where no moderating decree was posted? And furthermore, there is no guarantee that
the inscriptions will continue to be read. Placing such tablets in temples was probably intended
to force the gods to guarantee the laws or decrees displayed on the tablets, not to ensure their
accessibility.106 The tablets’ effectiveness in reactivating memory of the senatus consulta is
predicated on the Greeks continuing to want to read them, something that does not emerge
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clearly from the text.107 The Senate and consuls have admirably attempted to impose some
control on ius asyli, but the heterogeneous evidence the Greeks present shows that there is
considerable overlap between religio and ambitio: when provincials must look to Rome as the
final arbiter of their religious issues,108 there is perhaps little anyone could do to keep the one
from subverting the other.
3.4

AUGUSTA, FETIALES, AND THE SENATE
Livia’s recovery from an illness offers further insight into the emperor’s influence on the

Senate’s religious decision-making. As in the flamen Dialis debate, Tiberius emerges as a
defender of religious memory, but the reader still feels unease about the nature of his
relationship with the Senate.
The Senate decrees supplicia to the gods and ludi to celebrate Livia’s recovery, in which
many of Rome’s priestly colleges are to take part (3.64.3). This is mostly unproblematic:
supplications and/or games were a traditional sphere of activity for most of the priests listed.
The pontifices traditionally participated in a variety of games, rites, and festivals,109 so their
participation in a supplicatio and games for Livia does not seem hugely problematic. The
septemviri epulones prepared sacred banquets such as the epulum Iovis, but their duties also
included games.110 Likewise, the quindecemviri were mainly responsible for consulting the
Sibylline Books when mandated by the Senate, but were frequently involved in performing the
expiatory rituals, including ludi, indicated by their interpretation of the Books.111
The senator L. Apronius’ proposal to place the fetiales in charge of the games (3.64.4),
however, is problematic, and the emperor protests: contra dixit Caesar, distincto sacerdotiorum
iure et repetitis exemplis: neque enim umquam fetialibus hoc maiestatis fuisse. ideo Augustalis
adiectos, quia proprium eius domus sacerdotium esset, pro qua vota persolverentur (3.64.4).
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Tiberius is clearly right about the fetiales: other evidence indicates their sphere of activity was
strictly limited to international law (peace treaties and declarations of war) and they are
fundamentally different from the other priests mentioned, since they have no specific cult or
regular rites for which they are responsible.112 Apronius’ proposal is similar to Maluginensis’:
each ‘was a misguided bright idea advanced by a senior consular who ought to have known
better and who was accordingly criticised by Tiberius.’113 Again, Tiberius upholds traditional
rules about priesthoods and their permissible spheres of action.
Yet the inconsistency of the justification for his refusal may make us slightly
uncomfortable. Of the priesthoods in the Senate’s decree, Tiberius offers an explanation only for
the inclusion of the Augustales, without mentioning the other priesthoods. Possibly the spheres
of activity of the pontifices, augurs, quindecemviri and septemviri were sufficiently well known
to Roman readers, making comment on their inclusion unnecessary. But Tiberius skates over
another problem: the augurs, named in the original decree, were primarily responsible for
interpreting signs114 and were not involved in games or supplicationes, so they seem as
inappropriate to the occasion as the fetiales would be. Furthermore, this is the first time in the
Annals Tacitus has indicated that the sodales Augustales were meant to be involved in worship
related to living members of the imperial domus. When the priesthood was founded, it was for
the worship of Augustus, already dead (1.54.1). He next mentioned the office at Germanicus’
death (2.83.1), when it remained clear that the priesthood was not meant to worship Germanicus
himself.115 The Augustales’ inappropriateness is perhaps underlined by Livia’s recent dedication
of a statue to divus Augustus in the theatre of Marcellus (3.64.2): she, like the priests now
celebrating her recovery, is merely another worshipper of the divus.
All this leads us to speculate about Apronius’ motives in making his proposal, especially
given what Tacitus goes on to say against adulatio (3.65.2).116 Apronius is a repeat offender
against religious memory: he has already gained a reputation for his religious adulatio (2.32.2,
where he is one proposer of supplications, calendrical changes, and sacrifices to celebrate the
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death of Libo Drusus). Given Tacitus’ observations about what he considers the praecipuum
munus annalium (3.65.1), he discusses Apronius’ proposal to rehearse the most honourable or
shameful senatorial sententiae and ensure a bad reputation for people like Apronius in the
future.117 Since these honours are religious in nature, Tacitus implicitly comments on how
observance of the religious rules has declined. Note, too, that only Apronius is specifically
named, unlike the senators who proposed the supplicia and ludi magni, who are thus not
subjected to Tacitus’ strategy of naming and shaming. Only the proposal involving the fetiales
draws Tacitus’ criticism, while the misuse of the augurs and the proposal of religious honours
for the recovery of Augusta are allowed to pass without comment.
3.5

CONCLUSIONS
The major religious theme of Annals 3 is the growth and increasing complexity of

religious flattery, and its effect on the relationship between the Senate and the emperor. This fits
into the context of larger questions about the status of the imperial family vis-à-vis the divine.
When Germanicus dies, his funeral is that of a mortal, and the grief for him is genuine. But in
the trial that follows, Tiberius is addressed in terms appropriate to a god, and an altar to Ultio
and dedications to Mars Ultor are proposed to commemorate the death of Piso. Although he
prohibits the dedications, Tiberius does nothing to stop how he is addressed. Drusus’ tribunicia
potestas is met with adulatio. Although the Senate complains about his religious errors in
assuming the office, they do nothing to protest the fact that Tiberius has chosen to focus on his
heir rather than the problem of the flamen Dialis. By the time we reach the end of the book,
neither Tiberius nor Tacitus protests the Senate’s proposal that the sodales Augustales should be
involved in celebrating games for Livia’s recovery. Flattery has seemingly become part of the
fabric of life, and Tacitus says he will continue to describe senatorial proposals that are
exceptionally honourable, or ignominious (3.65.1). We see Rome moving a step closer to the
deplorable state of affairs Tacitus will describe at 14.64.3, when he will have to do his best to do
justice to the adulatory proposals that have become too numerous to count.
Although Tacitus’ focus in the section 57-65 is primarily on the dangers of
obsequiousness toward the emperor,118 the Senate also considers traditional religious questions
not motivated by flattery. Yet still they manage to get things wrong. Self-interest rather than
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adulatio motivates Maluginensis’ proposal, showing that even when members of the senatorial
élite assert libertas by making proposals for themselves, they do so in ignorance of appropriate
religious observance. There is more than one flavour of notabile dedecus and of prava dicta
factaque (3.65.1) afflicting Rome. Similarly, the senatorial meeting on temple asylum, with its
opportunity to display libertas and concern for the details of cult history, is a partial corrective
both to adulatio and to disregard for religious rules. But even it shows the Senate in a bad light,
since the number of requests overwhelms it, and since the episode’s outcome leaves lingering
ambiguities and doubts. Since it is sandwiched between the proposals of Maluginensis and
Apronius, it remains clear from the structure of Tacitus’ narrative that although there may be
(moderately successful) attempts both to assert libertas and to keep religious memory on track,
most senatorial sententiae are somehow problematic.
Tiberius, too, is only partly successful at keeping Rome on track. In both the flamen
Dialis debate and Apronius’ proposal, he does preserve cultic memory by insisting that the
Dialis follow his rules and that the fetiales stick to their traditional remit. But the way he
changes focus from the Dialis to Drusus, and forbids the fetiales while skating over the problem
of the Augustales, shows a blind spot: preserving traditional religion only does so much good
when it is accompanied by problematic elevations of members of the imperial house. Tacitus
also mentions the succession of Claudius for the first time (3.18.4): by implication, the fortuna
that will bring him up cannot do so without first casting Tiberius down.
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CHAPTER 4
TIBERIUS, SEJANUS, AND THE WRATH OF THE GODS
4.1

INTRODUCTION
Tacitus begins Annals 4, the pivotal book of the Tiberian hexad, with an unexpected

change in the tenor of his references to the divine and the supernatural. Questions about the
nature of Tiberius’ divinity, or lack thereof, continue to be renegotiated, and Tacitus allows the
reader to see this treatment of the emperor as religiously problematic. Its implications are even
more sinister than in previous books because of Sejanus’ increased influence and the
concomitant executions of Roman citizens. Questions of Tiberius’ desire for worship seem
finally settled by his refusal of a temple in Spain, but the subsequent behaviour of the people,
Senate, and Tiberius himself proves how ingrained worshipful attitudes to the princeps have
become: they cannot be stopped by a clear declaration from Tiberius, and are also now applied
to his minions. Tiberius’ departure from Rome exacerbates these worrying tendencies, and his
interest in astrology raises further questions about what happens when a princeps pushes the
bounds of Rome’s traditional religious system.
4.2

FORTUNA AND THE WRATH OF THE GODS: SEJANUS’ RISE
The opening of Annals 4 represents a radical departure from the kind of religious

narrative the reader has experienced thus far. Although a new year is beginning peacefully,
repente turbare fortuna coepit, saevire ipse aut saevientibus vires praebere. initium et causa
penes Aelium Seianum (4.1.1). Part of the startling effect derives from the reminiscence of
Sallust’s saevire fortuna ac miscere omnia coepit (Cat. 10.1), which marked a similar turning
point as Rome began its moral decline after the conquest of Greece in 146 BC. This implicitly
compares Sejanus and the other saevientes to the revolutionary Catiline,1 and the moment of
Sejanus’ rise is likened to the start of a decline for the entire Roman state, one that according to
Sallust created the ideal conditions for Catiline to thrive (cf. Cat. 14.1 in tanta tamque corrupta
civitate Catilina...). Furthermore, Tacitus transfers to the emperor the savagery Sallust had
attributed to capricious fortuna: ‘the emperor is about to take on the characteristics of a perverse

1

Syme 1958, 353. Koestermann 1965, 32 takes aut saevientibus vires praebere to refer to Sejanus, while Martin
and Woodman 1989, 79 take it as a reference to the various accusers who act at Sejanus’ bidding or to win his
favour throughout Annals 4.
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and powerful deity.’2 The seeds planted in 1.11.1 will bear deadly fruit. In a state where Senate
and people address Tiberius as a divinity, it is perhaps unsurprising when he becomes an angry
god.
Yet Tiberius is not the only god involved, for Sejanus’ hold on him is caused non tam
sollertia (quippe isdem artibus victus est) quam deum ira in rem Romanam, cuius pari exitio
viguit ceciditque (4.1.2). Commentators dismiss this reference to divine wrath as a mere stylistic
device,3 but given the reference to a personified fortuna above, we could suppose that Tacitus
intends the expression to have real force. We are already in the realm of a confounding Fortune
and a savage emperor-god, so the addition of the rest of the pantheon might not be surprising.
What does make the divine wrath surprising, however, is its historiographical context.
Readers familiar with Livy would expect a narrative pattern of religious transgression, prodigies
signifying divine anger, and their expiation.4 This divine wrath has no obvious antecedent, for
Tacitus has reported no prodigies so far, yet there is divine wrath nevertheless. Something larger
than Sejanus’ cleverness makes this happen, even if he is the immediate initia et causa for
Tiberius’ sudden change to savage, godlike behaviour. The divine is less benevolent than in the
Histories, when fortuna sows the seeds of Vespasian’s rise (H. 2.1.1 struebat iam fortuna...
initia causasque imperio). The reader is suddenly forced to re-evaluate everything that has gone
before: Why might the gods be angry? The key may lie in Tiberius’ godlike savagery. Perhaps
he is merely the earthly agent of divine anger; but given the intimations of the imperial house’s
divinity in A. 1-3, perhaps the imperial cult has aroused their wrath. The suddenness of this
change is shocking, perhaps a cue to the reader to pay special attention to divine treatment of the
emperor in the following narrative.
The way Tiberius allows Sejanus to be treated is also worrying: facili Tiberio atque ita
prono ut ... coli ... per theatra et fora effigies eius interque principia legionum sineret (4.2.3).
Coli clearly implies worship, and sineret highlights Tiberius’ culpable lack of interference. The
Senate, reacting to Tiberius’ praise of Sejanus, had already voted to place his statue in Pompey’s
theatre (3.72.3), but now the statues have unexpectedly multiplied and are found not only
throughout the city but also in the legions’ principia, sacred places where standards were kept as
sacred objects.5 This is particularly worrying given soldiers’ susceptibility to superstition and
credulity (cf. 1.28.2). For Suetonius, the worship of Sejanus’ images was a sign of his
2

Martin and Woodman 1989, 79; cf. Pelling 2011, 7.
Walker 1952, 248; Syme 1958, 521; Koestermann 1965, 35; Martin and Woodman 1989, 84.
4
Cf. p. 9.
5
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criminality, while Dio emphasizes that it was conjoined with that of Tiberius and placed the two
men on a level.6 But both these elements are lacking in Tacitus’ presentation: he makes no
explicit statement of criminality, and likewise no hint that Tiberius was worshipped alongside
him.7 Tiberius may be like a god, but he lacks divine omniscience. So careful to draw the line
between imperial family and the gods, where Sejanus is concerned he is less vigilant about the
boundaries between divine and mortal.8
Annals 4 also chronicles a new beginning of decline (4.6.1 quoniam Tiberio mutati in
deterius principatus initium ille annus attulit), and allows Tacitus to revisit the paired motifs of
prayer and recusatio that attended Tiberius’ accession (1.11). When Drusus dies (a victim of
Sejanus’ poison), Tiberius brings Germanicus’ children, who had been under Drusus’ care,
before the Senate and pleads with the senators to look after them: erepto Druso preces ad vos
converto disque et patria coram obtestor (4.8.5).9 The same language was used to describe the
senators’ supplication of the new emperor Tiberius (1.11.1 versae inde ad Tiberium preces).10
The similarity of language suggests these prayers may be similarly disingenuous, but the
dynamic is reversed, for here it is the emperor who makes a great show of praying to the Senate.
They respond, as if on cue, with prayers directed back to him (4.9.1 precationibus faustis). They
see Tiberius’ prayers for what they are, as a reflection of the way discourse has evolved: people
besides the emperor can be addressed as gods. Tiberius then destroys any appearance of
genuineness by again claiming to want to give up command, which no one believes (4.9.1 ad
vana et totiens inrisa revolutus, de reddenda re publica).11
Yet things are slightly more complicated than they were in Annals 1. Describing the
Senate’s prayers as faustae has a double valence. The word can mean either ‘attended by good
fortune’ (OLD 1) or ‘bringing good fortune’ (OLD 2) and often appears in prayers.12 Do the
prayers bring good fortune, i.e. ask the gods to send blessings on the children, or are they
‘attended by good fortune’, i.e. intended not to be harmful by arousing the godlike Tiberius’
anger against them? If the latter, this strategy will turn out to be very appropriate indeed, given
the misfortunes to which Agrippina, Drusus, and Nero would later be subjected at the hands
6

Suet. Tib. 65.1 (cf. also 48.2); Dio 58.4.4, 58.7.2 (where Sejanus sacrifices to his own statue), 58.11.2.
Tacitus’ Tiberius opposes overly worshipful attitudes to images of imperial family members (cf. 1.73.3). His
worship will be conjoined with that of Sejanus at the end of the book (4.74).
8
Even Drusus, who complains about Sejanus’ elevation, criticizes only the presence of his statue in the theatre
(4.7.2) and not the legions’ veneration.
9
Cf. similar prayer language Tiberius claims to have directed at Drusus himself: precatusque sum, 4.8.4.
10
Martin and Woodman 1989, 121.
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Cf. Koestermann 1965, 62; Martin and Woodman 1989, 122.
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50.
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both of Sejanus and of Tiberius himself. Unlike in Annals 1, rhetoric has caused a proliferation
of gods true and false: not just Tiberius himself but also fortuna, a wrathful pantheon, Sejanus,
and (in rhetoric at least) the Senate itself. Thus the opening chapters provide a subtle verbal
background for a book where worship of Tiberius himself will be ever more at issue.
4.3

AMNESIA AND MEMORY: OLD AND NEW TEMPLES, AND THE FLAMEN DIALIS
Book 4 is an arena for rehashing old issues in other respects, too. Chapters 14-16

entwine to form a powerful nexus of religious concerns that revisits Tiberius’ problems as a
religious interpreter, the imperial cult, and a decline in cultic memory. Even more than before,
there are overtones of confusion, complication, and inconclusiveness.
4.3.1

ASYLUM AGAIN

The question of asylum rights (cf. 3.60-63) is revisited at 4.14.1-2, when delegations
from Samos and Cos arrive to petition for rights for their sanctuaries of Juno and Aesculapius.
Tacitus does not say why they did not come with the other states in the previous year: perhaps
they merely arrived late,13 or perhaps they deliberately waited, biding their time to assess how
Tiberius would respond to the earlier delegations, and formulating their argumentative strategies
accordingly.
If so, that inconclusive debate gave them little to go on, since it was not always clear
why some evidence failed to move the Senate, but some was successful. Samos’ strategy of
reliance on an amphictyony’s decree seems particularly ill-judged, since the Greek states
successful in the earlier debate sidelined Panhellenic precedents in favour of those from the
periods of Roman or Persian control.14 Cos’s argument seems rather better, combining a major
demonstration of loyalty to Rome with a historical grant of asylum: nam cives Romanos templo
Aesculapii induxerant, cum iussu regis Mithridatis apud cunctas Asiae insulas et urbes
trucidarentur (4.14.2).15 This seems a more concrete demonstration of loyalty than those of
Magnesia, Aphrodisia, or Stratonicea, all successful in the previous round of asylum embassies.
Tacitus gives no clue as to how either of the book 4 petitions is received.16 Furthermore, Cos’s
example sheds important light on those previous embassies. According to Appian, the Ephesians
13

So Koestermann 1965, 75.
Cf. p. 107, and Rigsby 1996, 387, 394. Amphictyonies with religious purpose are mentioned by Hdt. 1.144 and
Th. 3.104 (see Hornblower 1991 ad loc.).
15
On the Coans’ activities in the war with Mithridates, see Sherwin-White 1978, 138–9. The temple of Aesculapius
at Cos reappears at 12.61.2 (see §5.9.2).
16
Inscriptional evidence seems to indicate that the requests were granted (Sherwin-White 1978, 149 n. 359; Samos:
Magie 1950, 2.1361 n. 30; Cos: Rigsby 1996, 111).
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and Pergamenes, both granted asylum rights in AD 22, slaughtered Romans in their temple on
the occasion of Mithridates’ decree (Mith. 4.23). If Tacitus’ readers knew this version of the
story,17 mentioning the Mithridates episode here points to a selective memory that destabilizes
the Ephesians’ and Pergamenes’ claims in the previous episode: a grossly irreligious action that
was far from preserving Roman interests can be eclipsed by other details. Also unlike the earlier
hearings, the role of the Senate is minimized. Far from a display of senatorial libertas, asylum
discussions are now an apparently random antiquarian detail with little grounding in the
progress of the narrative. The Senate looks ineffectual, and the feeling of a topsy-turvy religious
world evoked in the previous chapters of Annals 4 persists.
4.3.2

EMPEROR WORSHIP IN ASIA

With these temples, Tacitus juxtaposes a temple of a different kind: one in Asia
dedicated to Tiberius, Livia, and the Senate. The Asian cities’ motivation for building the temple
arises, worryingly, out of vengeance following the condemnation of rapacious proconsul C.
Silanus (3.66-9) and procurator Lucilius Capito (4.15.3 ob quam ultionem... decrevere Asiae
urbes templum Tiberio matrique eius ac senatui). Ultio usually relates to vengeance for military
defeat or murder,18 so ‘vengeance’ taken on a Roman citizen for poor conduct in government
may make us feel uneasy, especially given Tiberius’ role in entrapping both defendants (3.67.2,
4.15.2). Tiberius previously prohibited statues and altars from being dedicated to Mars Ultor
following Piso’s condemnation (3.18.2), but perhaps that trial’s ultio-language ensured that the
Asian cities would find a sympathetic response. In a post-Annals-4.1 world, the emperor no
longer protests savage vengeance, setting a worrying precedent for future ultio-related
dedications.19
The Asian socii prosecute Silanus for res repetundae, but other Romans accuse him of
violatum Augusti numen (3.66.1). Importantly, Tiberius has not dismissed that charge, as he did
with Rubrius (1.73 violatum... numen Augusti) and Apuelia Varilla (2.50). Apparently Tiberius
now allows numen Augusti violatum to be a punishable crime, and this is closely tied to his
Asian temple. The offer seems to come spontaneously from the Asian cities, and Tacitus gives
no explicit indication that they are trying to flatter the emperor: the offer shows genuine (if

17

This remains slightly doubtful, since no source earlier than Appian records it. Livy Per. 78 and Vell. 2.18.3 both
discuss the episode (minus temple asylum) but note that only Rhodes remained faithful to Rome. Tacitus’ apud
cunctas Asiae insulas et urbes may imply that Cos was the only one of many Greek states not to participate in the
slaughter.
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E.g. 2.13.1, 2.26.4, 2.75.1.
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See p. 218 on Nero’s dedication to Jupiter Vindex (15.74.1-2).
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grisly) gratitude.20 Tacitus implies that not enough fuss was made about this temple to stop an
ultio-trend that would not only be so shockingly manifested under Nero, but would have more
immediate consequences when Hispania Baetica proposed a temple to Tiberius (4.37-8).21
Nero’s reaction to the Senate’s grant of permission to build is also troubling: egitque
Nero grates ea causa patribus atque avo, laetas inter audientium adfectiones. qui recenti
memoria Germanici illum aspici, illum audiri rebantur (4.15.3). The wording of Nero’s
thanksgiving recalls thanks given to members of the imperial family in response to Piso’s
condemnation (3.18.3), and the formula is typically used to give thanks to gods rather than to
mortals.22 Prayerful language addressed to the emperor is nothing new, but the Senate is a new
inclusion. Tiberius has already prayed to them, and now that tendency has spread to Nero, as if
the temple of Tiberius, Livia and the Senate has already been built. The proposal thus affects the
broader nature of political discourse at Rome beyond emperor-Senate relations. The senators
remember Germanicus, leading to an affection for Nero which is all the stronger for Sejanus’
hatred of him (4.15.3); this ominously recalls onlookers’ observations about Germanicus’
triumph (2.41.1), and hints at the tragedy to which this Sejanus-driven political discourse may
lead.23
4.3.3

CONFARREATIO

Next, the Senate revisits another issue from Annals 3: the restrictive taboos surrounding
the flamen Dialis. This time, however, the emperor’s role is very different: he proposes change,
whereas he previously advocated conservatism as pontifex maximus (3.71.2). Three points are
up for discussion: the rare and complex marriage rite of confarreatio required of all candidates
for the priesthood, which Tiberius thinks is excessively restrictive and limits the pool of
candidates; the difficulties of the office itself; and the legal consequences for the flamen and
flaminica, who both left patria potestas upon assuming office.24 The first two concerns have
direct religious consequences. Caerimoniae are the priesthood’s ritual duties (cf. 3.58.1), and
20

Cf. Furneaux 1896, 159–60.
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confarreatio was a religious rite that required priests to be present and was termed a genus
sacrificii.25 The type of marriage had consequences for rites: the flaminica’s prominent ritual
function was probably tied to her marital status.26 In a religious sense, then, Tiberius’ proposal
directly affects the nature of the rituals the priestly couple performs.
The previous year provided an example of the difficultates of the flamen’s restrictive
caerimoniae, but Tiberius (speaking for the pontifical college) ruled to preserve them (3.71.2-3).
This leniency about confarreatio is thus inconsistent with Tiberius’ behaviour earlier in the
narrative. The passage also displays an inconsistent attitude to traditional religious conduct:
vetusto more seems nostalgic, as does neque adesse, ut olim, eam copiam (4.16.2), yet the
emperor also claims ancient standards cannot realistically be held onto any longer because they
are unpleasant (4.16.3 ex horrida illa antiquitate). Augustan precedent is also deployed
differently. Before, Augustus’ minor relaxations of the rule prohibiting the flamen’s absence
from Rome constituted reasons not to allow further leniencies (3.71.2). Tiberius refers to the
same precedent here, but this time cites it as support for a general trend of leniency: ita
medendum senatus decreto aut lege, sicut Augustus quaedam ex horrida illa antiquitate ad
praesentem usum flexisset (4.16.3). Contradicting his earlier advice, Tiberius now advocates
adherence to the spirit of Augustan precedent rather than the letter, in a confusing volte-face.
The Senate’s response shows how closely they rely on cues they pick up from the
emperor: igitur tractatis religionibus placitum instituto flaminum nihil demutari; sed lata lex
(4.16.3). Igitur implies that their decision is predicated on Tiberius’ speech, and the rare word
demutari is ‘perhaps a Tiberian idiolect.’27 The law they propose would change merely the legal,
but not the religious, nature of the confarreatio binding flamen and flaminica.28 This might be a
compromise between horrida antiquitas and irreligious laxity, or it could be hair-splitting that
contravenes the true spirit of conserving religious memory.29 Scholars therefore disagree about
how Tiberius comes off in this episode: Shotter claims it shows ‘Tiberius’ religious erudition
and ... the seriousness with which he viewed his tenure of the post of Pontifex Maximus,’ while
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Levick has seen it as indicative of his general neglect of religious affairs.30 In this ambiguity lies
Tacitus’ point: the emperor displays his characteristic lack of clarity when ruling on details
about cult, and his subjects must read him as best they can.
Yet the Senate’s additional proposal is problematic, and exceeds the scope of the
outcome that even Tiberius implied he wanted. These measures seek to entice people to consider
priesthoods who would otherwise be put off by the stringent requirements (4.16.4 promptior
animus foret ad capessendas caerimonias, echoing caerimoniae at 16.2 above). But the gift of
two million sesterces to newly-minted Vestal Virgin Cornelia is outrageous – twice what
Tiberius awarded as a dowry to a runner-up Vestal four years earlier (2.86.2), and twice the
senatorial census requirement.31 Bribing Roman citizens into fulfilling their duties to the gods
may well make us feel uneasy. And allowing Livia to sit with the Vestals in the theatre may
provide a dangerous precedent: Dio indicates that Caligula would grant the same right to
Antonia and Claudius to Messalina, and that Vestals later oversaw diva Livia’s cult after her
death.32 It is true that Tiberius was a particularly unhelpful guide, but the Senate has gone
beyond the pale in demeaning the priesthoods’ intrinsic importance with cash rewards and in
flattering the imperial family.
4.4

FLATTERY AND ITS RESULTS
In AD 24, the senators continue to push the boundaries of flattery, and Tiberius’

reactions higlight the problematic nature of interactions between subjects and emperor. In their
annual vows on behalf of the princeps’ health,33 the priests, led by the pontifices, include
Germanicus’ sons Nero and Drusus in their vows: isdem dis commendavere, non tam caritate
iuvenum quam adulatione, quae moribus corruptis perinde anceps, si nulla et ubi nimia est
(4.17.1). Once adulatio has become a feature of political discourse, says Tacitus, it must
continue to exist;34 only its amount varies, and the emperor’s subjects must walk a fine line as
they respond to his perceived desires. Here, the priests get it wrong, and elevating the youths in
their prayers arouses Tiberius’ jealousy. He misinterprets their desire to flatter him as an appeal
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to Agrippina’s interests, and warns the Senate to avoid such conduct in future: ceterum in senatu
oratione monuit in posterum, ne quis mobiles adulescentium animos praematuris honoribus ad
superbiam extolleret. Instabat quippe Seianus incusabatque diductam civitatem ut civili bello
(4.17.2-3). This unusually clear ruling on a religious matter is laudable, we might think, but its
motivation lies not in a genuine desire to curtail problematic prayers for the imperial house, but
in Sejanus’ attempts to eliminate his political rivals. The image from 4.1.1, of a saevus deus
lending his ear to another saevens, is ever in our minds.
A few chapters later, another incident makes Tacitus consider more fully the causes of
that saevitia. When Sosia Galla is condemned to exile as part of her husband’s trial, Asinius
Gallus proposes that half her property be confiscated (4.20.1). Gallus is well-versed in adulatio:
he proposed that Augustus’ funeral cortège should enter the city by the porta Triumphalis
(1.8.4) and that dedications should be made to various gods upon Libo Drusus’ conviction
(2.32.2). Although not named at 4.17, he was a quindecemvir at this time and would probably
have participated in the sycophantic vows for Nero and Drusus’ health.35 Here again his
proposal is an attempt to curry favour with Tiberius, since Sosia was a friend of the princeps’
rival Agrippina. M. Lepidus36 argues against him for a more lenient course of action: hunc ego
Lepidum temporibus illis gravem et sapientem virum fuisse comperior: nam pleraque ab saevis
adulationibus aliorum in melius flexit (4.20.2). As Martin and Woodman note, ‘The oxymoron
of saevis adulationibus implies that men’ such as Gallus ‘sought to flatter Tib. by advocating
saevitia toward his victims.’37 The language of savagery also reminds us of 4.1.1: when they
want to please a raging god, his worshippers will be similarly savage.
Tacitus highlights his own authorial investigation and judgment with the striking firstperson comperior. Such intrusions are particularly rare for Tacitus, who generally prefers to
maintain an even greater authorial distance than other Roman historians.38 This colours how we
read the following digression on fate: unde dubitare cogor, fato et sorte nascendi, ut cetera, ita
principum inclinatio in hos, offensio in illos, an sit aliquid in nostris consiliis liceatque inter
abruptam contumaciam et deforme obsequium pergere iter ambitione ac periculis vacuum
(4.20.3). Another first-person verb highlights Tacitus’ aporia when facing questions about
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fate.39 His goal is not to make a definitive statement about fate or astrology (sorte nascendi).40
Rather, by using these first-person tags, he invites the reader, too, to think about causation.41
This is more satisfactory than other commentators’ readings, which often criticize Tacitus’
‘doctrine’ of fatalism for inconsistency.42 Martin and Woodman deny that Tacitus is seriously
interested in the question of fatalism, and the sentiment here is ‘a convenient foil for the
characteristic point that posse etiam sub malis principibus magnos viros esse (Agr. 42.2).’43
But if this is true, why mention fate at all? Tacitus does not merely observe that ‘there
can be good people under bad emperors’, but asks why that is, and why only some people can do
it. He emphasizes this by comparing Lepidus with Messalinus Cotta, who on paper looks no
different (4.20.4 haud minus claris maioribus) but has a different temperament (sed animo
diversus) and who makes an adulatio-motivated proposal of his own.44 Tacitus’ metaphor of the
perilous path between the ‘wasteland’ of flattery and the ‘cliff’ of insolence resembles the path
along which Tiberius led prospective astrologers on Rhodes (6.21.1): it accesses a cliff-top
house (nam saxis domus imminet) via a route avia ac derupta (cf. 4.20.3 abruptam) alongside
the sea (cf. 4.20.3 deforme).45 That literal cliff is also linked to a digression on fate. Phrasing the
causes of this clash between senators in similar terms reminds us that, although Tiberius is
metaphorically a savage god (4.1.1) and although his subjects increasingly treat him as such
(4.15.3) and respond to him in his own savage terms, the real power lies possibly with a larger
supernatural machinery, possibly with human nature.
4.5

MEMORY-MAKING AND TIBERIAN REJECTION: THE SPANISH TEMPLE
The questions about the nature of Tiberius’ divinity that have been in the air throughout

book 4 come to a head in AD 24, when a delegation from Further Spain arrives in the Senate
asking permission to build a temple to Tiberius and Livia. The princeps’ response becomes a
discussion of how he would like his subjects to remember him. This is perhaps unsurprising
39
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given the preceding trial of Cremutius Cordus (4.34-5), where ‘memory is in the air.’46 Tiberius’
interest in memory is not necessarily bad, but Cordus’ condemnation was highly problematic.47
Recent religious events have shown Tiberius, too, in a harsh light: the Cyzicenes lose
their status as a free city as punishment for neglecting Augustus’ rites (4.36.2 incuria
caerimoniarum divi Augusti).48 It is unclear who makes the accusation, but the judgment is
troubling, and contrary to the sentiment Tiberius expressed at 1.73.3 (non ideo decretum patri
suo caelum, ut in perniciem civium is honor verteretur). Admittedly, the Cyzicenes are not
Roman citizens, and they are faced with losing rights rather than death, but the situations are
similar: the imperial cult is being used as a stick to beat those who do not participate properly.
This echoes the criteria for granting temple asylum (3.60-3 and 4.14), where either religious
credentials or services to the Roman people could earn a benefit. Now these criteria are
combined, since Augustus is both a representative of the Roman state and a god like any other.
The importance of imperial cult prefigures 4.37-8, as does the question of memory: ‘So easily
can memories of good service be wiped out by a false move; and so difficult it is to judge
matters of imperial cult aright.’49
The Spanish temple speech has other worrying resonances with the preceding narrative.
Exemplarity plays a role, for the legates cite the example of the temple to Tiberius, Livia, and
the Senate permitted in Asia (4.37.1 exemplo Asiae). The Spanish temple would have similar
overtones of vengeance, given the recent prosecution of Vibius Seranus, proconsul of the
province, by his own son, a trial Tacitus terms miseriarum ac saevitiae exemplum atrox
(4.28.1).50 Serenus the son is mentioned again just before the temple proposal, recalling the
horrific trial (4.36.3). Saevitia is again the order of the day, and the Spaniards have taken from
Asia a template not only for building a temple to Tiberius at all, but also for the motivations for
building it.
Tiberius gives a speech to dispel the ambiguity about whether he wants divine honours:
qua occasione Caesar, validus alioqui spernendis honoribus et respondendum ratus iis, quorum
rumore arguebatur in ambitionem flexisse, huiusce modi orationem coepit (4.37.1). Accepting
the Asian temple has led to the allegation that Tiberius is changing his course, and ‘Tiberius
46
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decided that the time had come to make his position fully clear.’51 At the beginning of his
speech, he sets out this two-part agenda: ergo et prioris silentii defensionem, et quid in futurum
statuerim, simul aperiam (4.37.3). He disposes of the Asian temple in one sentence: Augustus
had not refused (non prohibuisset) a temple in Pergamum, a precedent Tiberius followed all the
more readily because the Senate would be honoured, too (placitum iam exemplum promptius
secutus sum, quia cultui meo veneratio senatus adiungebatur). Tiberius has been careful to
phrase his attitude toward the Asian temple similarly, in negative terms (4.37.2 non sim
adversatus) rather than as outright acceptance or encouragement. This language ‘suggests that
Tiberius’ acceptance of Asia’s proposal was to some extent dependent on senatorial enthusiasm
for it.’52 Tiberius does not actually blame the ambassadors or the Senate, but his delicate
wording acknowledges that he is not solely responsible for such honours, as Tacitus, too, has
implied throughout his narrative.
The rest of the speech corresponds to the second part of Tiberius’ agenda, delineating his
wishes about honours to be decreed to him in the future. He refutes his critics, echoing the
language of their criticism (4.37.3 ambitiosum – cf. 4.37.1 ambitionem), and labels cults of
himself as adulationes detracting from the honour of Augustus’ worship.53 Neither of these
assertions implies that the temple is religiously problematic, except perhaps for the vague semel
recepisse veniam habuerit, since it is unclear whether pardon is to be requested from the
senators or from the gods themselves.54 Effigie numinum may be similarly distancing. The
phrase could be a ‘compressed’ expression ‘for the kind of statue that divinities normally
have,’55 and thus highlighting the problem of erecting such statues for a living emperor. It could
also mean ‘with the appearance of divinity,’56 i.e. without its substance, an indication that
Tiberius thinks these honours aim to make him god-like, but not necessarily divine. In this
opening of the speech, Tiberius skirts delicately around the fact that with such honours, his
subjects are in fact treating him as a god. He makes arguments against his own worship in terms
of reputation and Augustan precedent rather than the religious problem it might cause, despite
Tacitus’ indications to the reader that the imperial cult may be a problem for the now angry
gods.
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Tiberius corrects this lack of clarity immediately: Ego me, patres conscripti, mortalem
esse et hominum officia fungi satisque habere, si locum principem impleam, et vos testor et
meminisse posteros volo (4.38.1). On one level, this straightforwardly and permanently forbids
any attempt to immortalize Tiberius. But the words have ominous echoes of Cicero’s account of
Africanus’ dream-vision of Scipio, who told his descendant exactly the opposite: Tu vero enitere
et sic habeto, non esse te mortalem, sed corpus hoc... deum te igitur scito esse (Cic. Rep. 6.26).57
Indeed, some of the characteristics of gods that Scipio enumerates are ones that Tiberius applies
to himself: the power to remember (maioribus meis dignum – cf. Cic. Rep. 6.26 qui meminit),
the gift of providence (rerum vestrarum providum – cf. Cic. Rep. 6.26 qui providet), and his
position as leader of the Roman state (si locum principem impleam – cf. Cic. Rep. 6.26 regit et
moderatur et movet). ‘I am not a god,’ the emperor claims – ‘yet I have the following
characteristics of a god,’ he might as well have said. The words also recall his consolation to the
public on the death of Germanicus (3.6.3 principes mortales, rem publicam aeternam esse),
which also rang slightly hollow.58
Tiberius wishes to be remembered, and he seems to reject a religious mode of memory:
haec mihi in animis vestris templa, hae pulcherrimae effigies et mansurae; nam quae saxo
struuntur, si iudicium posterorum in odium vertit, pro sepulchris spernuntur (4.38.2). Actual
templa and effigies are less effective, he says, than virtual ones; cultic memory and repeatedly
performed ritual can fail as the personal memories of his individual subjects will not.59 But he
undermines himself by wishing to be remembered for things resembling divine characteristics.
And effigies recalls the ambiguous effigie numinum above. How sincerely does he mean this
rejection? He couples this with a prayer to the gods: et deos et deas ipsas precor60... ut mihi ad
finem usque vitae quietam et intellegentem humani divinique iuris mentem duint (4.38.3). This,
too, appears laudably humble. The act of prayer reinforces the distance between himself and the
‘real’ gods, and in the narrative thus far Tiberius has striven, however imperfectly, to uphold
old-fashioned cultic standards.61 Yet the phrase ‘strike[s] an ominous note,’ since ‘by this time
the forces were already at work that were systematically to undermine it until his grasp of
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human and divine justice became first capricious and intermittent and then utterly warped,’62
particularly in the trial of Titius Sabinus, a shocking example of the violation of religious norms.
Thus throughout the speech, although Tiberius clearly states that he does not want
worship, he undermines himself with the resonances of his words. Tacitus in propria persona
confirms that Tiberius would continue to refuse such honours: perstititque posthac secretis
etiam sermonibus aspernari talem sui cultum (4.38.4). Probably, then, we are to take these
undercurrents in his speech as unconscious, a feature of rhetoric about power that has become
embedded in his thinking.
Tiberius’ words attract criticism, but not because of their under-the-surface hints of
divinity. This sheds light on the nature of the debate about cultic memory in Rome. Tacitus
describes three groups of listeners who receive his speech with increasing levels of criticism:63
quod alii modestiam, multi, quia diffideret, quidam ut degeneris animi interpretabantur (4.38.4).
This last group, to whose views Tacitus devotes the most space, conceptualize his rejection of
the temple in terms of memory:
optimos quippe mortalium altissima cupere; sic Herculem et Liberum apud Graecos,
Quirinum apud nos deum numero additos. melius Augustum, qui speraverit. cetera
principibus statim adesse: unum insatiabiliter parandum, prosperam sui memoriam; nam
contemptu famae contemni virtutes. (4.38.5).
The first words of their speech respond to Tiberius’ assertion of his mortality, but the tone is
unclear. Perhaps they take Tiberius’ refusal at face value and criticize his failure to reach for
divinity although he is mortal, much as other exceptional mortals had done before him to ensure
their reputations. Alternatively, there may be sarcasm in optimos64 and mortalium. On this
reading, these critics respond, probably unconsciously, to the unconscious subtext of Tiberius’
speech. They exhibit the same tendency to assume that his position automatically nudges the
princeps toward the divine, a tendency that they retroject to Quirinus’ time. They criticize
Tiberius for being ‘degenerate’ from Augustus and for taking insufficient account of the
memory that future generations will have of him, ‘as if this had not been the keynote of the
emperor’s speech.’65 Referring to Augustus indicates that they fail to understand the speech’s
message because they define memory differently, as the cultic memory Tiberius rejects, which
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they think Augustus wanted. Their conception of memorializing the princeps has become so
warped that it now must include a religious aspect in order to be valid.
While Tacitus seems to condemn these critics (or at least not to wholly endorse their
66

views), they have implications for how he views his own power to make memory: ‘There is
that hint that the future memory of Tiberius may be one, not of the glory he seeks, nor even of
neglect, but of spurning contempt; and Tacitus’ writing may be able to affect that, one way or
the other.’67 Scholars have noted the similarity of Tiberius’ haec mihi animis vestris templa
sentiment to Tacitus’ own reflections on the type of mental, not monumental, memory he wishes
the reader to have of Agricola (Ag. 46.3).68 But the nature of the discourse surrounding imperial
cult makes Tiberius’ refusal problematic. No matter how hard the princeps tries to embrace this
approved style of memory-making, this undercurrent of divinity that Tacitus records will
continue to affect the reader’s reaction to Tiberius.
The letters between Sejanus and Tiberius that follow underscore this: despite what
Tiberius has just said, assumptions of divinity still determine the tone of conversations with the
emperor. Sejanus, requesting Livilla’s hand in marriage, is forced to apply by letter: moris
quippe tum erat quamquam praesentem scripto adire (4.39.1). Praesens, the technical term for a
god who reveals himself to mortals in an epiphany (OLD 3), gives the ‘impression that an
emperor does not communicate in the same way as other human beings.’69 Sejanus’ language
reinforces the impression that Tiberius is godlike: benevolentia patris Augusti et mox plurimis
Tiberii iudiciis ita insuevisse, ut spes votaque sua non prius ad deos quam ad principum aures
conferret (4.39.2). He carefully ‘echoes Tiberius’ sentiment: the princeps is not a god. But the
suggestion now is that the princeps is a sort of divine equivalent, the new and more efficacious
recipient for “prayers.”’70 He also speaks of past petitions to Tiberius as prayers (precatum),
recalling the senators’ preces on Tiberius’ accession (1.11.1). Tiberius’ response to the letter
belies his recent assertion of mortality. He praises Sejanus’ pietas (4.40.1); even if this is meant
ironically,71 he slips into a religious vocabulary that implies his elevation to immortality. His
reasons for refusing the request are phrased problematically, too: ceteris mortalibus in eo stare
consilia, quid sibi conducere putent; principum diversam esse sortem, quibus praecipua rerum
66
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ad famam derigenda (4.40.1).72 Emperors are different from mere mortals because they have
reputations to protect. This sits uneasily against the secular fama that Tiberius seemed to
cultivate in his speech; reputation is now a reason that principes are better than the average
mortal. Again, this is probably not deliberate contradiction, but a pattern of language and
thought that has become endemic,73 even to Tiberius himself. Although he tried to maintain a
distinction between himself and Augustus, the elision of the two was and is so much a part of
court life that it cannot be so easily eradicated.
4.6

THE RHETORIC OF DIVINITY CONTINUES

4.6.1

ADOPTING OR REJECTING TIBERIUS’ RHETORIC

The way Romans and provincials continue to address Tiberius shows them negotiating
how best to respond to his assertion of mortality (4.38.1). Some follow their princeps’ lead and
use argumentative strategies that minimize religious memory, such as Sparta and Messene, who
appear before the Senate to settle their disagreement over who should have the ius, ‘right of
control,’ over the temple of Diana Limnatis.74 Their arguments are similar to those of the asylum
assemblies, but with a greater emphasis on secular memory and no discussion of cult.75 Other
states, however, do not abandon discourse based on religious memory. Segesta asks Tiberius to
restore Venus’ shrine on Mount Eryx, using a strategy designed to appeal to Tiberius by
emphasizing the goddess’ role as ancestor of the Julio-Claudians (4.43.4 nota memorantes de
origine eius et laeta Tiberio). Aeneas himself (Virgil A. 5.759) founded the temple, and it was
closely associated with Anchises’ implicit deification;76 the temple smacks of Julio-Claudian
divinity. Tiberius readily agrees because of his kinship with the shrine and its founders
(consanguineus), but since he was adopted by Augustus (himself adopted by Caesar), he is not
literally consanguineus.77 Unlike Messene and Sparta, who dealt with the Senate, Segesta’s
proposal is addressed directly to the emperor and appeals to his sense of divine ancestry, and the
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requests of a third delegation from Massilia are described as prayers (4.43.5 preces). Despite
Tiberius’ speech claiming mortality, the nature of discourse has not completely changed.
Even his own family members still address him as a god. When Agrippina attempts to
defend her cousin Claudia Pulchra, she at first resists this rhetoric and speaks disparagingly of
Tiberius’ use of imperial cult:
pergit ad Tiberium ac forte sacrificantem patri repperit. quo initio invidiae non eiusdem
ait mactare divo Augusto victimas et posteros eius insectari. non in effigies mutas
divinum spiritum transfusum: se imaginem veram, caelesti sanguine ortam, intellegere
discrimen, suscipere sordis (4.52.2).
Tiberius interpretation of what constitutes piety to Augustus – sacrificing before his statue –
arouses her ire.78 The best effigies, she says, are not statues or even the memories of Tiberius’
subjects, but Augustus’ true descendants. The question of Augustus’ divinity is not in doubt;
divinum spiritum and caelesti sanguine strongly affirm it. If Martin and Woodman are right
about transfusum being ‘the language of popular Pythagoreanism,’79 then Agrippina makes a
bold claim to be the reincarnation of Augustus.80 Combined with the recent echoes of the
Aeneid, this notion might recall A. 6.713-51 with its ‘patriotic description of the pageant of
Roman heroes yet unborn,’81 in which Tiberius, not a blood descendant of Augustus, has no
part.82 But despite this subtext of divinely guaranteed superiority to the emperor, Agrippina
acknowledges that she still must supplicate Tiberius in rags,83 and soon, like everyone else, she
prays to Tiberius, albeit with characteristic indignation (4.53.1 mox invidiam et preces orditur).
Like her husband, Agrippina pays lip service to the divine (in her case, Tiberius), but maintains
her characteristic hauteur.84 In the context of sacrifice to the deified princeps, her speech
indicates ‘belief of being a probable victim (Opfer) of the onslaught.’85 This recalls Germanicus’
ominous dream of being spattered with blood while sacrificing (2.14.1), and anticipates Titius
Sabinus’ rhetoric (4.70.1 has Seiano victimas cadere). Tacitus hinted that her intercessions
would be ill-omened from the beginning of the incident: commota principis domo, ut series
futuri in Agrippinam exitii inciperet (4.52.1). The language recalls the ‘will of fate’ purpose
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clause at 3.13.2,86 and the last sentence of the episode, with its report of a rumour that Tiberius
planned to poison her (4.54.2), reinforces the impression that Agrippina is doomed, as dying
Germanicus had predicted (2.72.1). Tied up with this ominous language is Agrippina’s
unwillingly worshipful attitude to Tiberius himself: even prayers to the princeps will not stop
her death.
4.6.2

THE ASIAN TEMPLE REVISITED: MORE GREEK COMPETITION

Although Tiberius refused the Spanish temple, the question of temples is not closed. The
Asian temple from three years previously must be discussed again, for no decision about its site
has been made. The contest amongst various cities has similarities with the asylum assemblies
and the recent arbitration between Sparta and Messene. Like them, it is held before the Senate,
but Tiberius is a constant presence:87 Sed Caesar, quo famam averteret, adesse frequens senatui
legatosque Asiae, ambigentes quanam in civitate templum statueretur, plures per dies audivit
(4.55.1). Following immediately on the kerfuffle with Agrippina, the sentence makes Tiberius’
motives for invovlement look dubious,88 as during the asylum discussions (3.60.1 vim
principatus sibi firmans). Does Tiberius promote an interest in religious affairs only when trying
to cover up malevolence?
Choosing a winner will be difficult. Tacitus indicates that there are few differences
among such a group of cities (neque multum distantia inter se memorabant), and this is equally
true of the two finalists Sardis and Smyrna.89 The criteria for disqualification are not always
consistent. Pergamum is refused because it already has a temple of Augustus; yet it is not
problematic that Smyrna, whose bid for the temple of Tiberius was ultimately successful, was
the first to establish a temple to Roma (4.56.1). Miletus is similarly denied because of its
thriving shrine of Diana, but the Senate had refused its claim to the right of asylum, as it did
with the two cities that are now finalists (3.63.3). Miletus’ cult was not important enough then,
but is too important now, although similar issues do not disqualify Sardis and Smyrna.
Only the Smyrnaeans make what might be termed a religious argument, by noting their
descent from Tantalus, Theseus, or an Amazon (4.56.1 divina ... stirpe). Such an argument
might be thought to work particularly well on Tiberius divi filius. Both cities, however,
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emphasize past service to Rome above all. Smyrna’s testimonies are of a different order, since
they literally gave the clothes off their backs to assist Rome in the time of Sulla (4.56.2).90
The Senate’s decision in favour of Smyrna still does not settle matters, and there is some
scrambling to decide who will dedicate the temple. M. Lepidus, whose province Asia is, refuses
the task per modestiam (4.56.3), and someone must be chosen by lot. Only Lepidus, skilled at
avoiding the saevae adulationes of his peers (4.20.2), remains immune to the disease of flattery
and godlike honours that remains problematic even after Tiberius’ unequivocal declaration of
his mortality.
4.7

DESTRUCTIVE DEPARTURE: TIBERIUS RETIRES TO CAPRI
Amidst this senatorial debate, Tiberius leaves Rome for good: Inter quae diu meditato

prolatoque saepius consilio tandem Caesar in Campaniam, specie dedicandi templa apud
Capuam Iovi, apud Nolam Augusto, sed certus procul urbe degere (4.57.1). The timing forces us
again to rethink his motives for being present during the debate (4.55.1):91 perhaps he attempts
to avert a second negative fama that he predicts for his withdrawal. Dedicating the temples is
described as species, in contrast with his true causa abscessus (4.57.1),92 but this need not mean
that Tiberius’ concern for them was insincere. The distinction is probably similar to that
Thucydides makes between πρόφασις and αἴτιον, where the former is the underlying cause (Th.
1.23.6, 6.6.1).93 Still, it is not unimportant that dedicating temples is the activity Tiberius uses to
conceal his true desires. Pairing Augustus with Jupiter94 says divus Augustus’ rank is high even
amongs divinities. Furthermore, using a temple to his predecessor as a pretext contradicts
Tiberius’ statement at 1.73.3: non ideo decretum patri suo caelum, ut in perniciem civium is
honor verteretur. For Tacitus makes it clear that the emperor’s withdrawal allows Sejanus to
perpetrate pernicies civium (4.59.2 quamquam exitiosa suaderet), beginning with the execution
of astrologers (4.58.2 unde exitii causa multis fuit).95 Tacitus reinforces this unease by revealing
here an important detail about Tiberius’ attainment of the principate: it was only through Livia’s
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pleas (4.57.3 precibus) to the godlike Augustus that he was adopted. This reinforces the reader’s
recent doubts about the consanguinity question, and underlines the message of 1.11.1: Tiberius
got where he is by worship of and prayer to Augustus.
Astrological predictions about Tiberius’ departure give Tacitus the chance to reflect on
astrologers and their shortcomings.96
ferebant periti caelestium iis motibus siderum excessisse Roma Tiberium, ut reditus illi
negaretur, unde exitii causa multis fuit, properum finem vitae coniectantibus
vulgantibusque; neque enim tam incredibilem casum providebant, ut undecim per annos
libens patria careret. mox patuit breve confinium artis et falsi, veraque quam obscuris
tegerentur. nam in urbem non regressurum haud forte dictum: ceterorum nescii egere,
cum propinquo rure aut litore et saepe moenia urbis adsidens extremam senectam
compleverit (4.58.2-3).
Importantly, astrology’s validity as a predictive practice is not up for debate: Tacitus emphasizes
that the prediction that Tiberius would not return to Rome turned out to be true. But he
highlights the astrologers’ narrow-mindedness: coniectantibus vulgantibusque puts the emphasis
on their interpretation of the horoscope, not on its casting. What the stars say will happen is not
incorrect, but people can be wrong about how that prediction will come true, since ‘no one
apparently considered that he might live and not return,’97 or that Tiberus would gladly (libens)
stay in exile.98 An inability to know the princeps’ mind is closely linked with an inability to
interpret the stars.99 How right (and wrong) the astrologers were only became visible later
(mox), when Tiberius came so close to returning.100 Astrology does not give every detail, and
other factors remain unknown (ceterorum nescii egere) until after the fact, much like
Vespasian’s imperial fortuna (H. 1.10.3).
The subsequent collapse of the amphitheatre at Fidenae (4.62) and fire on the Caelian
hill in Rome (4.63) are interpreted as prodigies, an assessment Tacitus criticizes: feralemque
annum ferebant et om<i>nibus adversis susceptum principi consilium absentiae, qui mos vulgo,
fortuita ad culpam trahentes, ni Caesar obviam isset tribuendo pecunias ex modo detrimenti
(4.64.1). Tacitus’ positioning of the notice allows for this reflection, since Suetonius says the
collapse was the cause of Tiberius’ departure, rather than its result.101 Tacitus clearly states the
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incidents are due to chance; the vulgus uncritically follows the astrologers. With characteristic
fickleness,102 they are easily swayed to ignore this interpretation when Tiberius throws money at
the problem.103
The reaction to the fire shows that adulatio is alive and well in the Senate.104 When a
statue of Tiberius is the only thing to escape the flames (4.64.3 sola Tiberii effigies), they
propose renaming the hill ‘Augustan,’ possibly assuming divus Augustus saved it from the
flames. They compare the similarly miraculous escape of the statue of Tiberius’ ancestor
Claudia Quinta, and make an interpretation about divine favour: sanctos acceptosque numinibus
Claudios, et augendam caerimoniam loco, in quo tantum in principem honorem di ostenderint.
Tacitus describes the hill’s renaming like a religious rite (caerimonia); this and the fixation on
an effigies (cf. 4.37.2) indicate the Senate is acting in contravention of everything Tiberius said
in his speech refusing the Spanish temple. The senators’ laudation of the Claudian gens sits
uneasily against Tacitus’ observation early in the Annals that its defining characteristic is
superbia (1.4.3).105 Comparison with Claudia Quinta, too, is problematic. Literature celebrates
her chastity (Ovid Fast. 4.307, Pliny Nat. 7.120); this makes her a particularly unsuitable
comparandum for Tiberius and his unbridled lusts (cf. 4.57.1, 6.1). Furthermore, she may have
been worshipped as a goddess after her death,106 again contrary to Tiberius’ stated aims for
himself. Linked with this unwillingness to abandon worshipful attitudes to the princeps is an
insufficiently critical attitude to occurrences that appear to show divine wrath or favour. Ira
deum, Tacitus has indicated (4.1.2), is related to the savageries of this portion of Tiberius’ reign;
to the reader, this makes any positive interpretation of the survival of Tiberius’ statue a false
one. Yet equally, not every ill that befalls Rome has a supernatural cause.
4.8

TRADITIONAL SACRIFICE REDEFINED: TITIUS SABINUS’ TRIAL
The treatment of both Tiberius and Sejanus as gods, an insidious and persistent

undercurrent throughout Annals 4, reveals its deadly consequences during the entrapment, trial,
and death of Titius Sabinus in AD 28. The episode is a literary showpiece, vivid and masterfully
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told, capturing the reader’s attention as the book closes107 and reiterating the motifs of saevitia
and ira deum108 with which it began. Tacitus says scarcely anything about the legal facts of the
case; instead, his ‘criticism’ of Tiberius and Sejanus ‘is leveled primarily for religious
reasons.’109 The episode is introduced ominously at the start of the narrative of the year (4.68.1
foedum anni principium); foedus frequently describes prodigious occurrences.110 There is an
irregularity, too, in the annual sacrifices marking the beginning of the new year:111 Sed Caesar
sollemnia incipientis anni kalendis Ianuariis epistula precatus, vertit in Sabinum (4.70.1).
Sabinus’ entrapment in the last chapter and attack by Tiberius in this letter are bad enough, but
they are compounded by this ‘distortion, because couched in a letter,’ of these vitally important
sacrifices.112 Not only the legal, but also the religious, landscape of Rome has changed in the
absence of the man who should be leading its rites and protecting his own citizens. This is the
second irregularity in these vows within the last four years: the priests tried to add Nero and
Drusus in AD 24 (4.17.1). When such vows are taken either obsequiously or by mail, Rome has
forgotten how to perform its traditional rituals.
Not everyone, however, has forgotten, for Sabinus draws attention to the problem while
being hauled off to prison: clamitans sic inchoari annum, has Seiano victimas cadere (4.70.1).
Sabinus sees himself as a sacrifice to appease Sejanus, savage like an angry god. This recalls the
imagery of 4.1.1 (saevientibus vires praebere) and the worship of Sejanus’ statues (4.2.3): the
suggestion ‘that the godlike emperor... is the inferior of his minister... has become hard fact.’113
This becomes even more problematic if we consider which god Sejanus is being likened to. It
could be Jupiter Optimus Maximus, who was included in the consuls’ sacrifice.114 This reminds
us of the linking of Augustus and Jupiter at 4.57.1: Sejanus, responsible for the death of so many
citizens, is a worse false Jupiter than Augustus was. Other commentators emphasize the
importance of Janus, associated with beginnings, recipient of the consuls’ sacrifices at the
beginning of the year,115 and see a pun on Sejanus’ name (‘un-Janus’), an ‘appropriate patron
deity of the malign and corrupt regime which Tacitus is chronicling, one that looks like the
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traditional system but is in fact its negation.’116 Beyond the general Greco-Roman horror of
human sacrifice, Janus normally received bloodless offerings, so sacrificing a person to him is
doubly horrible; and sacrificial victims must come willingly to the altar, so it is a particularly
bad omen that Sabinus must be dragged off kicking and screaming.117 This is about as perverted
as a sacrifice could be. Tiberius and Sejanus’ religious amnesia has reached a new, horrible
peak.
Popular outcry indicates that the people have a better sense of religious memory:
quem enim diem vacuum poena, ubi inter sacra et vota, quo tempore verbis etiam
profanis abstineri mos esset, vincla et laqueus inducantur? non <im>prudentem Tiberium
tantam invidiam adisse: quaesitum meditatumque, ne quid impedire credatur, quo minus
novi magistratus, quo modo delubra et altaria, sic carcerem recludant (4.70.2-3).
Romans see a world turned on its head: Tiberius and Sejanus are so far from maintaining ritual
silence or ensuring good omens on 1 January, that citizens are taken prisoner and killed in the
midst of important rites. These criticisms are certainly right, but no one intervened to stop the
problematic events: as Sabinus was dragged off, he met only empty streets and eerie silence
(4.70.2). Since the people were not present to hear Sabinus’ words, they do not understand that
his arrest has replaced normal sacrifice. Ritual silence118 takes on a sinister note when it is
maintained during an arrest. The vincla and laqueus are problematic, but not only for the reasons
they suppose: they are not only the imprisonment and execution he will face, but sacrificial
implements for the ritual killing of the unwilling victim Sabinus, dragged away with throat
constricted (4.70.1 adstrictis faucibus). Nor is their concern with the rites’ interruption
misplaced, since interrupting sacrifices was a serious offence,119 but since Sabinus himself was
the victim, this is a sacrifice they ought to have stopped. The people are also misguided in
placing all the blame on Tiberius: while his absence from Rome and her traditional rites is
certainly culpable, it does not follow that he deliberately aimed to equate carcer and ara by
plotting such killings. They also misunderstand who is in power, since Sejanus, not Tiberius,
was primarily instrumental in Sabinus’ downfall (4.68.2). ‘It did not require “expert”
interpretation to see that Sejanus’ power had encroached on a sacred day,’120 yet they have not
seen it.
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This blindness is stubborn and all-pervasive, for even an embarrassing military loss in
Germany cannot turn the Senate from its adulatio:121 pavor internus occupaverat animos, cui
remedium adulatione quaerebatur. ita, quamquam diversis super rebus consulerentur, aram
clementiae, aram amicitiae effigiesque circum Caesaris ac Seiani censuere; crebrisque precibus
efflagitabant visendi sui copiam facerent (4.74.1-2). In direct contravention of Tiberius’
expressed wishes, they have given him an effigies (cf. 4.38.2), and one of Sejanus, once
confined to popular settings and the armies on the fringes of the empire (cf. 4.2.3), is now being
mooted in Rome itself. The altars of Clemency and Friendship are even more sinister than
previous altars, such as the ara adoptionis decreed for Livia (1.14.2) and the ara ultionis
commemorating Piso’s demise (3.18.2),122 given the grotesque human sacrifice that has just
taken place ‘at the hands of a very unfriendly Sejanus and a very unmerciful Tiberius.’123 Even
more worrying are the prayers to the two ‘gods.’ They are of the cletic type, which summoned
deities to leave one of their cult centres and make an epiphany at another near the person(s)
making the prayer.124 Here, the device is effective in its inappropriateness. Sejanus is not
actually a god and has no cult centres to abandon; and while Tiberius now has a temple, it is not
the god of Asia but the human of Capri whose presence is requested. Summoning a god from
one place to another is also a hallmark of evocatio, performed during wartime.125 This is an even
more inappropriate paradigm since Sejanus is in Rome itself, and Tiberius is actually
‘besieging’ Rome from Campania (cf. 4.58.3 saepe moenia urbis adsidens).126 Tiberius was
once invoked by letter although ‘epiphanically’ present in the city (cf. 4.39.1), but now he
cannot be seen at all, even with such a request. And now the Roman Senate makes the same
request for the presence of the godlike Sejanus, who used to be the one so addressing Tiberius.
The hymnic topos thus shows how Roman religion and society have been turned on their heads
at the end of this most pivotal book of the hexad.
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4.9

RESPONSES TO LIVIA: RELIGIOUS OR SECULAR?

4.9.1

LIVIA’S FUNERAL

Tiberius also begins AD 29 with letters excusing his absence from a ritual, this time his
mother Livia’s funeral. Filial pietas would have demanded that he attend his mother’s funerary
rites.127 Although Tacitus does not actually use the word pietas, Tiberius’ absence foreshadows
the letters Nero would later send to the Senate upon the death of his mother Agrippina the
Younger (14.10.3).128 A tide of senatorial flattery also prefigures that occasion: honoresque
memoriae eius ab senatu large decretos quasi per modestiam imminuit, paucis admodum
receptis et addito, ne caelestis religio decerneretur: sic ipsam maluisse (5.2.1). Unlike Nero,
who would spectacularly fail to prevent religious honours decreed to celebrate his mother’s
death, Tiberius explicitly forbids deification, and the Senate is ‘generous’ rather than adulatory
(cf. 14.12.1). Quasi per modestiam (‘ostensibly out of modesty’) raises questions about the
motivations of everyone involved. Tiberius may be merely pretending that modestia is his
reason129 for a refusal actually predicated on envy of his mother, and as we will see, that is
probably the most plausible interpretation of his actions. But quasi gives ‘the ostensible or
supposed reason for an action, whether true or false’ (OLD 5a), so the phrase could also indicate
how the Senate received a refusal that was genuine on Tiberius’ part. The the careful dance of
Senate and emperor that began in Annals 1 continues: is Tiberius legitimately acting to correct
senatorial adulatio, or playing his expected role to cover up his lack of true modestia?
Tacitus fails to specify which honours Tiberius accepted and which he rejected, apart
from deification itself. The phrase caelestis religio indicates that Agrippina is denied what
Augustus received upon his death: templum et caelestes religiones decernuntur (1.10.18). That
deification makes Tiberius’ refusal of this one ring slightly hollow, for Livia has not been
denied a templum during her lifetime. While Tiberius’ prohibition may stop her from being
worshipped at Rome,130 she already has a temple in Asia (4.15.3 templum Tiberio matrique eius
ac senatui). Tiberius’ assertion that Livia herself did not want to be worshipped131 also gives the
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reader pause in light of the relationship between mother and son, which Tacitus has presented as
one fraught with tension. It is unclear exactly how well Tiberius knew his mother’s intentions,
either in death or in life. When asked whether mockery of Livia was a punishable offence in the
trial of Appuleia Varilla, Tiberius refused to answer until the next day (2.50.2), presumably to
have time to ascertain his mother’s intentions.132 That display of weakness makes one wonder
how much authority Tiberius now has to reveal his mother’s thoughts: since she is dead, he can
no longer go ask her opinion of deification, but would he have remembered to do so while she
was alive? He did not consult her about the Asian temple, after all. Tiberius’ criticisms of
Livia’s friendship with Fufius, who had told insulting jokes about him (5.2.2), casts further
doubt on his motives for suppressing her deification. Tacitus mentions Fufius’ jokes
immediately after the refusal of deification, again reminding us of the insults of 2.50.2 and
highlighting the jealousy and tetchiness that characterized the mother-son relationship.
Still, the decision not to deify Livia was probably unpopular,133 for her divinity is still
part of public debate three years after her death. Cotta Messalinus is indicted for various
infelicitous anecdotes involving the imperial family, including calling Livia’s birthday, although
celebrated by priests, nothing more than a funeral banquet (6.5.1 cum die natali Augustae inter
sacerdotes epularetur, novendialem eam cenam dixisse).134 The witty remark appears to criticize
Tiberius for not deifying his mother.135 Messalinus is a senator notorious for ‘specialis[ing] in
outrageous proposals, usually intended to ingratiate himself with the powers that be.’136 After
Livia’s death he had been ready to attack her unprotected friends (5.3.2). Tacitus refers to his
savagery (6.5.1 saevissimae cuiusque sententiae auctor), recalling the rise of savagery in AD 23
(A. 4.1.1), but Messalinus’ violent sycophancy dates back even before this, to proposals after the
condemnations of Libo Drusus and Piso (2.32.1, 3.18.4).137 His scurrilous sayings cast
aspersions on the very family with which he spends so much time ingratiating himself, incurring
the distaste of the leading citizens (6.5.2) and the reader.
Tiberius grants Messalinus’ claim to his protection (6.5.1), but it is unclear how we
should view his intervention: nec multo post litterae adferuntur, quibus in modum defensionis,
repetito inter se atque Cottam amicitia<e> principio crebrisque eius officiis commemoratis, ne
132
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verba prave detorta neu convivalium fabularum simplicitas in crimen duceretur postulavit
(6.5.2). Koestermann sees this as evidence of Tiberius’ ‘hardness of heart’ in not defending his
mother.138 Equally, he could be laudably attempting to curtail maiestas-trials, much as he
refused to consider a broken oath to Augustus as grounds for conviction (1.73.4). The context of
the utterance was a dinner party, and the emperor criticizes those who do not get Messalinus’
joke.139 In either case, Tiberius’ defence of ‘convivial stories’ is disingenuous: ‘Only one
chapter later, Tacitus demonstrates the futility or even dishonesty of the emperor’s letter: illadvised speech in any context was already routinely inviting ruin’ (cf. also 6.7.3, where
conversations at dinner parties are at issue).140
4.9.2

TIBERIUS’ TORMENT

Tacitus makes a point of drawing attention to the opening of Tiberius’ letter: ‘quid
scribam vobis, patres conscripti, aut quo modo scribam aut quid omnino non scribam hoc
tempore, di me deaeque peius perdant quam perire me cotidie sentio, si scio.’ adeo facinora
atque flagitia sua ipsi quoque in supplicium verterant (6.6.1). He then cites an unnamed
philosopher, generally believed to Socrates (Pl. Gorgias 524e), who claimed that tyrants’ souls
are marked by their misdeeds as if by whips and blows.141 By referring to this passage, Tacitus
lets us interpret Tiberius’ reference to divine punishment in the context of sins punished in the
afterlife, as dictated by Rhadamanthus, judge of the underworld (Gorgias 525a). The wording of
Tiberius’ prayer closely recalls the prayer at 4.38.3 (et deos et deas ipsas precor). Although
Tiberius intervenes to stop abuse of the law againts Messalinus, in general he has shown himself
far from able to uphold human and divine law (cf. 4.38.3 intellegentem humani divinique iuris
mentem duint). Many legal evils have been done since that last prayer, not least the execution of
Titius Sabinus; the echo of Tiberius’ earlier words emphasizes that the gods have not granted his
requests, while the reference to Socrates’ speech also implies that they may have dire
punishment in store for Tiberius. The deum ira in rem Romanam (4.1.2) that gave rise to
Sejanus has far-reaching consequences.
Then again, Tacitus allows the possibility that Tiberius’ torment is merely psychological:
quippe Tiberium non fortuna, non solitudines protegebant, quin tormenta pectoris suasque ipse
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poenas fateretur (6.6.2). Fortuna probably refers to Tiberius’ imperial rank,142 but it could also
be meant to recall fortuna turbare coepit (4.1.1). Supernatural forces allow nothing to remain
peaceful, not even Tiberius’ own mind. Tacitus’ remarks combine the two threads of the Plato
passage – psychological torment and divine punishment.
Tacitus’ placement of Tiberius’ outcry contrasts with that of Suetonius, who reports the
same letter nearly verbatim but alters the context. He attributes Tiberius’ lament to anxiety
intensified by the opprobrium of those he condemns to death (Suet. Tib. 66); in Tacitus,
Tiberius’ lament is all the more extraordinary since he has just exercised leniency. Furthermore,
what pains Suetonius’ Tiberius is not his crimes themselves, but his poor reputation (Suet. Tib.
67.2 quanta se quandoque acerbitas et infamia maneret prospexisse). Suetonius’ Tiberius has
more in common with the Tiberius of A. 4.37-8, concerned with making sure future generations
remember him correctly. Tacitus’ Tiberius, however, is punished by his own conduct. While the
crimes that hound him seem partly to be sexual ones,143 in the context of Cotta Messalinus’ trial
Tacitus perhaps also intends Tiberius to think of his part in executing Roman citizens. One thing
lacerating the soul of a tyrant, after all, is saevitia (6.6.2), and we have already been told that
Tiberius contributes to the delatores’ savagery (4.1.1).
With this in view, Tiberius’ torment also has a third undercurrent. Ovid’s exile poetry
also portrays a ruler who in punishing others is effectively punishing himself. Ovid assimilates
Augustus to a benevolent god reluctant to punish wrongdoers because it causes him grief: qui,
cum triste aliquid statuit, fit tristis et ipse / cuique fere poenam sumere poena sua est (Pont.
2.2.117-8). In Messalinus’ case, Tacitus’ Tiberius resembles Ovid’s lenient Augustus; but in the
Annals as a whole, the more sinister, all-powerful Jupiter-Augustus from elsewhere in the exile
poetry seems a better model.144 In the world of maiestas-trials, Tacitus shows Tiberius as both
the godlike punisher, but also as the recipient of divine wrath. We still do not know on which
side of the divine-human fence the emperor actually sits.
His exclamation also says much about the nature of public debate: the aporia of an
emperor who cannot find the right words is emblematic of a world where speech has become
dangerous.145 The cry need not denote merely mental anguish. Levick suggests that Tiberius’
invocation of the gods is a joke, a phrase used in comedy when characters ‘are put out or angry,
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usually with someone else, occasionally with themselves,’ and Tiberius deploys the motif here
‘to create [a] distancing effect.’146 Rogers sees the outburst as one of irritation at having to
repeatedly restrain the Senate and the informers in maiestas trials.147 Either interpretation
supports Morello’s observation that Tiberius’ ‘“readings” of his own world inform his letters, in
which invective and satire are the dominant modes.’148 And putting Tiberius’ prayer in a context
of maiestas-trials makes the anecdote refer directly to the emperor-citizen relationship,
constantly characterized by an inability to speak straight.
Thus Tacitus uses responses to Livia made by the emperor, the Senate, Sejanus, and
Cotta Messalinus to show that assessing the proper cosmic place of members of the imperial
family is more difficult than ever. These difficulties have a serious, and obvious, effect, as the
relationship between Tiberius and his subjects breaks down even further.
4.10

RESPONSES TO SEJANUS: WHAT IS FAUSTUS?
Livia’s death foregrounds such problems in another way, since it allows Sejanus to have

a stronger effect on the emperor and to fabricate accusations against Agrippina and Nero (5.3.1).
The popular response is not what he hoped: simul populus effigies Agrippinae ac Neronis gerens
circumsistit curiam faustisque in Caesarem om<i>nibus falsas litteras et principe invito exitium
domui eius intendi clamitat (5.4.2). Their shouts are ‘omens’ in that they are intended as good
wishes for the future (OLD 2a); perhaps they think Tiberius will want to hear someone say these
accusations are false. But in the context of the deum ira in rem Romanam (4.1.2), and
particularly the recent ‘sacrifice’ of Titius Sabinus (4.70), Tacitus indicates that nothing will be
faustus for anyone.149 The reader must question whether the populace understands the
breakdown of religious systems and the divine anger that traditionally accompanies such
transgressions.
They prove to be particularly out of touch with what is going on within Tiberius’ inner
circle: because of Sejanus’ newly strengthened influence, their reaction ‘could only have an
inauspicious (‘unheilvoll’) effect for Agrippina and her son.’150 Sejanus twists the people’s
treatment of the statues, which he says they follow like military standards (5.4.4 quorum
imagines pro vexillis secuti forent) in a bid for revolution. Tacitus does not indicate that carrying
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the statues was anything but a political act; there is no religious worship of their images.151 Yet
in connecting the images with standards, which did have a religious function, Sejanus perhaps
insinuates a religious interpretation of the act. This is a disingenuous criticism, since he himself
was actually worshipped in effigy by real soldiers amongst their standards (4.2.3). All attempts
at good omens must fail when Sejanus, by the wrath of the gods (4.1.2), has Tiberius’ ear.
Because we have lost Tacitus’ narrative of AD 30, we cannot assess how religious
concerns played a role in his treatment of Sejanus’ downfall, but when the narrative resumes, the
fragmentary speech of an unknown ally of Sejanus perhaps hints that religious rhetoric played a
part in the missing narrative. The speaker notes that although Sejanus’ fortune has turned for the
worst ([5]6.2 versa est fortuna), he will not join others in denouncing him to win Tiberius’
clemency ([5]6.3 non crudelitatem, non clementiam cuiusquam experiar). The change in fortuna
at the beginning of Annals 4 is also in our minds.152 Yet unlike an individual evildoer’s fortune,
the fortuna of the Roman people does not change. After Sejanus’ downfall, many would be
brutally killed without trial: saevitia is still the order of the day. The speech also reminds us,
uncomfortably, of the altars to Amicitia and Clementia where the twin statues of Sejanus and
Tiberius were worshipped (4.74.2). That Clementia now appears an empty goddess.
The only efficacious god now is Tiberius himself, as emerges from Terentius’ speech, in
which he steadfastly refuses to denounce Sejanus’ friendship. He, too, straightforwardly speaks
of ‘worshipping’ Sejanus (6.8.3 colebamus) and even his minions (6.8.5 venerabamur). Yet
unlike the unnamed speaker of [5]6.6, he couples this with religious rhetoric aimed at Tiberius:
non est nostrum aestimare, quem supra ceteros et quibus de causis extollas: tibi summum rerum
iudicium di dedere, nobis obsequii gloria relicta est (6.8.4). He implies both that Tiberius has a
divine right to rule153 and that he is actually a god. The speech has elements of hymnic style: the
repetition of the second-person pronoun, and the address to Tiberius as if he is present.154 Part of
his defence, too, is that Tiberius’ opinions were difficult to tease out, like the predictions of a
riddling oracle (6.8.4 abditos, occultius, anceps).155 The mind of a god is as difficult to know as
the mind of an emperor. Since Terentius is spared, the speech clearly strikes a positive note with
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Tiberius, but the reader’s (and Tacitus’) judgment may be different.156 Addressing the living
emperor as a god is inherently problematic, and the real gods, Tacitus has told us, are far from
benevolent. Sejanus’ downfall and people’s reactions to Tiberius’ excessive savagery that
accompanies it shows a breakdown in understanding what is divine.
This breakdown reaches a new nadir in AD 33, when Tacitus describes Agrippina’s
death. He gives two assessments of Tiberius’ part in her demise. Perhaps she killed herself
because Tiberius’ anger toward her did not slacken (6.25.1 postquam nihil de saevitia
remittebantur – we remember 4.1.1), or perhaps it was enforced starvation made to look like
suicide, an interpretation seemingly strengthened by Tiberius’ accusations against her (enimvero
Tiberius foedissimis criminationibus exarsit). While Tacitus ultimately comes down on the side
of suicide (6.25.2), he allows the reader to think Tiberius was involved in her death, whether
directly or indirectly. This makes the responses of Tiberius and the Senate all the more
uncomfortable:
eodem die defunctam, quo biennio ante Seianus poenas luisset, memoriaeque id
prodendum addidit Caesar iactavitque, quod non laqueo strangulata neque in Gemonias
proiecta foret. actae ob id grates decretumque, ut quintum decimum kal. Novembres,
utriusque necis die, per omnis annos donum Iovi sacraretur (6.25.3).
Such coincidences fascinated the Romans,157 but Tacitus dismisses as vana similar coincidences
spotted in Augustus’ death, implying that those who think them significant are overly credulous
(1.9.1). Iactavit shows Tiberius lacks a sense of appropriateness, and the Senate responds with
uncritical readiness to his request for commemoration. The reason for and recipient of their
thanksgiving is ambiguous. Are they happy Agrippina is dead, or that her body was treated with
respect? And do they thank Jupiter, for whom they decree an annual gift, or Tiberius, the god
who brought this situation about?158 Either way, their language is religious; and since they insert
an act of worship into the cult calendar in perpetuity, the commemoration they give the emperor
is also religious. Given Tiberius’ possible involvement in her death, and recalling Agrippina’s
own worshipful treatment of him in life, we may well feel uneasy about this. Tiberius is a god
who condemns, or at least does not protect, his worshippers, and the ultimate emptiness of
Agrippina’s prayers is mirrored in the flattering thanksgivings of the Senate.
It is the start of a worrying trend. This is the Annals’ first celebration of an imperial
family member’s death (possibly murder) with religious ritual. Worse will happen under Nero,
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when the Senate and people respond to the princeps’ murder of Agrippina the Younger
(14.12.1) and Octavia (14.64.3) with religious celebrations. On this Tiberian occasion, nothing
explicitly condemnatory is said about the dedications,159 and Tacitus is not as certain about
Tiberius’ involvement in Agrippina the Elder’s death as he later will be about Nero’s in
Agrippina the Younger’s and Octavia’s. But the seeds are planted for a religiously problematic
trend that will escalate to problematic heights under Nero: when the emperors’ family members
die, his subjects will thank the gods. And Tiberius does nothing to stop, but everything to
encourage, this behaviour.
4.11

TIBERIUS THE TRADITIONALIST?

4.11.1

SIBYLLINE BOOKS

Meanwhile, Tiberius proceeds as if nothing is religiously amiss. His response to the
introduction of a new Sibylline book to the collection in AD 32 (6.12) again shows him
defending religious memory by championing traditional procedure. Indeed, his involvement is
much more positive than his last encounter with the Sibylline books, when he refused to allow
the Senate its traditional right to consult them during a Tiber flood (1.76.1).160 Yet the nature of
his argument against Quintilian, the tribune of the plebs introducing the measure on behalf of
quindecemvir Caninius Gallus,161 reveals who he really thinks has the authority to police the
books. He intervenes by letter, in a sinister way (6.12.1 misit litteras Caesar, modice tribunum
increpans ignarum antiqui moris ob iuventam; 6.12.2 exprobrabat).162 Vitriol is now the general
tenor of Tiberius’ communications with the Senate, even in religious matters. A clarification of
‘the relationship between Tiberius and the Senate’ may be Tacitus’ main purpose in relating the
episode.163 Yet since Tiberius is directly concerned with the way things have been done in the
past, it is impossible to separate the antiquarian detail from the relationship with the Senate. The
bulk of his wrath is directed not at the tribune who proposed the addition, but against the
quindecemvir who should have known better because of his detailed knowledge of the ritual
details involved (scientiae caerimoniarumque vetus). On the senatorial level, Tiberius implies,
correct procedure may have been followed, but before that point, the quindecemviri did not
159
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assess the book’s validity diligently enough within the priestly college (non, ut adsolet, lecto per
magistros aestimatoque carmine), thus relinquishing their claim to priestly authority.164 Even
Gallus’ choice of a senatorial meeting that was insufficiently well attended (infrequentem)165 is a
criticism of the priest rather than of the Senate itself. Gallus’ neglect of the antiquarian details in
which he should be an expert has caused the Senate to go wrong, and Tiberius lays blame where
it is due.
This insistence on proper procedure makes Augustus’ precedent an odd one for Tiberius
to cite. The concern with maintaining the books’ authenticity is common to both emperors, but
Augustus’ method is to publish a decree (6.12.2 sanxisse) requiring their submission to the
praetor urbanus; no mention of either senatorial or quindecemviral procedure is made.
Suetonius’ account emphasizes Augustus’ role as pontifex maximus (Aug. 31.1),166 but Tiberius
does not mention the priestly authority that might have made this action part of proper
procedure. When he criticises not the validity of the proposed Sibylline book per se but the
methods by which it is introduced, it is strange that he cites Augustus’ example, where the
princeps’ assessment of validity seemingly trumped any concern for proper religious procedure.
Tacitus indicates that both concerns should be important. After Tiberius speaks, our
quindecemvir historian in propria persona167 gives a further example of how new Sibylline
books should be chosen. Although Tiberius thinks only in terms of competition with his
predecessor,168 Tacitus emphasizes religious memory (6.12.3 quod a maioribus quoque
decretum erat), reminding us that concern with the books’ authenticity predates Augustus. The
reference to the burning of the Capitoline during the Social Wars169 evokes the burning of the
Capitoline in the battle between Vitellius’ and Vespasian’ forces (H. 3.71-2). Tacitus described
a horrific event, with far-reaching and dire implications.170 But for the Romans of the past,
priestly procedure could help Rome recoup the loss of her prophetic books, although the task
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was difficult (6.12.3 datoque sacerdotibus negotio, quantum humana ope potuissent, vera
discernere) and involved finding prophecies from the canonical ten Sibyls scattered all over the
Mediterranean.171 The conflict between Tiberius and the quindecemvir has a good result from
the point of view of religious memory, since traditional procedure is ultimately followed (6.12.3
igitur tunc quoque notioni quindecimvirum is liber subicitur). Yet the route by which Tiberius,
the priest, and the Senate arrive there shows all three are somewhat ignorant about how to assess
a Sibylline book correctly.
4.11.2

TIBERIUS THE ASTROLOGER

There are other, even more striking, indications that Tiberius does not quite understand
what constitutes religious correctness. In his account of the next year, Tacitus mentions the
emperor’s prediction (6.20.2 praesagium Tiberii) that Galba, then consul, would briefly become
emperor in AD 68-9: ‘et tu, Galba, quandoque degustabis imperium,’ seram ac brevem
potentiam significans, scientia Chaldaeorum artis, cuius apiscendae otium apud Rhodum,
magistrum Thrasullum habuit, peritiam eius hoc modo expertus (6.20.2). The notice’s placement
is odd: presumably Tacitus mentions it because it is the year of Galba’s consulship, and because
Gaius’ marriage in the same year has caused him to think about the principate’s future.172
Tacitus is the only author to place the prediction in the year of Galba’s consulship,173 producing
a striking contrast between the issue of office-holding under the emperor and the imperial
succession: ‘The irony of a consul being told that he will later have imperium... should not be
missed.’174 In this topsy-turvy world, the only way to have power is to become emperor, and the
metaphor of ‘tasting’ power, with its implications of bloodthirstiness,175 reminds us of the
principate’s deadly consequences.
The world is also topsy-turvy in that predictions and prophecies come from the emperor
himself. For Tacitus also relates Tiberius’ personal interest in astrology to issues of power and
succession, a detail that he has not previously revealed,176 although the Thrasyllus episode
proves that his preoccupation dates from his exile to Rhodes. This, too, is a narrative choice:
Suetonius (Tib. 14.4) and Dio (55.11.1-3) both mention Tiberius’ astrology earlier in their
171
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narratives and put the anecdote in its proper place, during their accounts of his exile. In both
cases Thrasyllus predicts Tiberius’ recall to Rome as soon as he sees the ship bringing the news.
Tacitus’ decision to place the story here relates it more closely to Tiberius’ successors than to
his own succession to the throne. Tacitus also emphasizes Tiberius’ desire to practice astrology
personally, as Dio and Suetonius do not.177 He presents the trial on Rhodes as an audition for
Thrasyllus to become the emperor’s personal astrology teacher (magister), whereas in neither of
the other versions is his prediction made by astrological means.178 Furthermore, Suetonius says
that Thrasyllus was already enrolled as Tiberius’ teacher before the test (Tib. 14.4 Thrasyllum
quoque mathematicum, quem ut sapientiae professorem contubernio admouerat, tum maxime
expertus est), and Dio gives no indication that Thrasyllus actually taught Tiberius astrology.179
That the emperor himself should practice astrology is problematic. Only experts could
master the amount and complexity of astrological lore.180 It was taken seriously as an
intellectual pursuit, but is perhaps not the best use of time for a member of the imperial
family.181 Although astrologers, like Thrasyllus, could move in élite circles, authors frequently
malign the practice of astrology as an occupation for foreigners and members of the lowerclasses.182 Furthermore, Tiberius’ punishment of the failed astrologers is sinister: et
regredientem, si vanitatis aut fraudum suspicio incesserat, in subiectum mare praecipitabat, ne
index arcani existeret (6.21.1). The reason for it is not immediately clear: ‘Since those who met
with such summary execution were those Tiberius suspected of fraudulence, it is not clear what
is the secret (arcanum) that they might have revealed.’183 Since arcana in the Annals refer to
dangerous imperial secrets whose revelation could compromise the emperor’s power,184 perhaps
arcanum in this case refers to the entire process of consultation, to Tiberius’ problematic interest
177
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in astrology. The term also recalls the unrepeatable secrets of a mystery cult, and the phrase
index arcani appears only once elsewhere in extant Latin literature, when Livy uses it to
describe an informant on the Bacchanalian conspiracy of 186 BC (39.13.1). That conspiracy was
seen as a threat to the state,185 so Tacitus’ use of the phrase may imply that that Tiberius’
practice of astrology is similarly dangerous.
Worrying, too, is Tiberius’ reliance on the Thrasyllus (6.21.3 quaeque dixerat oracli vice
accipiens inter intimos amicorum tenet). Instead of using one of the accepted channels to the
divine built into traditional Roman religion (oracles and other divination), Tiberius consults
another human, who, we might think, will have all the biases and preoccupations of a human.
Although Tacitus never mentions Thrasyllus again,186 it is easy to imagine how this reliance
could have good or bad consequences. Suetonius claims that Thrasyllus, by continually
predicting that Tiberius would live longer, convinced him to postpone some of his notoriously
gruesome executions (Tib. 62.3). Dio (57.19.3), however, claims Tiberius used astrologers’
predictions to identify people whose horoscopes predicted greatness and exterminate them
before they became a problem. Even if Tiberius’ predictions or consultations of Thrasyllus do
not lead to anyone’s death in Tacitus’ account, this is still no proper way for an emperor to
behave. Tiberius is both god and oracle, but continues to play the defender of religious tradition.
While Tacitus attributes no negative consequences to this tension – the gods have still not
demonstrated their anger with any prodigies – we see the inherent problem.
4.12

THE PHOENIX: IMPRESSIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS
The absence of prodigies in the Tiberian hexad is important: deum ira is announced

(4.1.2), but it is never manifested while Tiberius is still alive. Even when Tacitus opens his
account of the year 34 with the appearance of the miraculous phoenix in Egypt, he passes up the
chance to call it a prodigy. Placing such a notice at the beginning of the narrative year is
striking,187 and although Tacitus claims he includes it to entertain the reader with material
worthy of consideration (6.28.1 cognitu non absurda promere libet), we may think that the
report also resonates thematically with the surrounding narrative. Keitel connects the filial piety
of a newborn phoenix burying its dead parent and Tiberius’ lack of pietas toward his family
185
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members, and this is certainly one possible resonance.188 On this interpretation, the phoenix
functions like the omen of the ficus Ruminalis (13.58), whose reminder of Romulus and Remus
resonates with Nero’s impious murder of his ‘brother’ Britannicus.189
Yet despite those similarities, the phoenix episode is rather different. For while people
interpreted the ficus as a dire prodigy (13.58 prodigii loco habitum est), no one in Tacitus’ text
has a similar reaction to the phoenix. It was discussed at the time (6.28.1 praebuitque materiem
doctissimis indigenarum et Graecorum multa super eo miraculo disserendi), but the content of
the digression implies interest was only in facts about the phoenix (what it looks like, how often
it appears, what it does), not its significance. Tacitus does not make the bird into one of many
omens of Tiberius’ impending death, as Dio (58.27.1) does. Both Dio and Pliny (Nat. 10.5)
place the bird’s appearance in AD 36, closer to the emperor’s death than Tacitus’ 34. This
Tacitean ‘error’ has caused scholars much consternation. Syme interprets it as an attempt ‘to
demonstrate in a gentle and insidious fashion that prophecies and portents have no meaning,’190
but nothing within the narrative indicates that the phoenix is actually a portent. And Tacitus
goes out of his way to affirm the phoenix’s existence (6.28.6 non ambigitur), and even if he
does not endorse all the stories about it, neither does he explicitly share the opinion of those
identifying that particular phoenix as false (6.28.4).191 He could have taken a harder line, as
Pliny does about the phoenix Claudius brought to Rome in 47 (Nat. 10.5 sed quem falsum esse
nemo dubitaret).
Even if the phoenix does not demonstrate, implicitly or explicitly, that portents are
meaningless, it does contribute to a sense that supernatural occurrences are always difficult to
interpret. The focus on antiquarian192 assessments of its validity (or lack thereof) seems to be
aimed at the reader. We are given a wealth of information about its sanctity, appearance,
manifestations during the reigns of Egyptian kings,193 and miraculous funeral rites for its parent,
with little authorial guidance, and it is up to us to sort out the true from the false, the credible
from the incredible. It is a case study in the interpretation of phenomena, and it is important that
188
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Tacitus places it here. The Roman tendency to focus on cycles, recurrences, and anniversaries
subtly contributes to the reader’s sense that something momentous is not far off.194 The notion
of filial piety invites us to connect this with the imperial succession: we want to know who will
guide Rome’s next cycle. But Tacitus teases us if he is nudging us toward this interpretation of
the phoenix: Tiberius will not die for three more years, and meanwhile the grim spate of
executions continues uninterrupted.195
As it turns out, the emperor himself will be the best prophet of the age to come, when a
mere four chapters from his deathbed he foretells (6.46.3-4 providus futurorum; praedixit)
Caligula’s shortcoming. Tiberius is prophetic and godlike: he does not merely die, but ‘finishes
his mortality’ (6.50.4 mortalitatem explevisse). He can predict that Galba will rule, and how bad
Caligula will be, but refuses to actually appoint a successor, a task he leaves to fate (6.46.3).196
Tiberius’ astrological skill enables him to predict the future, but his human weaknesses prevent
him from changing it. Such is the problem of the phoenix: although the audience (both inside
and outside the text) senses that it is important, it cannot capitalize on that instinct in any
meaningful way. We recall Tacitus’ uncertainty about fate and free will (6.22.1), and especially
the popular view that destiny is predetermined, but sometimes misinterpreted by deceitful mortal
diviners.197 Tiberius was a faithful predictor, but the difficulties of interpreting the phoenix
passage show the reader why everyone may not be so skilled.
4.13

CONCLUSIONS
Annals 4-6 show a Rome hurtling toward religious crisis. People forget, or attempt to

dilute, the rituals, rules, and procedures that have defined Rome’s relationship with the gods for
centuries. Despite Tiberius’ outright refusal of a temple in Spain, everyone from the Senate to
his own relations continues to address him as they would a god. When these fawning attitudes
are displayed toward Sejanus, too, the result is a series of murders of Roman citizens.
Yet despite all these problems, the gods do not intervene directly by sending a sign that
doom will befall Rome for its worship of the bloody man-god Tiberius. Is this because Tacitus
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does not allow them to, or because his characters would not have seen it if they did? It does not
occur to anyone to take even the phoenix as a harbinger of such doom, and people discuss
merely its history and habits. Everyone may be too wrapped up in antiquarian details (of which
Tiberius himself was the greatest champion) to be alive to potential signs, just as they are too
immersed in following the intricate steps of their dance of worship and flattery with the emperor
to see that worshipful attitudes to Tiberius lead to the destruction of citizens.
Conversely, when Tiberius leaves Rome, the collapse of the amphitheatre at Fidenae and
the fire in Rome are interpreted as omens, but erroneously (4.64.1). People are too credulous
rather than too sceptical about strange and terrible occurrences. This shows the difficulty of
getting prediction right, which will be endemic in the rest of the Annals. Tacitus’ observations
on astrology, too, point to this difficulty. Oddly enough, the only true prophets in Annals 4-6 are
Thrasyllus and Tiberius himself, and Thrasyllus predicts only his own demise. Only Tiberius
can foresee who will reign in the future, or what kind of princeps Gaius will be. This
uncomfortably contrasts with Tiberius’ failure to choose his own successor, and with his
dubious relationship with Germanicus, another potential successor. This untraditional foresight
is not, Tacitus implies, a good thing. In any case, it will not make any difference in the outcome
for Rome.
This is little wonder, for only the reader can really tell that the gods are angry. Titius
Sabinus’ cries that he is being sacrificed fall on deaf contemporary ears. Regardless of who is to
blame for any given problem, worship of the gods and prediction of the future are almost
impossible for Tacitus’ characters to get right. The message is paradoxical: Tiberius and his
subjects make religious mistakes, and have little idea how to correct them. The groundwork for
this tension, which Tacitus will go on to develop, has been masterfully laid.
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INTERLUDE: CALIGULA
The loss of the books chronicling Caligula’s reign presents a particular problem for a
study of religion in the Annals. Caligula is notorious for his impiety. Other sources depict an
emperor who fancied himself a rival of Jupiter: he placed his infant daughter in the lap of the
god’s statue (Josephus JA 19.11, Dio 59.28.7), built a part of his house in the shadow of the
god’s temple (Suet. Calig. 22.4, Dio 59.28.2),1 and even constructed a machine to reply to his
thunderbolts (Dio 59.28.6). He is also said to have appeared in the temple of Castor and Pollux,
standing between the gods’ statues (Suet. Calig. 22.2), wooed the goddess of the moon (Suet.
Calig. 22.4, Dio 59.26.5), and dressed as various gods and goddesses (Philo Leg. 78, Suet.
Calig. 52, Dio 59. 26.6-8). Dio’s and Suetonius’ accounts of Caligula’s impiety are probably
cases of ‘exaggeration and misrepresentation’ rather than ‘total invention,’2 so Tacitus would
probably have explored this theme to some extent. Yet the outrageous nature of these stories is
unlike Tacitus, and he avoids such extreme testimonies of impiety elsewhere.3 Whether Tacitus
mentioned these aspects of Caligula’s reign is an unanswerable question, although probably
some of them would have been avoided, or at least treated selectively.
On two points, however, Tacitus does give us enough evidence to speculate. One is
Caligula’s temple. In Dio’s and Suetonius’ accounts, Caligula is famous for encouraging or
mandating worship of himself as a god during his own lifetime and in Rome itself.4 Scholars,
however, have debated this: it is uncertain whether he had one temple or two, and whether he
himself was worshipped as a god or whether only his numen received cult.5
The nature of this cult is relevant to Tacitus, who explicitly states that temples are not
granted to living emperors. The comment comes in the context of Nero’s refusal of a temple to
himself as a divus after the quashing of the Pisonian conspiracy: <sed ipse prohibuit, ne
interpretatione> quorundam ad omen [dolum] sui exitus verteretur: nam deum honor principi
non ante habetur, quam agere inter homines desierit (15.74.3). Tacitus mentions neither
Caligula nor the two temples that had been vowed to Tiberius during his own lifetime (4.15.3,
4.37.1). The difference seems to be that the temple is to be dedicated to Nero under the title of
1

See Simpson 1981, 505.
Wardle 1994, 207–8.
3
For example, he never mentions the report that Nero raped a Vestal Virgin (Suet. Nero 28.1), an act so outrageous
that it would have had serious consequences had it been true (Bradley 1978, 160).
4
Seneca’s and Philo’s contemporary accounts do not mention the temple, perhaps indicating that Dio used
Suetonius as a source for the story, or that both relied on a common source (Simpson 1981, 491).
5
Simpson 1981, 503–9.
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divus although he is still alive.6 Whenever Tacitus applies the term divus to someone in a
religious context, it is always to a dead emperor.7 This places the two temples to the living
Tiberius in a different category, since he is not called divus in the dedications (4.15.3 templum
Tiberio matrique eius et senatus; 4.37.1 delubrum Tiberio matrique eius).
Tacitus’ usage of divus resembles how scholars have interpreted Suetonius’ report of
Caligula’s temple in Rome: templum etiam numini suo proprium et sacerdotes et
excogitatissimas hostias instituit (Calig. 22.3). The temple is to Caligula’s numen rather than
(like Tiberius’ temples in the Annals) to the man himself. The emperor ‘possessed numen but ...
was not yet himself a numen – a fine distinction that can hardly have been appreciated by every
worshipper but is of prime theological significance.’8 Tacitus may or may not have discussed
Caligula’s temple in terms of numen,9 but his usage of divus to apply only to dead emperors
seems to indicate that he attempts to make a similar theological distinction about imperial cult.
In light of his statement at 15.47.3, whatever he made of Caligula’s temple, it apparently did not
cross over this notional line of acceptability. Furthermore, although Caligula’s temple may not
have been intended to cultivate the worship of him as a god, there was no guarantee that his
subjects would observe the distinction between man and numen, and it may have been that
‘Gaius wished to blur that distinction.’10 Given the troubled dynamic between Tiberius and his
subjects, where the emperor’s continued refusals of divine honours failed to stop them from
being offered, this may well have been a theme Tiberius explored in his Caligulan books.
The other aspect of Caligula’s impiety Tacitus may have discussed was his attempt to
have his statue placed in the Jewish temple in Jerusalem. This action was particularly
problematic because of the Jewish prohibition on representations of their own god. Jewish
sources make much of Caligula’s statue, but their accounts do not agree as to whether Caligula
actually went ahead with the unpopular measure, which his death prevented from being
realized.11 Neither Suetonius nor Dio mentions the incident, and it seems reasonable that such an
occurrence would not be as important to non-Jewish writers as it was to Jewish ones. Would the
same have been true of Tacitus?
6

Tiberius’ temples were in Asia and Spain, so it is conceivable that the problem is that the temple proposed for
Nero would be in Rome itself, but this is not made explicit.
7
Fishwick 1973, 264.
8
Fishwick 2007, 247.
9
Tacitus usually uses numen to refer to actual gods. In the context of the imperial cult, it is nearly always that of
Augustus (1.73.2, 3.66.1). He applies it to the living emperor twice (Nero: 16.31.2; Otho: H. 2.33.1, where it may
imply that Otho is being hybristic - Ash 2007a, 168).
10
Simpson 1981, 509; cf. Wardle 1994, 211.
11
Josephus BJ 2.203, contradicting JA. 18.304-5; Philo Leg. 333, 337. See Smallwood 1961, 31–6, 312–3.
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In my view, probably not. Tacitus was particularly interested in the Jewish cult, and he
probably mentioned the conflict between Gaius and the Jews in the lacuna editors have posited
at 12.54.1.12 It also appears in his excursus on Jewish history at the start of Histories 5 (H. 5.9.2
dein iussi a C. Caesare effigiem eius in templo locare arma potius sumpsere, quem motum
Caesaris mors diremit), among the causes of the current rebellion. Nothing is explicitly said
about the religious problem the statue constituted, but the rest of the ethnographical excursus
indicates that Tacitus was particularly interested in the Jewish (lack of) cult statue.13 This fits
into a larger pattern of his priestly interest in foreign cults with strange cult statues (Venus on
Paphos: H. 2.4.2) or no statue at all (Carmelus in Syria: H. 2.78.3).
It seems likely, then, that Tacitus, unlike other Greco-Roman writers on Caligula, may
have treated the statue episode because of his general interest in this particular aspect of Jewish
cult. Whether the action would have been explicitly depicted as impiety from Tacitus’ Roman
point of view seems more doubtful, especially given his negative attitude toward Jewish religion
in the Histories. To a Roman reader, the Jews’ protestations might have indicated the
strangeness of Jewish beliefs rather than Caligula’s impiety: after all, the Jews would have
objected to any statue, not just to Caligula’s.
But that does not necessarily mean Tacitus would have described the action as
praiseworthy, since one of his literary strategies was to imply a commonality between Rome and
Jerusalem. Tacitus claims the purpose of his excursus on the Jews’ origins and customs is to
contextualize its impending destruction in AD 70 (H. 5.2.1 sed quoniam famosae urbis
supremum diem tradituri sumus, congruens videtur primordia eius aperire). Tacitus had already
stated that the civil war of AD 69 was Rome’s annum... prope supremum (H. 1.11.3).14 The
reader is thus primed to consider the demise of Jerusalem in the same context as Rome’s near
destruction.15 The cities’ temples also connect them: the chief shrine of each becomes the arena
for civil war. The Capitoline temple in Rome famously burned in the battle between Vitellians
and Flavian troops (H. 3.71), not unlike the two different factions who squabble over control of
the temple at Jerusalem even as the Romans are outside the gate (H. 5.12.4). This is interesting
12

Koestermann 1967, 200: the episode could have been described quite briefly, since Tacitus had ‘certainly’ treated
it at length in the lost Caligula books. Syme 1958, 449 notes that this is the only passage in the Annals where events
in Judaea are described, therefore positing that 12.54 is predicated on a more detailed account of the region during
Caligula’s principate.
13
Tacitus claims that the Jews dedicated a statue of a donkey because of the animal’s role in leading them out of
Egypt (H. 5.4.1), but later mentions the absence of a cult image, a detail of which the Romans were ignorant until
Pompey entered the temple (H. 5.9.1). Whether this difference represents a contradiction or a revision, it displays
Tacitus’s interest in this puzzling detail of Jewish religious observance. Cf. Stern 1974, ii.37.
14
Sailor 2008, 237.
15
For other similarities between the cities see Sailor 2008, 238; Feldherr 2009.
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from an ethnographic and moralistic standpoint: the Jews are the ones destroyed, but it is not
impossible that the Romans could be next. A now-lost portion of the Histories that chronicled
the description of the burning of the temple in Jerusalem under Titus, in its correspondences
with the firing of the Capitoline in Histories 3, might very well have brought out further
similarities between Rome and Jerusalem.16 With this in view, it is entirely possible that Tacitus
intended to do something similar in his account of Caligula’s reign: a connection could be made
between Caligula’s activities in the temple at Jerusalem and his attempts to insinuate himself
into the Captioline at Rome.
What Tacitus may have done in the lost Caligula books affects how we read religious
material in the portion of Claudius’ reign that survives. If Tacitus presented Caligula’s reign as
an escalation and intensification of the rhetoric (present from the very beginning of the Annals)
that increasingly equated the emperor with the gods, it leaves no discernible trace in the
surviving Claudian narrative. This allows for two possibilities. If Tacitus’ Caligula was impious
(though probably not as outrageously so as Dio’s and Suetonius’), he has then chosen to
represent Claudius as a reaction against this escalation, a welcome respite before Nero’s
impieties. On the other hand, Tacitus may have minimized Caligula’s excesses, creating a more
gradual progression of increasing impiety from Tiberius through to Claudius and Nero. The
question is ultimately unanswerable, but must be borne in mind when assessing what is different
about Tacitus’ account of Claudius’ principate.

16

See Barnes 2005; Rives 2005 for speculations on whether the burning of the temple was a deliberate choice by
Titus or something he opposed; this, too, would seem to form an important part of the moral consequences of
empire.
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CHAPTER 5
CLAUDIUS THE ANTIQUARIAN
5.1

INTRODUCTION
Annals 11-12 show an emperor interested in antiquarian details, particularly religious

ones. Claudius emerges as a preserver of cultic memory, and his revivalism shows that even
after Tiberius’ failures and Caligula’s excesses, Rome can still produce a princeps more capable
than his predecessors of maintaining Rome’s traditional relationship with the gods. But Annals
11 and 12 also bring deterioration. Claudius’ antiquarianism, while positive in its own right,
occupies his attention at inopportune times, while his wives twist religious rites, see Roman
citizens executed, and even appropriate divine honours for themselves. The discourse of
imperial cult is rarely applied to Claudius, but even this is not entirely positive. And despite his
best efforts at religious correctness, Claudius’ principate is the first in the extant Annals to be
marked by prodigies. This direct communication from the gods shows the consequences of the
Julio-Claudians’ religious behaviour and forecasts further decline under Nero.
5.2

DREAMS AND GRAIN: TWO PROBLEMS OF CLAUDIUS’ PRINCIPATE
The first reference to a religious phenomenon in the Claudian books establishes a pattern

of Claudius’ wives’ destructiveness, but also creates an ominous tone that, as we shall see,
intensifies in Annals 12. The dream of the eques Petra comes in a context of Messalina
entrapping various aristocrats: shortly before Annals 11 resumes, she was responsible for
executing Claudius’ own son-in-law Cn. Pompeius Magnus and his parents, and she then moves
against Valerius Asiaticus, accusing him of adultery with Poppaea because she wants his
gardens. Tacitus highlights Claudius’ ignorance and passivity: he complies without questioning
Messalina’s accusation (11.1.3 at Claudius nihil ultra scrutatus), and even asks the executed
Poppaea’s husband about his wife’s absence from the dinner table. Petra and his brother
allegedly provided a rendezvous for Poppaea and another adulterer, but the actual accusation is
about a dream (11.4.1 verum nocturnae quietis species alteri obiecta). Tacitus does not say
whether the alleged dream truly predicted future events, or indeed whether Petra actually dreamt
it at all.1 There are two possible versions of the dream: Claudius appears wearing a crown either
1

Tamquam does not imply that the dream was false but is equivalent to an accusative and infinitive construction
giving its contents: see Draeger 1874, 72; Furneaux 1907, 5; Woodcock 1939, 30; Koestermann 1968, 68.
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of wheat ears or of vine leaves. Whether the crown recalls that of Demeter or of the Arval
Brethren,2 it apparently predicts famine (11.4.2 tamquam vidisset Claudium spicea corona
evinctum spicis retro conversis, eaque imagine gravitatem annonae <prae>dixisset). This seems
a ‘relatively innocuous and impersonal’ interpretation,3 but later events show how seriously
people took famine, and how much they could blame the emperor for it.4 The vine-leaf crown
(quidam pampineam coronam albentibus foliis visam atque ita interpretatum tradidere, vergente
autumno mortem principis ostendi) is likewise both clear and ambiguous: it portends death
coming for Claudius in the autumn, but why? Is it the white leaves ‘convey[ing] the idea of
decay and death’ that are problematic?5 Or the fact that it is a bad sign to dream of anyone
except a priest of Bacchus wearing this Bacchic crown?6 In the next year, the ‘pretender’ Silius
will impersonate the god in an ivy crown as one of his last acts in life (11.31.2). Tacitus does not
specify which (if either) version of the dream is the one Petra had, thus allowing the reader
progressing through the narrative to draw conclusions relating either to the famine or to Silius.
The significant time lag required to make either connection (the famine would not occur for four
more years, Claudius’ death for seven) highlights again the difficulties of interpreting warnings
in dreams. Should the reader take the short or the long view?
Despite these uncertainties, Tacitus leaves us in no doubt that two brothers were
condemned by one dream (11.4.2 illud haud ambigitur, qualicumque insomnio ipsi fratrique
perniciem adlatam).7 Possibly the brother assisted ‘in interpreting the dream or spreading the
story,’8 but Tacitus does not explicitly say so. The ring composition effect of this final
declaration emphasizes the charge’s unjustness: why should anyone be charged for having a
dream, and how much less should someone be charged because someone else has had a dream?9
In this court, dreams are taken with deadly seriousness, and perhaps Tacitus implies that Roman
aristocrats should avoid dream interpretation if they want to remain alive.10 This incident
prefigures Nero’s credence in Bassus’ dream (16.1-3),11 which proves to be both fatal and false.
More immediately, the Petrae’s condemnation invites Suillius to be saevus in future cases,
2

An Arval’s wheat crown could only removed upon his death (Pliny Nat. 18.6). Claudius’ crown being upsidedown is the problematic detail (Furneaux 1907, 5; Koestermann 1967, 33).
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because Claudius has drawn all the laws into himself (11.5.1). The savagery that Tacitus
announced in his account of events 24 years earlier (4.1.1) has not abated, and accusations
dealing with the supernatural will, as we shall see, play a large role in the subsequent narrative.
5.3

CLAUDIUS’ ANTIQUARIAN CENSORSHIP

5.3.1

INTRODUCTION

Alongside this trend of destructive wives and trumped-up accusations, Tacitus weaves in
Claudius’ own religious activities. His two most salient religious acts, the celebration of the
Secular Games and the revival of the college of haruspices, coincide with his censorship in AD
47-8. This Republican office had been vacant since Augustus held it in 22 BC, and it enabled
Claudius to alter the composition of the Senate, most famously by admitting the Aedui
(11.25.1).12 But the censorship also had a religious component. Each censor ended his office by
holding a ceremony of purification (lustrum) involving the suovetaurilia sacrifice.13 This rite
‘shows that more was at stake than the mechanical tasks of counting and assessment of property:
the ranking of citizens and the assessment of their moral worth has a particular point as a
preliminary to a purification.’14
5.3.2

LUDI SAECULARES: NERO AND BRITANNICUS

The Ludi Saeculares are an important part of this revivalism. Augustus’ celebration of
the ludi coincided with marriage legislation and a program of moral revivalism, and Claudius’
are similarly linked to his revival of the censorship.15 Tacitus mentions Augustus’ games, but
the way he introduces Claudius’ celebration makes the reader think something particularly
momentous is happening: Isdem consulibus ludi saeculares octingentesimo post Romam
conditam, quarto et sexagesimo, quam Augustus ediderat, spectati sunt. utriusque principis
rationes praetermitto, satis narratas libris, quibus res imperatoris Domitiani composui
(11.11.1). Normally, historians give dates in terms of consular years; dating from Rome’s
foundation is a marked way of marking time, and indicates that the historian charts some
significant development.16 Furthermore, anniversaries are sometimes connected with disaster:
the Sibylline books predicted Rome’s destruction at various significant anniversaries, new
saecula were attended by prodigies, and it was prophesied that Rome would be destroyed 900
12

For Claudius’ censorship see Levick 1990, 98–101.
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years after its foundation.17 So while Tacitus’ ab urbe condita date for the Secular Games
indicates that they are momentous, the reader may also wonder whether they are somehow
ominous. This cyclical element makes Augustus especially meaningful: implicitly, the reader is
invited to compare Claudius with him and consider how religious observance has changed in the
intervening years.18
On the one hand, Tacitus’ presentation of the games minimizes the opportunity for
negative judgments. By refusing to describe the calculation of the games’ date, which he had
discussed in the Histories, Tacitus avoids explicitly stating that Claudius used a different
calculation system from Augustus and that his games could therefore be attacked as invalid.19
Furthermore, by omitting the phoenix that allegedly appeared, Tacitus removes one ominous
occurrence from the context of the games, choosing instead to report it thirteen years earlier
during Tiberius’ reign.20 Nothing Tacitus says explicitly makes us think that Rome is facing
imminent destruction. Yet, on the other hand, he indicates a longer-term problem, for
mentioning Domitian directs the reader’s mind forward, through the civil war of 6921 and
beyond the good years under Vespasian and Titus to the reign of that monstrous emperor.
The ludicrum Troiae (11.11.2) also indicates a short-term problem that will be another
theme of Annals 11-12: tensions between Britannicus and the future emperor Nero.
Significantly, this is the only ritual of Claudius’ Secular Games that Tacitus describes in any
detail, and it is also the first comparison of the two princes in the extant Annals.22 The lusus
Troiae, which Virgil describes (A. 5.548-603), was closely connected with the Secular Games,23
and Claudius’ presence as a spectator (11.11.2 sedente Claudio circensibus ludis) ‘gives the
scene special weight;’24 the context and audience of the scene thus add momentousness to the
occasion. Yet comparison with Virgil’s description of the manoeuvres ‘show[s] how far Rome
has sunk since the heroic age. Claudius, now ruler of the Troiugenae, typifies the decline of
Roman greatness.’25 The games also make Tacitus’ characters look forward, sharing his insight
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that Nero will be great: favor plebis acrior i<n> Domitium loco praesagii acceptus est.26
Interpreting Nero’s prominence as a sign of the future is significant in the context of the Secular
Games, which were traditionally inspired by actual prodigies, such as diseases and lightning
strikes, thought to portend future disaster.27
The Secular Games make people think about the future, but not in the traditional way
that they once might have done. It is unclear who makes the interpretation about Nero
(Claudius? the members of his court? the plebs?), or indeed what exactly Nero’s prominence is
thought to signify – his ascension to the principate, or his murder of Britannicus? Apparent signs
of divine wrath would mark Britannicus’ funeral (13.17.1), but it is not yet clear that Nero’s
exalted position will have that outcome. In fact, with Messalina still in power, it would not be
unreasonable to think that Nero’s prominence might be dangerous. That could make the
praesagium like spectators’ observations at Germanicus’ triumph (2.41.3 sed suberat occulta
formido... breves et infaustos populi Romani amores). Indeed, Tacitus explicitly states that the
memory of that ill-fated Germanicus is a popular response to Messalina’s hatred of his daughter
Agrippina (11.12.1 verum inclinatio populi supererat ex memoria Germanici... et matri
Agrippinae miseratio augebatur ob saevitiam Messalinae).28
This admiration persists in spite of the story of Nero’s two guardian snakes, which he
tastefully reduces to one. Tacitus’ wording suggests that the people liked him in spite of this
false modesty, as if this miraculous, foreign-sounding story (11.11.3 fabulosa et externis
miraculis adsimilata) was difficult even for his supporters to swallow.29 Furthermore, snakes are
not always a good sign: given Nero’s notoroius brutality as princeps, the reader with the benefit
of hindsight ‘might be forgiven for thinking that this must have been dropped by a passing
Fury.’30 These dubious snakes give the reader an early indication that something would be not
quite right about Nero. Instead of expiating bad events in the past, Claudius’ Secular Games
imply that worse is to come, whether for Nero, Britannicus, or Rome as a whole. Tacitus
presents Claudius’ celebration of the Secular Games in a reasonably positive light, and Claudius
himself seems untouched by these concerns, presiding at a distance over this momentous event.
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5.3.3

REVIVAL OF THE HARUSPICES

In reviving the college of the haruspices, Claudius will appear similarly detached from
what happens around him. As with the Secular Games, the revival itself is positive.31 Claudius
emerges as a preserver of cultic memory (11.15.1 ne vetustissima Italiae disciplina per desidiam
exolesceret;32 11.15.2 ne ritus sacrorum inter ambigua culti per prospera obliterarentur). These
religious experts’ disciplina is particularly important for maintaining Rome’s relationship with
her gods: ‘It was haruspices who introduced to the Romans the concept that a prodigy portends
something beyond itself,’33 and Claudius alludes to this in asserting that the haruspices often
caused Romans to change their religious practices for the better (11.15.1 quorum monitu
redintegratas caerimonias et in posterum rectius habitas). This desire to revive old-time
religious correctness coheres not only with Claudius’ role as censor, but also with his
antiquarian interests.34
Yet Claudius is mistaken about the nature of the relationship between gods and mortals.
He deplores the neglect of the haruspices’ disciplina in the current age of prosperity: quod nunc
segnius fieri publica circa bonas artes socordia, et quia externae superstitiones valescant. et
laeta quidem in praesens omnia, sed benignitati deum gratiam referendam, ne ritus sacrorum
inter ambigua culti per prospera obliterarentur (11.15.1-2). Claudius is certainly not the first to
note that people care less about traditional forms of divination when conditions seem good.
Cicero makes a similar observation about senatorial measures designed to preserve the
disciplina Etrusca in peacetime (Cic. Div. 1.92 tum, cum florebat imperium),35 also emphasizing
the need to continue divination during both war and peace (Div. 1.95). If Claudius’ contrast
between adversa tempora and present happiness is one between war and peace, this is shortsighted given the disturbances in Parthia that would be a problem throughout his reign. The
recent pact between competing brothers Gotarzes and Vardanes, although short-lived, shows
Rome’s enemies trying to call down the gods upon her (11.9.3 complexi dextras apud altaria
deum pepigere fraudem inimicorum ulcisci). The Germans, too, will soon begin to stir (11.16).
Perhaps, the reader may think, benignitas deum does not appropriately describe Rome’s current
situation.
31
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Messalina’s activities also make it inappropriate. Her saevitia toward Agrippina and
Nero is temporarily sidelined by her affair with the ill-fated C. Silius (11.12.1-2), but ‘in
alluding to present tranquillity Tacitus undoubtedly is setting up the great storm of Messalina’s
fall that was about to break,’36 dragging many alleged adulterers down along with her (11.35.3,
36.3). Claudius’ focus on his censorial duties, including the revival of the haruspices, makes
him ignorant of these developments (11.13.1 matrimonii sui ignarus et munia censoria
usurpans).37 While his focus on reviving the college is laudable from the point of view of
religious memory, Tacitus implies that this antiquarianism is ill-timed, symptomatic of
Claudius’ dangerous tunnel-vision. Laeta quidem in praesens, recalling Horace O. 2.16.25-6
(laetus in praesens animus quod ultra est / oderit curare; cf. 27-8 nihil est ab omni parte
beatum), emphasizes this shortsightedness.38 While the original sentiment is positive,
encouraging Horace’s addressee to find happiness in the present moment,39 in Tacitus it reads
pessimistically and ‘underlines Claudius’ insensitivity to the very real threats to the state in the
present and near future.’40 The phrase also recalls Otho’s demise at Cremona (H. 2.70.2 nec
minus inhumana pars viae quam Cremonenses lauru rosaque constraverant, exstructis altaribus
caesisque victimis regium in morem; quae laeta in praesens mox perniciem ipsis fecere). There,
a sacrifice could not stop things from turning out for the worse; this prepares us for the
possibility of a similar peripeteia41 in 47 despite Claudius’ attempt to preserve cultic memory.
Claudius’ criticism of foreign worship may also be misplaced. He attributes the decline
of the haruspices to the growth of externae superstitiones (11.15.1). This recalls the Tiberian
expulsions of astrologers (2.32.3) and Jews and worshippers of Isis (2.85.4 ea superstitione
infecta). There, Tacitus implied that while such religious practices were inherently problematic,
focusing attention on them rather than on the home-grown problems of religious flattery and
remembering the dead Germanicus showed a lack of religious priorities in both emperor and
Senate.42 Similarly, Claudius does not recognize that a much more immediate problem facing
Rome is his wife’s condemnation of the Petrae for dream interpretation (another practice
considered suspiciously foreign), and in Annals 12, he will fail to see that his second wife
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consults astrologers while hypocritically accusing her enemies of consulting them.43 While
Claudius is right to preserve the haruspices, he perhaps misses the point in blaming foreign
religious practices for national events while doing nothing about his own wives’ irreligious
behaviour.
The outcome of Claudius’ proposal to the Senate is, like that of the asylum edict under
Tiberius (3.60-63), something of a narrative anticlimax. The Senate mandates the pontifices to
investigate and decide what changes ought to be made (11.15.2), but the issue is never revisited,
so we never hear explicitly of its outcome. The college apparently was revived: haruspices have
not been mentioned previously but appear twice in the rest of the extant Annals, during Nero’s
reign.44 When they do appear, their advice will not always be taken: Nero listens to them
(13.24.2), but the Pisonian conspirators do not (15.47.2). Omitting the decree’s outcome makes
Claudius looks weaker than Tiberius, who more effectively restrained the fetiales within their
traditional remit (3.64.3-4) and prevented the flamen Dialis from violating his office’s strict
regulations (3.71.2-3). Despite Claudius’ antiquarian tendencies and concern with preserving
religious memory, the priests responsible for maintaining good relationships with the gods will
lose their prominence.45
Claudius’ censorship is also problematically juxtaposed with his shambolic domestic
life.46 The pontifices next appear at Claudius’ incestuous marriage to Agrippina (12.8.1). Their
role in the haruspical revival perhaps foreshadows Messalina’s destruction and this problematic
remarriage. Claudius’ counting of the citizens coincides with the chain of events ending in
Messalina’s death and his marriage to Agrippina:
condiditque lustrum, quo censa sunt civium quinquagies novies centena octoginta
quattuor milia septuaginta duo. isque illi finis inscitiae erga domum suam fuit: haud
multo post flagitia uxoris noscere ac punire adactus, ut deinde ardesceret in nuptias
incestas (11.25.5).
Condere lustrum is a religious technical term used only of the suovetaurilia that ended a
census.47 This highlights the censorship’s religious aspect, with Claudius as its chief actor.48 Yet
he simultaneously discovers Messalina’s affair with Silius. The final ut-clause is another ‘will of
43
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fate’ purpose clause (cf. 3.13.2 and 4.52.1):49 just as he performs a traditional sacrifice at its
proper time, Claudius also seals his own incestuous fate in a marriage with its own religious
problems, as we shall see. ‘Tacitus’s censor-emperor, the arbiter of public morals, harbours
immorality at home; he displays his knowledge of Rome’s past but is ignorant of affairs in his
own home.’50 Completing a censorial sacrifice at the same time his ignorance ends perhaps
implies that the resulting marriage will affect all the Roman citizens he has just counted.
5.4

CLAUDIUS, MESSALINA, AND THE MISUSE OF RITUAL

5.4.1

CLAUDIUS’ SACRIFICES AND MESSALINA’S WEDDING

The succeeding chapters describe how Claudius’ ignorance ends, and include more
religious rituals. Claudius performs some in good faith, but they only highlight his passivity.
Messalina performs others in a context of adultery that makes them shocking and subversive.
She marries Silius in a proper wedding ceremony while Claudius is absent from the city
sacrificing in Ostia: nec ultra exspectato, quam dum sacrificii gratia Claudius Ostiam
proficisceretur, cuncta nuptiarum sollemnia celebrat (11.26.3). Sollemnia, a word with religious
overtones,51 contrasts the apparently normal and acceptable sacrifice Claudius performs in Ostia
with Messalina’s sham wedding in Rome. Each suffers from misplaced religiosity. As we shall
see in the next chapter, the traditional rites associated with marriage are shocking when applied
to Messalina’s bigamous union.
Claudius’ case is somewhat different, for Tacitus does not indicate anything is wrong
with the sacrifice itself, and perhaps it is actually praiseworthy to be concerned with observing
such rites. But the trip to Ostia provides Messalina with an opportunity to deceive her husband,
indicating that Claudius might have done better not to sacrifice on this occasion.52 Tacitus does
not say why or to which gods Claudius sacrifices, highlighting his ineffectiveness. Dio says
Claudius actually went to Ostia to inspect the grain supply (60.31.4), causing some scholars to
speculate that the sacrifice was for Castor and Pollux, and was intended to ward off famine by
asking those seafaring gods to grant good weather to ships bringing additional grain to Rome.53
Connecting the trip with the grain supply would make Claudius look like an effective emperor
49
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taking care of a real problem; as it is, Claudius the antiquarian appears obsessed with some
nameless sacrifice when he should be looking closer to home.54 From a religious point of view,
staying would have allowed him to prevent Messalina’s perverted wedding sacrifices: he has
unknowingly traded the opportunity to perform a good ritual for the ability to prevent a bad one.
Claudius’ absence from Rome also recalls Tiberius, who used temple dedication to cover up his
withdrawal to Capri (4.57.1). Claudius can be lauded for pursuing religious ritual for its own
sake rather than as an excuse for his own nefarious purposes, yet his ignorant passivity will
prove as problematic for Rome as when Tiberius used religion as a cover.55
Tacitus enumerates the details of Messalina’s bigamous wedding, including religious
rituals: illam audisse auspicum verba, subisse <vota>, sacrificasse apud deos (11.27). Tacitus
enumerates many other, non-religious elements of the celebration, but also includes more
obviously religious details than Juvenal, Dio, or Suetonius.56 Taking auspices at weddings was
already somewhat anachronistic by Cicero’s time (Div. 1.28): they probably were not performed
by professional auspices but by friends of the bride or groom.57 Coupled with the sacrifices to
the gods that normally attended weddings,58 the auspicum verba seem more significant than they
do in Juvenal, and are possibly more than mere empty words. Tacitus highlights the auspices’
pronouncements, implying that it was shocking ‘that she heard the words of the auspices and
went through with her wedding anyway (which would imply that by verba Tacitus meant
“predictions of doom”).’59 This focus on the religious details is intensified further if Draeger’s
insertion of vota is correct,60 indicating a prayer to the gods.
The way Tacitus introduces Messalina’s wedding ceremony highlights the shock with
which he expects his reader to respond: Haud sum ignarus fabulosum visum iri tantum ullis
54
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mortalium securitatis fuisse in civitate omnium gnara et nihil reticente (11.27). The story will
seem almost mythical (fabulosum), as difficult to believe as the fact that snakes guarded the
infant Nero (11.11.3 fabulosa) or that the phoenix carries its father’s body to the funeral pyre
(6.28.5). Particularly shocking is Messalina’s unworried sense of safety (securitas). Pairing this
with mortalis, which refers to humans as distinct from gods,61 recalls Tacitus’ statement about
prodigies from the Histories: non esse curae deis securitatem nostram, esse ultionem (H.
1.3.2).62 The reminiscence may suggest that Messalina faces divine vengeance for what follows.
5.4.2

PLAYING BACCHUS

Messalina’s Bacchic vindemia similarly implies possible divine vengeance. Neither Dio
nor Suetonius gives ‘Bacchic overtones’ to Messalina’s celebrations, which ‘suggests that
Tacitus has set out deliberately to portray Messalina and Silius in maenadic terms.’63 While
Tacitus’ verbal allusions to the maenads of Euripides’ Bacchae undoubtedly give the passage a
literary flavour,64 Tacitus adds an unmistakeable element of religious ritual. Messalina’s
maenads are like real worshippers of Bacchus who actually sacrifice to him (11.31.2 feminae
pellibus accinctae adsultabant ut sacrificantes vel insanientes Bacchae): ‘Sacrificing maenads...
do not belong to the literary stereotype of the maenad but to actual cult.’65 Silius in his crown of
ivy is not merely a character in a debauched drama, but is assimilated to the god66 as the
recipient of actual sacrifices. This recalls Petra’s dream about Claudius’ crown of white vineleaves, and a link with Artemidorus’ observations on the dangers of Bacchus impersonators in
dreams suddenly becomes more plausible: Claudius’ fear is that Silius will wear not an ivy
crown, but a real one (cf. 11.30.2, 11.31.1).
This ‘danger to imperium’ motif is strengthened by a reminiscence of Mark Antony,
whose special relationship with Bacchus was noted by several authors and celebrated on his
coins.67 There is perhaps a particular resonance with Velleius’ account of Antony’s Dionysiac
devotion, where the same elements (thyrsus, cothurnus boots, and ivy crown) are mentioned and
the anecdote accompanies Antony’s decision to attack Italy, fuelled by his love for Cleopatra
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(Vell. 2.82.4).68 Silius and Messalina, the great-granddaughter of this Bacchus impersonator,
may share a similar fate: ‘rumor had it that Dionysus deserted him [Antony] when the triumvir’s
cause seemed lost; Messalina, too, played the maenad, only to come to a bad end.’69 Vettius
Valens’ sighting of a storm in Ostia may well be unintentionally prophetic (11.31.3 seu forte
lapsa vox in praesagium vertit).
The storm of divine vengeance that seems to be brewing, however, remains detached
from the emperor, who is his typical passive and suggestible self, the opposite of an avenging
deity. Some of Claudius’ advisors say that he should be concerned with maintaining securitas in
the city instead of exacting vengeance from Messalina (11.31.1 securitati ante quam vindictae
consuleret). This again brings to mind the divine concern with securitas or ultio at H. 1.3.2: it
would be more characteristic of a real god to prioritize vengeance, but Claudius is too busy
being afraid that he has already lost his power to Silius to show any concern for either securitas
or vindicta. Apparently fulfilling Valens’ ‘prophecy,’ messengers announce to the revellers that
Claudius is coming ready for vengeance (11.32.1 promptum ultioni), but his vacillation
(11.34.1) makes it unclear that he really is ready. Despite his subjects’ attempt to assimilate him
to a divine agent of vengeance, Claudius is too weak to play the role, and Narcissus becomes its
agent.70
5.4.3

NARCISSUS AND THE VESTALS

Narcissus also lacks respect for Rome’s traditional priesthoods in his treatment of the
Vestal Virgin attempting to intercede for Messalina. Messalina had asked Vibidia, the oldest of
the order,71 to seek Claudius’ clementia (11.32.2). Romans regularly asked the Vestal Virgins to
intercede for them in legal proceedings, possibly because the priestess’ juridical privileges were
greater than those of most Roman women.72 Messalina knows her antiquarian, religious-minded
husband well: Vibidia is to address him not as husband or as emperor, but as pontifex maximus,
who stands at the head of all of Rome’s religious institutions.73 But Narcissus blocks the Vestal
from any direct audience with Claudius, and tells her dismissively to go back to the religious
rites that he implies are her proper domain (11.34.3 iret interim virgo et sacra capesseret). This
terseness contrasts with a similar incident in the Histories, where the Vestals carry letters to
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Antonius on Vitellius’ behalf and are treated with respect, although Vitellius’ request is refused
(H. 3.81.2 virgines cum honore dimissae). His involvement in burning the Capitoline temple, to
which Antonius refers in his reply, makes Vitellius an irreligious evildoer more terrible than
Messalina, yet his priestess messengers were not rebuffed as bluntly as Vibidia is. The priestess
is merely trying to reassert her traditional role as intercessor,74 but Claudius’ respect for
religious traditions has evidently not rubbed off on Narcissus. Despite Claudius’ best efforts at
steering Rome on a course of antiquarianism and cultic revival, those closest to him show an
astonishing lack of respect for Rome’s religious institutions.
5.5

RISE OF AGRIPPINA: FLATTERY, PRAYER, AND EXPIATION
Messalina’s death creates upheaval among Claudius’ intimates as they scramble to find

the princeps a new wife (12.1.1 caede Messalina convulsa principis domus), and Vitellius
supports Agrippina in a religiously problematic way. Tacitus says he operates under the pretext
of his censorial duties, but with an eye toward Agrippina’s powerful position as a member of the
Julio-Claudian house, when he decides to attack Silanus so that his fiancée Octavia will be free
to marry Nero in accordance with Agrippina’s wishes (12.4.1 nomine censoris serviles fallacias
obtegens ingruentiumque dominationum provisor). Provisor could be meant in the sense of
exercising forethought or taking precautions, but it also has overtones of foretelling the future.75
This implies that the movements of the Julio-Claudian family are the only things worth
predicting. This is also the first we have heard that Vitellius was Claudius’ colleague in the
censorship, although the lustrum marking the end of their period of office has already been held
(11.25.5). It is therefore a ‘procedural anomaly’ for Vitellius to exercise his censorial power by
striking Silanus from the senatorial record (12.4.3 quamquam lecto pridem senatu lustroque
condito).76 The religious technical phrase lustrum condere emphasizes the religious problem this
constitutes. Forcing Silanus to forswear his magistracy (eiurare magistratum) is religiously
problematic, too, since gods could punish those who swore falsely in their names.77
Speaking before the Senate in support of Agrippina, Vitellius’ rhetoric is also
problematic. He praises Agrippina’s sanctimonia (‘sanctity,’ 12.6.1), a word with strong
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religious overtones that Tacitus otherwise applies only to Vestal Virgins (2.86.1, 3.69.6).78 It is
by divine foresight (12.6.2 provisu deum) that they have a chaste, un-adulterous emperor who is
ready for this marriage. This contradicts the fact that Agrippina and Claudius are already having
a sexual relationship before marriage, as Tacitus himself has just told us (12.5.1). The senators
are won over, and the people’s response shows that they accept this rhetorical sanctification of
the marriage (12.7.1). Perhaps prompted by Vitellius’ claim that heaven approves it, the crowd
prays (orare) for it to go ahead.
Despite Vitellius’ rhetoric, this marriage is actually hated by the gods, as Claudius and
Agrippina recognize: necdum celebrare sollemnia nuptiarum audebant, nullo exemplo deductae
in domum patrui fratris filiae: quin et incestum, ac si sperneretur, ne in malum publicum
erumperet, metuebatur (12.5.1). Their incestuous marriage could cause a public problem of
ambiguous nature. The religious overtones of sollemnia recalls Messalina’s illicit marriage rites,
and incestum implies religious pollution: it derives from in + castus and denotes something
‘impure,’ ‘any offence which defiled the sanctity of religious laws.’79 The term’s position at the
intersection of sex and religion is clearly illustrated by its usage to describe Clodius impiously
infiltrating the female-only rites of Bona Dea to solicit for sex (Vell. 2.45.1 actus incesti reus ob
initum inter religiosissima populi Romani sacra adulterium). Incestum is also the crime of
which Vestal Virgins are guilty when they break their vow of chastity, and Claudius’ incest has
similar implications for the maintenance of the pax deorum: ‘The immoral acts of the emperors,
who functioned as the chief mediators between the human and divine, could pose a particular
threat to good relations with the divine powers.’80 The dreaded malum publicum could be a
general state of unrest,81 or could signify a serious ‘“disaster to the state”, as a divine
judgment.’82 Do Claudius and Agrippina genuinely fear calling down the gods’ wrath, or are
they merely afraid people will think they are incurring it? Vitellius’ use of religious rhetoric to
argue that the marriage is in fact holy seems to indicate the latter, and he successfully allays
people’s fears.
But he cannot stop them from noticing that Claudius’ new marriage is transgressive. On
the very day of his wedding to Agrippina, he not only sees Silanus commit suicide and exiles his
sister, but also performs an obscure ritual to expiate their alleged incest: addidit Claudius sacra
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ex legibus Tulli regis piaculaque apud lucum Dianae per pontifices danda, inridentibus cunctis,
quod poenae procurationesque incesti id temporis exquirerentur (12.8.1). Diana’s grove is
probably that at Nemi in Aricia, once connected with the Latin League.83 A family connection
between the Junii Silani and the sanctuary’s founder makes it an appropriate site for the ritual,
though it is not otherwise attested as a place to perform expiations:84 the antiquarian Claudius
has done his research, and assiduously purifies the family sanctuary.
It is unclear which Tullius is responsible for these piacula. Tullus Hostilius instituted
piacula to expiate Horatius’ killing of his sister (Livy 1.26.12-13 piaculo; piacularibus
sacrificiis),85 but is not connected with Diana or the grove in Aricia. Tacitus probably means
Servius Tullius. He founded Diana’s temple in Rome, closely connected with the Arician
sanctuary and the Latin League (cf. 15.41.1), and ritual impurity was important in the first
sacrifice performed there (Livy 1.45.6 inceste sacrificium Dianae facere).86 Furthermore,
Tacitus has referred to this Tullius before, in his digression on law: sed praecipuus Servius
Tullius sanctor legum fuit, quis etiam reges obtemperarent (3.26.4).87 If we are supposed to
think of this Tullius here, his role in creating laws which everyone should obey highlights the
fact that Claudius does not practice what he preaches: in expiating the ‘incest’ of the Silanus
siblings after legalizing his own incestuous marriage by special proclamation (12.7.2), the
emperor holds himself to different standards from those to which he holds his subjects. By
placing the expiation and Silanus’ suicide on the day of Claudius’ wedding, unlike Dio and
Suetonius, Tacitus emphasizes the ‘dissonance’ between Claudius’ marriage and the incest he
condemns.88
Tacitus does not say whether the ceremony reflects a lack of self-awareness on Claudius’
part or a disingenuous desire to deflect incest-related anger onto someone else. But his sacrifice
is coupled with Agrippina’s recall of Seneca from exile, an act of mercy intended to draw public
attention away from her scandalous marriage (12.8.2 at Agrippina, ne malis tantum facinoribus
notesceret), so we may be meant to think that Claudius’ sacrifice is also an act of deflection.
Although they apparently swallow Vitellius’ rhetoric of the marriage’s sanctity, the people see
through Claudius’ ploy. Yet their response is laughter rather than outrage: they have enough
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religious awareness to know that Claudius’ marriage and hypocritical expiation are a problem,
but not enough to seriously protest.
5.6

‘PLUS ÇA CHANGE...’: AGRIPPINA’S CHARGES AND CLAUDIUS’ ANTIQUARIANISM
Agrippina will prove no less destructive to Rome than Messalina was. Her first act as the

princeps’ wife is to oversee the destruction of Lollia Paulina, her rival for Claudius’ hand: Isdem
consulibus atrox odii Agrippina ac Lolliae infensa, quod secum de matrimonio principis
certavisset, molitur crimina et accusatorem, qui obiceret Chaldaeos, magos interrogatumque
Apollinis Clarii simulacrum super nuptiis imperatoris (12.22.1). This is ‘an important stage in
Agrippina’s rise:’89 just as Messalina had done against the two Petrae, Agrippina brings down an
enemy with charges of divination. Astrologers and magicians90 had already been expelled under
Tiberius, evidently ineffectively (2.32.3). This underlines Tiberius’ hypocrisy in making that
ban, since he himself practiced astrology (6.20.2).91 Lollia’s execution shows that Tiberius’
problematic attitude to astrology would have deadly consequences beyond his own reign. And
as we shall see, Agrippina herself was guilty of astrology-related hypocrisy. Clarian Apollo also
recalls the Tiberian hexad and Germanicus’ consultation of the god’s oracle in AD 18 (2.54.24). Some emend the text to read oraculum rather than simulacrum, so Lollia is accused either of
consulting the oracle by letter, or of keeping a statue of the god and consulting it with magical
incantations.92 The god had a particular connection with the Julio-Claudian house,93 and
Germanicus’ consultation seems to suggest a link with hopes for power (or at least alleged hopes
for power) that were doomed to fail. Germanicus’ maturum exitium falls upon Lollia, too, who
did not even personally go to Asia to drink the deadly water.
While Agrippina makes these deadly accusations, Claudius’ attention is again directed
elsewhere,94 partly to religious and antiquarian matters like the revival of the augurium salutis
(12.23.1 Salutis augurium quinque et viginta annis omissum repeti ac deinde continuari
placitum). In this ceremony, the augurs consulted the gods by divination from birds to see
whether they would allow the praetors to pray for the salus populi Romani.95 If a lapse in the
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augurium did indeed occur in AD 24, as Tacitus states, he has not mentioned it;96 this might be
an error, or perhaps implies that no one in amnesiac Rome has noticed its absence apart from the
antiquarian emperor. Reviving the augurium salutis, then, is in one way laudable.97
But the augurium’s history may indicate some problems for Claudius. In 63 BC, the
augurium was vitiated and had to be repeated when unlucky birds arrived, and augur Appius
Claudius Pulcher announced to the consul Cicero that this portended civil war (Cic. Div. 1.105
addubitato Salutis augurio; Dio 37.25.1).98 If, as Ryan has argued, the Appii Claudii are in the
reader’s mind because of the strong similarities between Claudius’ censorship and that of his
ancestor Appius Claudius Caecus in 312 BC,99 we may wonder whether this revived augurium
will reveal similarly bad news in the future. After all, the next communication from the gods
will be negative, in the form of prodigies (12.43).
Claudius’ other predecessor in taking the augurium Salutis was Augustus, who revived it
when he closed the doors of the temple of Janus (Suet. Aug. 31.4, Dio 51.20.4). The augurium
Salutis could only be taken when the empire was in a state of peace,100 and despite the recent
success against Mithridates and Zorsines (cf. 12.17.2), the reader knows that Parthia will be a
persistent problem for Rome (e.g. 12.44ff.),101 undermining the assertion of peace that the
augurium Salutis implies. Both the empire and Rome itself lack the peace necessary for any true
divinely guaranteed well-being, as Claudius seems not to recognize. Even the way Tacitus
reports the revival, in the passive voice, detracts from the picture of Claudius as an active
figure.102 Even when acting within his favourite religious/antiquarian sphere, the emperor looks
ineffective.
Tacitus similarly undermines his extension of the pomerium, the city’s ancient
boundary: et pomerium urbis auxit Caesar, more prisco, quo iis, qui protulere imperium, etiam
terminos urbis propagare datur. nec tamen duces Romani, quamquam magnis nationibus
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subactis, usurpaverant nisi L. Sulla et divus Augustus (12.23.2).103 Most other successful
commanders chose not to use their right to enlarge the pomerium, and Tacitus implies that the
kings established it for less than honourable reasons (12.24.1 ambitio vel gloria), showing
Claudius in a bad light: ‘Tacitus tempers his praise by depicting Claudius' act as vainglorious’
and ‘thus insinuates that Claudius, despite his eagerness to appear as the restorer of Rome's
glorious past, fell short of the ancient men and standards.’104 And in the context of Agrippina’s
rise to prominence, accompanied by Britannicus’ eclipse in Nero’s shadow, Claudius’ decision
to spend his energy on an old-fashioned, self-aggrandizing act does not bode well: ‘Any hope...
that the new, antiquarian emperor might bring some improvement to the situation is... quickly
dashed.’105
Still, Claudius’ antiquarianism is less negatively presented than it could have been. In a
discussion about the expansion of the pomerium, one of Seneca’s (Brev.Vit. 13.8) characters
‘pedantically... bring[s] out the questionable and almost obscurantist nature of the debate.’106
Tacitus himself defends the pomerium as worthy of the reader’s attention,107 and engages in a bit
of antiquarianism by appending a short digression on its location and history: sed initium
condendi, et quod pomerium Romulus posuerit, noscere haud absurdum reor (12.24.1). He
mentions Romulus’ institution of the pomerium and Titus Tatius’ enlargement, but the passage
shares verbal features with Livy’s account of Servius Tullius’ pomerial expansion. Tacitus
speaks of the pomerium’s ‘foundation,’ just as Livy emphasizes the importance of pomeria in
the foundation of cities (Livy 1.44.4 locus quem in condendis urbibus quondam Etrusci qua
murum ducturi erant certis circa terminis inaugurato consecrabant).108 Tacitus also discusses
the pomerium’s enlargement in step with the empire’s (12.23.2 protulere; terminos urbis) in
terms recalling Livy’s description of the growth of the city itself (1.44.5 in urbis incremento
semper quantum moenia processura erant tantum termini hi consecrati proferebantur). The
Livy passage to which Tacitus alludes speaks of the enlargement of the pomerium by Servius
Tullius, whom Tacitus does not mention. In Livy’s account, however, Tullius’ expansion of the
pomerium is linked closely with the increased size of the population he had counted in his own
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census (Livy 1.44.3 ad eam multitudinem urbs quoque amplificanda visa est; for his censorship,
cf. 1.42.5). By alluding (admittedly subtly) to a previous enlarger of the pomerium who was also
a censor, Tacitus provides a learned reader with justification for Claudius the censor’s
enlargement. There are more Livian echoes, too, for two of the religious details Tacitus
mentions along the route of the pomerium, the altar of Hercules and the god Consus, have
parallels in Livy’s first book.109
These Livian references are certainly subtle, but it is particularly apt to search for them
in Tacitus’ account of Claudius, who was encouraged by Livy to write history (Suet. Cl. 41.1).
Tacitus twines together the threads of Claudius’ own antiquarianism and the power of history to
preserve religious details. Tacitus may allude to a work written by Claudius himself, imbued
with the stylistic details and even subject matter of his tutor Livy.110 Whether the Livian touches
in Tacitus’ digression on the pomerium are direct references to Livy, or window references to
Livy via Claudius, they indicate a certain sympathy for Claudius’ attempt to give religion and
tradition their due by focusing on antiquarian details like the pomerium and the augurium
Salutis. But Agrippina’s sinister activities indicate a parallel, negative religious trend which we
shall see escalating. Despite Claudius’ best intentions, bad things will keep happening.
5.7

THE GROWTH OF AGRIPPINA’S POWER
The sequence of events that Claudius set in motion by discovering Messalina’s adultery

during his censorship (11.25.5 ut deinde ardesceret in nuptias incestas) continues as Agrippina
insinuates her son Nero into Britannicus’ rightful place in the imperial succession and herself
begins to be elevated to a loftier status. Immediately after the pomerium is enlarged, Tacitus
mentions Nero’s adoption, something never before practiced by the Claudian family, and
placement above Britannicus (12.25.2). People respond with flattery: Ceterum actae principi
grates, quaesitiore in Domitium adulatione; rogataque lex, qua in familiam Claudiam et nomen
Neronis transiret. augetur et Agrippina cognomento Augustae (12.26.1). Grates agere,
frequently applied to Tiberius in Annals 1-6, is characteristic of thanking a god, thereby
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implicitly elevating the emperor to divine status.111 This formula described the Senate’s
thanksgiving to members of the imperial family, excluding Claudius, for Piso’s death (3.18.3).
Repeating it here thus emphasizes how much things have changed: although fortuna kept
Claudius out of sight and out of mind in AD 20 (3.18.4), now her wheel has turned, and he rides
godlike at the top. This represents a sudden change in the people’s treatment of their emperor:
whereas Claudius’ subjects have previously supplicated him half-heartedly (11.30.1) or even
laughed at him (12.8.1), now for the first time in the extant Annals112 they address him as they
would a god. For Tiberius, they did this from the very beginning of his reign. Just as religiously
motivated flattery in the first six books was often accompanied by adulatio, so is the
thanksgiving to Claudius. The phrase quaesitior adulatio appears elsewhere only in the Annals,
where it describes a similar moment of succession, Tiberius’ granting of tribunicia potestas to
Drusus (3.57.1). Yet there the flatteries are directed at both the emperor and his chosen
successor (plural principium, principibus), while the adulatio in Claudius’ case is directed only
at Nero. Grates agere has become an empty formula: the people finally speak to Claudius as a
god, but they have already turned their flattery toward his successor.113 Agrippina, too, receives
the honour of being called ‘Augusta,’ an indication of her insidious role in this elevation of her
son. Nevertheless, Britannicus is universally pitied: quibus patratis nemo adeo expers
misericordiae fuit, quem non Britannici fortuna maeror<e> adficeret (12.26.2). Britannicus’
fortuna contrasts with Claudius’ changed status, and Nero’s, too. The praesagium of 11.11.2 has
been fulfilled by the favour of the plebs that now seems to regret it; pitying Britannicus now is
too little too late, and it will be even more belated when the vulgus has misgivings at the
prodigious rainstorm that attends his funeral after Nero murders him (13.17.1). The arc that will
lead to that murder has already begun.114
Claudius occupies the same position – godlike, yet sharing the limelight with another –
when the defeated British prince Caratacus is brought to Rome in chains with his family. Unlike
Caratacus,115 the other Britons pray to the emperor for forgiveness (12.36.3 ceterorum preces
degeneres fuere ex metu), but their worshipful attitude in thanking the emperor for their pardon
is also directed toward Agrippina:
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atque illi vinclis absoluti Agrippinam quoque, haud procul alio suggestu conspicuam,
isdem quibus principem laudibus gratibusque venerati sunt. novum sane et moribus
veterum insolitum, feminam signis Romanis praesidere: ipsa semet parti a maioribus suis
imperii sociam ferebat (12.37.4).
The emphatic ipsa semet highlights Agrippina’s own agency in taking a lofty seat equal with the
emperor’s, and anticipates her activities in Nero’s principate, when she would request to attend
senatorial meetings, hidden from sight by a curtain (13.5.3; see below, p. 196). Tacitus
emphasizes how unheard of it was for a woman to preside over the military standards.116 These
had religious significance and were usually accompanied by a statue of the emperor himself,117
so Agrippina is usurping not only a military but also a cultic position. Her ancestors’ glory
justified her presence, yet Tiberius criticizes her mother’s activities with the army as a similar
usurpation (1.69.4 nihil relictum imperatoribus, ubi femina manipulos intervisat), and people
objected to Plancina’s similar activities (2.55.6, 3.33.3).118 Following her son’s elevation,
Agrippina inserts herself where she does not belong.
At the beginning of the next year, Nero is granted the toga virilis and the consulship at
an unusually young age. The Senate itself makes the proposal, and Claudius merely acquiesces
to its flattery (12.41.1 et Caesar adulationibus senatus libens cessit). Nero soon appears in
triumphal dress, and the populus makes appropriate assumptions about his fortuna relative to
that of Britannicus, who still wears the toga praetexta (12.41.2).119 Nero, who has never
campaigned, has not actually earned triumphal dress. This looks forward to the grotesque fake
triumph he celebrates after murdering his mother (14.13.1): the seeds of this religious perversion
have already been planted. The passage also looks backward to popular pity for Britannicus’
fortuna (12.41.2 perinde fortunam utriusque praesumeret; sortem Britannici miserabantur; cf.
12.26.2 misericordiae; Britannici fortuna), yet now his partisans are banished at Agrippina’s
instigation. She warns that this spurning (12.41.3 sperni) of Nero’s adoption will cause public
destruction (eruptura in publicam perniciem). This recalls fears about her incestuous marriage
with Claudius (12.5.1 ac si sperneretur, ne in malam publicam erumperet). Little does she know
that her words have an unintentionally ominous meaning, given the dire spate of prodigies that
will soon erupt.
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Agrippina gets another religious honour: carpento Capitolium ingredi, qui <hon>os
sacerdotibus et sacris antiquitus concessus venerationem augebat feminae (12.42.2). The
carpentum was a privilege granted to the Vestal Virgins.120 Agrippina ‘Augusta’s’ use of it
recalls her namesake Livia being allowed to sit with them in the theatre (4.16.4). Caligula, too,
made his sisters honorary Vestals. Granting the trappings of a religious office to a member of
the imperial family has continued, and this time it is explicitly said to increase worshipful
attitudes to the empress.121 Worse still, the carpentum sometimes provides transportation for
actual sacred objects; Agrippina is not only like a priestess, but even like a statue of a
goddess.122 Her treatment of Claudius, too, shows her high station: Agrippinae minis magis
quam precibus mutatus (12.42.2). Far from praying to her imperial husband, Agrippina elevates
herself to the level of a priestess or holy object. Thus throughout Annals 12, Tacitus sets up an
alternation of episodes in which Agrippina elevates first her son and then herself, setting a new
religious tone. Claudius’ wife and successor become the target of veneration rather than the
slightly bumbling emperor himself, interested in antiquarian details more than anything else.
5.8

PRODIGIES FROM KINDLY GODS?
Immediately following Agrippina’s new honour, Tacitus reports a list of prodigies, the

first in the extant Annals, and their narrative placement perhaps implies Agrippina is the
problem. Prodigies usually indicate divine anger at humans’ impious actions,123 and the most
recent religious ‘violation’ is Agrippina’s appropriation of the carpentum. This worshipful
attitude (veneratio) toward a non-god, we may think, would make the gods angry.124 Yet this is
not stated explicitly, and there are other troubles afflicting Claudius’ Rome: ‘Tacitus may have
supposed that they [the prodigies] found their fulfilment in the Eastern troubles... or in the
danger threatening the imperial house through the adoption of Nero.’125 Contrary to what
Claudius’ revival of the augurium Salutis suggested, the Eastern question is far from settled, and
it will have serious consequences, as Tacitus reveals in the next chapter (12.44.1 Eodem anno
bellum inter Armenios Hiberosque exortum Parthis quoque ac Romanis gravissimorum inter se
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motuum causa fuit). And Nero’s adoption has enabled the reign of an emperor who, as we shall
see, commits acts of impiety and is plagued by even more prodigies signifying divine
displeasure at his actions. Introducing prodigies here indicates that all of this begins with
Claudius. Whether Tacitus included prodigies in his account of Caligula’s reign is unknown; if
he did, they probably would not have had this similar dynastic resonance, since it was not any
act of Caligula’s that determined Claudius’ succession to the throne. For Claudius, and for the
reader proceeding sequentially through Annals 12-16, the prodigies not only signify that
Claudius’ reign is problematic, but they also indicate (by the time the reader reaches Nero’s
principate, if not before) that these problems will have even direr consequences for Rome.
Tacitus lists only two events that he explicitly says were prodigies, but in the general
panic a famine occuring simultaneously is also interpreted as a sign: Multa eo anno prodigia
evenere. insessum diris avibus Capitolium, crebris terrae motibus prorutae domus, ac, dum
latius metuitur, trepidatione vulgi invalidus quisque obtriti; frugum quoque egestas et orta ex eo
fames in prodigium accipiebatur (12.43.1). The ill-omened birds are particularly dire since they
land on the Capitol, Rome’s cult centre.126 More dramatic, and more specific, is the destructive
earthquake that pulls down houses and buries people in the rubble. We recall Claudius’
figuratively shuddering house in the time of Messalina (11.28.1 igitur domus principis
inhorruerat), its convulsion after her death, (12.1.1 convulsa principis domus), and the turning
upside down of the state when he marries Agrippina (12.7.3 versa ex eo civitas).127 As Santoro
L’Hoir notes, the shaking or upheaval of a house is a tragic motif familiar from Euripides’
Bacchae and Seneca’s Thyestes: ‘As the entire universe protests both Atreus’ transgression and
the subsequent infringements of his descendants with continual upheavals of nature, so Tacitus’
world, outraged at the constant affronts of the first princeps and his successors, perpetually
shudders with cataclysmic natural catastrophes.’128 Yet none of the dire earthquakes in the
reigns of other principes are explicitly included in lists of prodigies, as this one is. While a
similar metaphorical shake-up in Tiberius’ house precipitated Agrippina the Elder’s death
(4.52.1 at Romae commota principis domo, ut series futuri in Agrippinam exitii inciperet), none
of the earthquakes Tacitus reports during Tiberius’ reign are said to have supernatural causes,
not even the spectacular collapse of the amphitheatre at Fidenae (4.62; cf. 2.47.1, 4.13.1). Not
even the impious Nero, destructive to his own house, would experience earthquakes whose
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prodigious character Tacitus explicitly affirms (15.22.2, 15.34.1).129 Only at this critical moment
in the principate, when Nero’s adoption has provided the impetus for Agrippina’s rise to power,
do the gods respond by shaking the earth. Prodigies are again connected with this motif of the
shaking house when immediately after the second set of prodigies, Narcissus observes that
Agrippina’s activities make it tremble yet again (12.65.2 at novercae insidiis domum omnem
convelli). Figuratively as well as literally, toppling houses are associated with divine displeasure
at Claudius’ choice of successor.
The famine afflicting Rome at this time is interpreted as a prodigy, perhaps
understandably given the earthquake and the unlucky birds.130 Tacitus’ inserting the famine at
this point in the narrative differs from how other accounts present it. Suetonius (Cl. 18.2) does
not report it in its narrative context, so it is difficult to know which famine is meant. Dio
mentions food shortages at the beginning and end of Claudius’ reign (59.17.2, 60.33.10), but not
in AD 51. Most importantly, neither author reports shortages in conjunction with prodigies.
Tacitus himself does not call it a prodigy, and leaves it unclear whether it is really a sign of
divine anger: quindecim dierum alimenta urbi, non amplius, superfuisse constitit, magnaque
deum benignitate et modestia hiemis rebus extremis subventum (12.43.2). The language is
ambiguous: it is not clear whether Tacitus himself ascribes to the view that the mild weather
allowing the arrival of the grain ships was a gift from the gods (subventum being short for
subventum est), or whether this is an interpretation of those who were reckoning up the amount
of grain that was left (subventum esse). If it is an interpretation of people at the time, Tacitus
perhaps implies they were misguided to ascribe their rescue to divine benevolence, given the
prodigies recently seen.
The phrase deum benignitas has been used only once previously in the extant Annals, by
Claudius himself, who with similar naiveté spoke of the kindness of the gods while reestablishing the college of the haruspices, as Messalina committed adultery behind his back
(11.15.2). This fits in with the fact that, unlike Suetonius (Cl. 18.2-19) or Dio (60.11.1-5),
Tacitus does not mention the positive measures Claudius took to avoid future famines:131 he
prefers to show the emperor powerless and relying on heaven’s kindness. Yet if this is Tacitus
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speaking in propria persona, he seems to indicate that even in a time of prodigies signifying
problems in the imperial domus, the gods are capable of being kind to Rome as a whole, and of
giving Claudius a (perhaps undeserved) reprieve132 from the popular unrest caused by the
famine, which almost breaks out into violence against his person (12.43.1). If even now the gods
are kind, perhaps the reader should reconsider Claudius’ earlier deployment of the phrase
benignitas deum: perhaps he is not so naïve after all, and perhaps it was not so foolish to spend
time reviving the haruspices and preserving other religious details. Thus the very first time
prodigies are introduced in the extant Annals, they are already difficult to interpret. They are
both clear, in that they are a warning from the gods, probably to do with the imperial house, and
unclear, in the sense that the same gods, for reasons unknown, are not yet allowing Rome to be
destroyed.
5.9

GODS LESS KINDLY: AGRIPPINA’S CONDEMNATIONS AND MORE PRODIGIES

5.9.1

MORE TRIALS ON OCCULT CHARGES

Despite these dire prodigies, in the next year nothing changes in the pattern of
condemnations, Claudius’ problematic antiquarianism, or Agrippina’s destructiveness. Furius
Scribonianus is exiled for consulting astrologers about Claudius’ death (12.52.1 quasi133 finem
principis per Chaldaeos scrutaretur). In Tiberius’ principate, similar condemnations prompted
religious flattery and prayer to the emperor as if he were a god (2.30.4, 2.32.2, 3.22.2), but there
is no such tendency here. Claudius seems slightly clueless about his role: pater Scriboniani
Camillus arma per Dalmatiam moverat; idque ad clementiam trahebat Caesar, quod stirpem
hostilem iterum conservaret (12.52.2). Tacitus’ narrative of the conspiracy of Camillus senior
(AD 42)134 is unfortunately lost, making it difficult to assess the valence of its mention now.
This Scribonianus’ father was Messalina’s enemy, executed after Narcissus dreamed that he
slew Claudius (Dio 60.14.4). Tacitus has reported one deadly dream during the time of
Messalina (11.4), so he may have reported another.135 The link between father, killed for a
dream, and son, killed for a horoscope, implies that we are caught in a vicious pattern: even with
a different empress, the practice of accusations of illicit divination has taken hold. Claudius’
assertion of his clementia is not entirely correct, either. Certainly he could have executed the son
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for the crimes of his father, as Tiberius did Sejanus’ children (5.9),136 and the sources indicate
that Camillus senior was not immediately executed. But they differ about the circumstances of
his death. In Dio’s version, he flees to the island of Issa and commits suicide (60.15.3), but
according to Vespasian in Tacitus’ Histories, he is killed by a soldier named Volaginius (H.
2.75.3 Scribonanum sub Claudio interfectum).137 The exiled son suffers death, too, with similar
uncertainty about the circumstances (12.52.2 morte fortuita an per venenum exstinctus esset, ut
quisque credidit, vulgavere). Claudius’ assertion of clementia here is a stretch, as Tacitus’
wording suggests (ad clementiam trahere).
Claudius’ exaggerated clemency recalls the altar of clementia vowed for Sejanus and
Tiberius after Titius Sabinus’ killing (4.74.2). Claudius does not receive as servile a religious
response as Tiberius: either the Roman people have improved their behaviour, or perhaps the
bumbling Claudius is simply not deemed worthy of such veneration. Tacitus’ emphasis on the
futile decree expelling astrologers from Italy suggests the Senate’s ineffectiveness: de
mathematicis Italia pellendis factum senatus consultum atrox et inritum (12.52.3). This recalls
the nearly identical language of a decree made in Tiberius’ reign (2.32.3 facta et de
mathematicis magisque Italia pellendis senatus consulta). We shall see just how ineffective
these decrees are.
Early in Tacitus’ account of the next year, he reports yet another trial on grounds of
magic, which appear to have formed the bulk of the res repetundae case against Statilius Taurus
(12.59.1 pauca repetundarum crimina, ceterum magicas superstitiones obiectabat). The nature
of the religious practice is never specified,138 but the driving force behind it is a familiar one:
Agrippina. She is motivated by a desire for his gardens (12.59.1 hortis eius inhians), recalling
Messalina’s condemnation of Valerius Asiaticus (11.1.1 hortis inhians).139 Even with a new
empress, Claudius’ wives still cause the deaths of Roman citizens for the same trivial motives,
using similar supernatural tools.
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5.9.2

COS AND XENOPHON THE DOCTOR

Claudius’ interest in antiquarian religious details also remains constant. The emperor
makes a motion in the Senate to grant Cos immunity from taxes, citing Asclepius’ introduction
of medicine to the island as evidence for its greatness (12.61.1). But the emperor has another
reason for interest in Cos: quin etiam dixit Xenophontem, cuius scientia ipse uteretur, eadem
familia ortum, precibusque eius dandum, ut omni tributo vacui in posterum Coi sacram et
tantum dei ministram insulam colerent. (12.61.2). While allowing the Coans to focus on their
local cult is laudable, Tacitus implies that Claudius’ doctor manipulates him. The scientia to
which Claudius refers is probably Xenophon’s medical knowledge, but in the context it could
also refer to his special familiarity with the myths of his homeland’s cult.140 Perhaps we are to
imagine the doctor pouring tales of Aesculapius into the ears of a receptive Claudius. Precibus
suggests Xenophon entreated Claudius as if he were a god. This is particularly sinister given
Tacitus’ insinuation that the doctor would help the emperor along to death (and subsequent
deification) the very next year (12.67.2):141 Xenophon would literally make Claudius a god soon
enough. Tacitus’ judgment of Claudius’ proposal is negative, as evidence of the emperor’s
favouritism and facilitas (12.61.2 sed Claudius, facilitate solita quod uni concesserat, nullis
extrinsecus adiumentis velavit). The emperor’s love of antiquarianism, while positive when it
leads to the preservation of cultic memory at Rome, can be abused by insalubrious characters.

5.9.3

A SECOND PRODIGY LIST

At the beginning of the next year, another spate of prodigies marks a decline:
mutationem rerum in deterius portendi cognitum est crebris prodigiis (12.64.1). Tacitus has
marked a turn for the worse only once before, in AD 23 (4.6.1 quoniam Tiberio mutati in
deterius principatus initium ille annus attulit). That was preceded by an observation that ira
deum had fallen upon the Roman people (4.1.2), which was puzzling in the context given the
lack of prodigies in Tacitus’ account previously. During Claudius’ principate, however, there is
no explicit statement about divine wrath (apart from the heavenly anger implicit in the idea of
prodigies). This says something profound about the nature of the principate, and about the
relationship between the Romans and their gods. Changes, both alterations within one emperor’s
character and exchanging one ruler for another, are always for the worse. Furthermore, human
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beings will not always notice the change. Divine wrath caused Sejanus’ rise, but the gods gave
no discernible sign of their anger to mortals below. On the other hand, in Claudius’ principate,
when there are clear prodigies, no one explicitly connects them with divine wrath; indeed, they
may even try to argue for benignitas deum (12.43.2) despite signs to the contrary.
The most obvious catastrophe these prodigies portend is Claudius’ death later that same
year.142 But all the prodigies in the list can also be interpreted as relating to Nero’s
succession.143 Neither Tacitus nor the characters within the narrative impose any meaning upon
them. The military signa ac tentoria that appear to catch fire might signify that the soldiers will
soon pass into the hand of a new emperor, which will be fulfilled when Nero is presented to the
Praetorian Guard after Claudius’ death (12.69.1-2). A similar omen would appear during Nero’s
principate in a military context, but to Paetus rather than Nero (15.7.2 et pila militum arsere,
magis insigni prodigio). This underlines the fact that Nero himself, unlike his predecessor who
personally led a successful campaign in Britain, would not enjoy military success.144 Paetus’
spurning of that omen would also be one symptom of the lack of religious observance that
would characterise Nero’s reign. The blazing standards look backward, too, as well as forward.
Agrippina recently presided over them (12.37.4), just as Nero as emperor one day would.
Standards also recall the accession of Claudius himself, who, like Nero, was proclaimed Caesar
in the praetorian camp.145
The bee swarm on the Capitoline is slightly less obvious in its meaning. Such swarms
could portend something good, but more often they were ambiguous or negative.146 The famous
bees of Virgil A. 7.64ff., for example, which portended a similar change of control, could be
construed as positive, signifying that the Trojans will eventually rule Latium, but from the
Latins’ point of view this would not be such a good thing.147 Bees signified the Hannibal’s
success (Livy 21.46.1) and boded ill for Marcellus (Livy 27.23.2).148 Their settling on the
Capitoline, just like the ill-omened birds of AD 51, has a much more obviously religious
resonance than Livy’s bees, which typically appeared in the Forum, or those that Dio reports,
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which settled in a military camp (60.35.1). By placing the bees at Rome’s most important centre
of civic cult, Tacitus implies that the relationship between the city and her gods will suffer under
the princeps to come.149
The deformed babies and piglets with hawks’ talons could refer to Nero himself. Strange
births are typical of prodigies, but they may have specific resonances here. Biformis, the word
Tacitus uses to describe the babies, could indicate either that they were ‘two-headed’,
‘hermaphrodite’, or ‘part-animal, part-human.’150 Births from the first and last of these
categories would reappear in AD 64 as a sign of Nero’s sacrilege following the fire in Rome
(15.47.1). Two-facedness is a particularly apt metaphor for the duplicitous slayer of his mother.
The monstrous birth motif also resonates with the prodigy of a woman who gives birth to a
snake (14.12.2) after Nero murders Agripppina. Sharp claws appearing on an unexpected animal
also resonates with the presence of such murderous tendencies in a son, who is not expected to
violate familial pietas151 as Nero will do.
But the resonances of the unnatural births, as of all the prodigies in this list, would not be
apparent until after Nero’s accession. From the time of the Secular Games, Romans saw
praesagia of Nero’s rise to power, but only in a positive way, in the context of popular favour
toward him.152 To connect the dots between these dire prodigies and this newly adopted heir, the
people’s darling, grandson of Germanicus, is not necessarily an obvious move. Only with
hindsight is the reader, after reading through the Neronian Annals, able to fully understand the
portents.
People at the time do seem to note the prodigies, but add one more to the list –
erroneously, as Tacitus’ wording implies (12.64.1 numerabatur inter ostenta deminutus omnium
magistratuum numerus, quaestore, aedili, tribuno ac praetore et consule paucos intra menses
defunctis). Tacitus differs from Dio and Suetonius, who both state in propriis personis that the
death of so many magistrates signified Claudius’ impending demise. This perhaps stems from
Tacitus’ general scepticism regarding temporal coincidences.153 The impression that people
were focusing on the wrong thing is strengthened by the fact that the only person to have a
psychological response is Agrippina (12.64.2 sed in praecipuo pavore Agrippina, vocem
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Claudii, quam temulentus iecerat, fatale sibi ut coniugum flagitia ferret, dein puniret, metuens).
Yet she reacts not to any of the signs, nor even to the death of the magistrates, but to Claudius’
drunken remark about the fate he suffers from his wives. Claudius is right insofar as his fate (in
the sense of his death) will prove to be tied to his wife, but not in the way that he supposes.
Although the gods have now sent two sets of prodigies, no one in Rome, least of all members of
the imperial family, pays attention.
5.10

CURSES, PRAYERS, AND THE TRANSFER OF POWER
Indeed, these prodigies do not cause Agrippina to change her behaviour at all. Just as she

punished Lollia because she competed with her to marry Claudius, so she goes after Nero’s aunt
Domitia Lepida muliebribus causis (12.64.2) in response to her fear of Claudius’ drunken
statement, immediately after the prodigies are reported. Controversy now relates not to Claudius
but to Nero, for the two women compete to be the sole source of influence over him (12.64.3).
Humans’ focus, just like the gods’, has already turned to the next princeps. And just as
astrologers had been the cause of Lollia’s destruction, Agrippina mobilizes against Lepida a
charge of witchcraft (12.65.1 quod coniugem principis devotionibus petivisset). This differs
from Agrippina’s similar accusations of Lollia or Scribonianus, accused of using magic or
forbidden forms of divination to enquire about the princeps himself: now Agrippina claims that
she herself is targeted, again indicating that Claudius is already out of the picture before he has
even died. Such devotiones are similar to those found secreted in the walls of ailing
Germanicus’ house (2.69.3).154 While those curses appeared among the charges against Piso
(3.13.2), they formed a relatively small part of the accusation, but now they are taken much
more seriously.155 Agrippina has set a dangerous precedent.
Narcissus opposes this death sentence, turning to Britannicus: amplecti Britannicum,
robur aetatis quam maturrimum precari, modo ad deos, modo ad ipsum tendere manus,
adolesceret, patris inimicos depelleret, matris etiam interfectores ulcisceretur (12.65.3).
Suetonius has Claudius himself similarly wishing for Britannicus to ‘grow up’ just before his
death, appearing to be about to offer his son some redress for placing Nero above him in the
succession (Cl. 43 subinde obvium sibi Britannicum artius complexus hortatus est, ut cresceret
rationemque a se omnium factorum). Transferring the sentiment to Narcissus sidelines the
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emperor from the action.156 Likewise, Narcissus’ prayer not only to the gods but also to
Britannicus himself recalls the treatment of Tiberius (cf. 2.29.2 et manus ac supplices voces ad
Tiberium tendens). Narcissus also urges Britannicus to exact vengeance for the murder of
Messalina, a motif absent from Suetonius’ version.157 We have seen the ultio-theme before, but
during Tiberius’ principate, it usually related to the emperor himself. After Piso’s condemnation,
an altar of Ultio and a statue of the emperor in the temple of Mars Ultor were proposed (3.18.2),
and the temple to Tiberius in Asia (4.15.3 ob quam ultionem) and probably also the one in Spain
(4.37-8) honoured the emperor as the agent of divine vengeance. Narcissus perhaps thinks
Claudius is so ineffective an emperor that ‘praying’ to him to stop Agrippina would be useless,
and applies the same rhetoric of prayer to the next most appropriate member of the imperial
family.
While Agrippina and Xenophon the doctor are ensuring Claudius’ death, prayers of a
different sort are going on: Vocabatur interim senatus votaque pro incolumitate
principis consules et sacerdotes nuncupabant (12.68.1). Tacitus’ language is striking: votum
nuncupare is a technical phrase taken from sacral law, used only here in the Annals.158 The
Senate upholds traditional forms of prayer, little knowing that they can do no good.159 For
Agrippina hides that Claudius is already dead: crebroque vulgabat ire in melius valetudinem
principis, quo miles bona in spe ageret tempusque prosperum ex monitis Chaldaeorum
adventaret (12.68.3). Now the full extent of her hypocrisy is finally disclosed: although she had
seen Lollia Paulina and Scribonianus condemned for consulting astrologers about Claudius’
death, she has done exactly the same. Tacitus’ dramatic recounting of events sets the traditional
religious activities of the Senate at direct odds with Agrippina’s consultation of the astrologers:
a foreign and dubious form of divination leads Agrippina to dissemble that Claudius is still
alive, rendering their prayers futile before they are even made.
The fact that Agrippina’s consultation of astrologers is mentioned only now is a narrative
surprise in a different way. We were told at 6.22.4 that the son of Tiberius’ astrologer Thrasyllus
would later predict Nero’s rule, but Tacitus promises to tell us more in due time (in tempore
memorabitur). The reference there is probably to 14.9.3, when we learn that the astrologers
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predicted Agrippina’s murder, too.160 Dio reports the same prophecy, omitting the detail that
Thrasyllus’ son was the astrologer (61.2.1), but places both elements of the prophecy (Nero’s
rule and his matricide) at the start of Nero’s reign. Tacitus, however, spreads the elements of the
prophecy out over each of the Annals’ three hexads to make a profound statement about the
nature of the imperial succession. We are first told about the prediction near the end of Tiberius’
principate, a period so tainted with astrology that even the princeps himself practices it,
predicting Galba’s distant principate while failing to make any more immediate, terrestrial
arrangements for the succession that could have prevented Caligula’s rule. Only when Claudius
is dead and Nero about to ascend to the throne do we hear that it was Agrippina who made the
consultation about her son: astrology in the hands of the scheming Agrippina, rather than the
princeps himself, determined who would rule next. And finally, when Agrippina herself has
died and we learn the deadly outcome that was predicted for her schemes, we will see the fatal
consequences of such meddling.
The next chapter also recalls previous events. When Burrus presents Nero to the soldiers,
he is greeted faustis vocibus (12.69.1). The phrase recalls faustisque in Caesarem om<i>nibus of
5.4.2, where the populace carried statues of Agrippina the Elder and Nero (the emepror’s uncle)
on their shoulders, wrongly thinking Tiberius will want people to protest Sejanus’ attempts to do
them harm. Things have changed since the days of Tiberius: under Claudius, popular affection
would indeed be faustus for Nero, as it was at the Secular Games (11.11.2). In this new
generation, the infausti amores of Germanicus (2.41.3) seem no longer to apply. But the secondcentury reader may already suspect, and will see in due course, that Nero’s principate will be
very bad in religious terms. Thus while the soldiers’ shouts may be fausti for Nero himself, they
laud an era that will be infaustus for Rome as a whole.
Claudius’ deification encourages us to think back even further, to Augustus’ deification
at the very beginning of Tiberius’ reign. caelestesque honores Claudio decernuntur et funeris
sollemne perinde ac divo Augusto celebratur, aemulante Agrippina proaviae Liviae
magnificentiam (12.69.3). The phrasing is identical to 1.10.8 (templum et caelestes religiones
decernuntur), except that no temple for Claudius is mentioned.161 There is another salient
difference. While Augustus’ consecration led immediately into prayers to Tiberius (1.11.1),
Claudius’ deification is followed immediately by a reference to Agrippina. Similarly, when the
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details of the priesthood of Claudius are discussed at the beginning of the next book,162 it is after
a heap (13.2.3 cumulabantur) of honours are bestowed upon Agrippina. Claudius’ principate has
changed something in the tenor of the imperial cult. His divinity does not, like Augustus’,
encourage divine treatment of his successor, but is a tool of his scheming wife, as was Claudius
himself, to whom few prayed during his lifetime.163
5.11

CONCLUSIONS
The surviving fragment of Tacitus’ account of Claudius’ principate establishes it as a

distinct entity connecting the uncertainty of Tiberius’ reign and the impiety of Nero’s. The dupe
of his wives and freedman, Claudius can assert his own agency in one area: that of religion. As
Tiberius’ attempts at religious revivalism were praiseworthy in themselves, so Tacitus does not
criticize Claudius’ celebration of the Secular Games, revival of the haruspices and augurium
Salutis, and extension of the pomerium. What is problematic is the incidents’ timing (the
sacrifices at Ostia that make him miss Messalina’s ‘wedding’, the focus on the pomerium in the
midst of Agrippina’s brutal condemnations). Much like Galba in the Histories, Claudius
emerges as a traditionalist not quite au fait with the contemporary world. More than that, some
of Claudius’ religious revivals are in direct and problematic conflict with the actual situation.
His assumption of deum benignitas (11.15) is, if not wholly incorrect, at least a generalization
that is not completely appropriate. Likewise, reviving the augurium salutis begins to look like a
mistake when troubles with Parthia continue.
Yet despite Claudius’ sense of initiative in religious matters, there is one area of religion
where he is sidelined: that of imperial cult. In comparison to the Tiberian books, Annals 11-12
contain hardly any instances when the emperor himself is the focus of worshipful language or
gestures. On those occasions, Claudius does nothing to stop them, as Tiberius had done. Perhaps
the institution of the imperial cult has become so ingrained that he takes this treatment for
granted. On the other hand, Claudius is the dupe par excellence, and perhaps Tacitus means to
imply that worshipful subjects are one of many things of which he remains ignorant. It may be,
too, that Claudius’ failure to address the question of religious honours for himself, and his
subjects’ failure to offer them, would make more sense if we had Tacitus’ account of Caligula’s
reign. Maybe Claudius’ silence on the question of emperor worship is an attempt to avoid a
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sensitive issue that had caused popular rancor during his predecessor’s principate. In any case,
by the time we get to Nero, things have deteriorated again, and religious honours for the
princeps will again become part of his subjects’ menu. If Claudius represents an improvement in
terms of worshipful attitudes to the living emperor, it is only temporary.
Another trend of Annals 11-12 is the destructiveness and impiety of Claudius’ wives
while the emperor sits idle. Messalina sets the tone, with her accusation of the Petrae on the
basis of a dream and perversion of Bacchic sacrifice, and Agrippina continues it with her
accusations of astrology and appropriation of the carpentum. These actions, too, have
antecedents in Livia’s actions, especially her acquisition of the privileges of Vestals. Yet
although Tiberius made clear that she was not to be deified, a new generation of women still
pursues her exalted place. This throws light on the question of Tiberius’ lack of clarity that we
have discussed in the preceding chapters: even by being very clear about the status of a divus’
widow, he could not stop imperial women of the future from disregarding the precedent. In
Agrippina’s case, these honours have much to do with Nero’s advancement. Her consultation of
astrologers about her son’s future links her activities, and the Claudian books, both back to
Tiberius’ prinicpate and forward to Nero’s. Claudius idly allows his wives to rule the roost and
does nothing to stop Nero’s accession. This development will have dangerous consequences for
Rome’s relationship with the gods in the future, as the two prodigy lists show.
But not only Claudius to blame, for his subjects seem little better as judges of religious
activities and ominous phenomena. When the emperor hypocritically sacrifices to expiate
incestum, they only laugh; when prodigies begin to appear, they group non-ominous events, like
food shortage and magistrates’ deaths, into the same category as the portents. Furthermore, no
one, either emperor or subject, ever suggests that the prodigies should be expiated. Even the first
time that prodigies appear in the (extant) Annals, people response incorrectly. This, too, prepares
us for Nero’s reign, when princeps and populace will be equally ignorant about the dire portents
the gods send them.
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CHAPTER 6
NERO’S RELIGIOUS BEHAVIOUR: A NARRATIVE IN PRODIGIES
6.1

INTRODUCTION
Tacitus’ narrative of Nero’s principate depicts an increasingly irreligious princeps and

his increasingly deleterious effect on society. Beginning with Britannicus’ murder, Nero is an
impious transgressor. While his murder of Agrippina is also presented as an irreligious act to
which the gods respond with prodigies, Tacitus indicates that she, too, is transgressive, and
allows the possibility that she was fated to die. Here Tacitus introduces another important motif:
the deleterious effect of Nero’s transgressions on society as manifested in religious flattery. This
features prominently in Nero’s next crime, the murder of Octavia. Further prodigies link both
backward to Nero’s murder of his family members and forward to the fire of AD 64, a
manifestation of divine anger against Rome and another opportunity for Tacitus to show Nero’s
ineptitude in the sphere of religion and its consequences for the state. The Pisonian conspiracy
and Bassus’ treasure (16.1-3) show Nero’s, and his court’s, lack of religious memory, and also
provide an opportunity for even more direct predictions of his downfall. As book 16 breaks off,
Tacitus’ account of Poppaea’s death and the exitus illustrium virorum show that adulatio has
made Nero into Rome’s religious authority, a post for which he is supremely unqualified, with
potentially disastrous consequences for Rome as a whole.
6.2

BRITANNICUS: NERO’S FIRST TRANSGRESSION
Annals 13 and 14 chronicle Nero’s impious behaviour, a series of murders of his family

members recalling Attic tragedy.1 Nero was already implicated in Claudius’ death, but the
transgression that provides the turning point is Britannicus’ murder.2 Nero’s poisoning of his
rival at the Saturnalia allows Tacitus not only to revisit motifs of earlier imperial murders,
especially their theatricality,3 but also to introduce moral and religious overtones. Fratricide
violated the relationship between brothers which ought to be controlled by pietas; Cicero (Off.
1.54-5) notes that brothers are linked by caring for family graves and worshipping in family
1
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cults, implying a religious component to the fraternal relationship. The story of Romulus and
Remus shows that moral anxiety about fratricide plagued Rome, and it became particularly
pronounced under the empire, when brother-killing had political as well as moral implications.4
And the Saturnalia is a religious festival; by choosing to place Britannicus’ murder here, Tacitus
perhaps wants the reader to suspect that Saturn would not be pleased by such a violent violation
of fraternal pietas at his feast.5
Our suspicions are confirmed by Tacitus’ description of Britannicus’ funeral: in campo
tamen Martis sepultus est, adeo turbidis imbribus, ut vulgus iram deum portendi crediderit
adversus facinus, cui plerique etiam hominum ignoscebant, antiquas fratrum discordias et
insociabile regnum aestimantes (13.17.1). Nero’s subjects6 are more willing to make allowances
for the circumstances leading to Britannicus’ murder than they think the gods will be.7 It is
possible to think that the gods will punish Nero for the murder, while simultaneously
understanding the purely human reasons he committed it. But accepting the murder shows the
vulgus’ fickleness; they have forgotten pity they once had for Britannicus (12.26.2, 12.41.2).
Their response is also worrying, since the murder is a violation of fraternal pietas, as the gods
themselves will indicate. The popular explanation for Nero’s actions, brothers’ inability to share
power, recalls Romulus and Remus’ struggle for the kingship (regnum),8 which will again come
to mind with the prodigy of the ficus Ruminalis at the end of book 13.
For the rain at Britannicus’ funeral is not the only way the gods show their disapproval.
At the end of 55 AD, when Nero kills Britannicus and resolves to kill his mother (13.20.1),
Tacitus reports a lightning strike on the Capitoline temple, which Nero expiates: urbem princeps
lustravit ex responso haruspicum, quod Iovis ac Minervae aedes de caelo tactae erant (13.24.2).
Davies suggests the incident is included merely because it was ‘unavoidably well known’ and
hence ‘difficult to ignore,’9 but the way Tacitus highlights the lightning strike indicates it has
some deeper significance. The vocabulary is unusual: Tacitus uses tangere only twice, both
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times in the phrase tactus de caelo referring to buildings struck by lightning.10 Also, Tacitus
emphasizes that he reports prodigies at the end of a narrative year (13.24.1 fine anni), something
common for Livy but unusual for Tacitus.11 The passage’s striking placement, especially given
the Saturnalia’s religious overtones, indicates that the lightning strike is meaningful, and
suggests to the reader that the gods disapprove. So do the resonances with the religious
developments of Claudius’ principate. In one sense, Claudius was successful in affecting his
successor’s conduct: Nero consults the haruspices, who specialized in lightning prodigies,12 and
even performs a lustration on their advice, showing that Claudius’ reform of their college gave
these traditional religious experts a return to prominence. On the other hand, this prodigy shows
a continuity of divine anger from one principate to the next. The unlucky birds (12.43.1) and
swarm of bees (12.64.1) that visited the Capitoline under Claudius have now intensified into
lightning. The gods show increasing displeasure at a dynasty that disinherits its sons and
murders its brothers.
Another prodigy at the end of book 13 leaves even less doubt that Britannicus’ murder
has upset the gods: Eodem anno Ruminalem arborem in comitio, quae octingentos et triginta
ante annos Remi Romulique infantiam texerat, mortuis ramalibus et arescente trunco
deminutam prodigii loco habitum est, donec in novos fetus revivisceret (13.58). Tacitus’
phrasing suggests popular interpretation is incorrect: the phrase ominis loco implies that the
people interpreting an omen are ‘at best... right, but for the wrong reasons.’13 What seems to be
problematic is the donec clause: worse is still to come from Nero at the beginning of book 14,
showing that the public is unwise to assume that all will be well once the tree begins to grow
again.14 Tacitus’ language recalls Nero’s past crimes and anticipates his future ones. He
emphasizes the tree’s antiquity by giving its exact age, and draws attention to the brothers by
inverting the usual order of their names.15 Highlighting the ancient fraternal conflict that
attended Rome’s founding implicitly reminds the reader of Nero’s killing of his own rival and
brother Britannicus.16 And Dickison and Plympton show that Tacitus’ unusual language in
describing the tree’s death and rebirth emphasizes the intermingling themes of ‘birth, nurturing
and death’ in a way that looks forward to Agrippina’s murder, where similar themes are
10
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emphasized.17 Placement is significant, too: this chapter marks the end not only of a book, but
also of AD 58. This is the only place in the second half of the Annals where year end and book
end coincide, emphasizing that the quinquennium, the relatively mild first five years of Nero’s
reign, are at an end.18 The ficus prodigy also comes immediately after a disastrous fire among
the Ubii (13.57.3), reinforcing the sense of impending doom.19 Britannicus’ murder may have
been Nero’s first transgression, but as Tacitus’ gods express their disapproval, they indicate that
worse is yet to come from the young princeps.
6.3

THE MURDER OF AGRIPPINA

6.3.1

AGRIPPINA AS TRANSGRESSOR

Britannicus’ death forms a logical precursor to the diu meditatum scelus (14.1.1) of
matricide, a serious legal and religious transgression.20 The religious implications of Agrippina’s
murder are complicated by her portrayal as a religious transgressor in her own right. As we have
seen, this is a trend beginning in Annals 12 as she sought divine honours for herself, such as the
carpentum (12.42.2). One of her dubious acts is to allow her dead husband’s deification to
influence the way she herself is treated. Claudius’ deification is described as an honour granted
to his wife: his priests, funeral, and deification appear tacked on as an afterthought after mention
of Agrippina’s lictors and ‘optima mater’ as a military password: propalam tamen omnes in eam
honores cumulabantur... decreti et a senatu duo lictores, flamonium Claudiale, simul Claudio
censorium funus et mox consecratio (13.2.3). Censorium funus may also marginalize Claudius:
while epigraphic and other evidence indicates it was the appropriate technical term for imperial
funerals, Tacitus never applies it to a member of the imperial family.21 None of this necessarily
implies that no one took the deification seriously,22 but rather indicates that Agrippina is using
the fact that it was taken seriously for her own gain. The link between Agrippina and Livia
(12.69.3 aemulante Agrippina proaviae Liviae magnificentiam) resonates with Tacitus’ complex
17
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web of verbal allusions throughout the Annals linking Agrippina and Livia, making it textually
clear that Agrippina has been successful in her attempt to imitate Livia.23 But in one respect
Agrippina outstrips her historical model, since Tacitus states explicitly that she poisoned
Claudius (12.66), whereas in Livia’s case he reports only suspicions that she was involved in
Augustus’ death (1.5.1 quidam scelus uxoris suspectabant).24 Describing Agrippina as cunctis
malae dominationis cupidinibus flagrans (13.2.2) emphasizes that she actively seeks her own
elevation. Whereas Augustus’ deification negatively influenced how Tiberius’ subjects treated
him, now a poisoner actively uses it as a political tool. The impact of this apotheosis, Tacitus
implies, will be even more deleterious for the state.
This unease only intensifies as we hear more of Agrippina’s activities. Although Nero
promised a separation between imperial house and the res publica (13.4.2 discretam domum et
rem publicam), she evidently has other ideas. In continually calling the Senate to the Palatine
and in trying to mount the emperor’s dais (13.5.1-2), Agrippina attempts to usurp parts of
Nero’s role as princeps. The imperial house is not staying out of the day-to-day business of
governance. During these Senate meetings, Agrippina sequesters herself in a way that recalls the
dubious religious behaviour of Veleda, the German prophetess: Patres... in Palatium ob id
vocabantur, ut adstaret additis a tergo foribus velo discreta, quod visum arceret, auditus non
adimeret (13.5.1; cf. H. 4.65.4 coram adire adloquique Veledam negatum: arcebantur aspectu
quo venerationis plus inesset). Tacitus took a decidedly negative view of Veleda’s attempts to
acquire political power by making herself seem divine;25 the informed reader will have a similar
reaction to Agrippina elevating herself in a venerated Roman temple. These Senate meetings
probably took place in the library attached to Apollo’s temple on the Palatine.26 Agrippina’s
demand that doors be added is thus a needless alteration of the fabric of a religious building.27
The way Nero tries to stop her activities is also problematic. Agrippina attempts to preside on
the suggestus alongside Nero as he receives legates from Armenia, recalling her religiously
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problematic position presiding above the signa alongside Claudius (12.37.4).28 Nero, unlike
Claudius, tries to prevent her, by running to meet her as if in a show of affection: ita specie
pietatis obviam itum dedecori (13.5.2). Pietas refers to Nero’s (apparent) fulfilment of his filial
duty, but the word maintains religious overtones.29 Species pietatis emphasizes the hypocrisy
inherent in the politics of the imperial court:30 Agrippina is wrong to elevate herself by religious
means, but Nero, who can only pretend to show filial affection, is equally reprehensible.
Agrippina’s transgressiveness becomes more explicit as the narrative progresses. When
Nero removes the freedman Pallas from control over the imperial accounts (13.14.1), she
retaliates with veiled threats implying that Britannicus would be as fit to rule as Nero: non
abnuere se, quin cuncta infelicis domus mala patefierent, suae in primis nuptiae, suum
veneficium: id solum diis et sibi provisum, quod viveret privignus (13.14.3). Agrippina is
unashamed of her own evil deeds, including her own religiously problematic marriage (cf.
12.8.1), and equates her foresight to that of the gods. Further religious language follows:
consecratum Claudium, inferno<s> Silanorum manes invocare et tot inrita facinora (13.14.3).
But Agrippina murdered Claudius and saw him deified for her own advancement. Her murder of
the second Silanus was intended to eliminate challengers to Nero’s new rule (13.1.1),31 and the
first was likewise a casualty of her and Nero’s advancement (12.3.2-4.1). She is responsible, in
other words, for the suitability for invocation of the people she now calls upon.32 Agrippina’s
claim of divine foresight is linked with her nefarious crimes, and this establishes her as a double
transgressor: she couples evil deeds with a hubristic hunger for power. Claudius’ incestuous
marriage has proved far more dangerous to Rome’s relationship with the gods than Silanus’
alleged incest ever was.
But she is ultimately unsuccessful in exalting herself: Nihil rerum mortalium tam
instabile ac fluxum est quam fama potentiae non sua vi nixa<e> (13.19.1). The variability-offortune motif recalls Tacitus’ description of Claudius’ rise to power, which rumour could not
predict (cf. 3.18.4 ludibria rerum mortalium; fama).33 Here, it sets the religious stage for
Agrippina’s downfall and murder, and mortalium rerum contradicts Agrippina’s attempts to
28
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assimilate herself to the gods. By recalling the unpredicted rise of Claudius, for whose death
Agrippina is responsible, Tacitus connects her impending demise and her conduct during the
previous principate.
Agrippina’s own transgressions add a twist to the narrative of her murder. Tacitus hints
that, as bad as Nero’s crime is, the impious Agrippina gets her just deserts. Nero’s pursuit of the
freedwoman Acte begins to break down Agrippina’s authority over him (13.12.1), and also
affects relations with his wife: uxore ab Octavia, nobili quidem et probitatis spectatae, fato
quodam, an quia praevalent inlicita, abhorrebat (13.12.2). The reader gets two explanations for
Nero’s actions: it was fated to happen, or it was simply due to lust. Whitehead sees the second
explanation as the only acceptable one,34 but this seems too hasty a dismissal of fato quodam.
We need not assume that Tacitus always subordinates divine causation to human, nor that they
are mutually exclusive.35 By allowing a supernatural explanation for Nero’s association with
Acte, Tacitus insinuates that fate engineered Agrippina’s death, merited by her own religious
transgressions. The reader may not yet have cause to think the fato quodam alternative is worth
taking seriously, but Tacitus makes the suggestion and will refer to it again at Agrippina’s death.
6.3.2

NERO THE MATRICIDE

The combination of Britannicus’ death and Agrippina’ impious behaviour prepares us for
her murder. No one at the time believed Nero would actually do something so horrible (14.1.3),
but Tacitus has already told us how Nero, interficiendae matris avidus (13.20.3), would already
have committed the deed had Burrus not dissuaded him. After the ominous warfare, fires, and
death of the ficus Ruminalis, perhaps contemporary Romans should also have predicted
something monstrous. Prodigies and other supernatural occurrences perform the same function
for characters inside Tacitus’ text as the historian’s commentary does for the readers outside it.
Not only the murder itself, but also the collapsible boat method Anicetus36 suggests, is
religiously problematic. Agrippina’s murder, he says, can be covered up by fortuita of seafaring
(14.3.3 nihil tam capax fortuitorum quam mare),37 taking blame away from Nero, and religious
honours can be heaped upon the dead to deter any further suspicions (additurum principem
defunctae templum et aras et cetera ostentandae pietati). Anicetus’ plan is carefully calculated
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to appeal to Nero’s sense of false piety.38 Nero habitually uses pietas as a cover for his schemes
(cf. 13.5.2 specie pietatis), but here the religious sense of pietas is felt even more strongly than
before, since the species in question will be a temple. The sense of hypocrisy is stronger, too,
since the action to be covered by pietas, his mother’s murder, is inherently irreligious. Nero is
the only emperor in the Julio-Claudian line to whom Tacitus applies the term pietas, and only in
these two instances:39 Nero only expresses pietas to conceal his designs against his mother. The
hypocrisy is further emphasized by an allusion to Seneca’s Hercules Oetaeus, where Alcmene
promises to honour her dead son (1982 novumque templis additum numen canam). This
emphasizes the contrast between Alcmene’s true piety and Anicetus’ hypocrisy,40 but there is
also a role reversal, since Tacitus shows us a son pretending to honour his mother to cover up
the fact that he has murdered her.
But the gods themselves thwart Nero’s attempts to conceal the murder: Noctem sideribus
inlustrem et placido mari quietam quasi convincendum ad scelus dii praebuere (14.5.1). Nero’s
hopes that night would hide his deed (14.4.3 ut occultando facinori nox adhiberetur) are
deceived; the gods send a clear starry sky and prevent him from covering his crime in
darkness.41 Anicetus’ reliance on chance as a cover-up also proves unfounded: fors actually
saves Agrippina and her maid Acerronia from being crushed to death by the boat’s
superstructure (14.5.1 Agrippina et Acerronia eminentibus lecti parietibus ac forte validioribus,
quam ut oneri cederent, protectae sunt), and is partly responsible for Acerronia’s death when
she, claiming to be Agrippina, is stabbed with whatever weapons happen to be to hand (14.5.3
contis et remis et quae fors obtulerat navalibus telis conficitur). Nihil tam capax fortuitorum
quam mare, indeed, but not in the way Anicetus and Nero hoped. They have failed to understand
that chance cannot be relied upon to behave predictably. The gods, in lessening the opportunity
for fors42 to carry off Agrippina, thwart Nero’s plan to blame chance for his matricide. Nero’s
plan to use religious honours to hide crime and his apparent ignorance of the workings of the
supernatural meet with divine disapproval.
Agrippina herself is guilty of religious hypocrisy in the deceptive message (14.6.1
fallacibus litteris) she sends to Nero after the attempt on her life: misitque libertum Agermum,
qui nuntiaret filio benignitate deum et fortuna eius evasisse gravem casum (14.6.2). On the
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surface, this letter looks like flattery. Fortuna eius evokes the fortuna populi Romani thought to
protect the state, and flatters Nero by implying that anything that benefits him by extension
benefits Rome as a whole.43 Similarly, benignitas deum, which usually describes circumstances
relating to the good of the entire state,44 implies that what was a divine ‘kindness’ towards Nero
was good for Rome, too. But to Nero himself, who is all too eager to believe that the gods are on
his side, his mother’s words will have a different, sarcastic meaning. Both parties miss the
unintentional element of truth in Agrippina’s words: fors and the gods worked in unexpected
ways, and Agrippina was saved. Perhaps the gods have briefly shown kindness to her, although
the fires at Cologne (13.57.3)45 and ficus’ death (13.57-8) have hinted that her days are
numbered. The dual meaning recalls the similar ambiguity of benignitas deum during the famine
of AD 51 (12.43.2), where it was unclear whether the kindness of the gods was real or merely a
misinterpretation of the observers within the text.46 Understanding the gods’ attitude is not
straightforward.
This tension pervades Agrippina’s demise. As a religious transgressor in her own right,
she deserves her death. It seems paradoxical of the gods to preserve her in the shipwreck
attempt, but that shows they disapprove of Nero’s irreligious matricide. This tension continues
in Tacitus’ account of her death, when we learn that she knew murder was coming:
hunc sui finem multos ante annos crediderat Agrippina contempseratque. nam consulenti
super Nerone responderunt Chaldaei fore ut imperaret matremque occideret; atque illa
‘occidat’ inquit, ‘dum imperet’ (14.9.3).
Instead of heeding the ficus prodigy or the Cologne fires, Agrippina pre-empted them, seeking
prophecy outside the bounds of traditional Roman religion by consulting astrologers. But she
shrugs off even their prediction of her fate, concerned only with the power and influence that
Nero will have as emperor. Tacitus’ Agrippina ends as she began: misusing religion in the name
of power. Nero’s affair with Acte, the first step in breaking Agrippina’s power over him, may
have been fated after all. The astrological prediction perhaps suggests that Agrippina gets what
she deserves for her hypocrisy in condemning others on charges of astrology during Claudius’
principate. It also strengthens the suggestion that her death was fated, and the fact that we have
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heard of this prediction twice before (6.22.4, 12.68.3) suggests that her demise has been a long
time coming.
Even during her last moments, Agrippina never abandons her characteristic
theatricality.47 Her last words (14.8.5 ventrem feri) could be Jocasta’s lines from an Oedipus,48
and her response to the astrologers’ predictions recalls a line of Accius’ Atreus.49 But several
details of Tacitus’ story suggest we are nonetheless to pity her: the reaction of nearby people to
news that she was in danger (14.8.1), her poignant if theatrical cries as her maid flees (14.8.4)
and as the assassins move in (14.8.5),50 and her hasty, cheap funeral and lack of a real burial,
recalling Britannicus’ pitiable funeral (14.9.1).51 Tacitus’ gods, too, indicate Agrippina should
not have been killed. Nero cannot bear to see the shores where she died, and withdraws to
Naples. A supernatural factor also makes the place unbearable: et erant qui crederent sonitum
tubae collibus circum editis planctusque tumulo matris audiri (14.10.3). Koestermann attributes
this to Nero’s gullibility and susceptibility to superstitio,52 but Tacitus does not discount the
possibility that these are real signs showing supernatural backlash for the matricide. He also
does not say that Nero heard any of these noises himself, perhaps indicating that Nero is so
ignorant of right and wrong that he does not believe he could face supernatural punishment for
his crimes. This differs from Suetonius and Dio’s portrayals of a princeps plagued by visions
more psychological than supernatural, haunted by conscientia sceleris rather than censured by
angry gods.53 Nero also lacks Tiberius’ tortured soul (6.6.1). Thus although Agrippina was fated
to die, Tacitus insinuates that the gods see Nero’s action as a great crime, whether or not Nero
himself does.
Indeed, Nero’s logic in covering up his mother’s death is based on a series of
misinterpretations and reveals his lack of religious and moral understanding:
temporum quoque Claudianorum obliqua insectatione cuncta eius dominationis flagitia
in matrem transtulit, publica fortuna exstinctam referens. namque et naufragium
narrabat: quod fortuitum fuisse, quis adeo hebes inveniretur, ut crederet? (14.11.2)
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Nero rejects Anicetus’ original problematic strategy to conceal the murder by blaming fors.
Nero ascribes the death of Agrippina, now framed as an assassin, to publica fortuna, a
supernatural force actively working to protect Rome.54 But as Tacitus has told us, the gods
actually worked, if not primarily to save Agrippina, at least to prevent Nero’s impious scheme.
Instead of observing the signs of divine displeasure at his actions, or even of using Anicetus’
fors cover-up, Nero adopts Agrippina’s own problematic rhetoric. His explanation of her death
recalls her own explanation for her survival of the shipwreck (14.6.2 benignitate deum et
fortuna eius), where the princeps’ own fortune replaced that of the state. In using publica
fortuna to conceal something so sacrilegious as matricide, Nero hypocritically masks his crime
and its true motives.
6.3.3

FLATTERY AND PRODIGIES IN RESPONSE TO IMPIETY

Even more problematic than an impious princeps, however, is Rome’s servile reaction to
religious misinterpretations and transgressions. Nero’s friends and the Campanian cities throng
the temples with sacrifices of thanks (14.10.2). The people compete (14.12.1 miro... certamine)
in servility to make supplicationes, institute games, erect a statue of Minerva next to Nero’s
portrait in the Curia, and make Agrippina’s birthday a dies nefastus.55 Only Thrasea Paetus
protests these innovations: he leaves the Senate altogether, and ‘his stand is apparently endorsed
by the gods, who (textually) immediately send a spate of prodigies.’56
Even if the Senate and people accept Nero’s claim that publica fortuna killed Agrippina,
the prodigies, crebra et inrita (14.12.2), indicate that the gods think otherwise. The woman who
gives birth to the snake and the woman struck by lightning while having sex with her husband
seem to refer to Agrippina’s destruction by the child she bore, confirming that the divine
displeasure relates to her murder. The suddenly arising storm recalls the mysterious cloud that
suddenly (13.41.3 repente) covers Artaxata before its destruction, and reverses the clear weather
the gods sent to preserve Agrippina in the shipwreck attempt. Lightning strikes the city fourteen
times, once in each of Rome’s official regiones, implying that the entire city of Rome will suffer
for Nero’s matricide.
These prodigies, however, do not change Nero’s behaviour: quae adeo sine cura deum
eveniebant, ut multos post<ea> annos Nero imperium et scelera continuaverit (14.12.2). This
54
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sentence can be interpreted in two ways. If cura deum refers to the gods’ concern for mankind (a
subjective genitive), the statement means that while they sent these signs, it was not because
they care about human welfare; the sentiment recalls that of H. 1.3.2. But if cura deum refers to
mankind’s concern for the divine (objective genitive), the statement indicates that the prodigies
are inrita because people refuse to heed them. Romans are too quick to flatter Nero, and so they
not only accept his problematic religious rhetoric covering his own crime, but blatantly ignore
the gods’ signs that all is not right. As with the uncertainty about benignitas deum in Claudius’
first set of prodigies (12.43.2), it remains unclear whether the gods are actually concerned with
stopping Nero’s evils. Could the princeps or his subjects actually have changed the course of
events? In any case, Nero’s courtiers ignore the prodigies and fall into the old Tiberian pattern
of religious flattery. Nero’s partisans (deterrimus quisque) convince him to return to Rome after
Agrippina’s death: iret intrepidus et venerationem sui coram experiretur (14.13.1). Veneratio is
the language of the imperial cult (cf. 4.37.3); Nero’s followers in effect promise he will be
worshipped as a god for killing his mother.
Tacitus ends chapter 13, and with it the narrative of Agrippina’s murder, with Nero’s
sacrifice on the Capitoline. The people have prepared exstructos, qua incederet, spectaculorum
gradus, quo modo triumphi visuntur. hinc superbus ac publici servitii victor Capitolium adiit,
grates exsolvit (14.13.2). The allegation that Nero celebrates a triumph over the Roman people’s
servility is a pointed statement;57 but it is more than a cynical authorial observation. The people
have themselves contributed to this state of affairs, for it is their preparations that cause him to
act this way (hinc). And their flattery is intimately connected with a subversion of religious
ritual, allowing Nero to give thanks to the gods for a matricide he has committed: ‘When Nero...
claims for himself the position traditionally due to a leader who had saved the people from a
foreign menace, and who in approaching Jupiter Capitolinus laid down his power and
acknowledged himself a mortal, he is trampling on religion as well as on freedom.’58 Thus
Tacitus weaves into his account of Nero’s most immoral act interlocking threads of religious
misinterpretation and public flattery, of which the gods disapprove.
6.4

WHEN WILL NERO BE PUNISHED? THE PROBLEMS OF PRODIGIES
In the chapters following Agrippina’s death, Tacitus constructs a narrative of prodigies
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notices indicates that the gods’ anger is partly directed at Nero’s affinity for athletic and artistic
performance, described as vetus cupdio (14.14.1). He uses religious rhetoric to justify his
desires,59 noting that games and performances are part of religious festivals, and that Apollo
himself is a singer in both Greece and Rome (14.14.1). Yet both these justifications turn out to
be dubious. Even when part of religious festivals, games can become morally deleterious: the
Iuvenalia quickly descend into depravity (14.15.3), and the gladiatorial show erupting into a
deadly fight between Pompeii and Nuceria (14.17) shows they can also lead to violence. Using
Apollo Citharoedus to justify musical performance becomes problematic when it affects how
Nero’s subjects treat him: ii dies ac noctes plausibus personare, formam principis vocemque
deum vocabulis appellantes; quasi per virtutem clari honoratique agere (14.15.5). Conflating
himself with Apollo recalls Agrippina’s attempts to usurp divine honours (cf. 12.42.2,
13.14.3).60 The resulting flattery, where Nero’s subjects use rhetoric equating him to the gods,
shows the deleterious effect of this transgression on political discourse.61
Rome’s relationship with the gods suffers, too, for Tacitus’ placement of prodigy reports
suggests that the gods disapprove of Nero’s association with Apollo. While recounting Nero’s
performances in AD 60, Tacitus describes a comet: Inter quae sidus cometes effulsit, de quo
vulgi opinio est, tamquam mutationem regis portendat. igitur, quasi iam depulso Nerone,
quisnam deligeretur anquirebant. et omnium ore Rubellius Plautus celebra<ba>tur (14.22.1).
Tacitus does not deny comets’ significance; tamquam with the subjunctive does not imply
doubt, but gives the contents of the vulgi opinio.62 Their theory about comets possibly derives
from the sidus Iulium that appeared after Julius Caesar’s death,63 but as Seneca points out, not
all comets are like Caesar’s (Nat. 7.17.2). Seneca64 claims Nero’s comet removed comets’
infamia; he, like Tacitus, thinks it did not portend a change of ruler. Seneca generally criticizes
people who attach too much significance to natural phenomena:65 people should study stars
scientifically instead of trying to discern their meanings (significationes, Nat. 7.1.5-6), and he
applies this scientific spirit of inquiry to Nero’s comet when he tells how it caused earthquakes
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in Greece (Nat. 7.28.3). While Tacitus agrees with Seneca that Nero’s comet does not mean
what the sidus Iulium meant, he does not deny that comets can have supernatural significance.
Rather, vulgi opinio errs in automatically applying it to this particular comet: the present tense
of est and portendat implies the application of a general theory about comets to a specific
occurrence (perfect effulsit). Nero will be deposed eventually, but Rubellius Plautus will not be
the next princeps, as the reader knows. The theory that comets can portend a change of ruler
may have validity generally, but it does not apply here. Tacitus’ report of the comet provides
both a hint of divine disapproval of Nero’s problematic performances and a timely reminder
about the difficulty of interpreting supernatural occurrences.
Next Tacitus reports a portentous lightning strike, which presents similar issues of
interpretation: auxit rumorem pari vanitate orta interpretatio fulguris. nam quia discumbentis
Neronis... ictae dapes mensaque disiecta erat, idque finibus Tiburtum acciderat, unde paterna
Plauto origo, hunc illum numine deum destinari credebant, fovebantque multi (14.22.2). The
lightning bolt is not necessarily meaningless, since Nero will in fact come to a bad end, but
assuming that Plautus will be the one to replace him (hunc illum numine deum destinari)66 is
vanitas. Ambition and greed (14.22.2 avida et plerumque fallax ambitio) cause this hasty
interpretation. Even Nero is taken in (14.22.3 ergo permotus his Nero), and forces Plautus to
leave Rome: rumours67 and partisanship have caused both princeps and populace to misinterpret
divine signs. The lightning strike recalls the ignored prodigies following Agrippina’s death
(14.12.2): only after Nero is finally deposed can the lightning’s true meaning become clear.68
Tacitus gives us a timely warning against letting political concerns determine a sign’s
significance, which may only become clear with hindsight. The Roman people are as wrong to
apply the comet and the lightning to Plautus as they were to believe that the ficus’ re-growth
(13.58) meant Nero would improve. Nero would fall, and Rome would have a new leader, but
not when anyone supposed.
Tacitus confirms the truth of such signs by closing the chapter with a third, less
ambiguous than the first two:
Isdem diebus nimia luxus cupido infamiam et periculum Neroni tulit, quia fontem aquae
Marciae ad urbem deductae nando incesserat; videbaturque potus sacros et caerimoniam
loci corpore loto polluisse. secutaque anceps valitudo iram deum adfirmavit (14.22.4).
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The last two sentences, linked by corresponding -ques, emphasize that it both seemed, and was
in fact the case, that the wrathful gods were punishing Nero for bathing in the Aqua Marcia’s
spring.69 Tacitus clearly affirms a cause-and-effect relationship between human transgression
and divine retribution.70 Nero’s wish to bathe in the spring recalls his vetus cupido for
performance (14.15.1), also religiously problematic;71 but luxus also plays a role. Luxury was
dangerous ‘because it signified the presence of the potentially disruptive power of human
desire... which must be policed,’72 and Nero’s illness shows that the gods feel the same way
about his trivial, personal use of a revered spring. His flagrant disregard has clear consequences
for both his reputation and his personal safety. By representing these consequences in an
unusually clear way, Tacitus emphasizes the gods’ power to indicate their displeasure and to
punish transgressions. Since Nero has just performed the far greater transgression of killing his
mother, and is about to murder his wife, Tacitus implies that the gods may punish these acts,
too. So while signs offer humans no clues about when the events they foretell will come to pass,
they are nevertheless true indicators of the gods’ displeasure towards Nero and the punishment
they will ultimately visit upon him.
6.5

OCTAVIA’S DEATH AND GROWING ADULATIO
Religious flattery rises to yet more problematic heights of insincerity with Octavia’s

death. She has been divorced and sent away into Campania, but a rumour arises that Nero will
recall her: his*** tamquam Nero paenitentia flagitii coniugem revocarit Octaviam (14.60.5).73
In response, the vulgus74 displays enthusiastic support for Octavia:
Exim laeti Capitolium scandunt deosque tandem venerantur. effigies Poppaeae proruunt,
Octaviae imagines gestant umeris, spargunt floribus foroque ac templis statuunt. itur
etiam in principis laudes, repetitum <certamen> venerantium. iamque et Palatium
multitudine et clamoribus complebant (14.61.1).
Statues were used to express favour or disfavour toward Piso (3.14.4) and the elder Nero and
Agrippina (5.4.2). Here, Tacitus gives the motif religious resonance by adding triumphal and
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cultic imagery. Spargunt floribus refers to the flowers strewn on the roads during a triumphal
procession.75 Capitolium scandere (a phrase occurring only seven times in extant Latin
literature) refers to the triumphator’s ascent of the Capitoline to sacrifice to Jupiter,76 or to
priests and priestesses climbing the hill to perform rituals (cf. Horace Carm. 3.30.8-9).77
Romans see the Capitoline gods as protectors of their empire (cf. H. 4.53.3). Combining popular
adulation of Octavia with the Capitoline’s religious ceremonies thus implies that Octavia’s
recall is a divine blessing, a rarity in Nero’s irreligious court (tandem): ‘There had been nothing
for which to praise the gods for so long.’78
People similarly honoured the dead Galba’s statue with garlands (H. 2.55.1), ‘recall[ing]
their previous hypocritical happiness at his murder... and implicitly rais[ing] questions about
whether they are any more sincere now;’79 perhaps we should be similarly wary of Octavia’s
enthusiastic supporters. Tacitus highlights their servility when they turn (itur) from celebrating
Octavia’s triumphant return to praising Nero for recalling her. Veneration of the gods quickly
becomes veneration of Nero: repetition of venerare implies they cannot distinguish between the
honours due to a divinity and to an emperor. Suetonius (Nero 35) and the Octavia Praetexta
(780-819) also describe public support for Octavia, but as public protest after her exile rather
than celebration of her rumoured return.80 The Octavia describes a public expression of
righteous indignation that has more in common with the popular rumblings against Piso (3.14.4)
than with Tacitus’ adulatory statue parade.81 And neither Suetonius nor the Octavia mentions
the Capitoline at all. Tacitus’ addition of the religious element emphasizes how adulatio leads
the people onto religious ground as shaky as Nero’s matricide and murder of his wife. Tandem
can work in a less positive way: it ‘compresses the retrospect of a whole generation’s despair,’82
which makes the people too ready to treat Octavia to a triumph based only on a rumour.
Religious flattery actually intensifies after Octavia’s brutal murder:
dona ob haec templis decreta que<m> ad finem memorabimus? quicumque casus
temporum illorum nobis vel aliis auctoribus noscent, praesumptum habeant, quotiens
fugas et caedes iussit princeps, totiens grates deis actas, quaeque rerum secundarum
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olim, tum publicae cladis insignia fuisse. neque tamen silebimus, si quod senatus
consultum adulatione novum aut patientia postremum fuit (14.64.3).
The decreed offerings refer specifically to the servile behaviour of the Senate,83 but grates deis
actas84 could also encompass the activities of the rest of the Roman population, the vulgus who
only recently gave thanks to the gods because they thought Nero cancelled Octavia’s exile (cf.
14.61.1 deosque tandem venerantur). Tacitus’ vulgus is notoriously fickle,85 and when this
fickleness, combined with adulatio, is applied to religious ritual, the fabric of Roman society
begins to erode. Insignia rerum secundarum have become insignia publicae cladis, since a
religious ritual that should signify a great military victory is now celebrated to flatter a murderer
princeps. In a reversal recalling Thucydides’ description of στάσις’s effect on Greek values (Th.
3.82.4-5), ‘Rome has become a hideous burlesque of its lost self;’86 adulatio has tainted
religious rituals. The Octavia episode thus links the last of Nero’s impious family murders with
a spreading tide of flattery. More explicitly than ever before, Tacitus links Nero’s behaviour
with the trivialization of important religious ceremonies and deterioration in cultic memory.
Tacitus’ promise to chronicle new developments in senatorial obsequiousness shows the
importance he attaches to this deterioration.
This religious amnesia escalates, accompanied by disasters and increasingly serious
prodigies. At the end of AD 62, sandwiched between the Parthian disaster (15.17) and the birth
of Poppaea’s daughter, Tacitus reports a string of strange occurrences:
Isdem consulibus gymnasium ictu fulminibus conflagravit, effigiesque in eo Neronis ad
informe aes liquefacta. et motu terrae celebre Campaniae oppidum Pompei magna ex
parte proruit; defunctaque virgo Vestalis Laelia, in cuius locum Cornelia ex familia
Cossorum capta est (15.22.2).
The destruction of Nero’s gymnasium (cf. 14.47.2) and the melting of his statue do not augur
well for his fate and his principate’s eventual outcome. The statue is the only loss worth
reporting, unlike in the similar collapse of the amphitheatre at Fidenae under Tiberius (4.62),
significant for the great loss of human life rather than for anything relating to the emperor. The
lightning that struck the Capitoline (13.24.2), all of Rome (14.12.1), and then Nero’s feast
(14.22.2) seems to have moved closer, zeroing in on an effigy of Nero himself. Meanwhile, the
earthquakes of Claudius’ prodigy list have spread wider: before they merely destroyed houses
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(12.43.1 crebris terrae motibus prorutae domus), but now entire towns are engulfed.87 Although
nothing initially appears ominous about Cornelia, she is probably the Vestal put to death for
incest in AD 90.88 Tacitus thus creates links both backward in time within Nero’s reign (to AD
61, when the gymnasium was dedicated) and forward into ‘Rome’s post-Neronian future,’ when
the cataclysmic eruption of Vesuvius destroyed Pompeii altogether in AD 79 and an impious
Vestal Virgin was punished in AD 90.89
Yet despite the resonant similarities between these events and the prodigies in Claudius’
and Nero’s principates, Tacitus does not call these prodigia. Some commentators attribute this
to Tacitus’ scepticism about omens as valid predictors of the future;90 others say these incidents
do predict the future and are indistinguishable from the prodigia, since they serve the same
purpose.91 But neither of these views is supported by the text, since Tacitus calls these events
neither inrita (cf. 14.12.2) nor prodigia. Placing these events at the end of the year, however,
strongly encourages the reader to see them as significant.92 By not calling them prodigia,
Tacitus illustrates the phenomenon he observed at 14.12.2.93 He mimics the mindset of
witnesses to these evidently significant events, who ignored them and allowed Nero’s wicked
reign to continue. Cornelia would be familiar to Tacitus’ readers, but the Romans of AD 62
without the benefit of hindsight could be forgiven for allowing her accession to pass unnoticed.
The earthquakes in Campania and especially the spectacular collapse of Nero’s amphitheatre,
however, should perhaps have commanded their attention. Combined with the perversion of
religious rituals for Octavia is a blindness toward things traditionally seen as signs.94
Alongside this deterioration in cultic memory, the adulatory perversion of ritual
intensifies in the emperor’s and Senate’s reactions to the birth of Poppaea’s daughter. Nero
experiences superhuman emotion at the news (15.23.1 ultra mortale gaudium), and the Senate’s
response (15.23.2-3) does not dispel this sense that the imperial house’s milestones are of
supernatural interest. Public vows for the emperor’s safety were normal,95 but commending
Poppaea’s womb to the gods and building a temple of her personified fertility smack of flattery.
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Modelling the baby’s games after those Augustus instituted to celebrate his victory at Actium
(ad exemplar Actiacae religionis) shows not only that the Actian games no longer mean
anything to a Neronian Senate,96 but also that Rome has lost its sense of religious
appropriateness. Instead of pursuing real military victory and commemorating it traditionally,
they erect meaningless trophies on the Capitoline for a nonexistent Parthian victory (15.18.1)
and memorialise an infant girl with military games. Similarly inappropriate are the Fortunes,
goddesses of Antium, who represent fortune in both war and peace97 despite the recent lack of
wartime Roman fortune in Parthia. And not only does the Senate suggest alterations to Rome’s
physical religious fabric by proposing additions to Capitoline Jupiter’s throne and a new temple
to the deified infant, but they also propose an alteration to the city’s ritual fabric by giving the
baby a pulvinar, and adding her to the list of gods celebrated in the lectisternium. Tacitus is not
criticizing the imperial cult as an institution; choosing a powerless infant to deify does not per se
invalidate the institution of deification,98 but it highlights the Senate’s repeated flattery
(rursusque exortae adulationes) and sense of religious appropriateness. The baby’s short life
makes this flattery all the more rash, recalling the vulgus’ fickle change of mind about Octavia.
The Senate and people are practiced at trotting out religious honours of dubious appropriateness,
showing how the imperial cult’s deleterious dynamic has progressed since Tiberius’ principate.
6.6

MISGIVINGS OF PEOPLE AND PRINCEPS
Despite this worrying trend, religious memory is not completely lost, for Nero’s subjects

sometimes feel uneasy about his lack of understanding. When an amphitheatre at Naples where
Nero intends to perform collapses, Tacitus portrays him as out of touch: Illic, plerique ut
arbitra<ba>ntur, triste, ut ipse, providum potius et secundis numinibus evenit: nam egresso qui
adfuerat populo vacuum et sine ullius noxa theatrum collapsum est. ergo per compositos cantus
grates dis atque ipsam recentis casus fortunam celebrans... (15.34.1). Nero’s interpretation of
the collapsing amphitheatre is not necessarily implausible, and recalls Claudius’ attributing
Rome’s narrow escape from famine to benignitas deum (12.43.2). But that was part of an
isolated set of prodigies, whereas the gymnasium recently struck by lightning (15.22.2) and the
other prodigies of books 13-15 contextualize Nero’s amphitheatre collapse. The negative
implications are evident to everyone but Nero himself, and his interpretation looks like a
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misinterpretation.99 Yet, although the Roman people feel uneasy about the incident, they still
take no action against the impious Nero.
Tacitus also indicates that even Nero has retained some sense of religious scruple. After
his impious actions and repeated religious misinterpretation, it is surprising to see him fearing
the divine when he consults the gods about his decision to travel to Egypt: super ea profectione
adiit Capitolium. illic veneratus deos, cum Vestae quoque templum inisset, repente cunctos per
artus tremens, seu numine exterrente, seu facinorum recordatione numquam timore vacuus,
deseruit inceptum (15.36.1-2). Tacitus’ language evokes the ceremony of the triumph, an
institution Nero has subverted before (14.13.2 publici servitii victor Capitolium adiit, grates
exsolvit). Here the problem is not matricide, but frivolity, for this trip to Egypt is Nero’s
personal desire (15.36.1 secretis imaginationibus agitans) rather than something important to
the state.100 He had planned to visit Greece to compete in dramatic or musical competitions
(15.33.2), and he may have a similarly trivial objective in mind for his trip to Egypt.101 We also
think of the nuncupatio votorum, in which a commander about to depart on a campaign made
vows to Jupiter Capitolinus to be fulfilled on his return, possibly as part of his triumph if he was
awarded one.102 These resonances show that Nero has no sense of religious appropriateness: he
was wrong to treat matricide as a military victory, but he was equally wrong to see this frivolous
Egyptian tour as equivalent to a military expedition.
Locating the incident in Vesta’s temple is important, too. Since the nuncupatio Nero
imitates took place on the Capitoline, it is odd that a temple in the Forum is the site of his
sudden attack of conscience. Commentators have variously tried to explain the significance of
Vesta,103 but none notes the goddess’ important associations with the eternity of Rome. Her
temple housed both the palladium Aeneas brought from Troy and the eternal flame, both
pledges of Rome’s continued existence.104 Juxtaposing this venerable goddess with Nero’s fake
nuncupatio is striking. This is bad for the emperor himself, but also for Rome as a whole:
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‘[Nero’s] inability to stop shaking in the temple of Vesta... meant that he cannot even consult the
gods about his planned trip to Greece [sic], never mind gain their approval.’105
But Tacitus does not specify whether Nero himself senses the divine disapproval of his
past actions and future plans (15.32.2). The two explanations are not mutually exclusive:
perhaps the goddess of hearth and home stimulates Nero’s conscience, already guilty about his
murders of brother, mother, and wife.106 Suetonius relates the same episode without the
realization, and focuses on the details deterring Nero (the hem of his garment gets caught and he
experiences temporary blindness), more explicit than Tacitus’ generalized shaking. And
Suetonius’ Nero cancels the trip turbatus religione simul ac periculo (Nero 19.1), because of
religious scruple and a fear of danger to come,107 but it never occurs to him that the gods might
punish his matricide and fratricide. Tacitus’ Nero, however, seems to understand what Tacitus
has indicated to the reader by heaping up omens and prodigious occurrences around the
princeps. Placing this incident before the fire thus links Nero’s past crimes and continuing
impiety with a future disaster.
6.7

TEMPLES, RELIGION, AND THE FIRE IN ROME108

6.7.1

LIVIAN RELIGIOUS MEMORY

Tacitus uses the fire in AD 64 to show the loss of cultic memory in Neronian Rome, in
which both princeps and subjects are implicated. The fire follows immediately after Tigellinus’
depraved party109 for Nero (15.38.1 sequitur clades), implying a causal relationship between the
two: ‘Here [Tacitus] intends causality instead of mere temporal sequence, i.e., the great fire was
brought on by the infamy of the emperor.’110 The first few chapters of Tacitus’ account focus on
the human destruction (15.40.1); temples are mentioned, but only as potential fodder for the
flame (15.38.2).111 Only at 15.41 does he begin to consider their religious and historical
significance and list the temples destroyed (15.41), all founded in the early days of the city and
discussed by Livy. They thus provide a window onto a more pious past. They are important not
only for their venerable old age, but also for their religious significance as symbols of the piety
105
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of Rome’s founding figures (vetustissima religione). Luna’s temple, probably to be identified
with Diana’s temple on the Aventine,112 was founded to honour a new alliance of the Latins, but
particularly to confirm Rome’s pre-eminence in that alliance (Livy 1.45.3). Livy likewise
considered the Ara Maxima, with its very ancient origins in the time of Evander, to imply
Rome’s future greatness (Livy 1.7.10).113 Romulus vowed the temple of Jupiter Stator while
fighting the Sabines in return for the god’s aid (tua praesenti ope, Livy 1.12.5-7; cf. A. 15.41.1
praesenti Herculi). The temple thus symbolizes the divine presence helping Rome to grow into a
worldwide imperial power.114 Vesta’s temple, with its palladium and eternal flame, has
important resonances with Rome’s eternal supremacy.115 The temple is prominent in Livy’s
account of reactions to the invasion and burning of Rome by the Gauls (which Tacitus also
mentions). As Camillus attempts to dissuade the Romans from migrating, he twice cites the
temple of Vesta as one of the many religious reasons they should not leave the city, linking her
with the sacred shield of Mars Gradivus kept in the regia (Livy 5.52.7, 5.54.7), which Tacitus
also mentions.
Tacitus alerts the reader to the temples’ Livian resonances by flanking the temple list
with further allusions to Livy. Nero wants to found a new city (15.40.2 videbaturque Nero
condendae urbis novae et cognomento suo appellandae gloriam quaerere), and Tacitus refers to
literature destroyed in the fire as monumenta ingeniorum antiqua et incorrupta (15.41.1).116
Both recall Livy’s proem: Quae ante conditam condendamve urbem poeticis magis decora
fabulis quam incorruptis rerum gestarum monumentis traduntur, ea nec adfirmare nec refellere
in animo est (pr. 6). While Livy contrasts old myths of the pre-foundation and his own more
accurate genre of history,117 Tacitus draws a distinction between the venerable historical
writings now lost and the new city Nero is founding upon the ashes of the old.
Tacitus does not mention the temples’ place in rituals performed by the Romans of AD
64: their loss is deplorable because they memorialize past piety. This is where the ‘monumental’
historical writings come in: the Livian allusion, and the importance Livy attaches to all the
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temples Tacitus mentions, speak to a close relationship between the memory preserved in the
temples and Rome’s historical traditions. In Tacitus’ world, history is crucial in making these
temples function as repositories of religious memory. If we did not know these stories, the
temples would still preserve some memory as symbols of ritual past and present, but without the
Livian emphasis on their connection to the growth and eternity of Roman imperium, we could
not appreciate the temples’ full significance to Rome’s past and future relationship with the
gods.
6.7.2

REACTIONS: FAILING RELIGIOUS MEMORY

Nero’s religious reaction to the fire leaves the reader seriously doubting his ability to
cultivate a proper relationship with the gods. He does have some sense of cultic memory, for he
attempts to appease their anger by the correct ritual propitiation (15.44.1-2). Religious
correctness is apparently preserved, even in Tacitus’ vocabulary: supplico, matrona, perspergo,
sellisternium, and propitio are all rare or archaic words specifically connected to ritual.118 The
Sibylline books are duly consulted, and the choice of gods to propitiate seems sound. Vulcan is
appropriate as the god of fire, and Ceres, Proserpina, and (probably) Juno119 had temples near
where the fire broke out (cf. 15.38.1 and 15.53.3). But all this religious correctness is suddenly
and swiftly undercut by the intimation that Nero set the fire himself (15.44.2).120 After his
display of ritually correct Roman piety fails to convince the people of his innocence, Nero uses
the Christians as scapegoats, an element Dio and Suetonius omit.121 Tacitus acknowledges that
the Christians present a religious threat: their beliefs are an exitiabilis superstitio (15.44.3), one
among the many species of religious sickness afflicting Neronian Rome (cf. 15.44.3: per urbem
etiam, quo cuncta undique atrocia aut pudenda confluunt celebranturque).122 Yet the long love
affair of Rome’s imperial house with similarly dubious foreign religious practices (especially
astrology) may be why the city is a breeding-ground perfect for such exitiabiles superstitiones.
Although the violent extermination of foreign religious cults had a long history,123 it is
hypocritical for Nero to attack other religious offenders. The people of Rome feel uneasy about
such a naked display of power: unde quamquam adversus sontes et novissima exempla meritos
miseratio oriebatur, tamquam non utilitate publica, sed in saevitiam unius absumerentur
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(15.44.5). Nero performs a traditional punishment, but not for the traditional reasons, and the
populace is completely unaware of what those reasons might be. No one in this world can serve
as a real repository of religious memory.
This engenders a yet more naked display of power as Nero, in true tyrannical fashion,124
commits sacrilege to rebuild Rome:
inque eam praedam etiam dii cessere, spoliatis in urbe templis egestoque auro, quod
triumphis, quod votis omnis populi Romani aetas prospere aut in metu sacraverat.
enimvero per Asiam atque Achaiam non dona tantum, sed simulacra numinum
abripiebatur, missis in eas provincias Acrato et Secundo Carrinate (15.45.1-2).
Temples in Rome itself are robbed of their dedications, representing a long history of Romans
striving to maintain a correct relationship with their gods as they set forth on military
expeditions or prayed for their help in bad times. This connection between the gods and historic
Roman achievements recalls the Livian temple list. Whether or not he set the fire, Nero,
ignorant of both the ritual significance and memorial function of the temples and dedications he
ransacks, now continues its work to obliterate even those commemorative dedications it did not
destroy. The princeps is like an army attacking his own city and his own gods, who in military
language yield (cedere, OLD 13, 15) like a defeated nation to his quest for war booty (praeda,
OLD 1).125 Stealing cult statues from Greek temples is even more problematic. Cult statues were
so closely related to the deities they represented that it was not always possible to distinguish
between them, and mishandling a statue was a serious offence against the god.126 Greek art
plundered during Roman wars of expansion and then dedicated in temples at Rome can
contribute to Rome’s glory; indeed, Tacitus mourns the loss of such artworks in his temple list
(cf. 15.41.1 opes tot victoriis quaesitae et Graecarum artium decora).127 But profane plunder
differs from stolen cult statues; and furthermore, the lamented Graecarum artium decora were
acquired in a campaign of conquest, not stolen by a freedman and a dilettante philosopher.128
And the temple robberies undermine Nero’s apparent religious correctness at 15.44: apparently
he reveres cult statues (cf. 15.44 simulacrum deae) only in Rome. Tacitus specifies that Nero’s
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actions are religiously bad: Seneca requests to retire to the country so that he can distance
himself from the unpopularity of Nero’s sacrilege (15.45.3 quo invidiam sacrilegii a semet
averteret), the only action Tacitus ever describes as such.129 Nero’s subjects have at least
retained enough religious memory to label his behaviour as sacrilege.
The prodigious occurrences that follow show that not only the people, but also the gods
themselves disapprove of his sacrilegious behaviour. The prodigies not only are a divine
reaction to Nero’s impious behaviour in the past, but also warn of bad things to come.130 They
begin with storms and a comet: Fine anni vulgantur prodigia imminentium malorum nuntia: vis
fulgurum non alias crebrior, et sidus cometes, sanguine inlustri semper Neroni expiatum
(15.47.1). This combination of portents recalls the lightning and comet thought to predict that
Rubellius Plautus would become emperor; sidus cometes (14.22.1) and fulguris (14.22.2) are
each used only in these two passages in the extant Annals.131 This comet is explicitly among
prodigia imminentium malorum, so Tacitus leaves the reader in no doubt that a change of ruler
is coming this time.132 Tacitus’ wording highlights Nero’s lack of religious correctness:
prodigies should be expiated by sacrificing animals, not political rivals. Suetonius makes a
similar comment but makes the astrologer Balbillus the source of the idea (Nero 36.1), whereas
Tacitus highlights Nero’s involvement. Semper indicates that the pattern beginning with Plautus,
in which Nero misinterpreted comets by applying them to specific unnamed but innocent
individuals, is ongoing. Tacitus does not specify who was executed, implying that cases, like
instances of religious flattery (14.64.3), are too numerous to list.133
The Roman people, who knew enough about religious customs to react with invidia
against Nero, now fail to perform proper expiations: bicipites hominum aliorumve animalium
partus abiecti in publicum aut in sacrificiis, quibus gravidas hostias immolare mos est, reperti
(15.47.1). Disposing of deformed fetuses is likened to child exposure (abicere, in publicum),134
but the proper way to expiate a monstrous deformed child is by drowning it in the open sea (cf.
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Livy 27.37.5-6, 31.12.6-8).135 And the monstrous animal births are not expiated at all: Romans,
like their emperor, fail to respond to prodigies correctly. Finally, the haruspices offer an
exteremly accurate interpretation of the calf born at the side of the road with its head fused to its
side: parari rerum humanarum aliud caput, sed non fore validum neque occultum, quin in utero
repressum aut iter iuxta editum sit (15.47.2). Yet the Pisonian conspirators fall into the same
trap: the accuracy of the prediction ‘underlines the stupidity of those who immediately (in the
text) begin plotting to overthrow Nero. Tacitus’ superior knowledge textually crushes the
conspiracy even before it appears.’136 Reactions to these prodigies show the failure of religious
memory: no one within the narrative can see the inappropriateness and ineffectiveness of these
problematic expiations.
6.8

IMPIETY AND MISINTERPRETATION IN THE PISONIAN CONSPIRACY
A similar lack of religious memory afflicts the Pisonian conspirators. Tacitus’ account of

the episode exposes the motivations of individuals acting either irreligiously, or correctly but for
the wrong reasons. Piso himself appears to be a voice of religious reason in refusing to kill Nero
while a guest in his house, lest he anger the gods: sed abnuit Piso, invidiam praetendens, si
sacra mensae diique hospitales caede qualiscumque principis cruentarentur (15.52.1). Sacra
mensae recalls the indignant description of Britannicus’ murder (13.17.3 quamvis inter sacra
mensae), a horrid act recalling Atreus and Thyestes (Sen. Thy. 981 iucunda mensae sacra
iuvenilis). The conspirators who suggest such a murder are as impious as Nero himself. But Piso
refuses to kill Nero not for the religious reasons he offers (praetendens), but merely delays
because he fears a rival (15.54.2),137 following Nero’s lead in using religious concern as a veil
for true motivations and intentions (cf. 13.5.2 specie pietatis, 14.3.3 ostentandae pietati). The
conspirators fall into the same errors as Nero, showing how false religiosity has permeated court
life.
Their choice of time and place for the attempt on Nero’s life also shows that the
conspirators lack a sense of religious appropriateness. They decide to kill him in the Circus
during a day of games, imitating Julius Caesar’s murder in Pompey’s theatre.138 But the games
are the climax of the Cerealia:139 although Piso refused to kill Nero at his table, he apparently
135
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has no problem with committing murder during an actual religious festival.140 Piso is to hide in
the goddess’ very temple (15.53.3 Piso apud aedem Cereris opperiretur) while the murder is
committed. Scaevinus’ choice of murder weapon is even more problematic: pugionem templo
Salutis [in Etruria] sive, ut alii tradidere, Fortunae Ferentino in oppido detraxerat gestabatque
velut magno operi sacrum (15.53.2). Since the dagger was probably placed in the temple as a
votive offering,141 this makes Scaevinus a temple-robber no better than Nero himself (cf. 15.45.2
non dona tantum sed simulacra numinum abripiebantur; 15.45.1 sacraverat). And when he is
caught and questioned, Scaevinus shamelessly pretends religious veneration to cover up his real
reason for having the dagger (15.55.2 olim religione patria cultum).142 Even more
problematically, he thinks the dagger will bring divine support for the murder (velut magno
operi sacrum). The conspirators mistakenly feel that by involving Ceres and Salus/Fortuna, they
will convince the gods to condone their assassination.
After the failure, revelation, and punishment of the conspiracy, senatorial flattery
manifests itself again:
Tum [decreta] dona et grates deis decernuntur, propriusque honos Soli, cum est vetus
aedes apud circum, in quo facinus parabatur, qui occulta coniurationis <suo> numine
retexisset; utque circensium Cerialium ludicrum pluribus equorum cursibus celebraretur
mensisque Aprilis Neronis cognomentum acciperet; templum Saluti exstrueretur eius
loco, ex quo Scaevinus ferrum prompserat. ipse eum pugionem apud Capitolium sacravit
inscripsitque Iovi Vindici, <quod> in praesens haud animadversum post arma Iulii
Vindicis ad auspicium et praesagium futurae ultionis trahebatur (15.74.1-2).
The honours decreed to Sol show how the emperor’s personal safety has become inextricably
linked with Roman cult. The conspirators’ opponents now reappropriate the Cerealia to give
thanks for Nero’s life: the line blurs between conspirators and senators, both guilty of bending
religion to their own purposes. And attempting to adapt Salus to their ideological programme is
decidedly foolish: appropriating the dagger from her temple did not bring salus or fortuna to the
conspiracy, so she could similarly turn on Nero.143 He shortsightedly dedicates the weapon to
Jupiter Vindex: no one predicted it at the time, but it later could be viewed through the lens of
Vindex’s revolt.144 Although Nero was foolish to think the dagger would bring him salus any
more than it did the conspirators, the Vindex connection ‘may imply that the dagger’s divine
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patronage, unbestowed on the conspirators, did have some potency, if insufficient to their
particular task.’145 But it is unclear on whom this ultio will fall: in addition to signifying Nero’s
justly deserved downfall, it also prefigures the revenge characterizing the contenders for the
principate in AD 69 (cf. H. 1.3.2 ultionem), which will bring suffering to the whole empire.
Furthermore, dedicating the dagger to Jupiter Vindex is ‘a reversal of Seneca’s dying libation to
Iuppiter Liberator. But after the revolt of Julius Vindex in Gaul three years later, this reversal
was itself reversed, as Tacitus observes... And this note of future disaster is maintained to the
very end.’146 Unaware of this complex nexus of reversal and revenge, Nero blithely makes a
dedication that will later seem to presage his own downfall.
Senatorial flattery reaches truly unprecedented levels when the consul-designate Cerialis
Anicius decrees a temple to Nero (15.74.3), who refuses the honour:
quod quidem ille decernebat tamquam mortale fastigium egresso et venerationem
hominum merito, <sed ipse prohibuit, ne interpretatione> quorundam ad omen [dolum]
sui exitus verteretur: nam deum honor principi non ante habetur, quam agere inter
homines desierit (15.74.3).
The language recalls similar flattery during Nero’s sham triumph after Agrippina’s murder
(14.13.2 venerationem sui). Nero realises this form of flattery is much more invidious and
refuses the temple because of the bad reputation it would earn him, as deification did for Julius
Caesar on whose murder the conspiracy was modelled.147 A temple would be an omen of his
destruction, constructed by men rather than sent spontaneously by the gods. Tacitus notes that
there is no historical precedent for such honours for a living emperor, although he showed
Tiberius being offered temples during his lifetime (4.15.3, 4.37.1). Yet while those were
spontaneous offerings from provincials, this is a carefully meditated form of flattery suggested
by a Roman senator. The Nero temple is a rung higher on the ladder of emperor worship even
compared with the altars of Clementia and Amicitia, where Sejanus and Tiberius’ effigies were
mere accoutrements rather than the focus of worship (4.74.2).
There is a twofold degeneration of religiosity. Cerialis excels his senatorial predecessors
in proposing the temple. In rejecting it, Nero does the religiously correct thing, but for reasons
that show a greater concern for reputation than for piety. The conspirators’ religious behaviour
was similar. Both the emperor and his opponents are ignorant of divine matters; while Nero will
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suffer for his behaviour (as Jupiter Vindex reminds us),148 it was not the equally irreligious
conspiracy that would remove him. The Pisonians try to pull Rome out of Nero’s downward
spiral, but when they are the only opposition Rome can muster, things have become bad,
perhaps beyond repair.
6.9

INLUSIT DEHINC NERONI FORTUNA: THE BEGINNING OF THE END
After hinting that Vindex’s rebellion will eventually end Nero’s reign, Tacitus observes

explicitly that Nero’s fortunes are changing: Inlusit dehinc Neroni fortuna per vanitatem ipsius
et promissa Caeselli Bassi, qui origine Poenus, mente turbida, nocturnae quietis imaginem ad
spem haud dubiae re<i> traxit (16.1.1). This is not the hostile Fortune of Tiberius’ reign whose
destructiveness seemed aimed at the whole state (4.1.1). Now she is more like the tricky, elusive
‘mistress’ of the Histories,149 and her activities are directed specifically at Nero. When illudere
appears in the Neronian Annals, Nero is usually the verb’s subject rather than its object;150 the
change shows that the tables are turning. Everything hinges on the wilful misinterpretation of a
dream. Nero’s vanitas causes him to put hasty credence in Bassus’s story, like people credulous
of the lightning supposedly foretelling Rubellius Plautus’ imperial destiny (14.22.2 pari vanitate
orta interpretatio fulguris). Vanitas, then, is a byword for misinterpretations arising from
preconceived notions about what a sign will mean. Nero has ample reason to want to believe
Bassus’ dream: gold was generally connected with divine favour and fortuna, and the
connection of Bassus’ hoard with Dido would bring in the story of his ancestor Aeneas, making
the treasure a potentially powerful propaganda tool.151 Tacitus hints that Nero should not be so
quick to believe Bassus: the man’s mens turbida should make his dreams an unreliable source,
and the formula trahere ad + accusative indicates his interpretation is a stretch.152 Tacitus
reminds us that interpreting signs and dreams is a slippery business.
The servile people and Senate are all too ready to believe Bassus’ dream (16.2.1 nec
aliud per illos dies populus credulitate, prudentes diversa fama tulere). Flattery has risen to a
new level as the orators praise Nero in terms recalling the mythical Golden Age. Τhe earth
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brings forth crops of its own accord and the gods make precious metals readily available (16.2.2
obvias opes deferre deos).153 They even claim the gods themselves send this treasure to the
princeps, an idea that falls on fallow ground in the credulous Nero (16.2.2 securi de facilitate
credentis) although there is no proof that Bassus’ dream was truly sent by the gods. And linking
this instance of flattery (16.2.2 quaeque alia summa facundia nec minore adulatione servilia
fingebant) to the quinquennale ludicrum, a celebration Nero concocted himself (14.20.1), makes
the Golden Age comparison seem all the more like empty flattery: ‘Emperor and public are, as
so often, playing the same game, they deserve one another; both are fertile ground for such
battiness.’154 Given this deeply ingrained culture of flattery and misinterpretation, it is little
wonder that Bassus is so surprised when his dream proves false: tandem posita vaecordia, non
falsa antea somnia sua seque tunc primum elusum admirans, pudorem et metum morte
voluntaria effugit (16.3.2). Tacitus does not deny that dreams can be sent by the gods, but not all
are. In failing to make this distinction, the credulous Bassus makes the error of misinterpretation
that we have seen throughout the Annals. Elusum here recalls inlusit (16.1.1):155 both Nero and
Bassus are deceived by their own credulity.
As fortuna deserts Nero, Tacitus simultaneously hints the supernatural is protecting
someone else: ferebantque Vespasianum, tamquam somno coniveret, a Phoebo liberto
increpitum aegreque meliorum precibus obtectum, mox imminentem perniciem maiore fato
effugisse (16.5.3). Tacitus does not specify whether meliorum preces or fate was more
responsible for saving Vespasian. Given how many people are condemned to death or exile or
(like Bassus) commit suicide after being accused, it actually does seem miraculous that
Vespasian managed to escape with his life. In Nero’s irreligious court, one needs a maius fatum
to escape destruction. As fortuna turns away from the last of the Julio-Claudian line, fatum
marks out someone else for greatness.156
Fortuna continues to work strangely in Poppaea’s death. She dies of a kick to the
stomach, a common fate of tyrants’ wives.157 Nero’s words at her funeral reveal a continued
misunderstanding of good behaviour: laudavitque ipse apud rostra formam eius et quod divinae
infantis parens fuisset aliaque fortunae munera pro virtutibus (16.6.2). Their short-lived baby’s
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deification exemplified the religious inappropriateness that can arise from senatorial flattery; in
using it as a reason to praise Poppaea, Nero shows he does not understand truly praiseworthy
behaviour,158 which she never did display (cf. 13.45.2 huic mulieri cuncta alia fuere praeter
honestum animum). Since Poppaea’s manner of death reveals Nero’s tyrannical nature, the
words aliaque fortunae munera take on a sinister cast, for the impulse that led Nero to kick her
in the belly is described as fortuita mariti iracundia (16.6.1). Fortuna may have given Poppaea
what her moral conduct deserved, but since Nero was actually the agent of that deadly reward, it
is shameless for him to mention fortune’s gifts. Iracundia also recalls Nero’s simulated
reconciliation with Agrippina just before her death (14.4.1 ferendas parentium iracundias);159
now the iracundia is Nero’s, and fickle fortuna plays a nasty trick on him in using him as an
instrument to destroy yet another woman in his family, this time one he did not want to kill.
Poppaea’s funeral in turn leads to the unjust extermination of a third party. C. Cassius is
prohibited from attending the ceremony, and Tacitus interprets this disfavor with the emperor as
a sign of his subsequent downfall (16.7.1 quod primum indicium mali). ‘Such a manifestation of
renuntiatio amicitiae was a clear sign of doom to come,’160 as the language of prodigies
emphasizes (cf. H. 1.3.2 magisve iustis indiciis). Thrasea’s exclusion from attending the birth of
Nero’s daughter was similarly described as praenuntiam imminentis caedis (15.23.4), and
Agrippina interpreted the circumstances immediately before her death as extremi mali indicia
(14.8.3). But portents should be supernatural signs coming from the gods themselves, not
prohibitions announced according to the emperor’s personal whim.
The gods will have their say, as Tacitus explicitly states when he closes AD 65161 with
another prodigy list:
Tot facinoribus foedum annum etiam dii tempestatibus et morbis insignivere. vastata
Campania turbine ventorum, qui villas arbusta fruges passim disiecit pertulitque
violentiam ad vicina urbi; in qua omne mortalium genus vis pestilentiae depopulabatur,
nulla caeli intemperie, quae occurr<er>et oculis. sed domus corporibus exanimis, itinera
funeribus complebantur; non sexus, non aetas periculo vacua; servitia perinde et ingenua
plebes raptim exstingui, inter coniugum et liberorum lamenta, qui dum adsident, dum
deflent, saepe eodem rogo cremabantur. equitum senatorumque interitus, quamvis
promisci, minus flebiles erant, tamquam communi mortalitate saevitiam principis
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praevenirent (16.13.1-2).
Foedus can describe either severe weather or behaviour that is morally reprehensible, so it ‘is
applicable both to the murders T. has just recalled... and to the weather phenomena he is about
to describe.’162 AD 28, beginning with Titius Sabinus’ ‘sacrifice,’ was also foedum (4.68.1): the
clouds that began gathering as early as Tiberius’ principate and began to produce rain at
Germanicus’ funeral (13.17.1) now burst forth into ferocious storms of divine displeasure.
Tacitus alters the usual Livian formula annus insignis (esse), by using the unusual verb
insignire;163 making the gods its subject highlights their active role. The content of the prodigies
reminds us of Nero’s past actions and prefigures those to come. The plague seems supernatural,
since it arises in an absence of severe weather conditions.164 The indiscriminate nature of the
destruction caused by the hurricane and the plague165 recalls the pitiless actions of the Roman
army in Germany (cf. 1.51.3). In Nero’s principate, such wanton destruction is only seen at
home, visited upon imperial family members and Roman noblemen. The disease, like the
backlash against the Pisonian conspiracy, clogs the city with funerals (cf. 15.71.1 compleri
interim urbs vuneribus): both princeps and plague fill Rome with death. The plague does not
distinguish between young and old, male and female, recalling the preceding tragic family
scene, where L. Vetus, accused with Nero’s blessing (16.10.1-2), commits suicide along with his
mother-in-law and daughter (16.11).166 The gods indicate all too clearly that Nero’s past and
future behaviour is destructive to Rome. Like Homer’s Agamemnon, Nero behaves impiously
and brings divine wrath manifested in a plague upon his entire society. Agamemnon grudgingly
rectified his error for the benefit of his army (Il. 1.116-7), but Nero shows no such impulse.
6.10

RELIGION AND THE DELATORES
Tacitus’ account of the destruction of various noblemen at the hands of delatores167

fulfils the expectation that the prodigies created, and he explicitly connects these deaths with
divine anger: ira illa numinum in res Romanas fuit, quam non, ut in cladibus exercituum aut
captivitate urbium, semel edito transire licet (16.16.2). The statement appears in a programmatic
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passage where Tacitus apologizes that his history lacks the battle scenes and external wars that
delight an audience, but explains that he discusses the possibly tedious downfalls of illustrious
men so they will be remembered (habeantque propriam memoriam). Syme considered the ira
numinum statement ‘a striking and ominous phrase, but no confession of a creed,’168 yet the
prodigies and portents that Tacitus has just described reinforce the feeling that these deaths
intensify the gods’ wrath.169 Ira deum, like the observations about fortuna that open book 16,
recalls the wording describing the change in Tiberius’ reign in AD 23 (4.1.2 deum ira in rem
Romanam). This time, however, several sets of prodigies have prefigured divine anger. As in
book 4, the stretch of Tacitus’ narrative that follows will be marked by the deaths of many
prominent Romans through the activities of accusers. Now there is no Sejanus, no single driving
force, but a general destructiveness diffused throughout Roman society.
The narrative is dominated by the deaths of Petronius, Thrasea, and Soranus, and
religious offenses appear in the charges against the latter two. This strategy recalls Agrippina’s
use of astrology and magic to entrap her rivals in Annals 12,170 but now the charges relate to the
imperial cult. Thrasea is accused of absence from Poppaea’s funeral rites: et cum deum honores
Poppaeae decernuntur, sponte absens, funeri non interfuerat (16.21.2). In the past Thrasea has
opposed the self-aggrandizing misuse of religion in Nero’s imperial house: he left the Senate
when divine honours were decreed to Agrippina (14.12.1), and he was prohibited from attending
the birth of Nero’s deified baby daughter (15.23).171 Now he is criticized for refusing to pray for
the health and voice of the emperor (16.22.1 nuncupationibus votorum non adesse, quamvis
quindecimvirali sacerdotio praeditum; numquam pro salute principis aut caelesti voce
immolavisse) and for not believing in Poppaea’s divinity (16.22.3 eiusdem animi est Poppaeam
divam non credere, cuius in acta divi Augusti et divi Iuli non iurare. spernit <re>ligiones,
abrogat leges.) Within one sentence, the charges shift from the reasonable to the absurd: vows
for the emperor’s safety were standard,172 and shirking quindecemviral responsibilities would
probably not earn Tacitus’ praise, given his membership in the college and interest in priests’
traditional functions. But praying for the emperor’s voice is blasphemous flattery.173
This is the first time in the Annals that someone’s personal belief in the divinity of the
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member of the imperial house is questioned and censured, and the fact that Capito is able to get
away with it shows how low Nero’s court has sunk. We have come a long way from the world
of A. 1.73, when Tiberius refused to allow divus Augustus to be a source of destruction. Thus
Thrasea’s friends’ advice that he should try to defend himself and move Nero by his pleas seems
exceptionally naïve and pointless: audiret senatus voces quasi ex aliquo numine supra humanas:
posse ipso miraculo etiam Neronem permoveri (16.25.2). Their exaggerated language174
highlights the statement’s absurdity: the Senate should not have to speak with divine voice,
because Nero should have heeded the real gods’ voice expressed in prodigies throughout his
principate. It is absurd to think that Nero will be moved by the miracula of human speech when
he has ignored a long series of supernatural events.
Soranus’ accusers use his daughter Servilia’s consultation of astrologers against him, but
Tacitus seems to indicate that she did it with proper intentions: acciderat sane pietate Serviliae
(id enim nomen puellae fuit), quae caritate erga parentem, simul imprudentia aetatis, non tamen
aliud consultaverat quam de incolumitate domus, et an placabilis Nero, an cognitio senatus
nihil atrox adferret (16.30.2). Tacitus’ phrasing recalls Augustus’ alleged pietate erga parentem
(1.9.3 and 1.10.1), his veneration for Julius Caesar variously interpreted as genuine or as a
pretext for amassing power. But genuine pietas marks Servilia and Soranus’s relationship,
contrasting both with Augustus and with Nero’s false pietas toward his mother (cf. 13.5.2,
14.13.3).175 Nevertheless, it was not politically shrewd to consult astrologers, as her father
confirms in his subsequent plea (16.32.1 nimiae tantum pietatis ream separarent). And her
consultation is pointless, for Nero is anything but placabilis (cf. 16.25.2). Servilia is also
accused of witchcraft (16.31.1),176 a charge she denies: altaria et aram complexa ‘nullos’ inquit
‘impios deos, nullas devotiones, nec aliud infelicibus precibus invocavi, quam ut hunc optimum
patrem tu, Caesar, vos, patres, servaretis incolumem... nulla mihi principis mentio nisi inter
numina fuit’ (16.31.1-2). Embracing Venus’ altar, presumably in a gesture of supplication,
underlines the religious correctness she insists she has displayed: she has not called upon impii
dei, presumably the foreign gods of the Magian astrologers,177 nor has she performed a magical
binding spell (devotio).178 But such arguments are lost on the religiously incorrect Nero, and
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even her obsequious assertion that she invoked the emperor’s numen proves insufficient to save
her from the fate of enforced suicide (16.33.2).
Soranus’ condemnation also affects his friend Cassius Asclepiodotus, whom Tacitus
praises for refusing to denounce Soranus even in his hour of adversity. Asclepiodotus suffered
loss of property and exile for his pains, aequitate deum erga bona malaque documenta
(16.33.1). Syme assumed the statement is cynical, and implies the gods’ indifference to human
affairs.179 The sentiment recalls H. 1.3.2 and A. 14.12.2. As we have seen, neither of these
statements must mean that Tacitus does not believe in the gods180 or that the prodigies they have
sent have not been real. Rather, aequitas deum implies that the gods do not care about the fate of
individuals when their signs have been ignored and the emperor and all Rome have consistently
displayed ineptitude in the religious sphere.181 Rome’s relationship with the gods has
deteriorated even further, as Thrasea’s dying sacrifice to Iuppiter Liberator (16.35) emphasizes.
This recalls Seneca’s similar libation to the same god (15.64.4), but Thrasea’s libation is more
sinister (his own blood, rather than bathwater) and his exhortation to his son to firmare animum
(16.35.1) implies revenge. But Jupiter Liberator also recalls Jupiter Vindex, to whom the
Pisonian murder weapon was dedicated by a joyous princeps (15.74.2). As the Annals peter out,
the reader with the benefit of hindsight senses a dark cloud of impending doom over Nero’s
head.
6.11

CONCLUSIONS
Tacitus paints a decidedly bad picture of Nero’s religious thought and behaviour in

Annals 13-16: besides his reaction in the temple of Vesta (15.36.2), he never indicates that he
recognises the impiety of his many irreligious actions, and he routinely ignores signs from the
gods. But in the context of the rest of the Annals, he is merely the most extreme example of a
wider phenomenon of cluelessness about correct behaviour pervading the rulers and subjects of
the Julio-Claudian dynasty. Agrippina the transgressor paradoxically both did and did not merit
death by her actions, although at least she, unlike her son, recognized and accepted predictions
of her own downfall (14.9.3). And the Pisonian conspirators’ attempt to remove Nero may be
commendable, but their methods replicate the princeps’ mistakes. Finally, there is the wider
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population of Rome. After the death of Britannicus they suspect the gods are angry, even if they
understand why Nero had to murder him on a political level (13.17.1). But after the equally
brutal murders of Agrippina and Octavia, they obsequiously celebrate the princeps’ cruel acts, in
Octavia’s case direct contradicting their own previously expressed support. Despite its
distastefulness, Tacitus feels bound to describe such flattery (14.64.3): the close relationship
between Nero’s impieties and the populace’s staging of religious ceremonies is a big part of
what Tacitus wishes to say about imperial Rome’s relationship with the gods. These flatteries
are more extreme examples of the rhetoric of worshipping the emperor that has plagued Rome
ever since Tiberius’ accession (1.11.1). It is telling that we are not explicitly told what motivates
these flatteries (although ‘fear’ would be the expected answer given Thrasea’s punishments for
abstaining from such religious obsequies): this is simply the way things are, and there are no
suitable challengers to this deplorable status quo.
The difficulty of interpreting the gods’ signs only exacerbates the problem. Some signs
of Nero’s eventual doom are relatively easy to spot. The illness following his bath in the Aqua
Marcia (14.22.4) and the melting of his statue (15.22.2) are fairly clear and specific indications
of the gods’ stance against the princeps himself, and the devastation of the fire at Rome, in
terms both of tangible human and architectural destruction and of lost religious memory, shows
displeasure aimed at the whole city. But most signs could not have been clear at the time, and
their significance is only available to the reader with the benefits of hindsight and Tacitus’ own
interpretations. Only because we know what happens beyond the text do we know that the regrowth of the ficus Ruminalis (13.58) could not indicate eventual improvement in Nero but only
the ultimate return of order after AD 69, or that the comet of AD 60 referred not to a coup led by
Rubellius Plautus but to Nero’s murder in AD 68. Tacitus’ characters are not so privileged: they
did not know about Julius Vindex’s rebellion when Nero dedicated a dagger to Jupiter Vindex
(15.74.2), and only later were able to make the connection. Likewise, they could only have
known that a maius fatum saved Vespasian from punishment in Nero’s theatre (16.5.3) after he
emerged the winner in AD 69 (cf. H. 1.10.1 post fortunam credidimus).
Where in the narrative Tacitus inserts such stories is significant. The brutally punished
Pisonian conspiracy was an important instance of Neronian savagery predicted by prodigia
(15.47). Similarly, bringing Vindex to our attention at the end of the conspiracy narrative directs
us forward to Nero’s eventual downfall, implying that his impiety and savagery on this and
other occasions will find fitting punishment. The anecdote about Vespasian ties in closely with
two authorial pronouncements about the supernatural level of events. We are explicitly told that
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Nero’s luck is changing (16.1.1), that the gods send prodigies to show they disapprove of Nero’s
conduct in AD 65 (16.13.1), and that the widespread condemnation of Roman citizens on
trumped-up charges arouses ira numinum (16.16.1). These are not things we would necessarily
have known if Tacitus had not told us. At times, contemporary Romans could have spotted
divine wrath (even if they were ill equipped to respond to it), but only the reader can see its full
extent.
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CONCLUSIONS

Religion mattered to Tacitus. As this thesis has demonstrated, a careful examination of
references to the gods, fate, fortune, worship, and the imperial cult enriches our understanding
of Tacitus’ attitude toward the Julio-Claudian emperors he depicts in the Annals. Tacitus
describes a Rome with ‘religious amnesia’ that fails to understand how its religious system is
falling into decline, and what political and religious consequences that decline may have.
The deification of Augustus, and the system of rhetoric and behaviour that it sparked, is
a major focus of Tacitus’ attention. Tiberius and Nero both negotiate treacherous waters when
their subjects offer to build them temples, but Tacitus’ concern runs deeper, to the way that
deification affects everyday interactions between the principes and their subjects. He continually
uses the language of prayer to describe how the emperor’s subjects address him. This is an
aspect of the emperor-subject dynamic that scholars have not explored in detail, but it has
profound implications for how political discourse works in the Annals.
Tacitus never explicitly reveals his own attitude to the imperial cult. Nevertheless, he
indicates indirectly that it is problematic by classing its manifestations as adulatio, or by
implying their shocking, uncountable excessiveness (14.64.3). The fact that the deifications of
Augustus and Claudius prove so politically useful to Tiberius and Agrippina/Nero is also a
negative political comment. When Tiberius asserts the mortality of his family members and
himself before the people (3.6.3) or the Senate (4.38.1), it is too little too late: the fact that he
has already allowed worshipful treatment of himself to grow so pervasive makes his statements
hypocritical. By linking insults to divus Augustus (e.g. 3.66.1) or instances of emperor worship
(4.74.2, 15.74.3) with the deaths of Roman citizens in maiestas trials, Tacitus implies that such
treatment of the princeps is closely linked with the emperor’s savagery toward his own subjects.
Thus the imperial cult has a negative impact on the Roman state in the political realm. In
the religious realm, however, Tacitus never explicitly indicates that it poses a problem for the
city’s relationship with the ‘real’ gods. Criticisms along these lines are always focalized through
others (e.g. 1.10.6, 1.59.4). He allows the reader to see divine anger at the imperial cult in his
comment about ira deum at 4.1.2, but this remains only one possible interpretation of his words.
When prodigies finally do appear in the Annals, their content indicates that they indicate the
gods’ response to the emperors’ actions as human beings, not as quasi-divine beings. Their
placement can only insinuate a possible relationship with emperor cult, as the prodigy list at
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12.43 that follows Agrippina’s usurpation of the carpentum. In describing the language and
actions of subjects elevating their emperor to the level of the divine, Tacitus makes not a
theological point about the problems of worshipping a human being so much as a political one
about the relationship between emperor and subject. Worshipping the emperor as a god on earth
is certainly problematic, but Tacitus and his gods are both silent on the religiosity of that action.
Tacitus’ gods in fact spend much of the Annals in a state of silence. Not until Annals 12
do they send prodigies to indicate to mortals that something has gone wrong. Once they
manifest themselves, they are a potent force, but not immediately. They can and do punish Nero
with sickness to show their anger when he bathes in the Aqua Marcia (14.22.4), but they take no
action against Claudius besides sending prodigies, and give no signs to Tiberius at all. One
interpretation of this delay in divine punishment is a distinction amongst the different principes.
Both Tiberius and Claudius took action to preserve cultic memory on several occasions, whereas
Nero’s principate is bleaker, marked as it is by the fire of AD 64 that Tacitus implies will
severely impair Rome’s ability to repair her relationship with the gods.
But Nero, for all his gross impieties, does try his best to uphold religious details. For
instance, he is the only character in the Annals who actually expiates a prodigy (13.24.2). A
better explanation for the gods’ sudden activity during Nero’s reign might therefore lie in
dynastic concerns. As the last of the Julio-Claudians, Nero represents a point to which Tacitus’
entire religious narrative has been tending. If we think that Nero is visited with the sins of his
fathers, this is particularly interesting in light of the teleological narrative of the Histories, in
which it is clear Vespasian is fated to rule. Tacitus hints at a larger narrative picture when he
says that Vespasian escaped death under Nero by a maius fatum (16.5.3). The implications of
this connection between the narrative arcs of the Annals and Histories were sadly outside the
scope of this thesis, but are a fruitful line of enquiry for future research.
The importance of religious memory for Tacitus’ narrative of the Julio-Claudian
principate also emerges clearly. Tacitus the quindecemvir is interested in describing the details
of cult history and practice, like the rites and restrictions of the flamen Dialis or the history of
Rome’s temples, and considers them important both for the reader of his narrative and for the
actors within it. Allusions to Livy in passages of a religious-antiquarian nature (e.g. 12.23-4,
15.41) subtly help to reinforce Tacitus’ valorization of the religious practice of the past. These
comparisons imply that these ancient periods close to Rome’s founding are the standard to
which Tacitus holds the characters within his text, who, by contrast, forget or attempt to revise
these standards. These allusions thus bring out the differences between ‘then’ and ‘now.’ The
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fact that Germanicus cannot live up to the piety of Scipio or make the powerful religious
dedications of Cossus shows how different the world is under the principate. Even Germanicus,
darling of the armies and people, the best hope for an alternative to Tiberius, is not a viable
option, either in terms of his religious practice or of his conception of himself within the
cosmos. By the time we reach Nero, the Livian temples are burning, and there is no indication of
a way to recover.
Tacitus shows this loss of cultic memory without giving us much hope for its revival.
The Annals lack positive religious actors: there is no one within the narrative to whom the
reader can turn for an example of good conduct. Although Tiberius and Claudius attempt to
place Rome back on the straight and narrow by enforcing the flamen Dialis’ restrictive rules or
by reviving the haruspices, they do not seriously change Rome for the better. In fact, their other
religious decisions change it for the worse: Tiberius’ interest in astrology undermines his
attempts at cultic memory, while Claudius’ antiquarian obsessions prevent him from seeing the
other problems around him. In both cases, these failings will have consequences for Rome’s
relationship with the gods. Tiberius’ astrological predictions are closely associated with a failure
to appoint a successor, allowing the impious Caligula to rule and setting Rome on a trajectory
that will eventually lead to Nero’s principate. Claudius fails to respond to prodigies indicating
that something is wrong. Furthermore, his tunnel-vision mentality allows the rise of Agrippina
and Nero. During Nero’s reign, divine displeasure will rage. Thus although Tacitus seems to
deplore the loss of cultic memory in Julio-Claudian Rome, no attempts to correct it can
successfully reconcile Rome with her angry gods.
Within this seemingly fatalistic picture, however, there are some clues for the reader
about how to behave. Although no one in the narrative provides a positive example of good
religious behaviour, there are certainly negative examples of conduct to avoid. Tacitus’ famous
observation at 3.65.1 is important here: Exsequi sententias haud institui nisi insignes per
honestum aut notabili dedecore, quod praecipuum munus annalium reor, ne virtutes sileantur
utque pravis dictis factisque ex posteritate et infamia metus sit (3.65.1). This has implications
for all sorts of conduct, but the context is specifically one of religious amnesia: in the previous
chapter, L. Apronius has just proposed adding the fetiales to Livia’s games although this is
inappropriate to the priesthood’s traditional duties. It is important that Apronius is specifically
named: ‘if T. is seen to criticise named individuals, his readers may be deterred from vice by the
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reflection that they themselves may be similarly branded by a future Tacitus.’1 A similar point
applies to Tacitus’ statement about religious flattery following the death of Octavia (14.64.3
neque tamen silebimus, si quod senatus consultum adulatione novum aut patientia postremum
fuit).
These passages have important implications for what Tacitus wants to tell his reader
about navigating both traditional religious details and the new imperial cult: the fact that Rome
now has an emperor should not affect the way his subjects either treat him or worship the
traditional gods. Any senator who makes a proposal using divine honours to flatter the emperor
or changing any detail of traditional Roman cult practice will incur not only the gods’ wrath, but
also the opprobrium of Rome’s future historians. This is how the historical works of Tacitus the
quindecemvir can do their part for the preservation of religious memory.

1

Woodman and Martin 1996, 455. Cf. Luce 1991, 2961. Some Tacitean scholars allow for positive exemplarity in
other aspects of the Annals (e.g. Clarke 2002, 98–9).
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